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N
early 1 year ago, a group of researchers boldly 

suggested that the standards for research qual-

ity, transparency, and trustworthiness could be 

improved if journals banded together to adopt 

eight standards called TOP (Transparency and 

Openness Promotion).* Since that time, more 

than 500 journals have been working toward 

their implementation of TOP. The editors at Science 

have held additional re-

treats and workshops to 

determine how best to 

adapt TOP to a general sci-

ence journal and are now 

ready to announce our new 

standards, effective 1 Janu-

ary 2017.†

In implementing TOP, 

Science strives to find the 

right balance between en-

couraging better transpar-

ency about the evidence 

behind the authors’ conclu-

sions and respecting the 

broad array of norms and 

cultures across the many 

disciplines published in the 

journal. For example, we 

recognize that pre-registra-

tion of studies and analysis 

plans is becoming common-

place in a few fields, such as 

clinical trials, and that many 

more studies would benefit from such practices. Pre-

registration of studies can help to avoid the “file drawer 

effect,” in which investigations with null or inconclusive 

results are not disseminated, leading to a bias in the pub-

lished literature toward positive, conclusive, and pos-

sibly spurious effects. Pre-registration of analysis plans 

reduces author bias in the interpretation of data. How-

ever, until more disciplines are ready to accept these ap-

proaches for hypothesis-testing research, it is premature 

for Science to insist that they be submitted. In terms of 

replications, Science will continue to publish such stud-

ies, holding them to the same standards as other content 

submitted to the journal. 

On the other hand, we believe the benefits of requir-

ing the availability of data, code, and samples on which 

the authors’ interpretations rest are worth the effort in 

compliance (and in some cases in adjusting data own-

ership expectations), while acknowledging that some 

special circumstances will require exemptions. This 

practice increases transparency, enables reproducibil-

ity, promotes data reuse, and is increasingly in line with 

funder mandates. We are also requiring the citation of 

all data, program code, and other methods not con-

tained in the paper, using DOIs (digital object identi-

fiers), journal citations, or other persistent identifiers, 

for the same reason. Citations reward those who origi-

nated the data, samples, or code and deposited them 

for reuse. Such a policy also 

allows accurate accounting 

for exactly which specific 

data, samples, or code were 

used in a given study.

These guidelines also 

apply to our open-access 

journal Science Advances. 

The specialized journals 

that we publish—Science 

Translational Medicine, 

Science Signaling, Science 

Immunology, and Science 

Robotics—may have more 

specific expectations for 

design and analysis stan-

dards for those disciplines. 

Our editors are currently 

working out the fine print 

before posting detailed 

standards online.

I have heard that some 

boards are struggling with 

how to implement TOP for 

their journals. They fear getting too far ahead of their 

communities in aspects such as requiring data avail-

ability from their authors. As part of the team that 

originally drafted the TOP guidelines, I encourage all 

journals to consider the flexibility of the TOP guide-

lines. For example, a journal need not require that all 

data be publicly available, but simply ask authors to 

declare whether the data are available. This informa-

tion is very helpful for reviewers in terms of determin-

ing whether the study is likely to be replicable by a 

third party. Transparency, even without mandates, is 

a powerful tool. 

The benefits of implementing TOP extend well beyond 

the original goal of facilitating the replicability of pub-

lished research. TOP creates a framework for sharing not 

just the findings of a study, but also the data, samples, 

code, and methods, which in many cases can outlive the 

findings in making durable contributions to science.

– Marcia McNutt  

Taking up TOP

Marcia McNutt

Editor-in-Chief

Science Journals

10.1126/science.aag2359*B. Nosek et al., Science 348, 1422 (2015). †See the supplementary materials for “Implementation of TOP Guidelines for Science.”

“The editors at Science...
are now ready to announce 

our new standards...”
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AROUND THE WORLD

DOE urges U.S. to stay in ITER
WASHINGTON, D.C. |  A Department of 

Energy (DOE) report last week recom-

mended that the United States continue 

its participation in ITER, the gigantic—

and massively overbudget—international 

fusion experiment under construction in 

southern France. The report, ordered by 

congressional budgetmakers last December 

and delivered last week, urged the United 

States to remain in the project at least 

through 2018. But there’s a catch: To keep 

going, DOE says, the U.S. ITER effort will 

need significantly more money—at least 

$230 million in 2018, or $105 million more 

than DOE has requested for it in fiscal 

year 2017, which begins 1 October. And 

the report doesn’t say whether the United 

States should continue in ITER if, as seems 

likely, Congress doesn’t agree to provide 

that extra money. http://bit.ly/USITER

Science fair gets new sponsor 
NEW YORK CITY |  Last week, in a cer-

emony held at the American Museum of 

Natural History here, the biotechnology 

giant Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc. was 

named the latest sponsor of the Society for 

Science and the Public’s (SSP’s) 75-year-

old Science Talent Search (STS). The STS 

competition will receive $100 million 

over 10 years from Regeneron, a sum that 

SSP says will allow it to nearly double its 

monetary awards to winners, finalists, 

and their high schools, and to increase the 

scale of its outreach and equity programs. 

Prior to Regeneron, the competition 

was funded by Westinghouse Electric 

Corporation from 1942 to 1997, and by Intel 

from 1998 to September of last year, when 

Intel suddenly announced it was ending its 

sponsorship. http://bit.ly/STSsponsor

Chemical safety overhaul near
WASHINGTON, D.C. |  The U.S. Senate is 

expected to approve a major overhaul 

of the nation’s primary chemical safety 

law—marking one of the last steps in a 

decades-long reform effort. The House of 

Representatives on 24 May overwhelmingly 

approved H.R. 2576, a rewrite of the Toxic 

A 
new study that examines the effects of cellphone radiation on 

male rats is adding weight to concerns that the ubiquitous de-

vices can pose a health risk to people. A preliminary analysis of 

the data showed that the exposed rats were more likely to de-

velop rare brain and heart cancers. The findings, posted on the 

bioRxiv preprint server by the multiagency National Toxicology 

Program on 26 May, are already triggering calls for more research—

and warnings. But although the elaborate $25 million study (which 

isn’t scheduled to be finished until 2017) is the most comprehensive 

yet of lab animals exposed to cellphone radiation, researchers say it’s 

far from conclusive. Scientists couldn’t say why cancer rates rose in 

male but not female rats, or why rats exposed to cellphone radiation 

lived longer on average than radiation-free rats. The study also does 

not pinpoint a biological mechanism for the findings—and the usual 

caveats about the findings’ applicability to humans apply. The U.S. 

Food and Drug Administration, which requested the study and has 

a hand in overseeing health risks posed by cellphones, stated that its 

own panel of experts is reviewing the data. http://bit.ly/_cellcancer

Study revives cellphone-cancer fears

The new study focuses on the effects of exposure on rats; implications for humans are unclear. 

NEWS
I N  B R I E F

“
It is the end of the road for antibiotics 

unless we act urgently.

”Thomas Frieden, director of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 

in a speech 26 May at the National Press Club on the first U.S. case of an 

Escherichia coli infection resistant to colistin, a drug of last resort for many patients.

Published by AAAS
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Substances Control Act, which governs 

how industrial chemicals are tested and 

regulated. A Senate vote is expected next 

month; the legislation would then move to 

President Barack Obama for signing. The 

White House has indicated Obama will 

sign the bill into law. The measure, per-

haps the most far-reaching and influential 

environmental statute passed by Congress 

since the body updated the Clean Air Act 

in 1990, aims to make chemical safety 

reviews more science-based, and includes 

provisions designed to reduce the use of 

animals in chemical testing and promote 

the study of so-called cancer clusters. 

http://bit.ly/newTSCA

 E.U. calls for open access by 2020
BRUSSELS |  In what European science 

chief Carlos Moedas calls a “life-changing” 

move, E.U. member states have agreed on 

an ambitious new open-access (OA) target. 

All publicly funded papers should be freely 

available by 2020, the Competitiveness 

Council—a gathering of ministers of 

science, innovation, trade, and industry—

concluded 27 May after a 2-day meeting. 

But some observers are warning that the 

goal will be difficult to achieve. The coun-

cil’s statement is also slightly ambiguous 

on what exactly should be accomplished by 

2020. It calls for “immediate” OA, “without 

embargoes or with as short as possible 

embargoes.” Many non-OA journals cur-

rently allow authors to make their papers 

available—for instance in an institutional 

repository—6 or 12 months after publica-

tion. The OA goal is part of a broader set 

of recommendations in support of open 

science, a concept that also includes better 

storage of research data and easier access 

to it. http://bit.ly/EUOAcall

Great Barrier Reef coral deaths
TOWNSVILLE, AUSTRALIA |   Mass bleach-

ing has killed 35% of corals on the 

northern and central sections of the 

2300-kilometer-long Great Barrier Reef—

the grim toll of an unusually hot summer, 

researchers at the Australian Research 

Council Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef 

Studies announced this week. On 24 of 

84 reefs surveyed, 50% of the corals have 

perished, including specimens that were 

50 to 100 years old. Global warming and 

the ongoing El Niño, a periodic phenom-

enon that brings unusually warm water to 

the equatorial Pacific, combined to produce 

the worst of three major bleaching events 

in the last 18 years, the researchers said. 

The finding was announced on the heels 

of a decision to remove references to the 

Battle over the rattles: Lawmakers may ban snake gassing 

I
n Texas, a long-simmering tussle over “gassing”—the use of gasoline to drive 

snakes from their dens—may be coming to a head as the Texas Parks & Wildlife 

Commission takes steps toward banning or limiting the practice. Rattlesnake 

enthusiasts have sought to continue gassing, which involves injecting gasoline 

into cracks or caves to collect the snakes for rattlesnake roundups or other 

events—a decades-long tradition in some parts of Texas. Scientists, meanwhile, 

have documented how the technique harms insects, snails, and other species that 

live underground within the crag-filled karst ecosystem that underlies much of 

Texas. “26 species of federally listed karst invertebrates exist in Texas, and spraying 

petrochemicals will expose [these species] to fumes that are fatal,” says wildlife 

biologist John Davis of the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department in Austin. Some 29 

states already ban the gassing of snake burrows, but Texas has held out for years. 

At last week’s meeting, the commission asked Davis and his staff to prepare potential 

language for a rule by November, when commissioners will debate whether to release 

the rule for public comment. Regulatory options could include an outright ban or sea-

sonal limits on gassing, Davis told commissioners. The Center for Biological Diversity 

in Tucson, Arizona, hopes the commission will enact a ban, calling it “long overdue.”

Ranchers wrangle about 2000 

snakes for the annual Sweetwater 

Rattlesnake Roundup, begun in 

1958 to control snake populations. 

Great Barrier Reef within the “Destinations 

at risk” chapter in a United Nations cli-

mate change report released last week. The 

Australian Department of the Environment 

had objected that the references could 

harm tourism. http://bit.ly/GBRcorals

France reduces budget cuts
PARIS | After imposing an unexpected 

€256 million budget cut on research and 

higher education on 18 May, the French 

government scrapped more than half of 

the cut less than 2 weeks later in response 

to an outcry from France’s scientific com-

munity. In an op-ed in Le Monde last week, 

seven Nobel Prize winners and a Fields 

Medal winner slammed the cuts as “scien-

tific and industrial suicide.” After meeting 

with six of the scientists on 30 May, 

President François Hollande agreed to can-

cel €134 million in cuts that would affect 

four large national research agencies. 

Another €122 million in cuts that mostly 

affect higher education were not with-

drawn. The French government needed 

Published by AAAS
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to save a total of €1.1 billion to offset 

unforeseen expenses. Physicist and Nobel 

laureate Serge Haroche says Hollande has 

promised to try to raise science budgets in 

the future. “He understands the impor-

tance of research for the country,” Haroche 

says. “He told us it’s part of the culture 

and the intellectual appeal of France 

abroad, and he does not want to jeopar-

dize that.” http://bit.ly/Frenchcuts

NEWSMAKERS

Three Qs
Maria Zuber, a 57-year-old planetary geo-

physicist and vice president for research at 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT) in Cambridge, has set a number of 

“first woman to …” milestones, including 

principal investigator on a NASA plan-

etary mission and head of an MIT science 

department. Last month, she became part 

of the first all-female leadership team at 

the National Science Foundation (NSF) 

when she was named chair of its oversight 

body, the National Science Board.

Q: Do you ever get angry about having to 

break those glass ceilings?

A: I’ve never realized I was first until after 

the fact. I long for the day when I’m not 

the first anymore.

Q: Some lawmakers say NSF is wasting 

money on frivolous grants and that its 

awards should be “in the national interest.” 

A: My definition of research in the 

national interest is great science, as 

determined by merit review. We’ve been 

meeting with legislators about their con-

cerns, and hopefully they will express 

an appreciation for what NSF has done. 

But we realize there’s room for NSF to 

improve transparency.

Q: Is it reasonable to expect research spend-

ing to grow in this political climate?

A: Everything is under scrutiny when 

budgets are tight. But U.S. research and 

education are what has kept this country at 

the forefront. Even when flat [funding] is 

the new up, I think that research spending 

ought to be up.

Berg new Science editor-in-chief
Biochemist Jeremy Berg of the University 

of Pittsburgh (Pitt) in Pennsylvania will 

become the next editor-in-chief of Science 

magazine and its sister journals on 1 July. 

Berg will succeed Marcia McNutt, who 

is stepping down to become president of 

the National Academy of Sciences. Berg, 

58, began his career at Johns Hopkins 

University School of Medicine in Baltimore, 

Maryland, studying zinc-containing pro-

teins. From 2003 to 2011 he directed the 

$2 billion National Institute of General 

Medical Sciences. There, he broke new 

ground by using a blog to share data on 

grant funding decisions. He has remained 

involved in biomedical research policy 

issues while serving as a science strategy 

adviser and director of the Institute for 

Personalized Medicine at Pitt. 

Deal inked for massive telescope

A
stronomers have signed an unprecedented contract to build the world’s largest 

ground-based optical and infrared telescope. In a 25 May ceremony at the head-

quarters of the European Southern Observatory (ESO) in Garching, Germany, 

ESO Director General Tim de Zeeuw inked a €400 million deal with three Italian 

engineering firms. They will build the structure that will hold the 39-meter mirror 

of the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT), as well as the nearly 80-meter-tall 

domed building that will enclose it, on the mountain Cerro Armazones in Chile. The 

light-collecting area of the €1.1 billion E-ELT project is greater than that of all ground-

based optical research telescopes currently in operation, and it will produce images 

15 times as sharp as the Hubble Space Telescope. Roberto Tamai, E-ELT program 

manager, said the telescope will provide “a transformational step in our understanding 

of the universe.” http://bit.ly/EELTdeal

An artist’s rendition of 

the E-ELT telescope to 

be built in Chile.

BY THE NUMBERS

11.9%
Fraction of drug candidates that made 

it through development from 2012 

to 2015—a sharp uptick from a 15-year 

low of 7.5% from 2008 to 2011 

(Nature Reviews Drug Discovery).

74
Number of experiments faked by heart 

researcher Ricky Malhotra over 6 years, 

while he was first at the University 

of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and then the 

University of Chicago in Illinois, accord-

ing to an Office of Research Integrity 

report released 24 May.

Published by AAAS
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Z
ika virus, the once obscure pathogen 

now widely feared for causing birth 

defects and other problems, has spread 

very far very quickly since an outbreak 

was first noticed in northeast Brazil in 

early 2015. It has reached more than 

40 countries across the Americas, even 

making it to the Cape Verde islands, off the 

western coast of Africa. More than a million 

people have become infected.

As public health officials try to contain the 

epidemic, researchers are racing to answer 

a key question with important implications 

for which areas are at risk, and what meth-

ods might work to slow its spread: Which 

mosquitoes are transmitting the virus? An-

swering the question is no small challenge. 

Scientists need evidence from both lab-raised 

and wild-caught mosquitoes to make the case 

that a given species is guilty.

Just last week, a team in Rio de Janeiro 

announced that it had nabbed several 

Aedes aegypti infected with Zika—the first 

infected mosquitoes found in Brazil. The 

species, the yellow fever mosquito, has long 

been the prime suspect, but some scientists 

believe the Zika virus must have other carri-

ers to have spread so quickly—and they have 

field and lab studies underway to resolve the 

issue. Until that evidence is in, “we shouldn’t 

jump to conclusions,” says Duane Gubler, 

a virologist at Duke-NUS Medical School 

in Singapore.

A. aegypti has earned suspicion because it 

spreads dengue and chikungunya as well as 

yellow fever and is common in urban areas of 

Brazil where major outbreaks have occurred 

and throughout Latin America. But evidence 

of wild mosquitoes infected with Zika has 

been lacking. It is harder than one might 

expect to find them. In dengue outbreaks, 

says Sander Koenraadt, an entomologist at 

Wageningen University in the Netherlands, 

researchers typically find that fewer than 1% 

of sampled mosquitoes are infected with the 

dengue virus, even where people are falling 

sick. “You have to look at a lot of mosquitoes 

to find [infected ones],” Gubler says. The 

mosquitoes “infect people and die before any-

one shows up at the hospital” with disease 

symptoms, says Oliver Brady, an entomo-

logist at the University of Oxford in the 

United Kingdom.

For the insects to transmit a virus, they 

must take up infected blood from a human 

or animal and become infected themselves. 

The virus then has to travel from their gut 

to their saliva. Only some species are sus-

ceptible to particular viruses. 

To test whether a given species is able to 

transmit a virus, researchers feed insects on 

infected blood in the lab and a week or so 

later collect saliva from them. If the saliva 

contains infective virus, the species is con-

sidered a “competent” vector. Not all lab-

competent vectors spread disease, however. 

That depends on several factors, such as 

how often the species bites, whether it feeds 

primarily on humans or other animals, and 

how long it lives. To confirm that a species 

is transmitting disease, researchers also need 

to find virus-infected mosquitoes in the wild.

The team that reported the first Zika-

infected mosquitoes in Brazil, led by Ricardo 

Lourenço-de-Oliveira, an entomologist at the 

Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (Fiocruz) in Rio 

de Janeiro, vacuumed up mosquitoes from 

homes and streets in Rio de Janeiro neigh-

borhoods that were home to people com-

plaining of Zika symptoms. Over 10 months 

they collected more than 1500 mosquitoes, 

identified them, and tested pooled samples 

of the same sex and species for the presence 

of Zika and other viruses. Nearly half were 

A. aegypti, and most of the rest were Culex 

INFECTIOUS DISEASE

Mosquito hunters search for Zika vectors
Yellow fever mosquito is confirmed, but others may contribute

I N  D E P T H

“You have to look at a lot 
of mosquitoes to find 
[infected ones].”
Duane Gubler, Duke-NUS Medical School

By Gretchen Vogel

Published by AAAS
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quinquefasciatus, another common mos-

quito in urban Brazil. Roughly 5% were other 

species. A species called A. albopictus, widely 

known as the Asian tiger mosquito, which 

can also transmit Zika in the lab and has 

been found infected with the virus in Mexico 

and Gabon, made up only about 2% of the 

catch, Lourenço-de-Oliveira says. They found 

Zika virus in three sets of female A. aegypti 

mosquitoes, but none of the other species. 

The lack of virus in C. quinquefasciatus is 

somewhat reassuring, Lourenço-de-Oliveira 

says, but the case is not closed. Constância 

Ayres, an entomologist at Fiocruz in Recife, 

Brazil, says that her lab has evidence that the 

species is a possible vector; they have found 

Zika virus in the saliva of C. quinquefasciatus 

that had fed on infected blood. (Her team has 

submitted its work for publication.) 

Lab tests can be misleading, however. 

“There is a classic discordance between what 

you see in the lab and what happens in the 

wild,” Brady says. “Albopictus and aegypti are 

both highly competent in the lab” as vectors 

for dengue. “But in Europe, where we have 

widespread albopictus and almost no aegypti, 

you don’t have huge dengue outbreaks.” 

Ayres and others are still searching for 

Zika in the wild. She and her colleagues have 

collected and identified more than 5000 

mosquitoes in the Recife area since March, 

from homes where confirmed Zika patients 

lived and from urgent care centers. She is 

waiting for promised grant money before she 

can run the polymerase chain reaction tests 

to find which viruses the mosquitoes are 

carrying, she says. 

Culex mosquitoes transmit several viruses 

related to Zika, and it would not be particu-

larly surprising if both Culex and Aedes spe-

cies could spread Zika, Ayres says. Gubler 

agrees that Culex is a plausible carrier. He 

notes that several Zika relatives spread by 

Culex mosquitoes, including the West Nile 

virus, target the nervous system, which Zika 

also seems to do.

If Culex mosquitoes can transmit Zika vi-

rus, that will make slowing its spread even 

more difficult. C. quinquefasciatus is found 

as far north as Iowa and Indiana in the 

United States, although people there are pro-

tected by window screens and other factors. 

In Latin America, most vector control meth-

ods are targeted at A. aegypti. Those efforts 

have made barely a dent in curtailing spread 

of the Zika virus so far, notes Paul Reiter, an 

entomologist at the Pasteur Institute in Paris. 

Targeting multiple vectors at once will only 

make the job harder. “If [C.] quinquefaciatis 

is a vector,” he says, “we can forget anything 

about mosquito control.” j
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NEWS

Dogs may have been 
domesticated more than once
But all living dogs have Asian roots

EVOLUTION

F
or years, scientists have debated where 

dogs came from. Did wolves first forge 

their special relationship with humans 

in Europe, or in Asia? The answer, 

according to a new study, is yes. On 

p. 1228, researchers report that genetic 

analysis of hundreds of canines reveals that 

dogs may have been domesticated twice, 

once in Asia and once in Europe or the 

Near East, although European ancestry has 

mostly vanished from today’s dogs. The find-

ings could resolve a rift that has roiled the 

canine origins community—but the case isn’t 

closed yet. 

“These are fantastic data that are going 

to be extremely valuable for the field,” says 

Peter Savolainen, a geneticist at the Royal In-

stitute of Technology in Stockholm and the 

leading proponent of Asian dog origins. But 

Robert Wayne, an evolutionary biologist at 

the University of California, Los Angeles, 

whose work has shown that dogs arose in Eu-

rope, says the results—although plausible—

are too preliminary to settle the question. 

“The story is still a bit of a muddle.”

The study includes a unique specimen: 

the inner ear bone of a nearly 5000-year-old 

dog unearthed from Newgrange, a football 

field–sized mound of dirt and stone on the 

east coast of Ireland, built around the time 

of Stonehenge. Researchers led by Laurent 

Frantz, an evolutionary geneticist at the Uni-

versity of Oxford in the United Kingdom, 

sequenced this specimen’s entire nuclear 

genome—the first complete genome from an 

ancient dog to be published—and compared 

it to the nuclear DNA of 605 modern dogs 

from around the world. The team then cre-

ated a family tree for the animals, which re-

vealed a deep divide between European dogs 

(like the Newgrange canine and the golden 

retriever) and Asian dogs (like the shar pei 

and free-ranging village dogs from Tibet and 

Vietnam). “I was like, ‘Holy shit!’” says project 

leader Greger Larson, an evolutionary bio-

logist at Oxford. “We never saw this split be-

fore because we didn’t have enough samples.” 

To figure out when this divide occurred, 

the Newgrange specimen was critical. Re-

searchers used it, in conjunction with the 

complete genomes of several modern dogs 

and wolves, to calculate a genetic mutation 

rate for canines. This rate suggests that the 

East-West split happened sometime between 

6400 and 14,000 years ago. The analysis also 

revealed a “genetic bottleneck” in Western 

dogs—a reduction in genetic diversity typi-

cally tied to a sharp decline in a population’s 

numbers, as can occur when a small band of 

individuals splits off from the main group. (A 

Asian dogs like this Tibetan 

mastiff have been separated 

from European breeds such 

as Labradors for more than 

6000 years. 

Researchers in Brazil have captured thousands of 

mosquitoes to test them for Zika and other viruses.

By David Grimm

Published by AAAS
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similar pattern is seen with the original hu-

man migration out of Africa.) 

Taken together, the data suggest that hu-

mans domesticated dogs in Asia more than 

14,000 years ago, and that a small subset 

of these animals eventually migrated west 

through Eurasia, probably with people. This 

implies that all modern dogs, as well as the 

Newgrange canine, can trace their ancestry 

back to Asia. 

But here’s the twist: Archaeologists pre-

viously had found the remains of dogs in 

Germany that may be more than 16,000 

years old, suggesting that dogs had already 

been domesticated in Europe by the time 

the Asian canines got there. Some of today’s 

dogs may carry genetic traces of that early 

domestication—but it’s hard to find, in part 

because scientists are still trying to recover 

DNA from those ancient German dogs. “We 

don’t know if the dogs that evolved [early] 

in Europe were an evolutionary dead end,” 

Frantz says, “but we can safely say that their 

genetic legacy has mostly been erased from 

today’s dogs.” 

To Savolainen, the story makes sense. “If 

people in one place got these fantastic dogs, 

of course everyone wanted to have them,” 

he says. “Over the course of a few hundred 

or a thousand years, you could have dogs 

spread throughout all of Eurasia.” Still, he’s 

not completely sold on the idea of two do-

mestications, arguing that if the team’s mu-

tation rate is just a bit off, it could allow for 

all dogs, even those ancient European ones, 

to have Asian roots. Wayne adds that inter-

breeding between dogs and wolves could 

have muddied the picture. Both say that 

many more samples, especially of ancient 

dogs and wolves, are needed.

That could happen soon. Although neither 

Wayne nor Savolainen were involved in the 

current study, both joined Larson in 2013 as 

part of an international collaboration to solve 

the mystery of dog domestication once and 

for all (Science, 17 April 2015, p. 274). Doz-

ens of scientists have been pooling resources 

and gathering thousands of new samples 

from around the globe. “The new model is 

provocative and exciting, but the full collabo-

ration is going to be essential to untangling 

this complicated story,” says John Novembre, 

a population geneticist at the University of 

Chicago in Illinois who is not involved with 

the collaboration or the new work. 

For now, a dual origin for dogs remains 

an intriguing possibility, especially because 

research has also suggested multiple domes-

tications for cats and pigs. Does that mean 

these animals were bound to be domesti-

cated? “If it only happened in one place, 

it was probably a very hard thing to do,” 

Savolainen says. “But if it happened twice, 

maybe it wasn’t as hard as we thought.” j

T
he settlement of the Indian Ocean’s 

largest island is one of the great 

mysteries in humanity’s colonization 

of the globe. Madagascar lies just 

400 kilometers off the East African 

coast. Yet the Malagasy people’s cui-

sine, rituals, and religious beliefs resemble 

those of Borneo, some 9000 kilometers to 

the east. Their language is more closely re-

lated to Hawaiian than to Bantu, and about 

half their genes can be traced to Austro-

nesia—that is, Indonesia and the islands of 

the Pacific. Archaeological evidence of this 

distant connection was lacking, however. 

Now, new studies—recent or soon-to-be-

published—trace a wave of Austronesian col-

onization between 700 C.E. and 1200 C.E. The 

telltale evidence is, in effect, breadcrumbs: 

crops distinctive to Austronesia, sprinkled 

across Madagascar and neighboring islands. 

“We finally have a signal of this Austronesian 

expansion,” said Nicole Boivin, an archaeo-

logist and director of the Max Planck Institute 

for the Science of Human History in Jena, 

Germany, who discussed the 

findings at the recent Society 

for American Archaeology 

(SAA) meeting here. 

The study by Boivin and 

her colleagues, published 

this week in the Proceed-

ings of the National Acad-

emy of Sciences, found that 

these voyagers did not stop 

at Madagascar. Some also 

settled the Comoro Islands, 

scattered between Madagas-

car and the African coast. 

“The discovery of an Austro-

nesian connection for the 

Comoros is surprising,” 

says David Burney, a paleo-

biologist at the National 

Tropical Botanical Garden 

in Koloa, Hawaii, who has 

studied the region. Yet the 

Austronesians stopped short 

of the African coast. “There 

was a culinary frontier,” says 

Alison Crowther, an archaeo-

logist at the University of 

Queensland, St. Lucia, in 

Brisbane, Australia, who led the study. 

Her team collected more than 2400 

samples of botanical remains at 20 sites on 

the African mainland, on offshore islands, 

and on Madagascar and obtained 43 radio-

carbon dates from crop seeds. Between 

700 C.E. and 1200 C.E., the researchers found 

a clear boundary between sites dominated 

by African crops like pearl millet, cowpea, 

and sorghum, and those with Asian rice, 

mung bean, and cotton. The Asian crops 

were common on the Comoros and on Mad-

agascar, but rare on the East African coast. 

The line traced by the study shows that 

the two regions, although close geographic-

ally, were worlds apart in their way of life, 

suggesting a wholesale colonization of Mad-

agascar and the Comoros. A thousand years 

ago and more, Arab and Indian sailors con-

ducted a bustling trade between East Africa 

and India (Science, 27 June 2014, p. 1440). 

But the crops indicate that the settlers came 

from even farther east. Although Asian rice 

and mung bean are common on the Indian 

 subcontinent, other common Indian crops 

 like horse gram and urd (two legume vari-

‘Culinary frontier’ tracks 
Madagascar’s Asian settlers
Crop remains record wave of arrivals from the East

ARCHAEOLOGY 

0 355
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Dar es Salaam African crops

Asian crops

Cultural dividing line 
Archaeological remains of crops such as Asian rice and mung beans 
suggest that Austronesian sailors colonized Madagascar and the Comoro 
Islands.  But the ancient Asian culinary influence stops at mainland Africa.

By Andrew Lawler, in Orlando, Florida

Published by AAAS
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J
upiter’s seething visage—a psych-

edelic carousel of haze and ammonia 

clouds—is a veil. It obscures a vast 

atmospheric underworld that astro-

nomers can probe only with difficulty, 

using wavelengths outside the spec-

trum of visible light. This week, a ground-

based radio telescope has pulled back the 

veil, revealing a giant wave of ammonia 

that circles the planet and that will guide 

modelers’ attempts to understand the at-

mosphere’s deep roilings. And next month, 

a NASA spacecraft called Juno will arrive at 

Jupiter and start to peer even deeper, into a 

suspected water layer, for clues to where and 

how the planet formed. 

The radio telescope data help resolve a 

mystery that dates to 1995, when NASA’s 

Galileo spacecraft dropped a probe into 

the planet’s atmosphere. It fell into a “hot 

spot”: a dried-out region with few ammonia 

clouds and none of the water clouds that 

astronomers have sometimes seen deep in 

the atmosphere. As the probe parachuted 

100 kilometers below the topmost haze 

layer, it detected high levels of ammonia 

before succumbing to the crushing pres-

sures and searing heat. That was surprising, 

because a decade before, radio telescopes 

such as the Very Large Array (VLA) in New 

Mexico had found little ammonia at those 

depths. Theorists surmised that Jupiter’s 

upper atmosphere might be ammonia-free 

except for occasional clouds lofted upward 

from the depths by thunderstorms.

Not so, the new study on p. 1198 shows. In 

fact, the atmosphere is rife with ammonia; 

the Galileo probe just caught the wrong part 

of a wave. In a region a few thousand kilome-

ters north of Jupiter’s equator, the VLA’s ear-

lier maps showed a broad, featureless band. 

Thanks to a recent upgrade, the VLA has now 

revealed that the band is actually striped 

with zones of different composition: ammo-

nia-poor regions tens of thousands of kilo-

meters across, alternating with ammonia-

rich regions rising in plumes from below. 

“We finally put it all together that these hot 

spots and these ammonia-rich regions were 

really part of the same pattern,” says Imke de 

Pater, a planetary scientist at the University 

of California, Berkeley, who led the study.

Atmospheric waves reflect how heat is 

transported up from the depths. So the 

wavelength and amplitude of this wave 

offer clues to what’s happening below, 

says Mark Hofstadter, a planetary scien-

tist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 

Pasadena, California.

The VLA might have probed deeper in the 

atmosphere by using longer wavelengths, 

but its view was blocked by radiation from 

belts of whipped-up electrons that circle the 

planet. The Juno mission, set to go into a 
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eties) are absent from the Madagascar and 

Comoros samples. 

The genetic studies that support the 

group’s conclusion about an Asian coloniza-

tion also link roughly half the genome in mod-

ern Malagasy to Africans. When the Africans 

arrived is a further mystery. “People have 

speculated that there might well have been 

a number of transitory arrivals—most likely 

from Africa—before settlement on the island 

really took off” with the arrival of Austro-

nesians, says Peter Forster, an archaeo-

logist at the University of Cambridge in the 

United Kingdom. 

The late Yale University archaeologist 

Robert Dewar claimed in 2013 that people 

reached the island around 2000 B.C.E., mil-

lennia earlier than had been thought, based 

on radiocarbon dates of organic matter 

found with stone artifacts in a rock shel-

ter on the north coast. But even members 

of Dewar’s team were not ready to rewrite 

Madagascar’s history. Burney, meanwhile, 

says that environmental data, such as signs 

of widespread burning, suggest the first hu-

mans more likely arrived around 400 B.C.E.

Based on studies of the unique mega-

fauna Madagascar once hosted, including 

giant flightless birds and huge lemurs, paleo-

ecologist Simon Haberle of the Australian 

National University in Canberra argues that 

the arrival was likely more recent. He re-

ported at the SAA meeting that radiocarbon 

dating of fungi from the dung of megafauna 

at five sites in southwest Madagascar sug-

gests that larger animals, like a 150-kilogram 

lemur, began to decline about 500 C.E. The 

decline presumably signals the arrival of hu-

man hunters. Megafauna extinctions gath-

ered speed between 700 C.E. and 1000 C.E., 

coinciding with the wave of Austronesians. 

The identity of the earlier settlers, when-

ever they made landfall, remains obscure. 

Madagascar still has hunter-gatherers such 

as the Mikea, who have an oral tradition as-

serting that they were the island’s original 

inhabitants, driven by later migrants into 

the dense forests of the island’s southwest. 

A 2013 study, however, found that the group 

is genetically similar to the Malagasy: a 

mixture of African Bantu and Austronesian 

stock. The team suggested that the Mikea 

were originally farmers who later became 

hunter-gatherers, rather than a remnant of a 

pre-Austronesian wave of African colonists. 

The latest evidence leaves little doubt 

about Austronesian settlement, but their 

predecessors remain in the shadows. 

“What is clear is that the island has a com-

plex settlement history involving multiple 

colonizations by different populations at 

different times,” Crowther says. Her new 

study, she adds, contributes “a small piece 

to the puzzle.” j

Telescope and NASA mission 
get under Jupiter’s skin
Ground-based VLA spies giant wave of ammonia, while the 
Juno spacecraft gears up to go after the water

PLANETARY SCIENCE

By Eric Hand

VLA image shows radio emissions from Jupiter’s radiation belts (pink) and from bands below ammonia clouds.

Published by AAAS
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daring, swooping polar orbit around Jupiter 

on 4 July, was designed to avoid that prob-

lem. It will thread the gap between the ra-

diation belts and the top of the atmosphere.

The special orbit will protect the space-

craft’s electronics from frying—allowing 

for 32 14-day mapping orbits beginning in 

November—while giving the spacecraft’s 

microwave detector an unobstructed view 

inside the atmosphere. “They’re looking 

through a fog,” says Juno principal inves-

tigator Scott Bolton of the Southwest Re-

search Institute in San Antonio, Texas, of the 

VLA team’s results. “We’ll have a clean view.”

Observing in microwave wavelengths, 

Juno should be able to see several hundred 

kilometers down, deep enough to spot a wa-

ter layer that the Galileo probe didn’t reach, 

Bolton says. Mapping that layer should re-

veal the roots of many structures high in 

the atmosphere, including the ammonia 

wave, along with Jupiter’s zones, bands, 

and the famed Great Red Spot. Measuring 

the overall abundance of water in the atmo-

sphere is also important for understanding 

the planet’s formation. The water originally 

came from bits of ice that froze out of the 

protoplanetary disk of gas and dust. If Ju-

piter has roughly equal amounts of water 

and elements such as nitrogen and carbon, 

the planet must have formed farther out in 

a colder part of the solar system and later 

migrated inward. In such cold, nitrogen- 

and carbon-containing ices could freeze 

out alongside water ice and become part 

of the planet. But if water abundances are 

very high relative to nitrogen and carbon, 

Jupiter probably formed roughly where it 

is now: in a neighborhood too warm for the 

nitrogen and carbon to freeze out and stick 

to the growing planet.

There is another, long-shot possibility: 

Jupiter might really be as dry as Galileo 

said it was. If the probe’s hot spot measure-

ment holds for the rest of the atmo-

sphere, “then we have a lot of explaining 

to do,” says Amy Simon, a planetary sci-

entist at Goddard Space Flight Center in 

Greenbelt, Maryland.

Juno will perform much more science. 

Some of its instruments will map the plan-

et’s radiation belts and magnetic fields. And 

by measuring the way Jupiter tugs on the 

spacecraft, scientists will make the most 

precise map ever of the planet’s gravita-

tional field—information that can be used 

to study Jupiter’s deepest interior structure 

and perhaps answer the key question of 

whether it has a core. Many planet forma-

tion models suggest that Jupiter needed a 

rock-and-ice core of about 10 Earth masses 

for its gravity to capture hydrogen and he-

lium in the protoplanetary disk before the 

sun dispersed the gases into space.

To supplement Juno’s close-up view of its 

host planet, NASA has asked amateur as-

tronomers to map Jupiter’s visible surface 

throughout the mission. That will help sci-

entists connect what lies beneath to what 

sits on top. j

Jupiter
Inbound 
trajectory

Capture
orbit (53.5 
days)

Radiation belts

Mapping orbits

In November, Juno will begin 

a closer, 14-day mapping 

orbit. The spacecraft will 

orbit 32 times before it 

plunges into the planet.

Mind the gap 
On 4 July, NASA’s Juno spacecraft will enter a polar orbit that threads a narrow gap between Jupiter’s 
stormy cloud tops and a deadly radiation belt. Dodging the radiation belt extends the life of the space-
craft’s electronics and allows a microwave instrument to see inside the atmosphere.

CRISPR views 
of embryos 
and cells
Genome editor helps record 
development, cell influences

DEVELOPMENT

A
lexander Schier simply wanted to make 

sure he destroyed a gene in zebra-

fish embryos. So, like many bio-

logists these days, he turned to the ge-

nome-editing system called CRISPR. 

But Schier, a developmental biologist 

at Harvard University, ended up doing much 

more than knocking out a gene. He and 

colleagues devised a new way to trace cells 

in a developing animal. In its first test, de-

scribed online last week in Science, they used 

CRISPR-induced mutations to reveal a sur-

prise: Many tissues and organs in adult zebra-

fish form from just a few embryonic cells.

Other researchers are already looking to 

adapt the method to probe development. 

“The technique promises to allow the re-

construction of the ‘family tree’ of the cells 

that compose an animal’s body,” says James 

Briscoe, a developmental biologist at the 

Francis Crick Institute in London, who calls 

it “a creative and innovative use of [the] 

CRISPR technique.” Some also intend to ex-

ploit the method to trace the evolution of 

tumors. And several groups are racing to 

develop similar ways of using CRISPR to 

record a cell’s history—for example, its re-

sponses to environmental signals.

Schier and his colleagues took advantage 

of what Harvard geneticist George Church 

calls CRISPR’s “genome vandalism.” In its 

normal editing, a so-called guide RNA pre-

cisely targets the enzyme Cas9 to a particu-

lar site in the genome so that it can break 

the double-stranded DNA there. In one of 

CRISPR’s original uses, a template DNA 

then tells the cell’s machinery how to re-

pair the double-stranded break, allowing 

edits as precise as the changing of a single 

nucleotide. But if scientists supply no tem-

plate, the gene usually ends up with a “scar,” 

where some nucleotides go missing or some 

are added that don’t belong, that knocks out 

its function. 

To make sure the zebrafish gene in his 

sights was truly obliterated, Schier targeted 

multiple sites within the gene by introducing 

several different guide RNAs without any re-

By Kai Kupferschmidt

Published by AAAS
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pair templates. But repeating the experiment 

led to very different outcomes: The size of 

the deletions varied, and the scars included 

both small and large insertions. That destruc-

tive diversity could be put to use, Schier and 

geneticist Jay Shendure of the University of 

Washington, Seattle, realized. 

In the genomes of zebrafish embryos, 

Schier and Shendure inserted a cassette of 

extra DNA, consisting of 10 different target 

sequences for CRISPR. Then they injected 

the single-celled embryos with the Cas9 en-

zyme and 10 guide RNAs that matched the 

target sequences. As the embryo developed, 

the CRISPR system repeatedly disrupted 

the target DNA in each cell, marking it with 

a pattern of deletions and insertions—a dis-

tinctive barcode. Whenever a cell divided, the 

daughter cells would start out with the same 

barcode and then diverge when Cas9 cleaved 

it at different places. The first changes in the 

barcode seem to happen in the two-cell stage, 

and then the editing machinery runs out of 

steam after about 4 hours, when the embryo 

consists of thousands of cells—after that 

point, the barcodes that remain will populate 

the adult animal as cells continue to multiply.

Four months later, the scientists collected 

organs from the adult fish and isolated more 

than 1000 different barcodes from about 

200,000 cells. Cells with more similar barcodes 

are likely to have diverged later in develop-

ment, so the scientists were able to use a com-

puter program to calculate a family tree for 

the 200,000 cells—essentially a lineage map 

revealing which cells spawned others. “When 

you sacrifice the zebrafish at the end of the ex-

periment you’ve actually got a full time read-

out of all the cells and where they came from,” 

Church says. 

One of the most striking findings was how 

few cells give rise to the bulk of the tissue in 

any given organ. More than half of the cells 

in most organs shared fewer than seven bar-

codes. In every organ except the brain, more 

than 90% of the cells had one of just 25 dif-

ferent barcodes. “Tissues may be founded by 

a much smaller group of cells than I would 

have anticipated,” Briscoe says.

For developmental biologists, the new 

technique could help clarify how animals 

take shape from a single cell. It could also 

shed light on important questions in cancer 

research, such as how many precursor cells 

give rise to a tumor and how cancer cells that 

have spread are related to the initial tumor.

The technique has shortcomings,  Schier 

says—for example, it does not reliably mark 

each new generation of cells. But compared 

with other ways of tracing cells and their 

progeny, like dyeing them or relying on 

natural mutations, a CRISPR-generated bar-

code is potentially more powerful and easier 

to use. “I think cancer biologists will start 

thinking about this because it is a more el-

egant way of marking cells than we currently 

use,” says Leonard Zon, who directs the stem 

cell program at Boston Children’s Hospital. 

“We definitely want to try it.”

Researchers are already proposing other 

ways to turn CRISPR into a kind of cellular 

memory. “I think conceptually that is the 

most exciting thing, that you can basically 

record history in the DNA,” Schier says. In 

a preprint posted online last week, a team 

from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology in Cambridge may already have dem-

onstrated that. Instead of adding a barcode 

consisting of 10 CRISPR targets, Timothy 

Lu and colleagues inserted into cells a sin-

gle CRISPR target and engineered the site 

so that it also encodes the guide RNA. As a 

result, the system targets itself: The guide 

RNA leads Cas9 to its own source DNA. 

Cas9 breaks the DNA, leading to a mutation 

in the sequence, which in turn leads to the 

production of a mutated guide RNA. That 

altered guide RNA then leads Cas9 back to 

the altered target sequence, and the cycle 

continues, with the DNA sequence and the 

guide RNA changing in tandem.

By observing how the CRISPR target se-

quence changed in thousands of single cells 

endowed with this complicated setup, the 

researchers estimated how many rounds 

of Cas9 activity it took to produce certain 

sequences. (A rough analogy would be es-

timating how many rounds of the so-called 

telephone game it takes to scramble the  

phrase “lobster boil” into “losing team.”) In 

a follow-up experiment, they coupled the 

activity of Cas9’s gene with the activity of 

an inflammatory pathway. 

In cells exposed to more of the inflamma-

tory factor TNF, the target sequence was sub-

jected to more rounds of Cas9 alterations. 

Then they tested the CRISPR recorder by 

implanting mice with the engineered cells 

and injecting some with an inflammation-

provoking molecule. In those mice, the 

CRISPR target sequences had more changes 

than ones from mice not receiving the 

molecule. This method can “record physio-

logically relevant biological signals in an 

analog fashion,” the authors write.

It could also record stimuli that can-

cer cells are exposed to in the micro-

environment of a tumor or track the activity 

of specific pathways in cells during disease 

development, Lu and colleagues suggest. 

Church notes that such methods may also 

prove valuable in brain studies, for exam-

ple by recording the activity of pathways 

involved in memory foundation. “You can 

take a transient process like the learning of 

a new task and turn it into a permanent re-

cord that’s present in the cell body of every 

neuron in the brain,” he says. j

Cas9

Unedited barcode
(array of CRISPR 

targets)

Zebrafsh

embryo

Guide RNA

Insertion

Genome
editing during

zebrafsh

development

>12,000 sampled cells

Computer

modeling

Reconstructed cell lineage from barcodes

Heart

Adult zebrafsh

Edited barcode

Deletion

Injected Cas9

plus guide RNAs

Yolk

Cell

Tracking cell lineages 
By repeatedly editing a genetic “barcode” in an 
embryo’s cells, the CRISPR system can label tissue 
in a developing organ with a record of its ancestry. 
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O
n a sunny winter afternoon, 

Mohammad Herzallah is driving 

his father’s Hyundai north on high-

way 60 to see his family near the 

town of Jenin. The road weaves 

through rugged terrain and olive 

groves in the heart of the West 

Bank, passing the occasional Pal-

estinian village. Some hilltops 

are crowned with the modern contours of 

Israeli settlements, a major obstacle in the 

quest for peace. “They’re called facts on the 

ground. … It’s an interesting term,” Herzallah 

says, coolly.

The Israeli military checkpoints dotting 

the area can paralyze traffic at a moment’s 

notice, but today they aren’t causing delays. 

Herzallah, a Palestinian neuroscientist 

now at Rutgers University, Newark, in New 

Jersey, recalls how hard the roadblocks made 

life early in his career, when he crisscrossed 

the West Bank visiting Parkinson’s patients. 

“I learned to live with the checkpoints,” 

Herzallah says. He passes them very slowly. 

“You don’t want to get shot at,” he says.

But Herzallah isn’t interested in discuss-

ing the Israeli occupation. His prime concern 

A young Palestinian neuroscientist hopes to create a 
research oasis in the West Bank that transcends politics

By Martin Enserink, in the West Bank; Photography by Mahmoud Illean/AP Images
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is the Palestinian Neuroscience Initiative 

(PNI), which he founded in 2009 as a medical 

student at the tender age of 24. What he has 

built is remarkable, colleagues say: a research 

and training program in the impoverished, 

conflict-riven West Bank, where neuro-

science, until recently, was nonexistent. 

Based at Al-Quds University in Abu Dis, on Je-

rusalem’s outskirts, PNI has already trained 

dozens of students, bagged a $300,000 

grant with Rutgers from the U.S. National 

Institutes of Health (NIH), and started 

publishing papers. A key focus is clinical de-

pression, which is rampant in the Palestin-

ian territories.

Even without the tools found in neuro-

science labs elsewhere—brain imaging equip-

ment, animal facilities, or DNA sequenc-

ers—Herzallah has accomplished a lot, says 

neuroscientist Edvard Moser of the Norwe-

gian University of Science and Technology in 

Trondheim, who visited PNI in January 2014, 

8 months before he and his wife May-Britt 

Moser won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or 

Medicine. “He is very determined, balanced, 

thoughtful, and pragmatic,” Moser says. “I ad-

mire him.”

“Mohammad is really a person you don’t 

meet every day,” adds computational neuro-

scientist Alessandro Treves of the Inter-

national School for Advanced Studies in Tri-

este, Italy, a strong PNI supporter and a per-

sonal mentor to Herzallah. “Science is a form 

of personal emancipation for him.”

Herzallah, who visits the West Bank twice a 

year, sees his project as a recipe for “capacity 

building”—the elusive goal of strengthening 

research in developing countries. In his case, 

sticking to the science is a key ingredient. “If 

this becomes a political story, it could put 

everything I’ve built at risk,” he had warned 

before my visit. He feels the enervating and 

seemingly endless Israeli-Palestinian conflict 

is distracting too many young Palestinians 

from contributing to society. “We shouldn’t 

produce another generation that can talk 

only about politics,” he says. “We need people 

who can speak another language, who can do 

something else. We need the peace of mind.”

THE MAIN CAMPUS of Al-Quds University 

abuts the eastern side of the 8-meter-high 

concrete barrier separating Israel and the 

West Bank. From some vantage points, you 

can see Jerusalem, including the glimmer-

ing golden dome of Al-Aqsa mosque, which 

adorns the university’s logo. A few Al-Quds 

departments and training hospitals are in 

East Jerusalem, on the other side of the 

wall, greatly complicating life for faculty 

and some of the 12,500 students. When 

Herzallah arrived here as a medical student 

in 2003, the wall was lower; you could jump 

it and walk to the old city in less than half 

an hour, he says. Now, the trip takes twice 

as long by public transport, via a checkpoint 

to the north. (West Bank Palestinians are 

not allowed to drive to Jerusalem.) 

The neuroscience program here grew out 

of a long-time friendship between Mark 

Gluck, who leads a group at Rutgers fo-

cused on memory and learning, and Adel 

Misk, a neurology professor at Al-Quds. 

In 2008, Misk and Gluck set out to recruit 

and train three Palestinian medical stu-

dents for a study on cognitive function in 

Parkinson’s patients. One, Gluck says, was 

“a superstar” who overcame all manner of 

hurdles and collected most of the data. That 

was Herzallah.

In 2009, Herzallah spent 6 weeks at 

Gluck’s lab, where he finished a paper on 

the Parkinson’s study. (Its main finding: 

anticholinergic drugs for treating Parkin-

son’s impair generalization, the application 

of previously learned rules to a new situa-

tion.) Together, Gluck and Herzallah raised 

money from private donors in the United 

States for what was initially called the Rut-

gers/Al-Quds Brain Exchange Program. 

Herzallah later founded PNI at Al-Quds; he 

moved permanently to Rutgers in 2010 to 

begin his Ph.D. with Gluck. 

As an initial project, the duo applied for 

NIH funding to expand the Parkinson’s 

work, but their proposal was rejected be-

cause there was nothing special about Par-

kinson’s in the West Bank, Gluck says. The 

project “didn’t cater to a specific need in 

the area.” 

Clinical depression fits that bill much bet-

ter. Studies have found that about a quarter 

of West Bank Palestinians suffer from major 

depression disorder, a severe, disabling con-

dition. That’s about three times the percent-

age in the United States. (Based on his own 

unpublished work, Herzallah says the West 

Bank rate may be as high as 36%.) Many 

blame the Israeli occupation, economic stag-

nation, and a general sense of hopelessness 

that pervades the West Bank. Herzallah says 

he’s not sure of the causes: “We’re brain sci-

entists, not epidemiologists,” he says.

Few patients here seek treatment because 

there’s a strong stigma attached to mental 

illness. “It’s related to the Arab mindset,” 

says PNI’s Hamza Mousa, a collaborator on 

the depression project. “Being depressed 

is seen as shameful and weak. People will 

think you are crazy. Your daughters may be 

unlikely to get married.” Even those who 

want treatment are hard-pressed to get it: 

Herzallah says there are fewer than 25 psych-

iatrists in the West Bank, which is home to 

some 2.8 million Palestinians.

That makes it possible to do studies that 

would be difficult in the United States, 

where untreated severe depression is hard 

to find. “Anybody who has a hint of depres-

sion is put on medication,” Gluck says. “If 
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Founder Mohammad Herzallah has sought to keep 

politics out of the Palestinian Neuroscience Initiative, 

housed at Al-Quds University in the West Bank.

Herzallah and his wife, Joman Natsheh, at his parents’ home near Jenin. Natsheh is also involved in PNI and has 

started a project focused on Palestinian women’s mental health.
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you want to study cognition in clinical de-

pression, you never know if you’re looking 

at the underlying depression or the side ef-

fects of the drugs.” Gluck and Herzallah con-

vinced NIH that studying depression in the 

West Bank had local as well as global signifi-

cance, and they set up several studies that 

required little more than laptop-based tests.

One paper in 2013 showed that un-

treated depression patients were slower 

than healthy controls to guide an animated 

character named Kilroy out of a maze—

a task known to rely on a brain structure 

called the striatum. Once on treatment 

with selective serotonin reuptake inhibi-

tors (SSRIs), patients mastered the maze 

as deftly as controls, but now they had 

trouble with a generalization task, in which 

Kilroy suddenly appears in a new environ-

ment. That confirms previous evidence 

that SSRIs have a beneficial effect on the 

striatum but may dull the hippocampus, the 

brain region that fires most actively during 

generalization, Herzallah says.

The paper is one of only five to emerge 

from data collected in the West Bank, but 

several more are in the works, Herzallah 

says. One—which he calls “the Inshallah 

paper”—could make a splash, he believes. 

A well-known problem with SSRIs is that 

half of all patients or more don’t respond 

to treatment. A new study in Palestinian 

patients suggests that before they are medi-

cated, these nonresponders respond poorly 

to punishment in a learning task. (In the 

study, patients had to make predictions 

about the weather based on clues presented 

on a computer screen; the “punishment” for 

a wrong answer was losing points.)

If the finding holds up, Herzallah thinks it 

could lead to software or a device that iden-

tifies depressed people unlikely to respond 

to treatment. The correlation may also yield 

insights into the roots of clinical depression 

and suggest drug targets, Gluck says.

HERZALLAH GREW UP in Ya’bad, a town 

12 kilometers west of Jenin where his family 

owns a compound with several homes. He 

calls himself a “half-refugee”: His mother’s 

family was expelled from their home in 

Haifa, in present-day Israel, in 1948 and she 

grew up near Ya’bad. For our visit, she has 

laid out a lavish lunch of grilled turkey, red 

peppers, and kobbit-laban, a local specialty 

made of ground veal cooked in yogurt and 

herbs. Two sisters and an aunt join the feast.

Herzallah says his family was enormously 

influential in instilling his scientific cu-

riosity and work ethic. His father is a bio-

chemist who obtained a master’s degree in 

the United Kingdom and a Ph.D. in Ger-

many; he is now a lecturer at An-Najah 

National University in Nablus. His aunt, a 

linguist who did her Ph.D. at Cornell Uni-

versity, recalls that Mohammad was a preco-

cious kid who would read English books in 

her home library. As a fifth-grader, he stud-

ied German as well, which later helped him 

read Albert Einstein’s original papers. Phys-

ics entranced him, but his father convinced 

him that the field had a dark future in the 

West Bank. So he chose medicine.

Herzallah still comes across as older than 

his age. That helps him run a tight ship at 

PNI, where most staff and students are just 

a few years his junior. At a lab meeting, he 

smiles rarely, and sternly reminds students of 

obligations. “He knows how to be strict and 

firm, but also when to be more like a brother 

and a friend,” Mousa says. But Mohamad 

Taha, a PNI alumnus who’s now a postdoc 

at Harvard University, says Herzallah can be 

a bit overbearing. “He’s a very good leader 

and he keeps people on track, but sometimes 

they need a little space,” Taha says. 

Herzallah mostly wields his influence 

in the West Bank from across the Atlantic. 

He spends a few months a year at Al-Quds 

and the rest of the time at Rutgers, where 

he teaches, holds lab meetings, mentors stu-

dents, and discusses papers over Skype and 

email. He’s now a postdoc in Denis Paré’s lab 

at Rutgers, where he’s studying the role of 

the amygdala in rat behavior. 

“He really has two parallel jobs,” Gluck 

says. To keep it up, Herzallah says he starts 

at 4 a.m. every day and works 7 days a 

week—a pace that he says has caused fric-

tion with his wife, Joman Natsheh, who’s 

doing a Ph.D. in neuroscience at Rutgers. 

She is involed in PNI and also set up the 

Palestinian Women Mental Health Initia-

tive, which aims to train female doctors, 

support research, and reduce the stigma as-

sociated with mental health disorders.

Although 18 people are affiliated with 

PNI one way or another, only three are full-

time; most are medical students learning 

how to do research. Such opportunities are 

rare in the West Bank, which helps explain 

Mohammad Herzallah discusses results with postdoc Osama Abu-hadid after a lab meeting at Al-Quds University. Back at Rutgers, Herzallah conducts meetings by Skype.
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why roughly 50 of the 70 students who en-

ter the medical faculty annually apply to 

PNI, says Herzallah, who only accepts a few. 

Finances are still tight. Herzallah says he 

has raised some $150,000 from sponsors 

in the Arab world, including several Pales-

tinian business executives in Jordan. But 

now that the NIH grant has run out, it’s not 

enough to sustain the initiative long term, 

especially with PNI branching out into 

other neuroscience areas.

Other forms of support have been plenti-

ful. Herzallah has set up student exchanges 

with scientists at Rutgers, Harvard, and the 

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lau-

sanne. And Edvard Moser invited Herzallah 

and four students to a Nordic Neuroscience 

meeting in Trondheim in 2015. “Palestine is 

now a Nordic country,” quips Herzallah, who 

hopes one of his students will find a training 

opportunity in Moser’s lab.

Few are willing to discuss any political di-

mension to their support. “I’ll be blunt and 

say that I’m not going to talk about politics 

and religion,” Gluck says. “I’m not going to 

analyze the Middle East conflict in Science 

magazine,” Moser says.

PNI has no links with Israel and its vi-

brant neuroscience scene. Few Palestinian 

scientists do. After the Oslo Accords in the 

1990s, when a peaceful solution seemed in 

sight, ties between Israeli and Palestinian 

academics flourished. But as violence on 

both sides flared, virtually all partnerships 

disintegrated. Al-Quds’s policy since 2009 

has been to not collaborate with Israel, says 

the university’s president, Imad Abu-Kishk. 

Any collaboration could lead to political 

problems—or worse, others say. “You would 

immediately be labeled a traitor,” Treves 

says. “Your life would be in danger.”

The cold shoulder frustrates scientists 

like Yonatan Loewenstein at Hebrew Uni-

versity in Jerusalem, who co-organizes 

meetings that bring together Israeli and 

Arab scientists (see sidebar, right) and is ea-

ger to work with Palestinian counterparts. 

“It doesn’t make any sense that I work with 

researchers in the U.S. and Europe, but I 

can’t meet colleagues who are less than 

10 miles away,” Loewenstein says.

Herzallah has avoided any collaboration 

with Israel out of what he calls “a mix of 

pragmatism and principle.” He prefers to 

stay focused on building up his creation. As 

the sun sets and he looks out from the roof 

of his parents’ home in Ya’bad over a West 

Bank valley dotted with scrubby vegetation, 

Herzallah is clear about his ambitions. “A 

full-blown institute here in Palestine, where 

I can pursue my scientific interests. … That’s 

what I want. I want to show that in spite of 

all of the suffering and the obstacles, we can 

move forward.” ■

When 20 neuroscientists from Israel and the Arab world gathered for dinner at a Left 

Bank bistro here in September 2015, it didn’t take long for the conversation to turn 

from duck breast to the Middle East—and for the temperature to rise. The research-

ers, including two Palestinians, bickered over the Iran nuclear deal, the war in Syria, 

and, of course, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. “The two-state solution is dead!” one 

Arab scientist argued. “We need to think about a one-state model.” “That will never 

work!” an Israeli colleague shot back. As the evening wore on, the debates got more 

animated and louder.

The scientists didn’t solve any problems that night, but at least they were talk-

ing—and that was the point.

They had assembled at Paris Descartes University for a 3-day meeting that sought 

to foster relationships across the political and religious fault lines dividing the 

Middle East. NeuroBridges, as it’s called, is one of several science diplomacy efforts 

focused on the region; the most ambitious is SESAME, a synchrotron light source 

in Jordan expected to come online in 2017 that involves nine unlikely bedfellows, 

including Turkey, Israel, the Palestinian National Authority, Iran, and Pakistan.

NeuroBridges grew from the friendship between Ahmed El Hady, an Egyptian 

neuroscientist at Princeton University, and his Israeli colleague Yonatan 

Loewenstein of the Edmond & Lily Safra Center for 

Brain Sciences (ELSC) at the Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem. After they met in Germany, Loewenstein 

invited El Hady to an ELSC retreat in Ein Gedi, an 

oasis near the Dead Sea in Israel. During a hike, the 

duo agreed that science could bring more researchers 

together, both professionally and personally. The 

first NeuroBridges, later that year at the University 

of Göttingen in Germany, came at an awkward time: 

3 weeks into the 2014 Gaza war.

Science sat in on the 2015 successor, in a monumental Parisian university hall 

adorned with tapestries woven for King Louis XIV. After an unusual preamble describ-

ing their own geographical, religious, or political background, attendees presented 

their work, which spanned a range of neuroscience areas. The mood was friendly.

“We really need opportunities for dialogue like this,” says Mehdi Khamassi, a 

French-Tunisian researcher at the Pierre and Marie Curie University in Paris, who 

noted that relations between Arabs and Jews in France have deteriorated rapidly: 

“We seem to have imported the conflict from the Middle East.” (The meeting took 

place 2 months before the 13 November 2015 terrorist attacks here.)

Like El Hady, almost all of the Arab participants live and work in Western coun-

tries. The mood in most Arab countries is fervently anti-Israel, and scientists there 

could face a political price for attending NeuroBridges, El Hady says. Mohammad 

Herzallah, who heads the Palestinian Neuroscience Initiative, has declined an 

invitation twice (see main story, p. 1158). 

Critics of Israel’s occupation of the Palestinian Territories say that meetings 

like NeuroBridges fail to address the root issue. A mostly scientific meeting that 

doesn’t focus on problems faced by Palestinian academics contributes to the 

“normalization” of the occupation, says Jonathan Rosenhead, chair of the British 

Committee for the Universities of Palestine in London and an advocate of an 

academic boycott of Israel. El Hady disagrees. “Academics are the most reasonable 

people,” he says. “If we cut off contact with them, we lose the last resort.”

This year’s NeuroBridges will be at a chateau in Burgundy, France, in September. 

To reach a wider and younger audience, it will be a 10-day summer school in 

computational neuroscience. Can such meetings bring peace in the Middle East 

any closer? “To be honest, this is not a question that concerns me very much,” 

Loewenstein says after a very long pause. “The question I ask myself is what I can 

personally do to improve the situation.” ■

Gatherings aim to bridge a wide divide

“We really need 
opportunities 
for dialogue.”
Mehdi Khamassi, 

Pierre and Marie Curie 

University in Paris

By Martin Enserink, in Paris
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rances Gulland wants to save 

whales, though sometimes that can 

mean killing one. In 1998, she got 

a call about a whale stranded on a 

rocky shelf in northern California. 

Gulland arrived to find that nearby 

residents had scrambled down a 

cliff to comfort the gray whale calf. 

They were waiting for Gulland, a vet-

erinarian at The Marine Mammal Center in 

Sausalito, California, to rescue it. 

That wouldn’t be possible, she concluded 

after examining the distressed calf. But 

Gulland saw opportunity where others saw 

tragedy. The whale was small enough, she 

realized, that she could decapitate it and 

transport the head to San Diego, California, 

where researchers were trying to learn how 

whales make and hear sounds. “They would 

really find a fresh head useful,” she thought. 

Gently, Gulland explained the calf ’s 

hopeless situation to the would-be rescu-

ers. They lit candles and said a prayer as 

she euthanized it. Then she cut off its head, 

and onlookers helped Gulland haul the 80-

kilogram, 1.5-meter-long body part up the 

cliff. The next day she wrapped the head in 

newspaper and plastic, checked it as over-

sized luggage on an airliner, and delivered 

it to the researchers using a rental car. (The 

package didn’t fit in the trunk, so she drove 

with the lid open.) Ultimately, the head 

yielded insights into how whales communi-

cate and sense the world.

Gulland’s tireless efforts to glean tissue 

and knowledge from hundreds of whale, 

dolphin, and seal strandings around the 

world have made her a prominent figure 

among marine mammal scientists. But 

her influence stretches far beyond pure re-

search. She has helped transform a once 

sleepy rehabilitation facility into a vibrant, 

Gleaning clues from beached marine mammals,
Frances Gulland takes the measure of ocean health

By Elizabeth Pennisi

STRANDING SLEUTH
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globally recognized science and conserva-

tion center, and become a presidentially 

appointed adviser to policymakers, weigh-

ing in on thorny issues such as endangered 

species management. 

Gulland has “fundamentally reshaped our 

field,” says Charles Littnan, a marine mam-

mal scientist with the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in Ho-

nolulu. She and her center “have done un-

believable things,” adds James Harvey, direc-

tor of the Moss Landing Marine Laboratories 

in California. “The world considers her to be 

its marine mammal veterinarian.”

ON A CLOUDY JANUARY DAY, Gulland, 56, 

dons an old sweatshirt, rubber boots, and a 

full-body rubberized apron in the necropsy 

theater at the center, a $32 million facility 

located in the Marin Headlands overlooking 

San Francisco and the Golden Gate Bridge. 

The theater is a two-story-high room with 

a garage door that lets in fresh air, as well 

as the carcasses of sea lions and dolphins 

to be dissected. It smells slightly like salt-

water and a fish market. Above the dissec-

tion table, an observation window allows 

visitors—on this day a group from Asia—to 

follow the action. A sign warns them that 

there will be blood and guts. 

As she slides on her gloves, Gulland’s col-

leagues maneuver a small porpoise onto 

the table. It was found dead the day before, 

its eyes already pecked out by birds, a few 

kilometers away. Before beginning the dis-

section, Gulland asks a veterinary intern—

one of many that train at the center each 

year—to practice collecting the animal’s spi-

nal fluid with a syringe. Then the team gets 

down to business: figuring out what killed 

this porpoise.

Gulland slices open the head, starting 

from the blowhole. Pádraig Duignan, a vet-

erinary pathologist visiting from the Univer-

sity of Calgary in Canada, uses a bigger knife 

to open the internal cavity, then breaks the 

porpoise’s ribs to expose the heart, lungs, and 

gut. The researchers record the condition of 

each organ and collect urine and tissue sam-

ples, including swaths of blubber that can re-

veal the animal’s nutritional status. “We get 

a gold star if we can find the tonsils,” Gulland 

announces as she probes the head; eventu-

ally they find this tiny organ. “Frances knows 

her way around the insides of marine mam-

mals like no one else,” says Sarah Mesnick, 

an ecologist at NOAA’s Southwest Fisheries 

Science Center in San Diego. 

SUCH PRAISE would likely have pleased 

Gulland’s long-deceased father, John Alan, 

a statistician who was a foundational figure 

in modern fisheries and marine mammal 

science. Gulland’s parents were British, but 

when she was 4 they moved to Italy, where 

her dad worked for the United Nations 

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 

in Rome. That move helped shape her per-

sonality: “I’m British when I hide away with 

my husband,” she says. “In public, I’m more 

Italian and open.”

At FAO, her dad helped develop the first 

models of maximum sustainable yields for 

fisheries, and in the 1960s was part of the 

so-called “gang of four” scientists who dem-

onstrated that commercial whaling had put 

many of these great creatures on a path to 

extinction—a finding that helped catalyze 

conservation efforts. Whale experts often 

came to dinner, Gulland recalls, and the 

house “was full of whaling type stuff.”

She was instead attracted to horses, riding 

daily. And she wanted to be a veterinarian—

a dream her parents said she’d grow out of. 

She didn’t. A self-described “disaster in the 

lab,” Gulland in 1984 earned a doctorate in 

veterinary science from the University of 

Cambridge in the United Kingdom, where 

she became interested in studying wildlife, 

rather than in clinical practice. 

“She was a force to be reckoned with,” re-

calls Michael Moore, who was a year ahead of 

Gulland in vet school and is now a veterinary 

scientist at the Woods Hole Oceanographic 

Institution in Massachusetts. After graduat-

ing, Gulland teamed with behavioral eco-

logist Timothy Clutton-Brock to study flocks 

of semiwild Bronze Age sheep on the island 

of Hirta, some 300 kilometers off Scot-

land. One question was why the population 

crashed periodically. At the time, researchers 

were just beginning to appreciate the role 

of disease in population dynamics. In the 

case of the sheep, Gulland’s work implicated 

parasites. She showed that periodic food 

shortages were exacerbated by a nematode 

infection—and that particular sheep genes 

influenced its severity.

The Hirta project also highlighted 

Gulland’s playful sense of humor. At first, 

the U.K. military—which uses Hirta as an 

outpost—resisted allowing her to be the only 

woman on the island for months at a time. 

But once approved, Gulland impressed the 

soldiers with her athleticism, running down 

newborn lambs on steep, rocky slopes. And 

an April Fools’ joke she pulled—involving the 

faked death of a favorite sheep—made her a 

legend at the Hirta base for decades. “She’s 

as productive a person as you will ever meet,” 

Harvey says, “but she does it with a little bit 

of flair and a lot of fun.”

These days, fun for Gulland means other 

arduous adventures. For her 40th birth-

day, she ran her first 40-kilometer race, 

and 5 years later upped the ante with 

45 rock climbs in Australia with her husband, 

Andrew Draper. Her 50th birthday was mel-

lower: She lined up 50 bottles of wine and 

drank away an evening with friends.

GULLAND’S FOCUS turned to marine 

mammals in 1994, when Draper noticed an 

ad for a yearlong fellowship at The Marine 

Mammal Center. He and Gulland are avid 

rock climbers; enticed by California’s famous 

climbs, he suggested she apply. At the year’s 

end, they would journey to Alaska.

When Gulland arrived in Sausalito, the 

center was a mostly volunteer-run effort by 

animal-lovers to save whales, seals, and sea 

lions. Sick animals were rehabilitated in a 

few backyard swimming pools; necropsies 

were performed in a jury-rigged shipping 

container. But “there was very little science,” 

Harvey recalls.

Gulland soon recognized that the steady 

stream of stranded mammals held a poten-

tially rich trove of data that could be used for 

tracking ocean health trends. They offered 

“a fantastic way to see the problems these 

animals were facing,” she says. Soon, the 

planned trip to Alaska faded, and Gulland 

became a permanent employee.  

Frances Gulland prepares to dissect sea lions at her 

center, which has grown into a marine science hub.
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The position enabled Gulland to tackle a 

wide range of research questions. She and 

colleagues discovered, for instance, that el-

ephant seals—which breed on the Califor-

nia coast—can be killed by a nematode they 

share with harbor seals, which are not as 

severely affected. They also worked out the 

cyclical nature of a deadly kidney infection, 

called leptospirosis, in sea lions. And they’ve 

found that genetics, a herpes virus, and ex-

posure to chemical pollutants may explain 

why California sea lions—but not sea lions 

elsewhere—can develop a urogenital cancer 

that causes massive lymph node tumors and 

turns the spine into mush.

Dying sea lions also tipped Gulland off to 

another ocean health issue, one that directly 

affects humans. In 1998, the center took in 

hundreds of stranded sea lions that were hav-

ing epileptic seizures, but otherwise seemed 

in good condition. The cause turned out to be 

poisoning by domoic acid, a toxin produced 

by the algae that create so-called red tides. 

Sea lions are poisoned when they consume 

crabs and fish that eat the algae. Although 

many sea lions survive, recent research at the 

center has shown that even survivors can suf-

fer from memory problems that make it chal-

lenging to navigate and take care of young 

(Science, 18 December 2015, p. 1545). The 

sea lion epilepsy is akin to symptoms docu-

mented in humans who ate contaminated 

shellfish in 1987, and the threat of domoic 

acid is rising as red tides become more com-

mon along the Pacific Coast.

Such research—which has netted Gulland 

and the center more than 200 publica-

tions—helped put her on the short list of re-

searchers who get a call when large whales 

and other marine mammals wash ashore. 

Sometimes, the responders can help save 

the animals. But more often the animals are 

doomed or dead, and offer a rare opportu-

nity to collect tissues and data.

“If there’s a dead whale, [Gulland] wants 

to be there,” says Shawn Johnson, director of 

veterinary science at the center. But strand-

ing responses, which have taken Gulland to 

Mexico and even Australia, can be exhausting. 

Sometimes, it is a race to dissect a locomotive-

sized animal before it decays. To get samples, 

Gulland has climbed the mountainous backs 

of sperm whales, wielding a knife in each 

hand to create handholds, just as a climber 

ascends an ice face. She’s lassoed carcasses in 

freezing water and waded directly into stink-

ing flesh, wielding a huge flensing blade. The 

smell can be so bad that Gulland throws out 

not only her working clothes, but the next 

set, too. 

The data collected at strandings have had 

more than academic value. A necropsy that 

Gulland helped perform in Alaska showed 

that the victim—a humpback whale—had 

been killed by a local cruise ship, leading 

to new speed limits for the vessels. After 

Gulland’s group showed that ship strikes 

cause most whale deaths off California, of-

ficials pushed for the voluntary rerouting of 

shipping lanes around key habitat.

Research did not occupy all of Gulland’s 

time. Her gregarious personality became 

a fundraising asset; she gave talks and at-

tended dinners to help raise money to expand 

the center. “A lot of scientists would cringe 

at having to do that, but she did it,” Duignan 

says. “If Frances were not here, [the center] 

would still be a mom-and-pop operation.”

THE NECROPSY ROOM, built in 2009, ex-

emplifies the center’s transformation. As the 

researchers investigate the porpoise’s demise, 

they set aside specific tissues that other sci-

entists have requested. The fluke and skin 

will go to Frank Fish, a biomechanist at West 

Chester University in Pennsylvania. Another 

researcher wants the lower teeth. The brain 

will become a teaching tool at a local junior 

college. Extra blubber will go to a shark re-

searcher to help attract sharks.

When they open the porpoise’s esophagus, 

they find a fish stuck in the tube. Could it 

have choked? Perhaps, but there is also froth 

in its airways, suggesting it might have got-

ten entangled in something and drowned. 

But the skin shows no obvious signs of fish-

ing lines or nets. The lungs appear healthy, 

and the team finds a partially digested fish 

in its stomach—so starvation isn’t likely. 

The spleen, however, is swollen; that could 

mean the porpoise died of an infection. And 

the lymph nodes at the base of the lung are 

firmer and bigger than expected, so they take 

a sample to look for morbilliviruses, which 

have caused deadly outbreaks among seals 

elsewhere, but not yet in the Pacific. The 

brain shows signs of concussion—could it 

have been clubbed? Ultimately, they reach no 

conclusions. “Sometimes, you never know” 

why an animal died, Gulland says.

NOW, Gulland has turned to policy. In 2011, 

President Barack Obama named her to the 

three-member U.S. Marine Mammal Com-

mission, which weighs in on a wide range 

of domestic and international issues. She’s 

added a spark to the typically staid body. 

“She’s equally adept at wowing you with sci-

ence, or bringing you to a tiki bar,” NOAA’s 

Littnan says.

The commission also gives Gulland a 

platform for pursuing a longstanding inter-

est: saving endangered species. Two years 

ago, she celebrated the opening of an ani-

mal hospital in Hawaii that is dedicated to 

caring for Hawaiian monk seals. Just 1500 

of the animals remain, and Gulland had 

used her fundraising and organizing skills 

to help make the hospital a reality. To date, 

it has helped save 15 monk seal pups—1% of 

the population.    

Now, she’s trying to help accomplish an 

even more difficult task: saving Mexico’s va-

quita, a tiny porpoise threatened by illegal 

gillnetting. Just 60 vaquitas remain, and 

earlier this year Gulland traveled to Mexico 

to meet with colleagues and examine two 

vaquitas that had been killed by nets. Even 

though there are efforts to remove sunken 

gillnets and establish fisheries that would 

not harm vaquitas, the animal’s plight keeps 

Gulland up at night, Draper says. 

Gulland admits she gets discouraged at 

times by the complex political, economic, 

and environmental factors that threaten 

creatures like the vaquita. But she’s not giv-

ing up. “It may be a losing battle,” she says, 

“but I’m going to go down fighting.” ■

Frances Gulland (left) examines a fin whale on the California coast. Such studies have helped identify threats. 
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The scientist’s guide to summer reading
Convinced that the secret to a sniper’s success is all in his aim? You may be underestimating the role of Velcro. Think that 

artisanal cheesemakers represent the ultimate rejection of mainstream science? Think again. From an upbeat meditation on 

death to a snarky critique of economics, this year’s picks offer delightfully unconventional perspectives on a range of scientific 

topics. Join a birdsong expert as he ditches academia for a cross-country bicycle tour, embrace the unknown in an exploration 

of the cosmos, and get lost (pun intended) in a quest to uncover the implications of modern mapping technologies.

SUMMER BOOKS

B O O K S  e t  a l .

Groovy Science 
Reviewed by Monique Dufour

Long-haired surfers catching waves on hand-

crafted shortboards at Laguna Beach. Women 

practicing home births as a form of “spiritual 

midwifery” on the famous Tennessee com-

mune, The Farm. Psychologist Timothy Leary, 

“the most dangerous man in America,” im-

ploring us to “turn on, tune in, and drop out.” 

These are quintessential images of American 

counterculture. But Groovy Science will make 

the reader see them in a surprising new way: 

as signifi cant scenes of encounter between 

counterculture and science. 

By yoking together the words “groovy” and 

“science,” editors David Kaiser and W. Patrick 

McCray refute three durable notions about sci-

ence in the 1970s: that the counterculture was 

antiscience, that science was languishing in 

a rather moribund phase during this period, 

and that mainstream researchers lived and 

worked apart from the counterculture that 

seemed to spurn them. Instead, the 12 essays 

that make up Groovy Science demonstrate 

that people and groups strongly ensconced in 

the counterculture also embraced science, al-

beit in untraditional and creative ways. 

Groovy science was hardly a singular, co-

herent movement, but the book’s four sec-

tions create some conceptual order around 

the ways that people connected science and 

counterculture. In “Conversion,” neurophysi-

ologists, chemists, and physicists recast Cold 

War science by simultaneously rejecting “the 

megamachine” and adapting its “resources 

and forms of knowledge … toward new ends.” 

Those engaged in “Seeking”—the book’s second 

section—pursued science as a path to counter-

cultural virtues such as authenticity, coopera-

tion, and environmentalism. The “Personae” 

in part three—Immanuel Velikovsky, Timothy 

Leary, and Hugh Hefner—seized mass media 

to fashion themselves as science-minded icon-

oclasts. And in “Legacies,” we discover the un-

INSIGHTS

The reviewer is at the Department of History, Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University,  Blacksburg, VA 
24061, USA. Email: msdufour@vt.edu
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acknowledged infl uence of groovy science on 

contemporary commonplaces such as sustain-

ability, innovation, and organic food. 

In “Blowing Foam and Blowing Minds: Bet-

ter Surfi ng through Chemistry,” Peter Neushul 

and Peter Westwick dramatize the period’s 

“shortboard revolution,” when surfers resisted 

mass-produced surfboards and extolled hand-

made, customized boards. The movement 

may have been fueled in part by psychedelic 

drugs, but as Neushul and Westwick show, it 

also wouldn’t have been possible without poly-

urethane foam, polyester resin, and fi berglass: 

cheap products of industrial-scale chemistry. 

Despite its rejection of mainstream values, 

the counterculture was intertwined with the 

seemingly antithetical force of consumerism. 

In “When Chèvre Was Weird: Hippie Taste, 

Technoscience, and the Revival of Ameri-

can Artisanal Food Making,” Heather Pax-

son shows that although the rise of artisanal 

chèvre may have been inspired by a desire 

for natural products, even hippie cheesemak-

ers were creating a product to sell. Moreover, 

their handcrafted goods relied on scientifi c 

resources, including acidometers, pH probes, 

bacterial cultures, and coagulants.

Scientists were also shaped by countercul-

tural concerns, including environmentalism, 

antimilitarism, and nonconformity. In “Santa 

Barbara Physicists in the Vietnam Era,” Cyrus 

C. M. Mody tells the story of three public-spir-

ited physicists—Philip Wyatt, David Phillips, 

and Virgil Elings—who founded start-ups to 

explore new interdisciplinary collaborations 

and lines of research in areas that had been 

neglected during the focus on defense re-

search during the Cold War. 

Chèvre isn’t weird anymore. Start-ups are 

conventional. And rallying for environmental 

causes through science seems all but natural. 

Even in this age of technoscience, perhaps 

we’re still groovy after all.

Who Cooked Adam 

Smith’s Dinner?
Reviewed by Jacqueline Strenio

If I asked you to close your eyes and picture 

an economist, “pale, male, and stale” might 

come to mind. The “dismal science” is not 

only overwhelmingly composed of men (1) 

but also built around a hypothetical eco-

nomic man, known as homo economicus. H. 

economicus was never cared for by others, 

nor does he care for others, engaging in his 

pleasure-maximization calculations without 

being infl uenced by those around him. In 

Who Cooked Adam Smith’s Dinner?, Katrine 

Marçal recounts how economics came to rely 

on this calculating and self-in terested man 

as the prototype of human behavior. Luck-

ily, this is not your standard economics text 

and Marçal, a Swedish journalist who writes 

in snappy (and often spirited) prose, focuses 

on what an alternative, and more inclusive, 

economics should look like. 

Marçal weaves the history of mainstream 

economic doctrines with pop culture refer-

ences to tell the story of economic man’s con-

struction and his rise to dominance. By fo-

cusing on a selfi sh and market-oriented man, 

she argues, the discipline has created a self-

Who Cooked Adam 

Smith’s Dinner?

A Story About Women 

and Economics

Katrine Marçal 

Pegasus, 2016. 240 pp.

Groovy Science

Knowledge, Innovation, and 

American Counterculture

David Kaiser and W. Patrick 

McCray, Eds.

University of Chicago Press, 

2016. 432 pp.

The reviewer is at the Department of Economics, 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112, USA. 
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fulfi lling prophecy, limiting itself to market 

analysis of self-interested individuals.

Marçal begins her story in the 18th century 

with Adam Smith, the father of modern eco-

nomics. Smith famously pointed out that we 

owe our dinner not to the kindness of “the 

butcher, the brewer, or the baker” but rather 

to their self-interest. When everyone acts self-

ishly, he maintained, the market is so elegant-

ly coordinated that it’s as if it were led by an 

“invisible hand.” 

However, Marçal argues that Smith omits 

an important actor in this framework: the 

person who transforms the meat, beer, and 

bread into an actual meal. As a well-of , nev-

er-married man, Smith likely did rely on the 

market to secure cooking services on occasion, 

but Marçal’s point is well taken: A slab of meat 

doesn’t magically become dinner. That process 

requires signifi cant labor and expertise. 

This nonmarket work, and the dispropor-

tionately female population that does such 

work, is unaccounted for in Smith’s reckoning 

of the economy. Even today, it’s not captured 

by gross domestic product (GDP), our stan-

dard measure of economic well-being.

Marçal concludes with a plan for disman-

tling economic man by redefi ning economics 

as a discipline dedicated to the study of well-

being: one that considers not only the butcher 

but also the butcher’s wife; not only the cost 

of meat but also the time costs of cooking 

dinner. Although feminist economists have 

been making this argument for decades, Mar-

çal’s book serves as an accessible and lively 

primer on the topic. 

Marçal, and the feminist economists she 

cites, would likely argue that the feminist lens 

can’t focus solely on remedying the exclusion 

of unpaid provisioning activities but must be 

applied to all aspects of mainstream econom-

ics. Who Cooked Adam Smith’s Dinner? is a 

well-written and thoroughly researched call 

to change economics into a discipline that 

makes “room for the entire human existence” 

that all economists would do well to heed. 

REFERENCES

 1.  Less than 12% of all full professors in economics are 
women (2). 

 2.  M. B. McElroy, 2014 Annual Report, CSWEP News, 2015, 
Issue I (2015), p. 13.

Grunt
Reviewed by Joshua Marino

Early on in my military career, a high-rank-

ing of  cer made the decision to introduce 

black berets to the entire U.S. Army. Up until 

that point, those who wore the black berets 

were members of the elite Army Rangers. 

By having every soldier wear the headgear 

of the Rangers, the of  cer reasoned that 

morale and professionalism would increase 

exponentially. Unfortunately, that wasn’t ex-

actly how things panned out; the berets were 

woolen and hot, required an extensive fi tting 

and shaping process, lacked the sun-block-

ing ability of the traditional patrol cap’s bill, 

and were rarely worn properly.  

Enter Mary Roach and her brilliant explo-

ration of military science, Grunt: The Curious 

Science of Humans at War. Roach is quick to 

explain that she will not be investigating the 

science of killing; there are already countless 

volumes dedicated to that subject. Rather, 

she is “interested in the parts no one makes 

movies about—not the killing but the keep-

ing alive.”  

In researching this book, Roach traveled 

around the globe, attending briefi ngs and 

exercises with both researchers and military 

operators. She visits the U.S. Army Natick Sol-

dier Research, Development, and Engineering 

Center, where everything from the melting 

point of fabrics to the design and placement of 

zippers is explored with an eye to functionality 

and comfort. She travels to Camp Lemonnier 

in the African nation of Djibouti to learn about 

the alarming frequency with which diarrhea 

af ects deployed troops and learns what types 

of education and research are being performed 

to reduce and mitigate this debilitating condi-

tion. In a somewhat cringe-inducing pair of 

chapters, Roach visits the Urology Depart-

ment at Walter Reed National Military Medi-

cal Center in Bethesda, Maryland, recounting 

every painful detail of phalloplasty and recon-

structive surgery of the reproductive organs.

Throughout Grunt, Roach  employs a quick 

wit, at times bordering on cynicism. Her hu-

mor does not detract from but rather adds to 

the message by introducing a human (read: 

civilian) element to what could easily be a dry 

and daunting topic of discussion.  

Where a casual reader would be turned 

of  by the technical jargon, acronyms, and 

minutiae of military research and develop-

ment, Roach is able to retain the attention 

of the audience by connecting with them on 

a personal, relatable level. In each chapter, 

her ability to weave her experiences with 

researchers into the nature and necessity of 

their studies drives the topic and allows for 

an easily understood narrative.

From my own military experience and from 

what I learned in Grunt, I know that there will 

always be decision-makers within the Army 

who disregard the science. But with every de-

cade there are advancements made in military 

technology, and the capabilities and ef ective-

ness of the force are strengthened. Our abil-

ity to wage war or maintain peace requires 

countless machinations behind the curtains of 

bureaucracy. It is not only the senior echelons 

but also the researchers working behind the 

scenes who ultimately move us forward. 

INSIGHTS   |   BOOKS

Grunt

The Curious Science of 
Humans at War 
Mary Roach

Norton, 2016. 285 pp.

The reviewer is in the Human Engineering Research 
Laboratories, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15206, 
USA.  Email: callico7997@gmail.com

Crews aboard the Polynesian voyaging canoes Hōkūle‘a (shown above) and Hikianalia are in the midst of 

circumnavigating the Earth without the aid of GPS or other modern navigational instruments.
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Pinpoint
Reviewed by Renée M. Blackburn

Today, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is 

so precise, it can home in on a single beet in 

a fi eld. And that, according to Greg Milner, is 

just the beginning. In his book Pinpoint: How 

GPS Is Changing Technology, Culture, and 

Our Minds, Milner lays out the history of GPS, 

examining its emergence as a military proj-

ect that eventually became a crucial part of 

the technological infrastructure of the world. 

Through a multitude of examples—from Poly-

nesian navigation to precision agriculture to 

the U.S. military—the world according to GPS 

emerges, and with it a new way to understand 

our own sense of place and time. 

Our navigational story begins aboard the 

Endeavour, a research vessel in service of 

the British Royal Navy in the 18th century. 

Here, we meet Tupaia, a Polynesian naviga-

tor aboard the ship. While on board, Tupaia 

generated a map of the Pacific that included 

his home island of Tahiti, as well as 130 other 

islands spanning a distance of more than 

2500 miles. Milner uses the stories of Tupaia 

and Tevake, a 20th-century Polynesian navi-

gator with a similar gift for orientation, to 

examine traditional forms of navigation and 

to explore the subjective experience of geolo-

cation. Milner draws on these stories as the 

basis for his assumptions regarding naviga-

tion, space, and time that emerge through-

out the book.

Pinpoint is broken into two parts. Much of 

part one is dedicated to the story of how GPS 

grew out of military navigational projects in 

the late 20th century. In telling the stories of 

the various military projects that contributed 

to the development and dissemination of to-

day’s technology, we come to understand its 

complex nature as an infrastructure system, 

as well as the political, economic, and social 

stakes that rest upon accurate and timely 

data gathering. In one example, Milner de-

scribes how GPS was used to keep American 

soldiers safe and reduce civilian casualties in 

the Gulf War, as compared to Vietnam, when 

it was not yet available.

But Milner’s more interesting provocations 

appear in part two. Here, he explores cogni-

tive mapping and the effects of GPS on our 

relationship to space, privacy, and security. 

Cognitive maps, first introduced by Edward 

Tolman in 1948, are mental representations 

of our spatial environments. Milner cites evi-

dence that widespread use of GPS has altered 

our cognitive mapping abilities, creating 

greater reliance on the technology. This can 

prove deadly, as he shows, when people fol-

low GPS directions into a lake or off a main 

road, hoping to find a shorter route.

Whether it is used in tracking potential 

criminals, aiding commercial planes in diffi-

cult landings, or monitoring for earthquakes, 

GPS produces a sense of security and safety 

against the unknown and the dangerous. But 

civilian GPS has created scenarios that exist 

outside of black-and-white legal definitions 

of privacy and security and mostly hinge 

upon safety concerns of individuals and soci-

eties as a whole. Milner’s detailed examples 

will leave you questioning the ways in which 

GPS has infiltrated our lives. 

Milner concludes by chronicling a trans-

Pacific voyage that combined etak, a tra-

ditional system used by navigators from 

Micronesia, with a Western process known 

as dead reckoning. In doing so, he reminds 

us that our understandings of place and 

space, though now mostly defined through 

GPS, remain subjective. Like Tupaia and his 

map of the Pacific, our location is defined 

both by objective data and by our own as-

sumptions about the world in which we live. 

Death on Earth
Reviewed by Collin McCabe

Death. It happens to all living things, from 

the tiniest of cyanobacteria to the most enor-

mous of elephants and everything in between. 

In a universe spiraling toward chaos (see the 

second law of thermodynamics), life is a rare 

bastion of order, but we living things can’t 

stave of  the inevitable forever. From the mo-

ment we are born, the chaos starts to build: 

Telomeres shorten, free radicals accumulate, 

and we encounter things that want to eat 

Pinpoint

How GPS Is Changing 

Technology, Culture, 

and Our Minds

Greg Milner

Norton, 2016. 336 pp.

“Heat exhaustion is embarrassing but not particularly dangerous,” writes Mary Roach in Grunt. 
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or maim us from inside and out. Sooner or 

later, the chaos wins, and we die—bleak, I 

know, but hear me out. 

I’m ashamed to admit that, as an evo-

lutionary biologist, I’d never thought too 

deeply or thoroughly about death as a sci-

entifi c phenomenon.  I just sort of took it 

for granted, much as I presume most other 

biologists do. But Jules Howard’s Death on 

Earth made me see death from many new 

angles, introducing such topics as the phys-

ics and thermodynamics governing the 

maintenance of life, human and animal 

perceptions of dying, and the evolution-

ary pressures that act on senescence and 

death itself. Howard spends each chapter 

digging into (sometimes quite literally) dif-

ferent aspects of death, from longevity to 

suicide, mourning, and decomposition, just 

to name a few. What results is an altogether 

eye-opening, engaging, and enjoyably hu-

morous (but never distasteful) guided tour 

through the world of death.

Howard’s curiosity and keen eye for the 

unusual within the natural world take this 

book to places that few other writers would 

willingly go. In one scene, he leads the 

reader through a farm full of decaying pigs 

in northern England in order to provide a 

fuller appreciation for the successional liv-

ing communities that benefi t from death: 

from the bluebottle blowfl ies that lay their 

eggs in decaying fl esh to the beetles and 

wasps that feed and parasitize on the fl ies’ 

of spring. In another, he plants a magpie 

corpse in the woods and patiently waits to 

see whether local crows and jays will host 

a “funeral” (a cacophonous gathering ob-

served after a death in some corvid popula-

tions). The mourners never show.  

Humor runs throughout the book (often 

as parenthetical asides), adding depth to 

what is already a wonderfully written piece 

of nonfi ction.  Unusually absurd imagery 

is peppered throughout the book, includ-

ing a scene in which Howard must smug-

gle a dead magpie across England (for the 

aforementioned funeral experiment) and 

another in which he engages in a shouting 

match with his 3-year-old daughter in an 

ultimately vain attempt to get her to grasp 

the concept of death.

Howard’s self-aware commentary makes 

the book feel less like a rigid science text 

and more like a fast-paced conversation 

with an eccentric, death-obsessed friend. 

Readers who enjoy the quirky narrative 

writing styles of Mary Roach or Bill Bryson 

will be happy to have picked up this book.

Overall, Death on Earth provides a mul-

tifaceted treatment of the many aspects 

of the sc ience surrounding mortality (and 

immortality).  It’s an incredibly approach-

able and oddly enjoyable exposition of 

a topic about which many of us would rath-

er not think (probably because it scares us 

to death).

Listening to a 
Continent Sing
Reviewed by Helena J. Barr

Two bicycles, camping gear, and a shotgun 

microphone—this is what Donald Kroodsma, 

the illustrious ethologist, used to tune into 

nature’s soundscape in 2003. Accompanied 

by his son, Kroodsma embarked on a trans-

American cycling adventure, carefully docu-

menting and decoding an incredibly diverse 

voice calling out across the country—bird-

song—along the way. Blurring the lines 

between travelogue and casual scientifi c 

observation, Listening to a Continent Sing

recounts their journey and transports the 

reader into the mind of a scientist renew-

ing his awe of nature through an endear-

ing portrayal of avian vocal communication 

and behavior. 

Research using songbirds has undergone 

tremendous growth since its beginnings in 

ornithology, becoming a preeminent model 

for studying the neural, genetic, and behav-

ioral underpinnings of vocal learning, de-

velopment, and communication. Songbirds 

learn their vocalizations from conspecifi cs, 

vary them depending on who is listening, 

and use fi ne acoustic dif erences in song to 

recognize other individuals and make so-

cial decisions. Although this book does not 

go into scientifi c depth on these topics, the 

author’s anthropomorphic portrayal of bird 

behavior renders avian ethology accessible 

to a larger audience. 

Over the course of their 71 days of travel, 

Kroodsma acts as a cross-species transla-

tor. He tells us what changes in tone, pitch, 

vibrato, and song repetition mean in bird-

song: from barred owls serenading each 

other in Virginia to a western tanager sig-

naling dawn in the Grand Tetons. He draws 

connections between geographical changes 

in human accents and within-species dia-

lects demonstrated by birds like the dick-

cissel. He also performs a number of spon-
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Donald Kroodsma reflects on the beauty and purpose of birdsong in Listening to a Continent Sing.
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taneous scientifi c observations: counting 

which songs a mockingbird imitates to de-

duce its favorites or wondering why female 

blackbirds risk giving away their nest loca-

tion just to vocalize. 

Raising the topic of animal intelligence, 

Kroodsma contrasts his own navigational 

troubles on the road with the remarkable 

sense of direction demonstrated by purple 

martins that migrate from Brazil to the 

United States and back each year. Scattered 

with illustrations of bird species and QR 

codes that link to sound samples, the book 

of ers both a visual and auditory explora-

tion of the fascinating avian world.

During his journey across the United 

States, the author also fi nds himself on a 

metaphorical road of self-refl ection. His 

tranquil admiration of fauna, fl ora, and hu-

man characters met along the way (many 

just as colorful as the birds) conveys a 

mindful appreciation for life in all its 

forms. He leaps from descriptions of Civil 

War battlefi elds and the Louisiana Pur-

chase to daydreams of Pangea to the Pleis-

tocene ice age, all the while contemplating 

the immense evolutionary tree that links all 

living species back to common ancestors. 

In its refreshing mix of history, linguis-

tics, biology, and ethology, Listening to 

a Continent Sing brings back the joy and 

enthusiasm for scientifi c pursuits that can 

sometimes wane with time.  Kroodsma re-

minds the reader that science goes beyond 

the pressure to produce signifi cant results 

and publications. It is a lifestyle fi lled with 

curiosity, fascination, and appreciation for 

the world we live in. And for anyone hoping 

to do the same, he provides concise advice: 

“[T]he more I listened the more I heard.”

The Unknown 

Universe
Reviewed by Megan Engel

Every clear night, 300 quadrillion particles of 

light are fi red by an enormous laser at mir-

rors less than half a meter wide on the Moon, 

allowing scientists to measure the Moon’s or-

bital motion with extreme accuracy and preci-

sion. The handful of particles that make it back 

to Earth deliver vital information: whether or 

not Einstein’s theory of gravity continues to 

correctly describe nature. So far, it does. But 

as Stuart Clark suggests in The Unknown Uni-

verse, breakthroughs happen when a “brave 

scientist [throws] away a cherished assump-

tion,” rather like Einstein himself did in over-

turning Newton’s understanding of gravity. 

As the current gravitational framework has 

been verifi ed to one part in 1013, the scientists 

conducting the lunar laser ranging experiment 

are certainly brave for maintaining confi dence 

that there’s “a deeper theory of gravity to be 

found.” According to Clark, they exemplify 

“the true gold standard for science: constant 

self-questioning.” 

The book’s scope is admirably broad: In-

stead of delving directly into modern cosmol-

ogy, Clark journeys outward through concen-

tric circles of human discovery of the cosmos, 

highlighting unknowns at every scale: from 

the Moon, whose origins are still uncertain, 

to the Sun, whose magnetic cycles remain 

baf  ing. He proceeds from our solar sys-

tem—which, according to some astronomers, 

likely contains undiscovered giant planets—to 

galaxies and the universe at large, whose dy-

namics are so perplexing that scientists have 

invoked “dark matter” and “dark energy”—so 

named because of their wholly mysterious 

nature—as explanations. Clark’s narration 

is accessible to any reader with basic mathe-

matical understanding, but it is also enriching 

for specialists, providing ample references to 

technical papers for further reading. 

Multiple eras of human history inform 

Clark’s description, connected by common 

threads: continual subversion of established 

scientifi c dogma and deep, lingering questions. 

A central theme of the book is the incomplete-

ness and necessary dynamism of science: that 

ever-shifting landscape where the only con-

stant is the “unknown.” By emphasizing the 

“hole[s] in our understanding of the Universe,” 

Clark provides an incisive critique of scientifi c 

entrenchment: the tendency of some modern 

scientists to describe our theories as “almost 

perfect” even when mysteries remain. 

Eschewing the simplistic “lone genius” 

narrative, Clark details a broad cast of play-

ers, emphasizing their interconnectedness. 

For example, he discusses how Isaac Newton’s 

foundational theory of gravity rested upon a 

serendipitous visit from Edmond Halley (of 

Halley’s Comet fame). 

Female scientists could have been treated 

more prominently, however. For instance, 

while Clark lauds William Herschel for con-

tributing to our understanding of the uni-

verse’s structure through his observations of 

galaxies, which he called “nebulae,” Hershel’s 

sister Caroline, who actually made the fi rst 

observations of “nebulae” with William’s tele-

scope, is described merely as her brother’s 

“amanuensis.” Jocelyn Bell, discoverer of pul-

sars—small, rapidly rotating remnants of ex-

ploded stars—is also conspicuously absent.

While the strength of the book is its com-

prehensive treatment of the history and na-

ture of the astrophysical sciences, readers 

hungry for exotic theories will be sated. The 

book discusses other universes, 11-dimension-

al worlds, and the notion of a “timescape,” a 

universe where time runs dif erently in each 

location, such that some parts may be 5 billion 

years older than others. 

Physics and cosmology are often trium-

phantly presented as staid things. Clark re-

counts their charged history and cites instanc-

es of scientifi c “hubris run aground,” instead 

painting a portrait of a universe that contin-

ues to surprise, defy understanding, and de-

rail popular belief. The Unknown Universe

reminds us that the quest for knowledge de-

mands uncompromising skepticism and abun-

dant humility alongside the insatiable curiosity 

that has always characterized the human heart. 

10.1126/science.aaf6929
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A laser beam is fired into 

the night sky from NASA’s 

Goddard Space Flight Center 

in Greenbelt, Maryland.
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By Chelsea M. Rochman1,2

H
istory tells us that the motivation 

for new environmental policy is 

much stronger when there is demon-

strated ecological impact. Multina-

tional agreements to stop the use of 

DDT followed the precipitous decline 

of predatory bird populations. Similarly, de-

cisions to regulate emissions to prevent acid 

rain followed widespread degradation of 

aquatic habitats. Ideally, environmental pol-

icy should be catalyzed by scientific evidence 

rather than environmental catastrophe. As 

scientists, we can do our part by providing 

evidence that is relevant to the natural envi-

ronment. On page 1213 of this issue, Lönnst-

edt and Eklöv (1) take an important step 

forward in this regard by reporting ecologi-

cally relevant evidence on a growing environ-

mental issue: microplastic pollution. 

Plastic can remain in the environment for 

hundreds to thousands of years. Moreover, its 

production and global consumption outpace 

waste management (2). The mismanagement 

of plastic waste is now coming back to haunt 

us as marine and freshwater debris. Much 

of this debris is microplastics: plastic frag-

ments <5 mm in all dimensions that are 

either manufactured that way (plastic micro-

beads in  many personal care products) or 

are broken-down bits of larger pieces of de-

bris (see the photo). Microplastic fragments 

float on the surface of every major ocean (3); 

microbeads are found in freshwater lakes (4); 

plastic fibers shed from clothing are coming 

down with rain (5); and a medley of plastic 

particles have been found in commercial sea 

salt (6), fish (7), and oysters (8).

Hundreds of studies have demonstrated 

global microplastic contamination, but few 

have investigated its impacts on animal 

populations, communities, and ecosystems. 

This pattern is not unique. For many chemi-

cal contaminants in the environment, wide-

spread contamination is documented, yet 

little is known about their ecological impacts 

(9). A recent systematic review found that ev-

idence of ecological impacts of microplastic 

debris is not lacking because there are none, 

but because scientists are not asking ques-

tions about impacts at biological levels above 

the individual organism (10). Most studies 

investigate suborganismal effects such as cell 

death, organ damage, or changes in gene ex-

pression in animals exposed to quick and un-

realistically large doses of microplastics (10). 

These studies are critical for understanding 

physiological mechanisms but tell us little 

about ecological impacts that may be occur-

ring in nature now (11).

To increase understanding of ecological 

impacts, Lönnstedt and Eklöv exposed fish to 

concentrations of polystyrene microplastics 

comparable to those found in nature. They 

studied European perch (Perca fluviatilis) 

at the sensitive embryonic and larval stages 

and exposed them to microplastics similar in 

size to those found in ocean samples. Most 

importantly, they asked ecologically relevant 

questions about survival and recruitment in 

their laboratory populations. 

The results show that exposure of embryos 

to microplastics decreases hatching success. 

Moreover, exposed 2-week-old larvae were 

much less able to escape predation, leading 

to reduced survival. In another recent study, 

Sussarellu et al. exposed reproductively ac-

tive oysters to an environmentally relevant 

concentration of polystyrene microplastics 

and found similar results: decreases in egg 

production and motile sperm, leading to 

reduced larval yield (12). Such ecologically 

relevant impacts, including compromised re-

production, reduced survival, and changes in 

predator-prey interactions, may translate to 

population- or community-level impacts. 

Lönnstedt and Eklöv’s study marks an im-

portant step toward understanding ecological 

impacts of microplastics. Future work should 

ask questions about multigenerational im-

pacts, changes in biodiversity indices, com-

munity structure, and ecosystem function. 

Ideally, such studies will guide mitigation ef-

forts—for example, by determining the types 

of microplastics that may be most hazardous 

and by identifying the most sensitive popula-

tions, species, and/or ecosystems. With such 

data in hand, practitioners can shift their en-

ergy toward prevention and avoid the need 

for costly recovery and restoration.        j
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Microplastic pollution. Microplastics like these 

from the Patapsco River, Chesapeake Bay, are found 

in watersheds and oceans worldwide, but few have 

studied their ecological effects under environmentally 

relevant conditions.
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By Brooke A. Napier and Denise M. Monack

I
nnate immune cells act as a surveil-

lance system, detecting and responding 

to pathogens and endogenous danger 

signals. The complex patterns of signals 

they receive are detected by a variety of 

pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). On 

page 1232 of this issue, Zanoni et al. (1) find 

that innate immune responses to microbial 

products do not occur in a vacuum; rather, 

there is a complex array of danger signals 

in surrounding damaged tissue that can 

determine an immune cell type–specific re-

sponse to pathogens. They describe a host-

derived lipid that binds to a PRR to induce 

a hyperactive innate immune response that 

enhances long-lived protective immunity 

against invading microbes.

Caspase-11 is a unique cytosolic PRR that 

binds to, and is activated by, lipopolysaccha-

ride (LPS), a microbial-derived lipid found 

in the outer leaflet of Gram-negative bacte-

ria (2). In macrophages, an innate immune 

cell type, LPS binds to and activates cas-

pase-11, inducing caspase-11– and caspase-1–

dependent pyroptosis, or inflammatory 

cell death. Activation of caspase-11 by LPS 

also induces the cleavage of gasdermin-D 

(Gsdmd), a protein whose physiological 

role is still unknown, and may act as an ex-

ecutioner protein during pyroptosis (2, 3). 

Pyroptosis is associated with the release of 

proinflammatory cytokines interleukin (IL)–

1a/b, IL-18, and high-mobility group box 1 

(HMGB1) from multiple cell types, which 

correlates with protection and clearance of 

bacterial pathogens and contributes to exac-

erbation of sepsis (3, 4). Although caspase-11 

plays an important role in responding to mi-

crobial lipids, it was unknown whether it can 

bind and respond to additional ligands. 

Zanoni et al. describe a newly discovered 

host-derived caspase-11 ligand: oxidized 

phospholipids, a group of lipids released 

from dying cells in damaged tissue. The 

combination of microbial products and the 

oxidized phospholipid oxPAPC (oxidized 

1-palmitoyl-2-arachidonyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-

phocholine) triggers the release of the potent 

proinflammatory cytokine IL-1b from den-

dritic cells without inducing pyroptosis. The 

authors describe this enhanced dendritic cell 

activation state as “hyperactive” (see the fig-

ure). Interestingly, this hyperactive state was 

not found in macrophages, which suggests 

that oxPAPC inhibition of caspase-11–de-

pendent cell death is cell type–specific. The 

specificity of this regulatory effect will likely 

prove to be important in the complex innate 

immune response and subsequent adaptive 

immune responses during microbial infec-

tion in a whole organism.

These results demonstrate that within 

dendritic cells, oxPAPC is inducing release 

of IL-1b, which is the focus of much inter-

est due to its importance in inflammation 

during tissue injury, autoinflammatory dis-

ease, and microbial infection. IL-1b lacks the 

proper signal to traffic through the classical 

protein secretory pathway, and recent single-

cell analyses have found that IL-1b release is 

associated with cell death (5, 6). Zanoni et 

al. show an uncoupling of IL-1b release and 

cell death in dendritic cells, suggesting the 

existence of a secretory pathway for IL-1b. 

In macrophages, degradation of the cationic 

channel subunit transient receptor potential 

channel 1 (TRPC1) by caspase-11 enhances 

IL-1b secretion and not cell death (7). Thus, 

it will be interesting to elucidate a potential 

role for this receptor, and other potential 

proteins, in IL-1b secretion by dendritic cells. 

IL-1b also modulates the adaptive immune 

response to microbial pathogens. Zanoni et 

al. show that the oxPAPC-dependent hyper-

active dendritic cell state promotes a potent 

adaptive immune response that depends on 

caspase-11. These findings not only highlight 

a link between caspase-11 and T cell activa-

tion, but also indicate that oxPAPC can act 

as an adjuvant in the presence of microbial 

products in a caspase-11–dependent manner.

Zanoni et al. use a myriad of biochemical 

techniques to show that oxPAPC binds di-

rectly to the catalytic domain of caspase-11 

to induce IL-1b secretion and inhibit cas-

pase-11– and caspase-1–dependent cell death 

in hyperactive dendritic cells, independent 

of caspase-11’s catalytic function. Intrigu-

ingly, another inflammatory caspase, cas-

pase-12, requires its catalytic domain, but not 

IMMUNOLOGY

A lipid arsenal to control inflammation
Lipids released from dying cells control immune responses to microbial products
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enzymatic activity, to block caspase-1 activa-

tion in the presence of microbial products 

(8). This suggests the existence of multiple 

layers of regulation for these inflammatory 

caspases during infection. 

In contrast to oxPAPC binding, the func-

tion of the caspase-11 catalytic domain is 

required for cleavage of Gsdmd, which is 

potentially the executioner protein in cas-

pase-11– and caspase-1–dependent cell death. 

Zanoni et al. show that there is no cell death 

correlated with activation of caspase-11; 

thus, perhaps oxPAPC binding to the cas-

pase-11 catalytic domain blocks cell death by 

inhibiting Gsdmd cleavage in dendritic cells. 

Future studies should reveal the physiologi-

cal importance of oxPAPC and Gsdmd, and 

their interactions, in caspase-11 activation 

and cell death. 

Zanoni et al. uncover a role for host lip-

ids in controlling caspase-11 activation and 

cell death. Such knowledge is important for 

understanding the involvement of caspase-11 

in disease models where LPS is scarce. For 

example, caspase-11–dependent cell death 

plays an important role in neuronal necro-

sis in models of stroke, multiple sclerosis, 

Parkinson’s disease, and methamphetamine-

induced inflammation (9–12). Additionally, 

it is currently unknown whether caspase-11 

plays a role during viral infection. Thus, 

studies to identify the role of endogenous li-

gands, such as oxPAPC, and their regulation 

of caspase-11–induced inflammation during 

neuronal injury and viral infection will be of 

great importance. 

Many gaps remain in our knowledge of 

caspase-11—specifically, how activation and 

its resolution are regulated, and how this 

regulation differs by cell type and can affect 

the adaptive immune response. Zanoni et al. 

reveal previously unsuspected functions of 

host lipids in regulating caspase-11 activa-

tion and cell death. In addition, their find-

ings demonstrate how the innate immune 

system has evolved to decode the complex-

ity of microbial- and host-derived signals to 

harness an appropriate adaptive immune 

response to infection.        j
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ORIGIN OF LIFE

Beyond prebiotic chemistry
What dynamic network properties allow the emergence of life?

By Leroy Cronin1 and Sara Imari Walker2,3

H
ow can matter transition from the 

nonliving to the living state? The an-

swer is essential for understanding 

the origin of life on Earth and for 

identifying promising targets in the 

search for life on other planets. Most 

studies have focused on the likely chemistry 

of RNA (1), protein (2), lipid, or metabolic 

“worlds” (3) and autocatalytic sets (4), includ-

ing attempts to make life in the lab. But these 

efforts may be too narrowly focused on the 

biochemistry of life as we know it today. A 

radical rethink is necessary, one that explores 

not just plausible chemical scenarios but also 

new physical processes and driving forces. 

Such investigations could lead to a physical 

understanding not only of the origin of life 

but also of life itself, as well as to new tools 

for designing artificial biology.

A transition from the limited function and 

memory possible in a soup of weakly inter-

acting molecules to more strongly interacting 

networks was essential for the emergence of 

life on Earth (see the figure). Left unattended, 

sophisticated chemistry becomes more dilute 

and disordered. A quick route to complex-

ity and enrichment that could lead to the 

development of evolvable units seems to be 

required to avoid this serious issue. Yet, most 

research efforts have focused on detailing 

precise chemical mechanisms for producing 

high yields of individual bio-inspired prod-

ucts, without addressing the processes neces-

sary to form increasingly complex molecules 

and networks.

What happens to our traditional perspec-

tives if we do not restrict attention to the 

chemical substrates of known life? The de-

velopment of networks over time may be 

more important than the specific chemical 

nature of their molecular components: Even 

RNA can form cooperative networks, diver-

sifying its potential role in the earliest evolv-

ing chemistries (5); autocatalytic networks 

can evolve in the absence of genes (4). The 

first networks would have had to be simple, 

challenging the notion that highly complex 

and improbable molecules are needed to 

jump-start life. The molecular constituents of 

simple networks are more likely to arise by 

chance than the highly evolved molecules of 

extant life. Starting from networks composed 

of simple molecules could therefore dra-

matically reduce the time necessary for the 

emergence of life and potentially increase the 

probability of an origins event.

A concept of information relevant to 

biological organization may be essential to 

identifying these networked processes. Ad-

ami and LaBar have described life at a basic 

level as “information that copies itself” (6). 

Given that life not only copies information 

but also uses information to construct itself, 

we might instead describe the start of life as 

“simple machines that can construct slightly 

more complicated machines.” Focusing on 

information in this way moves the narrative 

1 WestCHEM, School of Chemistry, University of Glasgow, 
Glasgow G12 8QQ, UK. 2School of Earth and Space Exploration, 
Beyond Center for Fundamental Concepts in Science, 
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287, USA. 3Blue Marble 
Space Institute for Science, Seattle, WA 98154, USA. 
Email: lee.cronin@glasgow.ac.uk; sara.i.walker@asu.edu
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even further from a chemistry-specific mode 

than focusing on networks alone but may 

perhaps provide our best shot at uncover-

ing universal laws of life that work not just 

for biological systems with known chemis-

try but also for putative artificial and alien 

life. For example, Walker et al. have recently 

shown that information-theoretic measures 

distinguish biological networks from ran-

dom ones, even in cases where the biological 

networks share important network proper-

ties (such as topological features) with ran-

dom networks (7). Life requires chemistry, 

but the properties of the living state emerge 

from the dynamical properties of that chem-

istry, including the temporal and spatial or-

ganization of molecular networks and their 

information management.

Another way to reconceptualize the prob-

lem is to consider life’s emergence as a 

phase transition that manifests as a sudden 

change in how chemistry can process and 

use information and free energy. Under-

standing this phase transition requires new 

approaches to nonequilibrium physics that 

hold promise for explaining the origin of 

structure at multiple hierarchical scales (8). 

Heterogeneity in the early Earth environ-

ment played a central role in facilitating the 

emergence of life by helping to sustain, se-

lect, and drive the emergence of organized 

systems that could persist over time. For ex-

ample, pores in rocks may have influenced 

chemical selection, leading to increasingly 

lifelike chemistries over time (9).

One important order parameter in char-

acterizing life’s origin as a phase transition 

is the homochirality. Jafarpour et al. have 

shown that homochirality emerges spon-

taneously as a symmetry-breaking process 

in models of noisy autocatalytic systems, a 

result that could be experimentally tested 

(10). Insights may also come from studying 

other transitions in the biosphere where 

organization has emerged from messy dy-

namical systems, including the origins of 

social systems (11). Such comparisons could 

yield insights into universal properties of 

dynamic networks.

However, speculation should be restricted 

to the development of experimentally test-

able hypotheses that address key questions 

and provide a focus for progress. First, how 

did evolution begin if the complex machinery 

for evolution was not in place? Experimen-

tal studies addressing this question could 

evaluate the evolvability and robustness of 

molecular networks or systems with a lower 

molecular complexity than a full-blown ribo-

some. Second, can the emergence of life be 

substrate-independent? Answers may come 

from investigation of evolvable chemical 

pathways in the laboratory that are based 

on alternative polymers. This includes dem-

onstrating how function can be transferred 

between molecules with different chemical 

make-up while preserving the overall net-

work structure. Third, at what point in the 

historical origins of life did the current chem-

istry of life get selected? Could more than one 

version of biology exist on the planet today or 

in the past? This could in principle be tested 

in one-pot experiments and simulations that 

include in vitro competition between alterna-

tive chemical scenarios for early life.

In more abstract terms, it remains unclear 

whether the problems of life’s origin, evo-

lution, and understanding the living state 

will be understood within a single unified 

theory or will be shown to involve different 

processes (12, 13). In connecting these ar-

eas, understanding common features such 

as the emergence of complexity becomes 

important. For example, how complex must 

a chemical signature need to be before it 

can be considered a biosignature? Look-

ing for complex objects that could not form 

randomly in an environment, but arise only 

as a result of lifelike machinery, might help 

in classifying potential biosignatures and 

the processes that generate them. Earth’s 

complex inorganic and organic worlds are 

certainly highly connected in this respect, 

with even Earth’s mineral diversity in part 

dictated by life (14).

Progress will be made by challenging all 

historical prerequisites assumed to be impor-

tant in the origin of life. We should aim to 

develop measurable and collaborative routes 

to explore the physics and chemistry of life’s 

origins and the living state. Not only is a com-

prehensive understanding of what it means 

for a physical system to be alive required but 

also a new multidisciplinary, multinational 

project to generate new life in the lab or in 

silico, to search for life on Earth that uses an 

alternative chemistry to that found in biol-

ogy (15), and to explore the potential for life 

on other worlds. For this to be possible, re-

searchers must challenge the current models 

and historical approach and be willing to 

work together across disciplinary boundaries 

to see if a process-based model can be used to 

understand and control the transition from 

inorganic matter to biology.        j
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Artist’s impression of the young Earth. Life evolved 

shortly after Earth’s surface cooled enough for a solid 

crust to form.
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“Focusing on information…
may perhaps provide our best 
shot at uncovering universal 
laws of life that work not just 
for biological systems with 
known chemistry but also 
for putative artificial and 
alien life.”

Comparison of nonliving and living networks. Nonliving and living systems both replicate or copy, but the DNA-

based living network allows information propagation, evolution, and error correction. Progress in understanding the 

origin of life may come from studying how simple chemical networks can transform into living networks.
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By Andrew J. Coates

T
hat plasmas don’t mix well is a key 

aspect of this magnetized, highly con-

ducting fourth state of matter. Mag-

netized plasmas are ubiquitous in our 

solar system, in astrophysics, and in 

the lab. The same fundamental proc-

ess is common to solar flares, 

coronal mass ejections, the so-

lar wind, the magnetospheres 

of Earth and other planets, 

comet tails, magnetars, and to-

kamaks. We know that plasma 

regions with embedded mag-

netic fields actually do sponta-

neously mix via the process of 

magnetic reconnection, with 

explosive results—we see the ef-

fects of particle acceleration in 

the aurora and solar energetic 

particles. On page 1189 of this 

issue, Burch et al. (1) present 

results that help shed light on 

the process of magnetic recon-

nection. They have probed a 

magnetic reconnection site in 

Earth’s magnetosphere using 

a constellation of four space-

craft in close proximity, with 

unprecedentedly fast electron 

measurements to reveal what 

triggers reconnection and the 

vital role that electrons play on 

the small scale.

Plasma is not just a super-

heated gas with fluid-like 

properties; additional inter-

est and complexity come from 

its constituents: charged par-

ticles, electrons, and ions. 

On large length scales, the 

gas can be approximated as a 

fluid but with additional col-

lective effects associated with 

the charges. This is the realm 

of magnetohydrodynamics 

(MHD). For a plasma of infinite 

conductivity (ideal MHD), the magnetic 

field becomes “frozen in” to the plasma 

flow. In this approximation the plasma 

behaves like a magnetized gas, leading to 

separate regions of the plasma with differ-

ent characteristics (2). 

On smaller length scales, the motions of 

individual particles become important. The 

mass dependence of particle gyration in a 

magnetic field means that ions have a much 

larger gyration radius than electrons. To un-

derstand all the physics, in particular the 

ability to mix plasma across fluid boundar-

ies, we must zoom in from the large, fluid-

like scale to the kinetic scale with ions and, 

ultimately, electrons.

Since reconnection was first proposed as 

the mechanism that allows the solar wind 

to pass Earth (3), it has been seen as a key 

process. Reconnection may happen when 

oppositely directed magnetic fields sponta-

neously connect, accelerating particles as 

part of the process. Reconnection occurs 

between solar wind and terrestrial magnetic 

fields at the magnetopause, and between op-

positely directed magnetic fields in Earth’s 

magnetotail. A major focus of solar-terres-

trial physics concerns the structure of the 

reconnection region, the details 

of how it is triggered, and how 

it leads to magnetic storms (4). 

But the fundamental question 

of how the reconnection process 

works has remained unresolved.

Early models for reconnec-

tion included resistive diffusion 

occurring over small distance 

scales (5, 6), but this cannot 

explain some of the fast recon-

nection rates observed in solar 

flares. Slow-mode shocks were 

then proposed (7) to play a role 

in separating the inflow and out-

flow regions, providing faster 

rates, although some approxi-

mations such as anomalous re-

sistivity were not appropriate. A 

fully kinetic description, involv-

ing both ion and electron diffu-

sion regions, was found to be 

important in theory and simula-

tions. At progressively smaller 

scales, the ions and electrons 

become demagnetized as dif-

fusion becomes important and 

dissipation results.

Earth’s magnetopause and 

tail provide excellent laborato-

ries for studying reconnection. 

Space-based missions are able 

to measure not only magnetic 

and electron fields, but also par-

ticle flows, directions, and ve-

locities (the velocity distribution 

function) for electrons and ions, 

and they can measure plasma 

waves, which are important in 

understanding the physics. In 

general, a charged-particle flow is a current 

that shapes the magnetic field, and particle 

distribution functions may be unstable and 

drive instabilities that can shape and dis-

rupt the flow (4). 

With advances in computing power, we are 

now getting to the stage where enough par-

ticles can be followed for a full kinetic simu-

ASTRONOMY

Connecting the dots in magnetic reconnection
Four formation-flying spacecraft reveal the 3D electron physics of magnetic reconnection

MMS stacked. The four Magnetospheric Multiscale spacecraft showing the multiple 

particle detectors and other instruments above the solar panels.
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lation of reconnection, and space missions 

are keeping pace. In the 1970s and 1980s, 

dual, widely spaced space missions made 

some progress, but starting with Cluster in 

2000, more closely spaced multi-spacecraft 

missions have been able to probe reconnec-

tion regions near to Earth (8). Together with 

the increasing capability of plasma particle 

instruments, this has led to good advances in 

our understanding of reconnection at Earth, 

Mercury (9), and Saturn (10). But the Cluster 

particle measurements relied on spacecraft 

spin to view the whole sky, and the time reso-

lution was limited to half a spin.

The key aspect of the Magnetospheric 

Multiscale (MMS) mission (see the photo) 

is to look at the physics of reconnection in 

detail, in the electron diffusion/dissipation 

region. This requires kilometer-scale separa-

tion, 30-ms resolution on 3D measurements 

of electrons, and measurements of the 3D 

electric field, as well as good magnetic field 

measurements. This required a leap in 

technology from using one or two particle 

sensors on earlier missions, to remove the 

dependence on spacecraft spin. Onboard 

each MMS spacecraft are four dual-electron 

sensors, making a total of eight sensors 

measuring electrons simultaneously.

Burch et al. report the first detailed ki-

netic electron physics associated with mag-

netic reconnection at Earth’s magnetopause 

and compare the findings with state-of-the-

art simulations. The results include a precise 

measurement of the electric field associated 

with reconnection and the identification of 

current-carrying electrons that shape the 

structure and result in particle acceleration. 

Some of the results obtained from the data 

are beyond those  available from simulations 

at present and will inspire new simulation 

analysis (for example, the formation of a 

nonpredicted crescent electron distribution 

along the parallel velocity direction, indica-

tive of field line opening). The results should 

prove an important data set for researchers 

to better understand space, laboratory, and 

astrophysical plasmas.        j
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APPLIED OPTICS

Photonic multitasking
enabled with geometric phase
Metasurface-based phased-array antennas help implement 
flat optical devices that perform multiple functions

By Natalia M. Litchinitser

T
he constructive and destructive inter-

ference of waves is often exploited in 

optics and signal transmission. The 

interference pattern is a direct mea-

sure of the phase difference between 

two or more beams. Such a phase 

difference may result from the difference 

between the optical paths traversed by the 

light beams. However, phase can change for 

a single beam if it propagates through an 

“anisotropic parameter space,” a medium 

that curves the light; this property is called 

geometric or topological phase (1–4). On 

page 1202 of this issue, Maguid et al. (5) use 

metasurfaces—ultrathin, planar engineered 

structures (6–9)—to form shared-aperture 

antenna arrays that impart geometric phase 

to optical signals. These devices can control 

photonic spin and enable multiple optical 

functions.

Geometric phase shift arises when ro-

tations are caused by moving through an 

anisotropic parameter space, so the phase 

will depend on the path traveled. Consider 

moving an arrow over a sphere, with the 

requirement that it always stays in the 

plane tangent to the surface of the sphere; 

the arrow can be thought of as the top of 

a wavefront (see the figure, panel A). If we 

move the arrow without rotating it around 

the axis normal to the surface, after comple-

tion of the closed path, it rotates by an angle 

a. Had we traveled twice as far along the 

bottom arc, the angle would have been 2a. 

Thus, the angle depends on the paths taken 

to return to the top. On a flat surface, the 

arrow would have remained parallel to its 

original orientation throughout the circuit. 

This difference in so-called parallel trans-

port on a curved or flat surface is a direct 

result of the geometric phase. One of the 

manifestations of the geometric phase in 

optics is the Pancharatnam-Berry phase 

that appears when the polarization of a 

light beam evolves along a similar geodesic 

triangle, but on the Poincaré sphere com-

monly used to describe these phase rela-

tions (10), the phases of the final and initial 

states differ by an amount equal to half of 

the solid angle enclosed by the triangle. 

Unlike conventional optical components 

such as lenses or prisms that introduce 

phase changes through optical path differ-

ences, metasurfaces facilitate strong light-

matter interaction on a subwavelength 

scale through the careful arrangement of 

resonant optical antennas. Phase accu-

mulation in gradient metasurfaces results 

from space-variant polarization manipula-

tions, as opposed to requiring propagation 

through a certain thickness of a material 

to accumulate sufficient phase. A variety 

of gradient metasurfaces, where antennas 

with subwavelength separation and spa-

tially varying shape, size, and orientation 

enable optical wavefront shaping, have 

been demonstrated. These types of struc-

ture have enabled a plethora of potential 

functionalities, including beam steering, 

lensing, holography, and structured light 

generation (11). 

Building further on this approach, Ma-

guid et al. created complex geometric-phase 

metasurfaces from subwavelength half-

wave-plate elements. These wave plates 

are the metal-insulator-metal structures, 

with the top metal layer consisting of a pe-

riodic arrangement of nanoantennas form-

ing from gap-plasmon resonators (see the 

figure, panel B) (12). Like the birefringent 

mineral calcite, these structures introduce 

different phase shift in different directions. 

The main difference, however, is that in 

conventional macroscopic wave plates, such 

differential phase shifts are introduced by 

the direction-dependent difference in re-

fractive indices, whereas in metasurfaces, 

they rely on the two electric dipole scat-

“Modern photonics 
applications, however, 
call for ultracompact, 
multifunctional, integrated 
optical devices…”
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By Stephen P. Jackson1,2 and

Thomas Helleday3

A
ll the cells in our bodies suffer many 

thousands of DNA lesions every day 

(1). The vast majority of these lesions 

are safely dealt with by cellular DNA 

repair and associated DNA damage 

response (DDR) activities that are, as 

a consequence, vital for life. Defects in or 

deregulation of our DNA repair/DDR sys-

tems are linked to many human pathologies 

(2). Yet, perhaps counterintuitively, phar-

macological inhibitors of DNA repair/DDR 

have considerable potential in treating vari-

ous human diseases, particularly cancer.

Many human proteins function in or affect 

DNA repair/DDR. These include factors that 

sense various types of damaged DNA, those 

that mediate the enzymatic stages of DNA re-

pair, and yet others that control interactions 

between various DNA repair/DDR compo-

nents and modulate other cellular processes 

such as DNA replication, transcription, con-

trol of chromatin structure, and apoptosis. 

Because many DNA repair/DDR proteins are 

enzymes, it has proven possible to develop 

druglike compounds that selectively modu-

late their activity and, therefore, to explore 

these DNA repair/DDR proteins as potential 

therapeutic targets.

DNA damage and defective DNA repair 

can cause cancer through the accrual of mu-

tations in genomic DNA. Many cancers are 

also particularly susceptible to DNA dam-

age, and this is exploited by radiotherapy 

and chemotherapy treatments. Tumor cells’ 

susceptibilities to such treatments may be 

explained by their high underlying levels 

of DNA damage—for example, caused by 

oncogene-induced replication stress, short-

ened telomeres, or DNA repair/DDR defects 

(2). Because cancer cells suffering from rep-

lication stress depend more on DNA repair/

DDR than do normal cells for survival, in-

hibitors of the DDR kinases ataxia telangi-

ectasia mutated (ATM) and Rad3-related 

(ATR) and checkpoint kinase 1 (CHK1) or 

the cell-cycle–related kinase WEE1 are cur-

rently being tested in the clinic for their 

DNA REPAIR

Drugging 
DNA repair
Inhibiting DNA repair can 
have a positive outcome on 
therapeutic interventions

terers whose resonances are oppositely de-

tuned from a design frequency. The wave 

plates are oriented so that one of these 

directions, the fast axis, depends on the 

spatial position. By manipulating the local 

orientations of the nanoantennas, multiple 

wave fronts with different functionalities 

are generated. The resulting polarization is 

space-varying because it depends on the lo-

cal orientation of the wave plate. Thus, at 

different points, the beam navigates differ-

ent paths on the Poincaré sphere, resulting 

in a space-variant phase-front modification 

originating from the geometric phase.

A majority of the metasurfaces that have 

been reported were designed to enable 

a single functionality. Modern photonics 

applications, however, call for ultracom-

pact, multifunctional, integrated optical 

devices that enable independent control 

of the phase, amplitude, and polarization. 

Building on the concept of shared-aperture 

antennas (13), which are a class of phased-

array antennas originally introduced to 

steer radar beams, Maguid et al. address 

this critical need and demonstrate multi-

functional, geometric-phase metasurfaces. 

The antennas use a single common aper-

ture to perform multiple functions simulta-

neously (see the figure, panel C). 

Several individual functionalities can be 

combined on the same platform in three 

different ways: segmentation, interleaving, 

and harmonic response. Geometric-phase 

metasurfaces with interleaved and asym-

metric harmonic response are excellent 

candidates for realizing on-demand, multi-

functional on-chip photonics. As an exam-

ple, Maguid et al. converted a conventional 

linearly polarized beam into azimuthally 

and radially polarized beams that carry 

orbital angular momentum. Moreover, 

space-variant polarization manipulation 

enables the realization of multiple vectorial 

optical vortices by the coherent superposi-

tion of wavefronts with opposite helicities. 

Such complex beams are of interest for 

the next generation of optical communica-

tion systems, as they offer the opportunity 

to facilitate an entirely new technology for 

increasing future optical network capacity. 

Finally, Maguid et al. used interleaved 

geometric-phase metasurfaces to build a 

simple and ultracompact spectropolarim-

eter. This device simultaneously measures 

the polarization state and spectrum of a 

wave transmitted through a semitranspar-

ent object. Potential applications include 

drug development, cancer diagnostics, re-

mote sensing, and astrophysics. The alli-

ance between the geometric phase and the 

shared-aperture antenna arrays technology 

enables multifunctional wavefront shaping 

using a single, achromatic, and ultrathin na-

noscale broadband photonic device. j
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Geometric phase is illustrated by parallel transport on a 

curved surface (sphere), which results in a change of phase 

angle a, but no change on a flat surface. (B) Maguid et al. 

used subwavelength metal-insulator-metal gap-plasmon 

resonators as half-wave plates to create metasurfaces. 

Depending on orientation, these resonators convert 

input left circularly polarized waves into right circularly 

polarized waves, with an additional phase accumulation 

that depends on the position of the double-headed arrow, 

which shows the position of the fast axis of the half-wave 

plate. (C) A schematic of the shared-aperture antenna 

concept, in which different sets of nanoantennas (different 

colors) implement different functionalities. 
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ability to selectively kill tumor cells (3) (see 

the figure, left).

Cancer cells also often exhibit abnormal 

redox homeostasis, resulting in high levels of 

oxidative stress that cause damage to DNA or 

its nucleotide precursors. Enzymes such as 

MutT homolog 1 (MTH1) (4, 5) are involved 

in preventing oxidized nucleotides from be-

coming incorporated into, and therefore 

damaging, DNA. Targeting such enzymes or 

exploiting other aspects of altered nucleotide 

metabolism in cancer cells (6) thus offers 

ways to selectively introduce toxic DNA dam-

age into cancer cells. DNA repair/DDR inhib-

itors are also being explored in combination 

with widely used radio- and chemotherapy 

regimens (see the figure, middle).

Another strategy for the therapeutic 

targeting of DNA repair/DDR has been to 

exploit the cancer-specific loss of tumor 

suppressors, such as P53, breast cancer 1 

and 2 (BRCA1/2), or ATM, that control or 

are otherwise linked to DNA repair/DDR. In 

some cases, these losses lead to cancer cells 

becoming much more reliant than normal 

cells on the DNA repair/DDR pathways that 

they still possess. This reliance can manifest 

itself as a total dependency on a particular 

pathway that is otherwise nonessential in 

normal cells. This phenomenon is termed 

synthetic lethality. It has been leveraged as 

a pharmacological strategy by the demon-

stration that cancer cells with hereditary or 

somatically acquired mutations in BRCA1 or 

BRCA2, resulting in defective DNA repair by 

homologous recombination, are hypersensi-

tive to inhibition of the DNA-repair enzyme 

poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) (7, 8) 

(see the figure, right). Thus, the PARP in-

hibitor olaparib has become the first DNA 

repair enzyme inhibitor marketed as a drug, 

gaining regulatory approval in 2014 for 

treating BRCA-mutated ovarian cancers. In 

a recent trial, 33% of patients  with meta-

static castration-resistant prostate cancers 

responded to olaparib (9). It seems likely 

that PARP inhibitors will be approved for 

other neoplasms, either as stand-alone 

agents or combined with other therapies. 

Given the success of the BRCA-PARP para-

digm, further synthetic-lethal cancer thera-

pies are actively being pursued.

In certain instances, human disease ap-

pears to arise through DNA repair/DDR 

pathway hyperactivation, so drugs that 

dampen down these pathways could be 

used in disease suppression (2). For in-

stance, PARP hyperactivity has been linked 

to ischemia-reperfusion injury, inflamma-

tory diseases, and some cardiovascular 

diseases, with studies in model organisms 

suggesting how PARP inhibition might lead 

to disease suppression (10). Furthermore, 

as viruses and microbial infectious agents 

use their own or host-cell DNA repair/DDR 

mechanisms, specific inhibition of such 

mechanisms might offer protection from 

infections (11). Pathologies associated with 

certain genetic diseases, such as Hunting-

ton’s disease, are caused by the expansion 

of DNA-repeat sequences in both germline 

and somatic tissues. Drugs that inhibit the 

DNA repair enzyme OGG1 or other factors 

involved in such expansions therefore have 

the potential to slow disease progression, 

as do inhibitors of the DDR protein ATM, 

whose activity has been linked to Hunting-

ton’s disease pathologies (12, 13).

Although individuals can reduce their load 

of DNA lesions through changes in diet or en-

vironmental exposures, it is clear that DNA-

damage induction is an inevitable outcome 

of the biochemical processes that sustain life 

(1). However, strategies to lower DNA dam-

age loads by bolstering DNA repair/DDR pro-

cesses could reduce the incidence or severity 

of cancer and other age-related diseases. 

Bolstering DNA repair/DDR could be accom-

plished by gene therapy, pharmacological ac-

tivators of DNA repair/DDR components, or 

by developing drugs to trigger homeostatic 

mechanisms that up-regulate the expression 

or activity of these components. Such “com-

pensation” strategies could be particularly ef-

ficacious in individuals with genetic diseases 

such as Hutchinson-Gilford progeria, whose 

cells experience abnormally high DNA dam-

age levels (14), or diseases where hyperacti-

vated DDR pathways mediate pathogenesis.

Therapeutically exploiting DNA repair 

is still in its infancy, and DNA repair/DDR 

mechanisms are under intense investiga-

tion. With the growing realization that these 

mechanisms affect many areas of human 

health and disease, it seems likely that we 

will soon witness the development of impor-

tant new DNA repair/DDR inhibitors for the 

treatment of various human diseases. j
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DNA repair/DDR inhibitors in cancer treatment. (Left) Deregulated cellular metabolism can result in cancer 

cells having high DNA damage loads (red dots), making them particularly dependent on DNA repair/DDR for survival. 

(Middle) DNA repair/DDR inhibitors can be used to potentiate radio- (IR, ionizing radiation) or chemotherapy. 

(Right) Mutations (yellow dots on orange chromosomes) can make cancer cells more susceptible to DNA repair/DDR 

inhibitors—the synthetic-lethal paradigm for selectively killing cancer cells with particular mutations.
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By Steven N. Goodman

I
magine the American Physical Society 

convening a panel of experts to issue a 

missive to the scientific community on the 

difference between weight and mass. And 

imagine that the impetus for such a mes-

sage was a recognition that engineers and 

builders had been confusing these concepts 

for decades, making bridges, buildings, and 

other components of our physi-

cal infrastructure much weaker 

than previously suspected.

That, in a sense, is what happened with 

the recent release of a statement from the 

American Statistical Association (ASA), with 

the deceptively innocuous title, “ASA state-

ment on statistical significance and p-values” 

(1). The scientific measure in need of clari-

fication was the P value—perhaps the most 

ubiquitous statistical index used in scientific 

research to help decide what is true and what 

is not. The ASA saw misunderstanding and 

misuse of statistical significance as a factor 

in the rise in concern about the credibility of 

many scientific claims (sometimes called the 

“reproducibility crisis”) and is hoping that its 

official statement on the matter will help set 

scientists on the right course.

The formal definition of P value is the prob-

ability of an observed data summary (e.g., an 

average) and its more extreme va lues, given 

a specified mathematical model and hypoth-

esis (usually the “null”). The problem is that 

this index by itself is not of particular interest. 

What scientists want is a measure of the cred-

ibility of their conclusions, based on observed 

data. The P value neither measures that nor 

is it part of a formula that provides it.

This confusion between the index we have 

and the measure we want produces miscon-

ceptions that the P value is the probability 

that the null hypothesis is true or that the 

observed data occurred by chance—differ-

ent ways of saying the same thing (2, 3). This 

pernicious error creates the illusion that the 

P value alone measures the credibility of a 

conclusion, which opens the door to the mis-

taken notion that the dividing line between 

scientifically justified and unjustified claims 

 is set by whether the P value has crossed the 

“bright line” of significance, to the exclusion 

of external considerations like prior evidence, 

understanding of mechanism, or experimen-

tal design and conduct. 

Bright-line thinking, coupled with atten-

dant publication and promotion incentives, 

is a driver behind selective reporting: cherry-

picking which analyses or experiments to 

report on the basis of their P values. This in 

turn corrupts science and fills the literature 

with claims likely to be overstated or false. 

We cannot solve these problems without un-

derstanding how we got to this point.

R. A. Fisher revolutionized statistical infer-

ence and experimental design in the 1920s 

and ’30s by establishing a comprehensive 

framework for statistical reasoning and 

writing the first statistical best-seller for ex-

perimenters. He formalized an approach to 

inference involving P values and assessment 

 of significance, based on the frequentist no-

tion of probability, defined in terms of veri-

fiable frequencies of repeatable events. He 

wanted to avoid the subjectivity of the Bayes-

ian approach, in which the probability of a 

hypothesis (“inverse probability”), neither re-

peatable nor observable, was central. 

Fisher was a champion of P values as one of 

several tools to aid the fluid, inductive proc-

ess of scientific reasoning—not to substitute 

for it. Fisher used “significance” merely to in-

dicate that an observation was worth follow-

ing up, with refutation of the null hypothesis 

justified only if further experiments “rarely 

failed” to achieve significance (4). This is in 

stark contrast to the modern practice of mak-

ing claims based on a single demonstration 

of statistical significance.

In their development of “hypothesis test-

ing” in the 1930s, Jerzy Neyman and Egon 

STATISTICS

Aligning statistical and scientific reasoning
Misunderstanding and misuse of statistical significance impede science

Departments of Medicine and of Health Research and Policy, 
Stanford University School of Medicine, Division of Epidemiology, 
Meta-research Innovation Center at Stanford (METRICS), 
Stanford, CA 94305, USA. Email: steve.goodman@stanford.edu
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B. Likelihood functions

A. How can these d ata be interpreted?

Changing questions, changing answers. Three randomized trials show response rates of 20% in the control arm 

and rates in the treatment arms of (1) 26% (n = 900), (2) 40% (n = 100), and (3) 26% (n = 500). The effect deemed 

clinically important is 10%. (A) Each statistical approach asks a different question, hence interpretations are different. 

Scientists must decide which statistical question best matches their scientific question. (B) Likelihood functions, 

proportional to the probability of the observed data (vertical axis) under each possible true effect (horizontal axis), 

measure how strongly the observed effects support different true effects (which cannot be directly observed). 

POLICY

APPROACH QUESTION
STATISTICAL 
ANALYSIS INTERPRETATION

Hypothesis test 
(“bright line”)

Should we act as though the observed 
effect is nonzero (given prespecified 
error rates)?

1. P ≤ 0.05
2. P ≤ 0.05
3. NS

Studies 1 and 2 indicate action based 
on a nonzero true effect is justified. 
Study 3 indicates it is not.

Fisherian P value How much evidence is there that the 
true effect is different from zero?

1.  P = 0.03
2. P = 0.05
3. P = 0.11

Studies 1 and 2 provide moderate, 
statistically significant evidence that 
the new treatment is better. Study 3 
supplies weak but insufficient 
evidence to say the treatment is 
effective.

Estimation What range of true effects is statisti-
cally consistent with the observed 
effects?

Effect, 95% confi-
dence interval (%)
1. 6, 0.5 to 12
2. 20, 2.5 to 38
3. 6, –1.4 to 13

Studies 1 and 3 indicate the new 
treatment had a small to moderate 
effect. Study 2 is consistent with 
either small or large effects.

Bayes factor How strongly do the data support 
a large, clinically important effect 
(10 to 25%) versus a small, 
unimportant one (0 to 10%)?

Bayes factor, 
large:small effect
1. 1:14
2. 3:1
3. 1:7

Studies 1 and 3 together decrease 
odds of an important effect 98 
fold (1/7 x 1/14 = 1/98), Study 2 
increases odds 3 fold, for net 33 fold 
decrease (3 x 1/98 = 1/33).
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Pearson went where Fisher was unwilling 

to go (5). In a hypothesis test, one specifies 

a null statistical hypothesis and an alterna-

tive, and is to “reject” the null and “accept” 

the alternative—or vice versa—on the basis 

of whether an estimate falls into a prespeci-

fied region defined by two error rates: type I 

(alpha, false positive) and type II (beta, false 

negative). Once these error rates are set, sci-

entific reasoning is effectively out of the pic-

ture (see the figure). Judgment ideally enters 

through customization of the alternative hy-

pothesis and the error rates, contingent on 

the seriousness of each kind of error. 

The Neyman-Pearson method did not 

use P values, but was combined with the 

F isherian P-value approach in textbooks 

and research articles (6, 7). Without foun-

dational justification, this created the il-

lusion that quantitative inference could 

be automated, with hypothesis rejection 

determined by whether the P value is less 

than the type I error, set at 5% in most sci-

ences today. This combination did violence 

to both approaches, particularly to Fisher’s. 

He vehemently opposed using P values for 

automatic inference, referring to hypothesis 

tests disparagingly as “decision functions” 

or “acceptance procedures.” His dismay was 

pointed and prescient:

[N]o scientific worker has a fixed level of 

significance at which from year to year, 

and in all circumstances, he rejects hy-

potheses; he [examines] each particular 

case in the light ofÖevidence andÖideas 

[p. 42 of (8)].

The concept that the scientific worker 

can regard himself as an inert item in a 

vast co-operative concern working accord-

ing to accepted rules, is encouraged by 

directing attention away from his duty to 

form correct scientific conclusions,…and 

by stressing his supposed duty to mechani-

cally make a succession of automatic “de-

cisions”.... The idea that this responsibility 

can be delegated to a giant computer pro-

grammed with Decision Functions belongs 

to a phantasy of circles, ra ther remote 

from scientific research [pp. 104–105 (8)].

Sixty years later, we have the ASA express-

ing the same sentiment: 

Researchers should bring many contextual 

factors into play to derive scientific infer-

ences, including the design of a study, the 

quality of the measurements, the external 

evidence for the phenomenon under study, 

and the validity of assumptions that un-

derlie the data analysisÖ. The widespread 

use of “statistical significance” (generally 

interpreted as “p ≤ 0.05”) as a license for 

making a claim of a scientific finding (or 

implied truth) leads to considerable distor-

tion of the scientific process (1).

The concordance of these statements, sepa-

rated by over half a century, underscores 

lack of progress in approaches to statistical 

inference in the applied literature, despite 

advances in statistical methodology. This is 

due in part to the way statistical inference is 

taught to scientists; not as a variety of named, 

competing approaches, each with strengths 

and weaknesses, but as anonymized proce-

dures, universally applicable, seemingly with-

out controversy or alternatives (6, 7).

Contrast this situation with other sciences. 

In any high-school physics textbook, one will 

find theories and models by Copernicus, Gal-

ileo, Newton, Einstein, and so on. Students 

are trained to understand the incomplete 

explanatory power of each theory, the contro-

versies, why new theories were accepted (or 

not), and what questions they raised. 

Theories of statistical inference are no less 

nuanced or contested, as evidenced by the 23 

commentaries that followed the ASA state-

ment (1). But such controversy, rarely taught 

in applied courses or texts, is unappreciated 

by most who use statistical tools. This seem-

ing absence of controversy about the founda-

tions of these methods has fostered growth 

of social-scientific structures reifying those 

values—enshrined in journal practices, pro-

motion, and funding criteria, as well as in the 

standard discourse of science—which makes 

them extraordinarily difficult to change.

Another reason these practices persist is 

that, until the recent rise of concern about 

research reprod ucibility (9), the scientific 

community has perceived few adverse con-

sequences from their use. Many papers over 

the past century have issued cautions simi-

lar to those of the ASA, but have largely been 

ignored by the general scientific community. 

Benefits of having seemingly objective rules 

have outweighed theoretical cavils (6, 10).

The ASA suggested several ways to im-

prove statistical interpretation, including 

more complete reporting of all analyses per-

formed, and a number of alternative inferen-

tial approaches. One of these, Bayes factors 

(11, 12), is a measure derived from Bayes theo-

rem indicating how strongly the data should 

shift belief toward one hypothesis versus an-

other. If we were told that the experimental 

results lowered the prestudy odds of the null 

hypothesis by a factor of 4, this would lead 

to a far different reasoning process than does 

“P = 0.03,” which is difficult to combine with 

external knowledge (11) (see the chart). 

Bayes factors and fully Bayesian analyses 

are not without their own complications (10, 

12–15), as are all other recommended ap-

proaches. But, if they were more widely used, 

rules would evolve. That said, no P-value al-

ternatives will solve the problems noted by 

the ASA if they are used in bright-line fash-

ion, such as applying a confidence interval 

only to see if it includes the null value.

P values are unlikely to disappear, and the 

ASA did not recommend their elimination—

rather, a change in how they are interpreted 

and used. But how can scientists follow the 

ASA (and Fisher’s) dictates to combine them 

with contextual factors? There are few ex-

amples in the scientific literature. How many 

papers explain why, in one context, a finding 

with P = 0.006 is insufficient to make a claim, 

whereas, in another, P = 0.08 might be all 

that is needed (11)? Any attempt to do that 

in an individual research paper would likely 

meet resistance from reviewers or editors. 

The field of genomics has shown us that 

evidential thresholds are changeable within 

disciplines, with P ≤ 10–8 now sought for 

claiming relations derived from genome-

wide scanning. Thresholds in physics are far 

lower than the P ≤ 0.05 level used in biomed-

icine and the social sciences. Whether such 

thresholds can or should be modified by de-

sign, by discipline, or by individual study are 

rich areas for future exploration (16).

Science has progressed dramatically over 

the past 90 years, despite these issues. How 

much faster and more efficiently can it pro-

ceed if new statistical approaches to infer-

ence are adopted, and if optimal statistical 

and scientific practices are aligned with in-

centive structures? The ASA has posed a chal-

lenge to all who use statistical measures to 

justify their claims. Let us  hope the next cen-

tury will see as much progress in the inferen-

tial methods of science as in its substance.        j 
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Federal barriers to 
Cannabis research
ALTHOUGH THE MAJORITY of the general 

public (1) and the professional medi-

cal community (2) in the United States 

support the therapeutic use of Cannabis 

sativa as a pharmacological agent, the 

U.S. federal government’s Cannabis 

research policies have blocked externally 

valid, randomized clinical trials on the 

ef ects of Cannabis. To conduct research 

on Cannabis, scientists must submit to a 

lengthy and arduous application pro-

cess, often lasting for years. The research 

requires permission from multiple gov-

ernmental agencies, including some with 

expressly stated opposition to any thera-

peutic uses, such as the Drug Enforcement 

Agency (3). 

However, the application process is a 

mere nuisance compared with the biggest 

obstacle presented by the federal govern-

ment: All Cannabis used for research 

purposes must be purchased through the 

National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) 

(4). The tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) 

potency levels in the Cannabis available 

through NIDA are much lower than those 

in Cannabis products used by medical 

patients. The highest THC level available 

to researchers is 12.4% (5). The only two 

clinical studies funded by NIH in 2015 

used products with potency levels between 

3.5 and 7.0% THC (6, 7). In contrast, the 

Cannabis sold in Colorado now averages 

18.7% THC, with some strains registering 

as high as 35% THC (8), and no potency 

limits exist for the concentrates and ingest-

ible products sold in most states where 

medical Cannabis is legal at the state level. 

The scarce research the U.S. government 

has approved thus of ers little insight into 

the ef ects actually experienced by patients 

and recreational users. As long as clinical 

research on Cannabis is controlled by reg-

ulators expressly opposed to any increase 

in its consumption, health care cost reduc-

tions may be missed, and intoxication and 

long-term ef ects will remain unknown. 

Most important, many severely ill patients 

may suf er unnecessarily because no one 

knows the true risks and benefi ts of con-

suming Cannabis sativa. 
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Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131, USA. 2Department 

of Psychology, University of New Mexico, 
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 No surprise that 
comb jellies poop 
AS ONE OF the organizers of the recent 

meeting on comb jellies (ctenophores), I 

feel obliged to comment on the News In 

Depth story “Comb jelly ‘anus’ guts ideas 

on origin of through-gut” (A. Maxmen, 

25 March, p. 1378), published online on 

23 March with the title, “Why watching 

comb jellies poop has stunned evolution-

ary biologists.” I was stunned that videos 

showing defecation of waste through the 

anal pores of ctenophores astonished 

anyone. Those who have looked closely at 

comb jellies have seen and reported this 

process for well over a century.  

In 1850, Louis Agassiz found that waste 

products were expelled from comb jellies 

through sphincter-like anal pores, which 

open and close during bouts of defecation 

(1). Thirty years later, the German zoologist 

Carl Chun used injected dyes and tracking 

of waste particles to expand on Agassiz’s 

results in great detail (2). Since then, sci-

entists have amply confi rmed Agassiz’s and 

Chun’s fi ndings and studied how the pro-

cess of defecation works (3). Nearly every 

invertebrate textbook in the 20th century 

shows the anal pores of ctenophores. This 

literature was omitted or grossly misrep-

resented in the News story to erroneously 

claim a novel discovery of a through-gut in 

comb jellies. 

It is now recognized that ctenophores 

expel waste from both ends. They eject 

bulky indigestible food fragments, which 

do not enter the stomach or food canal 

system, through the mouth. Meanwhile, 

unused or small waste particles in the food 

canals are periodically shunted into the 

stomach and anal canals, where they are 

expelled through the anal pores (3). In con-

trast to the implication of the News story, 

the two exit methods of waste products are 

not contradictory or mutually exclusive. It 

should not surprise anyone that comb jel-

lies poop and have a through-gut.

Sidney L. Tamm

Eugene Bell Center for Regenerative Biology and 
Tissue Engineering, Marine Biological Laboratory, 

Woods Hole, MA 02543, USA. Email: tamm@bu.edu
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Digital identifi ers 
for fungal species
SPECIES-LEVEL CLASSIFICATION OF life has 

been a cornerstone of biology for centuries. 

Most macro-organisms are described soon 

after discovery, but species of prokaryotes, 

micro-eukaryotes, and fungi often lag far 

behind in formal description because they 

are small, extremely diverse, and dif  cult 

to cultivate and often lack discriminatory 

morphological characteristics.

D. Hibbett (“The invisible dimension of 

Edited by Jennifer Sills
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fungal diversity,” Perspectives, 11 March, 

p. 1150) recently argued that missing species 

names (Latin binomials) in the kingdom 

Fungi hamper communication about 

formally undescribed species derived from 

molecular surveys of the environment. He 

pleaded for changes in the International 

Code of Nomenclature for Algae, Fungi, and 

Plants (1). We argue that Latin binomials are 

not urgently needed for precise communi-

cation and delimitation of environmental 

species known only from DNA barcode 

sequences. 

In the UNITE database for molecu-

lar identifi cation of fungi, we have 

adopted the species hypotheses concept 

to provide unique digital object identi-

fi ers (DOIs) for all fungal species known 

from sequence data (2, 3). We have, for 

example, used this concept to analyze the 

Archaeorhizomycetes species (4) exam-

ined by Hibbett. The species hypotheses 

concept accounts for taxonomic uncer-

tainty through multiple alternative cut-of  

levels for species delimitation. As in the 

Linnaean tradition, it relies on molecular 

keys, reference sequences, and voucher 

material specifi ed by taxonomists. 

Several major microbial identifi cation 

pipelines, notably QIIME (5), use the spe-

cies hypotheses identifi ers as a community 

standardization measure. The Barcode of 

Life Data System similarly assigns barcode 

index numbers to animal taxa (6). Both 

systems enable straightforward communi-

cation of machine-readable but formally 

undescribed species across scientifi c 

studies. Both serve to facilitate future 

descriptions of those taxa by aggregating 

data on, for example, geographical distri-

bution and substrate of collection. When 

voucher material or cultures become avail-

able, a formal species description can draw 

on the molecular and other data amalgam-

ated in the above databases.

U. Kõljalg,1* L. Tedersoo,2 R. H. Nilsson,3 

K. Abarenkov2 
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Response

SPECIES CLASSIFICATION PLATFORMS 

based on DNA sequences, including 

the UNITE system, allow ecologists 

and evolutionary biologists to conduct 

sophisticated research programs without 

reference to Latin binomials. However, 

the entities that they catalog—such as 

species hypotheses (described by Kõljalg 

et al.), virtual taxa (1), or barcode index 

numbers (2)—are obscure concepts. 

Although useful to specialists, these 

concepts are unfamiliar to the general 

public. In contrast, the notion of 

species is deeply ingrained in human 

culture, even if evolutionary biologists 

understand that there is no universal, 

objective criterion for defi ning a species 

(3). Species names in the form of Latin 

binomials are useful for communicating 

knowledge of biodiversity not only 

to nontechnical audiences such as 

legislators, educators, and members of 

the media, but also to the vast majority 

of biologists, who are not microbial 

ecologists. 

Kõljalg et al. assert that species 

classifi cation is a cornerstone of 

biology and lament the lag between 

discovery and description of fungal 

species and other microorganisms. 

This lag time would be greatly 

diminished if species could be formally 

defi ned based on molecular sequences. 

However, this is not possible under the 

International Code of Nomenclature 

for Algae, Fungi and Plants (4), which 

requires physical type specimens 

regardless of their quality or scientifi c 

utility. The Code can only be modifi ed 

once every 7 years by a vote of 

the Nomenclature Section of the 

International Botanical Congress. The 

next opportunity to change the Code 

will be in 2017. Adoption of sequence-

based species description would 

promote the integration of molecular 

ecology and traditional taxonomy, 

which would be facilitated by resources 

such as UNITE.

David Hibbett

Biology Department, Clark 
University, Worcester, MA 01610, USA. 

Email: dhibbett@clarku.edu
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REVIEW SUMMARY
◥

EPIGENETICS

Epigenetic balance of gene expression
by Polycomb and COMPASS families
Andrea Piunti and Ali Shilatifard*

BACKGROUND: Multicellular organisms de-
pend on the precise orchestration of gene ex-
pression to direct embryonic development and
to maintain tissue homeostasis through their
life spans. Exactly how such cell type–specific
patterns of gene expression are established,
maintained, and passed on to the next gener-
ation is one of themost fundamental questions
of biology. Eukaryotes package their DNA into
nucleosomes to form chromatin fibers. Chro-
matin plays a central role in regulating acces-
sibility toDNA inmanydifferentDNA templated
processes, includingmachineries that transcribe
DNA into RNA, i.e., transcription. Transcrip-
tional control through sequence-specific DNA
binding factors (transcription factors) is well
established; however, proteins that change chro-

matin structure (chromatinmodifiers and remod-
elers) provide an additional layer of regulation
and are considered major epigenetic determi-
nants of cell identity and function. Among the
numerous chromatin modifiers, the members
of the Polycomb group (PcG) and the Trithorax
group (TrxG) of proteins, in particular, have
been scrutinized genetically and biochemically
for decades. However, new and unexpected func-
tions for these complexes are constantly emerging
because of the intense interest in the critical role
these proteins play in maintaining a balanced
state of gene expression.

ADVANCES: In the classical view,PcGandTrxG
proteins regulate the repressed and activated
states of gene expression, respectively. Both PcG

and TrxG are organized in multiprotein com-
plexes, which include the Polycomb repressive
complex 1 and 2 (PRC1 and PRC2, respectively),
and the complex of proteins associated with
Set1 (COMPASS) family. PolycombandCOMPASS
families are well known for their opposing
roles inbalancinggeneexpression, aphenomenon
initially characterizedusing classicalDrosophila
melanogastergenetic approaches at a timewhen

theirbiochemical functions
were still unknown. Later
studies demonstrated that
Polycomb and COMPASS
complexeshaveenzymatic
activities modifying differ-
ent sites on a common tar-

get, the nucleosome. Nucleosomes can be
posttranslationally modified in a variety of
ways, many of which strongly correlate with
different states of gene expression. Through
their ability to regulate gene expression, sev-
eral components of both the Polycomb and
COMPASS complexes are involved in a plethora
of crucial biological processes ranging from the
regulation of embryonic development to wide-
spread involvement in neoplastic pathogenesis.

OUTLOOK: Recent genome-wide studies have
demonstrated that a large number of the com-
ponents of the Polycomb and COMPASS fam-
ilies are often mutated in different forms of
cancer. Some mutations result in gene deletion
or early termination, such as loss-of-function
(LOF)mutations,whereas gain-of-function (GOF)
mutations increase or change their normal ac-
tivities. Although it cannot be excluded that
some of those are passenger rather than driver
mutations, they suggest a relevant function of
these proteins in tumorigenesis. Moreover,
animal models have provided convincing evi-
dence supporting a role for these complexes in
tumor progression. However, even after deca-
des of study, how Polycomb and COMPASS
control normal or aberrant gene regulatory
networks is not fully understood yet. From the
perspective of their catalytic activities, the
degree to which catalytic versus noncatalytic
functions contribute to their roles in develop-
ment and cancer has just begun to emerge.
Concurrently, the possibility that PcG andTrxG
enzymatic activitiesmodifynon-nucleosomesub-
strates remains a fascinating, although largely
unexplored, hypothesis. Ongoing efforts to
decipher how mutations affecting members
of these complexes disturb transcriptional
balances and promote oncogenesis could pro-
vide critically needed new strategies for cancer
therapeutics.▪

RESEARCH
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The balanced state of gene expression.The scale symbolizes the transcriptional status of a gene.
Each dish contains a nucleosome that is either lysine 4 trimethylated (green light) or lysine 27 tri-
methylated (red light) on histone H3 (one tail is depicted for simplicity). These two histone marks
strongly correlate, respectively, with transcriptional activation induced by COMPASS and transcrip-
tional repression induced by PcG.
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REVIEW
◥

EPIGENETICS

Epigenetic balance of gene expression
by Polycomb and COMPASS families
Andrea Piunti and Ali Shilatifard*

Epigenetic regulation of gene expression in metazoans is central for establishing cellular
diversity, and its deregulation can result in pathological conditions. Although transcription
factors are essential for implementing gene expression programs, they do not function in
isolation and require the recruitment of various chromatin-modifying and -remodeling
machineries. A classic example of developmental chromatin regulation is the balanced
activities of the Polycomb group (PcG) proteins within the PRC1 and PRC2 complexes, and
the Trithorax group (TrxG) proteins within the COMPASS family, which are highly mutated
in a large number of human diseases. In this review, we will discuss the latest findings
regarding the properties of the PcG and COMPASS families and the insight they provide
into the epigenetic control of transcription under physiological and pathological settings.

A
ny given cell is constantly challenged by
different endogenous or exogenous per-
turbations or signals. The ability of cells
to integrate these stimuli and respond to
them largely involves precise and complex

changes in the cellular transcriptome that can
either be transient (e.g., stress response) or per-
manent (e.g., cellular differentiation). Although
transcription factors are essential for driving the
transcriptional response as one of the immediate
steps of gene expression, chromatin modifiers
and remodelers collectively referred to as “epige-
netic factors” are indispensable for shaping and
maintaining the transcriptional response during
biological processes, such as development (1). In-
deed, once transcription factors instruct the tran-
scriptional output, in some cases, the resulting
change is meant to be maintained and inherited
during cell divisions by epigenetic factors. These
factors generally function as part of a multipro-
tein complex to modify nucleosomes, the main
subunit of chromatin. Nucleosomes are mainly
composed of DNA and histones, both of which
can be extensivelymodified. DNA changes—such
as methylation, hydroxymethylation, and fur-
ther oxidations—play important roles in gene
expression. Histones can undergo a plethora of
different posttranslational modifications includ-
ing methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation, and
ubiquitination, and these modifications strongly
correlate with different transcriptional outcome,
depending on the context of themodified residues
(2, 3). Some histone modifications are associated
with a specific transcriptional status independent-
ly of the specific modified residue. Indeed, lysine
acetylation on histones is generally regarded as a
positive regulator of transcription.However, other

modifications, such as histone methylation, cor-
relate with different transcriptional contexts de-
pending on the specific residuemodified. A classic
example is given by the opposite activity of his-
tone methylation implemented by the Polycomb
group (PcG) and Trithorax group (TrxG) of pro-
teins. These groups of proteins include additional
chromatin modifiers and, during the past three
decades, have been among the most extensively
studied epigenetic factors. Proteins belonging to
the PcG and TrxG families were originally de-
scribed in Drosophila melanogaster to respec-
tively repress or activate the same developmental
target genes (4, 5). Thus, the antagonistic activ-
ities of the PcG and TrxG proteins establish a
balanced and regulated state of gene expression.
This review provides an overview of the biochem-
ical composition and enzymatic properties of the
Polycomb and Trithorax groups of protein com-
plexes and examines recent findings on the role
of these factors in regulation of gene expression
in the embryonic stem cells and throughout de-
velopment. Further, we discuss how the misreg-
ulation of the Trithorax and Polycomb group
enzymatic activities results in the pathogenesis
of human disease, including cancer.

Trithorax and Polycomb groups
of proteins

Trithorax group proteins (TrxGs) are a heteroge-
neous group of factors with varied activitiesmain-
ly related to chromatinmodificationand remodeling
to activate transcription (5). As genetically de-
fined in D. melanogaster, genes classified to the
TrxG family are involved in the activation of de-
velopmental genes, such as homeotic genes, and
in counteracting the silencing activity of the Poly-
comb group proteins (PcGs) (6). The Trithorax
(Trx) gene was serendipitously discovered in D.
melanogaster because of the homeotic phenotype
of the partial transformation of a haltere to a
wing as the result of a spontaneous mutation

(7). Evidence of its activity as a transcriptional
activator goes back >30 years, when it was dem-
onstrated that mutations in Trx prevented the
derepression of the bithorax complex (Hox
genes) in a PcG mutant background (8). Other
Drosophila TrxG proteins include the adenosine
triphosphate–dependent nucleosome remodeler
Brahma (Brm), related to mammalian SWI2 (9),
and the Drosophila protein female sterile ho-
meotic (Fsh), related to mammalian BRD4. These
factors were initially discovered as homeotic mod-
ulators in D. melanogaster, and both contain
bromodomains that bind acetylated lysine local-
ized at active chromatin (10).
Like TrxGs, Polycomb group proteins (PcGs)

were initially identified genetically inDrosophila
as a heterogeneous group of factors whose muta-
tions resulted in homeotic defects during fly de-
velopment (11). The first Polycomb phenotypewas
described in 1947 by Pamela Lewis as an x-ray–
inducedDrosophilamutant displaying an abnormal
number of sex combs and an Antennapedia-like
phenotype of antenna-to-leg transformation (12).
Thirty years later, the first Polycomb gene (Pc)
locus was mapped (13), and the connection be-
tween Pc and repressive activity on the Bithorax
complex (BX-C) locus was realized (14). The an-
tagonistic roles of PcG in transcriptional repression
and TrxG in transcriptional activation of homeotic
genes in Drosophila led to the paradigm of the
tight regulation of transcription by PcG andTrxG
for the spatiotemporal control of developmental
genes (8, 15).
After the identification of Pc,many other Poly-

comb group genes were identified in Drosophila
on the basis of their similarity to the Pc homeotic
phenotype (16). Subsequent work demonstrated
that many PcG and TrxG proteins are organized
in multiprotein complexes that have chromatin-
modifying activities (17). In contrast to the TrxG,
no PcG proteins exist in Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae, although homologs are present in the fila-
mentous fungus Neurospora crassa and in the
budding yeast Cryptococcus neoformans (18, 19).
This difference in conservation suggests that TrxG-
independent functions, beyond the classical coun-
teraction of PcG activity, are likely to exist. Here,
we provide a current analysis of the balanced
state of gene expression orchestrated by the inter-
action of Trx and related proteins within the
COMPASS family and PcG family proteins of
the PRC1 and PRC2 complexes. We will also
discuss how the misregulation of their activities
tips the balanced state of gene expression, which
results in disease pathogenesis, including cancer
(Tables 1 to 3).

TrxG family members and COMPASS-like
complexes are histone H3K4 methylases

The cloning of themixed-lineage leukemia (MLL)
gene revealed that this proto-oncogene shares ex-
tensive homology with Drosophila Trx (5, 17, 20).
In addition, the yeast protein Set1 has strong se-
quence similarity to theC terminus of Trx andMLL
(21). Endeavoring to understand the function of
MLL in leukemia, yeast Set1 was purified bio-
chemically to homogeneity and found within a

RESEARCH
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Table 1. The COMPASS family in development and cancer. The COMPASS family components in S. cerevisiae, D. melanogaster, and Homo sapiens are

listed. Developmental role of each component is reported as a phenotypical outcome arising from knockout mice for each of them as described in the

literature. Representative examples of each component’s role in cancer are indicated. Additional abbreviations: E#, embryonic day; ND, not determined;
AML, acute myeloid leukemia; LOF, loss of function; NPCs, neural precursor cells; HR, homologous recombination.

Yeasts

S. cerevisiae

COMPASS family

Flies

D. melanogaster

Mammals

H. sapiens

Role in mammalian

development

Mus musculus

(homozygous

gene deletion)

Example of roles in

tumorigenesis

M. musculus and H. sapiens

Set1
Set1

(SET domain–

containing 1)

SET1A

(Su[var]3-9, Enhancer of

Zeste, Trithorax 1A)

Fail to pass the epiblast stage,

no embryos after E7.5 (117)

- Promotes liver

cancer growth (184)
.. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. .

SET1B

(Su[var]3-9, Enhancer of

Zeste, Trithorax 1B)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E11.5 (117)
ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Trx

(Trithorax)

MLL1 (KMT2A)

(Mixed-lineage leukemia 1)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E10.5 (185)

- Forms fusion proteins with

different SEC components

in AML (129)

- Required for MLL fusion

protein–driven oncogenesis in

AML (132)
.. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. .

MLL2 (KMT2B)

(Mixed-lineage leukemia 2)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E11.5 (186)
ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Trr

(Trithorax-related)

MLL3 (KMT2C)

(Mixed-lineage leukemia 3)
Mice die perinatally (187)

- LOF mutations and putative

recessive tumor suppressive

activity in different tumors

(142–144)

- Homozygous Mll3DSETmice

show hyperproliferation of

urothelial cells (145)
.. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. .

MLL4 (KMT2D

(Mixed-lineage leukemia 4)

Fail to develop,

no embryos after E11.5 (187)

- LOF mutations in NHL and MB

(137, 138, 141)

- Homozygous deletion in

B lymphocytes accelerates

lymphomagenesis (139, 140)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Cps30

(Swd3)

wds

(Will die slowly)
WDR5 (WD repeat domain5) ND

- Small molecules targeting

WDR5-MLL1 interaction inhibit

leukemic growth

(133, 134)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Cps60

(Bre2)

Ash2

(Absent, small or

homeotic disc 2)

ASH2L

(Absent, small or

homeotic disc-like)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E8.5 (188)

- Amplified in breast cancer

cell lines, expression

correlates with

ERa levels (189)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Cps50

(Swd1)

Rbbp5

(Retinoblastoma-binding

protein 5)

RBBP5

(Retinoblastoma-binding

protein 5)

ND ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Cps25

(Sdc1)

Dpy-30L1

(Dumpy-30-like 1)

DPY30

(Dumpy-30)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E8.5 (190)
ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Cps35

(Swd2)

Wdr82

(WD repeat domain 82)

WDR82

(WD repeat domain 82)
ND ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Not reported
Mnn1

(Menin 1)

MEN1

(multiple endrocrine

neoplasia 1)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E12.5 (191)

- Numerous different LOF

mutations in multiple

endocrine neoplasia–type 1

(192)

- Menin-MLL interaction

inhibitors impair leukemia

growth (193, 194)

- Menin-MLL interaction inhibitors

impair H3K27M-transformed

NPCs (176)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .
Continued on next page
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multiprotein complex named COMPASS (complex
of proteins associated with Set1) (21). Set1 within
COMPASSwas the first histoneH3 lysine 4 (H3K4)
methylase purified and biochemically charac-
terized (5, 21, 22).
After its discovery in S. cerevisiae (21), COM-

PASS homologs that methylate histone H3K4
were readily identified in fruit flies, mice, and
humans, which suggests the fundamental impor-
tance of these multiprotein complexes during evo-
lution (23). Although yeast COMPASS (yCOMPASS)
is present as a singleH3K4methyltransferase com-
plex in S. cerevisiae, there are three different
COMPASS-like complexes inD.melanogaster, and
six in mammals that represent duplications of
each of the threeDrosophila complexes (24, 25)
(Table 1 and Fig. 1). These three types of com-
plexes can be divided into Set1-like, Trx-like, and
trithorax-related (Trr)–like (Fig. 1). Set1 and/or
COMPASS is responsible for global di- or tri-
methylated histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me2/3)
deposition in Drosophila (24, 26). Although Trx
mutations result in homeotic and other develop-
mental defects and Trx’s role in the positive reg-
ulation of the Ubx gene is well known (27), the
overall requirement for Trx’s histone methyl-
transferase (HMT) activity in vivo is not yet com-
pletely defined.Trx’s down-regulation in imaginal
discs or inDrosophila S2 cells’ effect on the global
reduction of histone H3K4 methylation levels is
not dramatic (24, 26). This suggests that Trxmay
control histoneH3K4methylation deposition at a
specific subset of genes. Indeed, Trx binds to and
is required for the transcription of genes contain-
ing promoter-associated TrxG- and PcG-responsive
elements (TRE and PRE) (28). TRE and PRE are
specifically found in Drosophila and are defined
as theminimal genomic region capable of recruit-

ingPcGproteins to chromatin (6). These sequences
create a highly dynamic platform for PcG and
TrxG proteins that, from different stimuli, can
maintain, respectively, the repressive or active
transcriptional status of genes that were initially
induced by specific transcription factors and thus
generatewhat is called “epigeneticmemory” (4, 29).

Drosophila Trr/COMPASS and MLL3/4
COMPASS in enhancer function

The specific spatiotemporal transcriptional reg-
ulation of developmental genes is controlled by
cis-regulatory elements known as enhancers (30–33).
Given that only 2% of the human genome en-
codes for protein-coding genes, vast expanses of
noncodingDNAmay serve as regulatory elements
and enhancers. Enhancers communicate with
promoters through DNA looping (Figs. 1 and 2)
and can be classified as poised or active, depend-
ing on their potential or active support to tran-
scription. Typically, poised enhancers can be found
close to developmental genes ready to be activated
by environmental stimuli,whereasactive enhancers
support the transcription network characteristic
of the specific cell type, which ensures proper cell
identity. Epigenetic and chromatin studies have
demonstrated that the enhancer regions can be
characterized by containing high levels of histone
H3K4me1 and histone H3K27me3 for poised en-
hancers orH3K27 acetylation for active enhancers
(25). InDrosophila,H3K4me1 is largely dependent
on the COMPASS familymember Trr (Trithorax-
related), a specific histone H3K4 monomethyl-
transferase that acts in a dCOMPASS-related
multiprotein complex (25) (Fig. 1). On active en-
hancers, the implementation of histone H3K27
acetylation (H3K27ac) is thought to be accom-
plished by cAMP response element–binding pro-

tein (CREB)–binding protein (CBP) or p300 (34).
Histone H3K27ac is also deposited at active
promoters and positively correlates with his-
tone H3K4me3 (35). Together, these studies
demonstrate functional specification among the
COMPASS family in Drosophila development.

Mammalian COMPASS family

In mammals, all of the genes encoding the cen-
tralHMTproteins that form thedifferentCOMPASS
and COMPASS-related complexes are duplicated
(5, 36) (Table 1). The central core of all of the
complexes is called WARD (or WRAD), because
it is composed ofWDR5, ASH2, RBBP5, andDPY30
factors, and it is shared and functionally required
by all of the COMPASS and COMPASS-related
complexes (37, 38) (Fig. 1). Set1A/B are the central
H3K4 trimethylases for themammalian COMPASS
(mCOMPASS), which have been shown to play a
default global histone H3K4me3 activity in mam-
malian cells (5, 39). However, the extent to which
the overall biological function of mCOMPASS is
related to its HMT activity still remains poorly
characterized and understood in mammals.
MLL1 andMLL2 are the twomammalianHMT

homologs of Drosophila Trx, and like Trx, their
proteins are foundwithin similarmacromolecular
complexes called COMPASS-related complexes (36)
(Fig. 1). Although they share the same domain
architecture, MLL (KMT2A or MLL1) and MLL2
(KMT2B) have nonredundant functions, as dem-
onstrated by the frequent leukemogenic chromo-
somal translocations that involveMLL1, but never
the MLL2 gene (40). Both MLL1 and MLL2 can
be part of a highly similar COMPASS-related
complex, although they are mutually exclusive,
with noMLL2 being found inMLL1/COMPASS
and vice versa (41, 42). Consistent with their
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Yeasts

S. cerevisiae

COMPASS family

Flies

D. melanogaster

Mammals

H. sapiens

Role in mammalian

development

Mus musculus

(homozygous

gene deletion)

Example of roles in

tumorigenesis

M. musculus and H. sapiens

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Not reported
Hcf

(Host cell factor)

HCF1

(Host cell factor 1)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E8.5 (195)
ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Not reported

Ptip

(PAX transcription

activation domain–

interacting protein)

PTIP

(PAX transcription

activation domain–

interacting protein)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E9.5 (196)

- Indispensable for

53BP1-mediated

HR inhibition in Brca1

null cells (197)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Not reported
Pa1

(PTIP-associated 1)

PA1

(PTIP-associated 1)
ND ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Not reported

Utx

(Ubiquitously transcribed

X chromosome

tetratricopeptide

repeat protein)

UTX

(Ubiquitously transcribed

X chromosome

tetratricopeptide

repeat protein)

Female embryos fail to

develop properly,

no embryos after

E11.5 (198)

- LOF mutations frequently

found in cancer cells (146)

- Tumor suppressive

function in T-ALL (163)

- Enhance invasiveness

of breast cancer

cells (199)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Not reported

Ncoa6

(Nuclear receptor

coactivator 6)

NCOA6

(Nuclear receptor

coactivator 6)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after

E12.5 (200)

ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Continued from previous page
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nonredundant functions, MLL2 has been dem-
onstrated to bemainly responsible for the histone
H3K4me3deposition at bivalent clusters inmouse
embryonic stem cells (mESCs), with MLL1 having
little or no major role in histone H3K4me3 depo-
sition in these cells despite its being expressed (36,
43). Histone H3K4me3 at bivalent promoters was
proposed to be essential for rapid transcriptional
induction from prodifferentiation stimuli; how-
ever, despite the almost complete absence of this
histone mark at bivalent promoters upon MLL2
depletion or deletion, rapid transcription induced
by retinoic acid in mESCs is not altered (36, 43).

Another major source of histone H3K4 meth-
ylation comes from the COMPASS-related com-
plexes containing MLL3 (KMT2C) or MLL4
(KMT2D) (36) (Fig. 1 and Table 1). These twoHMTs
are the mammalian homologs of the Drosophila
HMT Trr (25). Like Trr in Drosophila,MLL3 and
MLL4 COMPASS-related complexes control the
H3K4me1 deposition at enhancer elements in
mammalian cells (44) (Fig. 1). However, MLL3/4-
dependentH3K4me1 deposition can also be found
at the promoters of myoblast genes when they are
repressed; depletion ofMLL3/4 induces the tran-
scription of these genes, which coincides with the

recruitment of both mCOMPASS and MLL1/
mCOMPASS (45). These findings suggest that
multiple mCOMPASS family members can coreg-
ulate a subset of genes during development, albeit
at different regulatory steps (Fig. 1).

PcG proteins: Transcriptional
repressive complexes

The PcG proteins have been extensively studied
in mammals in relation to development and
cancer (Tables 2 and 3); however, a unifying
theory on PcG’s role in mammals is still not
clear (46). The PcG proteins are organized into

aad9780-4 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Table 2. PRC2 in development and cancer. PRC2 components in D. melanogaster and H. sapiens are listed. Developmental role of each component is

reported as phenotypical outcome arising from knockout mice for each of them as described in the literature. Representative examples of each component’s

role in cancer are mentioned. Additional abbreviations: GOF, gain of function; MDS, myelodysplastic syndrome; ESS, endometrial stromal sarcoma; NSCLC,
non–small cell lung cancer.

PRC2

Flies

D. melanogaster

Mammals

H. sapiens

Role in mammalian

development

M. musculus

(homozygous gene deletion)

Example of roles in tumorigenesis

M. musculus and H. sapiens

PRC2 catalytic subunits
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ..

E(z)

(Enhancer of zeste)

EZH2

(Enhancer of zeste 2)

Fail to develop,

no embryos after E7.5 (201)

Pro-oncogenic

- Overexpressed and required

in a variety of tumors (202)

- Trx-G–deficient cancer cells

are sensitized to EZH2 catalytic

inhibitors (203–205)

- Freqent GOF mutations involved

in the development of DLBCL (155, 161)

Pro–tumor suppressive

- LOF mutations promote T-ALL (162, 163)

- LOF mutations correlate

with poor prognosis in MDS (206)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ..

EZH1

(Enhancer of zeste 1)
Viable and fertile (207) ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ..

PRC2 core subunits
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ..

Su(z)12

(Suppressor of zeste 12)

SUZ12

(Suppressor of zeste 12)

Fail to develop,

no embryos after E8.5 (50)

- Frequently fused to

JAZF1 in ESS (208)

- LOF mutations promote

MPNTS tumorigenesis (165, 166)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ..

Esc

(Extra sexcombs)

EED

(Embryonic ectoderm development)

Fail to develop,

no embryos after E8.5

(209)

- Required for MLL/AF9

leukemia (210, 211)

- LOF mutations promote

MPNTS tumorigenesis

(165, 166)

- LOF cooperates with KRAS

in NSCLC pathogenesis

(212)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ..

Caf1-55/Nurf55

(Chromatin assembly

factor 1, p55 subunit)

RBAP46

(Retinoblastoma-

associated protein 46)

Males have low Tcell number

(http://www.informatics.jax.org/allele/MGI:4455962)

- Required for tumorigenesis

of bladder cancer cells (213)
... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

RBAP48

(Retinoblastoma-

associated protein 48)

ND ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ..

Jarid2

(Jumonji, AT-rich

interactive domain 2)

JARID2

(Jumonji, AT-rich

interactive domain 2)

Fail to develop,

no embryos after E11.5

(214)

- Inhibition of myogenic

differentiation of

rhabdomyosarcoma cells

(215)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ..
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Table 3. PRC1 in development and cancer. PRC1 components in D. melanogaster and H. sapiens are listed. Developmental role of each component is

reported as a phenotypical outcome arising from knockout mice for each of them as described in the literature. Representative examples of each

component’s role in cancer are mentioned.

PRC1

Flies

D. melanogaster

Mammals

H. sapiens

Role in mammalian

development

M. musculus

(homozygous gene deletion)

Example of roles in

tumorigenesis

M. musculus and H. sapiens

PRC1 catalytic subunits
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Sce

(sex combs extra)

RING1B

(Real interesting new gene 1B)

- Fail to develop,

no embryos after E10 (216)

- Required for melanoma

progression (217)

- Required for MLL/AF9

leukemogenesis (218)
... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .

RING1A

(Real interesting new gene 1A)

- Anterior axial

transformation (219)

- Required for MLL/AF9

leukemogenesis (218)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Canonical PRC1 core subunits
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Psc

(Posterior sex combs)

BMI1/PCGF4

(B cell–specific

Mo-MLV integration

site 1)

- Perinatal lethality

- Ataxia

- Severe hematopoietic

defects

- Posterior transformation

of the axial skeleton (220)

- Cooperates with MYC to

induce lymphomagenesis (221, 222)

- Required for

leukemogenesis (223)

- Required for a glioma

mouse model (224)

- Deficient hematopoietic

cells induce myelofibrosis (225)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Su(z)2

(Suppressor of zeste 2)

MEL18/PCGF2

(Melanoma nuclear

protein 18)

- Perinatal lethality

- Posterior transformation

of the axial skeleton

(226)

- Tumor suppressor in

breast cancer (227, 228)

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

CBX2/M33

(Chromobox 2)

- Growth retarded and high rate

of postnatal lethality

- Antero-posterior axis malformation

- Male-to-female gonadal sex reversal

(229, 230)

ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

CBX4

(Chromobox 4)

- Perinatal lethality

- Thymic hypoplasia

(231)

- Supports angiogenesis in

hepatoma xenografts

in mice (232)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Pc

(Polycomb)

CBX6

(Chromobox 6)

- Decreased total body

fat amount

- Decreased circulating glucose

and cholesterol levels

- Increased circulating sodium

and chloride levels

(www.informatics.jax.org/allele/MGI:4441849)

ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

CBX7

(Chromobox 7)

- Increased body length

- High-fat tissue mass

(233, 234)

- Cooperates with MYC to

induce leukemogenesis (235)

- Homozygous null mice are

prone to solid tumors (233)

- Overexpression in HSC

leads to leukemia (236)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

CBX8

(Chromobox 8)
ND

- Required for MLL/AF9

leukemia (237)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Ph-p and Ph-d

(Polyhomeotic proximal

and polyhomeotic distal)

PHC1/RAE28

(Polyhomeotic 1)

- Perinatal lethality

- Posterior skeletal

transformation

- Defects in neural

crest–related

tissues (238)

ND

... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .

PHC2

(Polyhomeotic 2)

- Posterior transformation of

the axial skeleton (239)
ND

... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .

PHC3

(Polyhomeotic 3)
ND ND

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .
Continued on next page
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two types of macromolecular complexes: Poly-
comb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) and Polycomb
repressive complex 2 (PRC2). As their names sug-
gest, these complexes are generally regarded as
transcriptional repressors; however, a growing
body of evidence suggests that theymay also play
a role in transcriptional activation in a context-
specific manner (46, 47).
PRC2 is the smaller of the two complexes and

has a well-defined core composition. This com-
plex is characterized by the presence of EZH2 (or
its homolog EZH1), a SET domain–containing
protein that has HMT-specific activity toward
histoneH3 lysine 27 (H3K27) (48). The other three
core PRC2 components are EED, SUZ12, and
RBAP46/48. EED and SUZ12 are essential for

PRC2 complex integrity and for EZH2/1 catalytic
activity, whereas RBAP46/48 are most likely in-
volved in nucleosome recognition, but dispens-
able for PRC2 catalytic activity (49–53).
Along with its core components, PRC2 is also

characterized by several other components, which
have been reported to regulate its molecular and
biological functions (Fig. 2). JARID2 has been
demonstrated to globally regulate PRC2 binding
to chromatin inESCs (54–56). Recently, it was also
shown that Jarid2 is a nonhistone substrate of
PRC2, and methylated JARID2 is a binding part-
ner for the EED component of PRC2 (57). Another
component of PRC2, the zinc finger protein
AEBP2, can function with JARID2 to potenti-
ate PRC2 catalytic activity toward unmodified

nucleosome substrates in vitro, but their precise
roles in modulating PRC2 enzymatic activity in
vivo are still debated (58). Other interesting non-
core PRC2 components are the Polycomb-like
proteins (PCL1-3), also known respectively as
PHF1, MTF2, and PHF19 (47). All the PCL pro-
teins have been shown to regulate PRC2 catalytic
function and recruitment (53, 59, 60). Of partic-
ular interest, PCL3/PHF19 was initially suggested
to inhibit PRC2 catalytic activity by the recog-
nition of and binding to H3K36me3 through its
Tudor domain (61). This was consistent with the
inhibitory activity exerted on PRC2 by activating
histonemarks in vitro (62). However, other studies
have shown that PHF19 is crucial for PRC2 recruit-
ment and functions at several promoters inmESCs

aad9780-6 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

PRC1

Flies

D. melanogaster

Mammals

H. sapiens

Role in mammalian

development

M. musculus

(homozygous gene deletion)

Example of roles in

tumorigenesis

M. musculus and H. sapiens

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Noncanonical PRC1 core subunits
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Rybp

(Ring and YY1

binding protein)

RYBP

(Ring and YY1

binding protein)

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E6.5 (240)

-Transient overexpression leads to

apoptosis of different

cancer cell lines but not

nontransformed cells (241)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Kdm2

[Lysine (K)–specific

demethylase 2]

KDM2B/FBXL10

[Lysine (K)–specific

demethylase 2b]

Fail to develop properly,

no embryos after E13.5 (242)

- Required for MLL-AF9

leukemogenesis (218)

- Required for lymphoblastic leukemia (242)

- Homozygous deletion accelerates a

mouse model of myeloid leukemia (242)

- Promotes pancreatic

cancer (243)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Not reported
PCGF1/NSPC1

(Nervous system polycomb 1)
ND

- Required for MLL-AF9

leukemogenesis (218)
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Continued from previous page

Fig. 1.TheCOMPASSfamilyofhistoneH3K4methylases. (Left)mCOMPASS
and its activity exerted by SET1A/Bonmono-, di-, and trimethylation of lysine 4
on histone H3. (Center) mCOMPASS-like activity at enhancers exerted by the
monomethyltransferase activity ofMLL3/4 COMPASSon lysine4ofhistoneH3.
Highlighted is the putative demethylase function of UTX (member of MLL3/4
COMPASS–like) that can counteract H3K27me2/3 repressive marks deposited
by PRC2 and thus possibly favor H3K27ac deposition by the histone acetyl-
transferases (HATs) CBP/p300. (Right) mCOMPASS-like activity at bivalent

promoters exerted by MLL2/COMPASS as a trimethyltransferase toward lysine
4 on histone H3. This is suggested to positively regulate, when stimulated, the
expression of genes transcriptionally poised because of the restrictive presence of
PRC2 activity. MLL1/COMPASS is also a trimethylase that functions in the
regulation of developmental gene expression. In the figure, only one N-terminal
tail of one histoneH3 is depicted. For a detailed description on the composition
of the COMPASS families and the regulation of their enzymatic and catalytic
properties, see (5).TSS, transcription start site.
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through the recognition ofH3K36me3. Thismodi-
fication is then removed by certain H3K36me3
demethylases, such asNO66 andKDM2B,which
allows PRC2-dependent deposition of H3K27me3
and gene silencing (63–65). TheH3K36me3/PRC2
duality is another example of how the balanced
state of gene transcription through histone-
modifying machineries can be achieved.

PRC2 and transcriptional repression

Despite years of intense investigation, precisely
how PRC2 localizes to specific regions of chro-
matin in mammalian cells is unclear. InDrosoph-
ila, the PREs mediate PRC2 recruitment. PREs
can be a few hundred base pairs in length and
likely encompass binding sites for multiple tran-
scription factors that help to recruit PRC2, in-
cluding Zeste, GAGA factor, and PHO (66). PHO
is most closely related to mammalian YY1; how-
ever, YY1 is not part of mammalian PRC2 and
does not recruit PRC2 to chromatin (67). Accord-
ingly, no mammalian counterpart for a PRE has
been identified (68). The CpG-rich domains (CpG
islands) have been shown to be overrepresented
in PRC2 binding regions and are thought to con-
tribute to PRC2 recruitment (69); however, it is

not clear how such a low percentage of the CpG
islands are selected as PREs in the mammalian
cells. Recently, it was proposed that transcrip-
tionally silent unmethylated CpG islands recruit
PRC2 (70, 71). Forced recruitment of PRC2 to
transcriptionally active chromatin can induce tran-
scriptional silencing, and this takes place indepen-
dentlyof its catalytic activity (72). EndogenousPRC2,
which presents wild-type catalytic activity, is re-
quired tomaintain the repressed state (72). How-
ever, recently, it was shown that PRC2 is, in
general, dispensable for transcriptional repres-
sion inmESCs but is required for the propermain-
tenance of repression during differentiation (71).

Histone H3K27 methylation by PRC2
and developmental regulation

The PRC2 complex controls the three different
methylation states of histone H3K27 (H3K27me1/
2/3) in mESCs, and the distribution of these
marks ismutually exclusive.WhereasH3K27me3
is mainly deposited at promoters, especially at bi-
valent genes (Fig. 2), H3K27me2 localizes to the
intergenic regions, and H3K27me1 is deposited
in the gene bodies of actively transcribed genes
(73) (Fig. 2). Although H3K27me3 is required for

themaintenance of transcriptional repression dur-
ing mESCs’ differentiation (71), H3K27me2 can
serve to protect spurious H3K27ac deposition and
the firing of unscheduled enhancers, whereas
H3K27me1 can facilitate the transcriptional acti-
vation of genes required formESCs differentiation
(73) (Fig. 2). Even though the H3K27me1 deposi-
tion ingenebodies is dependent onPRC2, residual
levels of this modification are still detectable in
PRC2-null mESCs (73), which suggests that one
or more other enzymes are responsible for its de-
position; however, this issue remains unexplored.

PRC1

PRC1 is larger than PRC2 and is more heteroge-
neous in composition, particularly in mammalian
cells (Table 3 and Fig. 3). RING1A and RING1B
(abbreviated to RING1A/B) are the central PRC1
components, and since their identification, they
were reported to be part of different multipro-
tein complexes (74–77). Only recently, a detailed
and comprehensive biochemical characterization
identified PRC1 as a family of biochemically dis-
tinct complexes (78). RING1A/B are E3 ubiquitin
ligases thatmonoubiquitinate lysine 119 of histone
H2A (H2AK119ub) (79). H2AK119ub is proposed

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 aad9780-7

Fig. 2. PRC2. (Top) PRC2 composed by the core components EED, SUZ12,
RBAP46/48, JARID2, and EZH2 can deposit all three levels of methylation
(mono, di, and tri) on lysine 27 of histone H3. PRC2 di- and trimethylates
enhancer regions, which prevents CBP/p300 from accessing and acetylating
those regions that could render them active enhancers. Bivalent regions are
marked by H3K4me3 by MLL2/COMPASS and H3K27me3 by PRC2 are
also represented. (Bottom) PRC2 has a recently described activity in gene

bodies where it can monomethylate H3K27 and favor gene expression. (Top right corner) Schematic of the misregulation of the implementation of different
methylation states by PRC2 in cancer. The EZH2 Y641 oncogenic mutant–containing PRC2 has enhanced enzymatic activity on an H3K27me2 substrate,
therefore, it makes more H3K27me3 in contrast to wild-type EZH2 containing PRC2, whose primary enzymatic activity is toward unmodified or H3K27me1
substrates. In the figure, only one N-terminal tail of one histone H3 is depicted.
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to facilitate chromatin compaction and transcrip-
tional silencing, although RING1B ubiquitin
ligase activity is dispensable for the repression
of Hox loci in mESCs (80). Very recently, how-
ever, it was demonstrated that the E3 enzymatic
activity of RING1B is dispensable for earlymouse
development and for global target gene repression
in mESCs and in Drosophila embryos, which
raises the question of the precise function of this
posttranslational modification (81, 82).
PRC1 complexes can be classified as being ca-

nonical or noncanonical (Fig. 3), with canonical
PRC1–containing one of the Polycomb-like chro-
mobox homolog (CBX) proteins that recognizes
the H3K27me3mark implemented by PRC2 (78).
Canonical PRC1 complexes also contain BMI1
(PCGF4), which is required for the correct for-
mation of canonical PRC1 and which is also re-
quired for RING1A/B E3 ligase activity (83). BMI1’s
closest homolog, MEL18 (PCGF2), can substitute
for BMI1 to form a stable PRC1 complex but fails
to enhance RING1A/B enzymatic activity in vitro
(83). This could allowPRC1 recruitment, subsequent
H2AK119ub deposition, chromatin compaction,
and transcriptional silencing (84). This is gener-
ally regarded as the canonical sequential PRC2-
dependent PRC1 recruitment model (Fig. 3).
The existence of noncanonical PRC1 was first

suggested when it was demonstrated that PRC2
depletion does not cause a dramatic effect on the
global H2AK119ub deposition in mESCs, which,
in turn, suggests alternative mechanisms of PRC1
recruitment on chromatin (85) (Fig. 3). Indeed,
recruitment of RYBP containing PRC1 was dem-
onstrated to be PRC2-independent (85) (Fig. 3).
Although canonical (PRC2-dependent and CBX-
containingPRC1 subcomplexes) andnoncanonical
(PRC2-independent and RYBP/YAF2-containing
PRC1 subcomplexes) are two distinct biochemical
entities, they can both colocalize in mESCs on
several developmental loci characterized by full
repression and high PRC2 occupancy (78, 86).

The coexistence of canonical and noncanon-
ical PRC1 can be explained by the recent finding
that noncanonical PRC1 can recruit PRC2 on
chromatin through the H2AK119ub mark (87)
(Fig. 3). This is consistent with the findings dem-
onstrating that PRC2 binds H2AK119ub-modified
nucleosomes, which enhances PRC2’s H3K27me3
catalytic activity through AEBP2 and JARID2 in
vitro (88). Although canonical and noncanonical
PRC1 biochemical compositions have been clari-
fied, their diverse biological and molecular ac-
tivities remain to be fully investigated, along with
a possible cooperation at specific genomic loci (86).

Landscape of PRC1 and PRC2 in mESCs
and cellular differentiation

Both TrxG and PcG have been implicated as cen-
tral factors required in development and cellular
differentiation from Drosophila to human (89)
(Tables 1 and 2). Initial studies in Drosophila
highlighted the importance of these two classes
of genes in regulating the spatiotemporal tran-
scriptional outcome at important homeotic loci,
for example,Bithorax, through the integration of
external stimuli and a dynamic competition at
the regulatory elements (PRE/TRE) (90). Inmam-
malian systems, several TrxG and PcG loss-of-
functionmousemodels showsevere developmental
abnormalities, which further asserts the impor-
tance of these factors during mammalian devel-
opment (91). One of the most important cellular
models used to characterize the molecular func-
tions of both of the TrxG and PcG proteins during
cellular differentiation are mESCs. Several condi-
tional or straight PcG and TrxG knockout mESCs
have been generated and studied both at the
transcriptional and phenotypical levels, which has
uncovered the fundamental role of the epigenetic
control of cellular differentiation and mouse de-
velopment (92) (Tables 1 and 2). The importance
of these proteins in ensuring a correct lineage
commitment was also highlighted by the strict

requirement for them during cell reprogram-
ming (93).
The PcGhas been extensively studied inmESCs;

however, many aspects of their function in these
cells still remain to be elucidated (46). Strongmo-
lecular evidence that PcG directly contributes to
the transcriptional program of mouse embryonic
development comes from studies that mapped
PcG target genes using chromatin immunopre-
cipitation coupled to promoter array (ChIP-chip)
inmESCs (94). BothPRC1 andPRC2proteinswere
demonstrated to be bound to key genes implicated
in cellular differentiation and embryonic develop-
ment in mESCs (94). As expected by their very
early requirement during embryonic development,
the PRC1 catalytic components RING1A/B are in-
dispensable to maintaining mESCs’ pluripotency.
Indeed, mESCs acutely deprived of Ring1b/a re-
veal an acute proliferation defect accompanied by
a loss of pluripotency and the up-regulation of a
set of PRC1 target genes involved in cellular dif-
ferentiation programs or tissue development (95).
RING1B and OCT3/4 co-occupancy was demon-
strated at some loci that are essential for mESCs
differentiation, with RING1B recruitment depen-
ding on OCT3/4 occupancy, and its loss correlat-
ing with gene derepression upon differentiation
(95). However, a more thorough genome-wide
analysis of co-occupied sites could better reveal
an overall interaction between PRC1 and the core
pluripotency network.
It is not surprising, given the reciprocal recruit-

ment of PRC2 andPRC1 on common genomic loci
in mESCs (Fig. 3), that the vast majority of PRC1-
binding sites are also bound by PRC2, and this is
especially evident at bivalent genes important for
cellular differentiation and development (96). Even
though PRC2 overlaps with PRC1 at many loci,
PRC2 seems to have a less crucial role in mESCs.
Indeed, mESCs without the core components of
PRC2, maintain pluripotency and demonstrate
minimal transcriptional alterations comparedwith

aad9780-8 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 3. PRC1. (Left) The canonical PRC1–containing CBXs, which mediate the recognition of the H3K27me3 mark deposited by PRC2. PCGF2/4 proteins assist
the E3 ubiquitin ligases RING1B/A in mediating the monoubiquitination of H2AK119. (Right) The noncanonical PRC1 contains RYBP, which is a common
component of all of the noncanonical PRC1, which can also contain any of the different PCGF proteins (PCGF1/3/5/6). The binding of noncanonical PRC1 to
chromatin is PRC2-independent but has been implicated in the recruitment of PRC2 through the deposition ofmonoubiquitinated H2AK119. In the figure, only one
N-terminal tail of one histone H2A or H3 is depicted.
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wild-type mESCs (71). In contrast, the general dif-
ferentiation potential of PRC2 null mESCs, as
measured by the embryoid body formation assay,
is severely altered (73). This potentially reiterates
PRC2’s role during embryogenesis, that is, dis-
pensable at very early stages (i.e., inner cell mass
formation) but required whenmassive tissue spe-
cification and cellular differentiation occurs (i.e.,
gastrulation). An intriguing and emerging area
of PcG control of mESCs’ pluripotency is their abil-
ity to shape the spatial organization of the ge-
nome (97). This important activity was initially
observed in Drosophila, mainly by using chro-
mosome conformation–capturing techniques that
revealed how PRE and, in general, PcG targets are
organized in higher chromatin structures that are
important for PcG-mediated gene silencing (98, 99).
This regulation is conserved inmammals. Indeed,
EED is indispensable for maintaining the interac-
tion between PRC2-occupied promoters in mESCs
without altering the overall chromatin structure
organization (100). Only recently, RING1A and B
were reported to control genome organization in
mESCs (101). These main components of PRC1
spatially constrain fourHox gene clusters bymain-
taining enhancer-promoter interactions. The acute
genetic deletion of both of the main components
of PRC1 induces the release of these interactions,
without altering enhancer-promoter interactions,
which leads to the subsequent transcriptional ac-
tivation ofHox genes present in the clusters (101).
An interesting and still open question in this area
remains whether or not the catalytic activity of
both PRC1 and PRC2 are required for their activ-
ity in regulating higher chromatin architecture.

PcG recruitment to chromatin:
A complex issue

An important issue, still not completely under-
stood, concerns both PRC1 and PRC2 recruitment
to chromatin inmESCs. Recent studies show that,
although transcriptional silencing is sufficient to
recruit PRC2 and trigger H3K27me3 deposition
(70, 71), GC-rich DNA, including an exogenous
bacterial-derived region, can recruit PRC2 inmESCs
(69). Despite these observations, global transcrip-
tional silencing is not sufficient to recruit PRC2
to all CpG islands present in the mouse genome
(71, 102), which suggests alternative pathways for
PRC2 recruitment other than silent CpG islands.
Global genome-wide PRC2 binding to chromatin
inmESCs is dependent on its component JARID2
(54–56).However, althoughapositive role of JARID2
inmodulating PRC2 catalytic activity in vitro has
been clearly demonstrated (58), this role in vivo
is still unclear. JARID2 is proposed to be the DNA
binding protein that mediated PRC2 recruitment
on chromatin; however, theARIDdomain (AT-rich
interacting domain) of JARID2 has no preference
toward a CG-rich–containing sequence in vitro
(103), and in Drosophila, Jarid2 demonstrates
both PcG-dependent and -independent functions
(104). Considering that PRC2 binding on chroma-
tin in mESCs is highly overlapping with CpG
islands, (71) this opens up the possibility that
other DNA binding proteins besides JARID2 could
be responsible for targeting PRC2 to CpG islands.

It has been suggested that PRC1-dependent
H2AK119ub contributes to PRC2 recruitment in
mESCs (87). One of the noncanonical PRC1 com-
plexes contains the histone demethylase KDM2B/
FBXL10, which contains a ZF-CxxC domain that
specifically recognizes unmethylated CpG islands
(105). Indeed, KDM2B depletion (knockdown) in
mESCs impairs RING1B recruitment to chroma-
tin, implementation of H2AK119ub, and proper
transcriptional repression in mESCs (106–108).
Furthermore, deletion ofKdm2b’s ZF-CxxC domain
inmESCs leads to a reduction of SUZ12, RING1B,
H3K27me3, and H2AK119ub, which results in
transcriptional derepression. Consistently,Kdm2b
DZF-CxxC heterozygous mice show an axial pos-
terior transformation, a common PcG-depletion
homeotic phenotype (87). This noncanonical PRC1-
dependent recruitment of PRC2 opens up the
possibility that the canonical PRC1 (CBX-containing
PRC1) (Fig. 3) is indirectly recruited by the non-
canonical (RYBP-containing PRC1) (Fig. 3), which
explains the overlapping profiles of CBX7 and
RYBP at developmental gene promoters (86).
CBX7 is the main CBX component of the canon-
ical PRC1 in mESCs, and although its relevance
in the maintenance of mESCs pluripotency is
debated, it plays an essential role in regulating
differentiation during embryoid body formation.
For example, CBX7 loss of function in this regard
can lead to the deregulation of lineage marker
expression, derepression ofHox genes, with some
defects already evident at the pluripotent state
(109, 110). Although all of the currently published
evidence clearly supports an overall role for PRC1
in themaintenance ofmESCpluripotency, further
studies are needed to investigate what the spe-
cific determinants for both canonical and non-
canonical PRC1 are that play a role in mESCs’
pluripotency maintenance.

Chromatin bivalency: A functional
balance between PcG and COMPASS?

Although histone H3K4me3 marks actively tran-
scribed genes and histone H3K27me3 marks the
repressed state of gene expression, subsets of
H3K4me3-marked gene promoters are co-occupied
by the repressive histonemarkH3K27me3. These
dually active/repressed marked promoters are
referred to as “bivalent domains” (111). It has
been suggested that these bivalent domains are
enrichedat thedevelopmental genes inpluripotent
cells that are kept in a poised transcriptional
state, ready to be activated or repressed upon
stimulation by prodifferentiation signals (111).
The presence of both theH3K4me3 andH3K27me3
marks on poised genes suggests that they were
under the control of the TrxG and PcG com-
plexes similar to what is seen at theHox genes in
Drosophila (111). Although intriguing, this model
has been challenged by several studies. From such
amodel, bivalency should be rapidly resolved to an
activated or repressed state upon differentiation
stimuli. However, nonpluripotent stem cells, such
as hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), retain thou-
sands of bivalent marks, and some of them re-
solve upon erythrocyte differentiation (112). This
suggests that bivalent marks can play a general

role in poising genes required for differentiation.
However, cells with limited or absent differenti-
ation potential, such as mouse embryonic fibro-
blasts (MEFs) and T cells, contain a large number
of bivalent genes, which indicates that the pres-
ence of these opposingmarks on gene promoters
is not restricted to pluripotent or multipotent
cells (113–115). Although the H3K27me3 at bi-
valent and not bivalent promoters is deposited
by PRC2 (73), the H3K4me3 at bivalent genes is
specifically depositedbyMLL2/COMPASS (36, 43).
Even though bivalency was suggested to be im-
portant during rapid transcriptional induction,
MLL2/COMPASS depletion, and the consequent
specific loss of H3K4me3 at bivalent genes, none
of these affects pluripotency or the rapid tran-
scriptional induction of those genes upon retinoic
acid stimulation (36, 43).
Although dispensable for rapid transcriptional

activation of bivalent genes, the loss ofMll2 affects
mESCs embryoid body formation with delayed
ectodermal and mesodermal differentiation (116).
Single deletion of Mll1, Mll2’s closest homolog,
has little impact on H3K4me3 deposition and
gene transcription in mESCs (43). Double Mll1
andMll2acutedeletionshows thatMLL1/COMPASS
can potentially substitute for MLL2-dependent
H3K4me3 deposition at some bivalent genes dur-
ing mESCs differentiation induced by retinoic
acid treatment (43). However, whether double
Mll1/2 knockout affects mESCs pluripotency has
not yet been clarified. BothMll2–/– and Setd1a–/–

mESCs were reported to have a reduced cell pro-
liferation and an increased apoptotic rate (116, 117).
However, only Setd1a–/– mESCs show a global
decrease of all three methylation states of H3K4
(H3K4me1/2/3) (117). This demonstrates SET1A/
COMPASS’s default activity toward that of H3K4
trimethylation (Fig. 1).

Balance of Polycomb and COMPASS
in cancer

Various components of the PcG and COMPASS
family of complexes are involved in tumor pro-
gression and cancer (84, 118), including the well-
known and highly frequent rearrangements of
the methyltransferase MLL1 that generate onco-
genic fusion, as well as the BMI1 deregulation
that is crucial for leukemia pathogenesis and
maintenance (119, 120) (Tables 1 to 3). Note that a
growing body of evidence suggests that chroma-
tin modifiers are major targets for mutations in
cancer (118, 121). Members of the COMPASS fam-
ily and several PRC2 components are indeed
found frequently mutated in different types of
cancer (118, 122). Whether all of the translocation
and mutations reported so far are driving, co-
operating, or passenger mutations remains un-
known. Several such examples are described in
detail below.

MLL/COMPASS translocations and
transcriptional elongation checkpoint
defects in leukemogenesis

MLL1 was the first TrxG protein reported to be
directly involved in tumor formation, as itwas cloned
from a genomic region frequently translocated in
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leukemia (5, 20, 123). In all of the MLL trans-
locations, MLL1’s SET domain is lost; however,
the chimeric proteins still have the MLL1-CxxC
domain (124). This domain is essential for MLL
fusion proteins to bind unmethylated DNA, and
it is strictly required to maintain their oncogenic
activity; indeed, point mutations that disrupt the
CxxC domain abolish the tumorigenic potential
of MLL chimeras (124, 125). The central role for
this domain in recruitment of the MLL chimeric
protein to chromatin independently of the fusion
partner suggests a possible commonmechanism
for the leukemogenic potential based on the CxxC-
dependent recruitment. The ELL proteinwas the
first MLL fusion partner for which a biochemical
function was assigned and biochemically well
characterized (126). ELL was demonstrated to
play a positive role in transcriptional elongation
control by increasing the catalytic properties of
elongating RNA polymerase II (126). On the basis
of these very early observations, we proposed
more than 20 years ago that transcriptional
elongation control could play a central role in
leukemic pathogenesis through MLL transloca-
tions. Similar to ELL, other MLL translocation
partners have been shown to have positive roles in
transcriptional control, such as ENL (127), AFF1
(AF4), and AF9 (128).
Detailed biochemical purifications of several

of the MLL chimeras found in childhood leu-
kemia led to the identification of AFF4 (a known
rare MLL partner in leukemia) as a common fac-
tor found in many of the purified chimeras (129).
When AFF4 was purified to homogeneity from
nonleukemic cells, it was demonstrated that AFF4
is a central component of a transcriptional elon-
gation complex containing many of the known
MLL partners found in childhood leukemia in-
cluding AFF1, AFF4, ENL, and AF9, as well as
well-known elongation factors, such as ELL, ELL2,
ELL3, and P-TEFb (129). This complex, named the
super elongation complex (SEC), demonstrates
that it is the translocation of MLL1 into SEC that
is involved in the misrecruitment of SEC to MLL
target genes, which perturbs transcription elon-
gation checkpoints atMLL1 target loci and results
in leukemic pathogenesis (129). Accordingly, dele-
tion of the AFF4-binding domain from MLL-
AFF4 strongly impairs its oncogenic activity and
the transactivation of the canonical MLL1 down-
stream targetHOXA9 (129, 130). It is now known
that not only is SEC involved in the regulation of
transcription of the MLL1 target genes in leuke-
mia but also that this elongation complex is the
central factor regulating transcription elongation
control and rapid transcriptional response in
many of the cellular models tested (118). This
observation, and subsequent published studies,
confirms our model proposedmore than 20 years
ago that misregulation of transcriptional elonga-
tion control is central to leukemic pathogenesis
through MLL translocations.

MLL fusions and the
mammalian COMPASS

Some other members of the mammalian COM-
PASS family have been shown to be essential for

MLL fusion protein oncogenic activity. MEN1
(Menin) depletion causes proliferation arrest of
MLL-AF9–driven leukemia, and this is partially
driven by the positive direct transcriptional con-
trol of HOXA9 (131). It has been suggested that
MEN1 is capable of recruiting MLL1 to HOXA9
and mediating its expression; however, in global
studies,MLL1 recruitment in the absence ofMEN1
has not been demonstrated. Furthermore, the
endogenous MLL1 is essential for MLL-AF9 dri-
ven leukemogenesis, likely through maintaining
the active transcription of essential oncogenes,
such asHOXA9 (132). Notably, a small-molecule–
inhibiting WDR5 binding to MLL1 has been
recently reported to reduce the leukemogenic
potential of MLL fusion proteins (133); however,
themolecularmechanism for this process and its
specificity throughWDR5, which is a shared com-
ponent of all of the COMPASS family is missing.
Another small-molecule targeting theMLL1-WDR5
interaction was also reported to specifically affect
the leukemogenic potential of p30/CEBPa driven
leukemia (134). However, its efficacy in MLL fu-
sion protein–driven leukemiawas not tested nor
was the specificity for MLL1/COMPASS versus
other family members determined. Nonetheless,
these findings suggest the possibility that target-
ing the mammalian COMPASS family protein
interactions in different types of leukemia could
be a successful strategy for the treatment of these
cancers.

Mutations in enhancer-associated
COMPASS-like MLL3/4 in cancer

Mutations in epigenetic factors, both loss and
gain of function, are becoming more evident as
hallmarks of cancer (118, 135). Genes encoding
for the mammalian COMPASS family are among
themostmutated chromatinmodifiers in several
types of cancer (118). MLL4 (KMT2D) mutations
were initially found in patients affected by the
Kabuki syndrome, a rare genetic disease that
causes multiple malformations (136). Two com-
prehensive analyses of genetic lesions in the two
most commonnon-Hodgkin’s lymphomas (NHLs),
diffuse large B cell lymphomas (DLBCLs) and
follicular lymphomas (FLs), identifiedMLL4 as a
highly frequently mutated gene (around 23 to
32% of primary DLBCL and 89% of primary FL)
(137, 138). However, almost all of the mutations
foundweremonoallelic, which suggests thatMLL4
haploinsufficiency might play a role in DLBCL
and FL pathogenesis (137, 138). Notably, two in-
dependent groups demonstrated that Mll4 defi-
ciency in mice accelerates lymphomagenesis,
which confirms the crucial roleofMLL4/COMPASS
activity at enhancers in tumor suppression in the
germinal center (139, 140). High rates ofmissense,
nonsense, and frameshift indel mutations in the
MLL4 gene have also been reported in medullo-
blastomas (MBs) (141). Although with less fre-
quency, this study also identifiedMLL3mutations
in MBs. MLL3 gene mutations are also found in
other tumors, such as kidney and bladder
tumors (142–144). Almost half of homozygous
Mll3 DSet mice are characterized by an un-
scheduled hyperproliferation of urothelial cells

and urothelial neoplasia. MLL3 serves as a p53
transcriptional coactivator in these tumors and,
accordingly, all Mll3 DSet; p53 +/− compound
mice develop urothelial tumors with an earlier
incidence compared withMll3 DSet mice (145).

Mutations of the MLL3/4 COMPASS
components and UTX and enhancer
malfunction as a common
driver of cancer

In addition to the mutations of MLL3 andMLL4
in cancer, the methyltransferase components of
COMPASS-like complexes, a component common
to both complexes, UTX, is frequentlymutated in
bladder cancer and in a variety of other forms of
cancers (Fig. 1) (146). In particular,UTX is frequent-
lymutated in T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(T-ALL), and accordingly,murinemodels ofNotch-
driven T-ALL are more aggressive when Utx is
genetically deleted (147, 148). UTX could con-
ceivably demethylate H3K27me2/3 present at en-
hancers to facilitate the conversion from poised
to active enhancers by means of CBP/p300 acetyl-
ation at the same residue, which leads to activ-
ation of the transcription network regulated by
those enhancers (Fig. 2) (25). This suggests a tu-
mor suppressive role of UTX through ensuring
the maintenance of proper transcriptional net-
work activation by erasing the putative oncogenic
silencing induced by PRC2.
AlthoughanantagonismbetweenUTX-mediated

demethylation and PRC2 methylation to regulate
acetylation at enhancers represents an interesting
hypothesis that could also extend to normal cel-
lular differentiation, it remains largely unexplored
(149). Alongwithmammalian COMPASS-likemem-
bers,EP300 andCREBBP, which encode twomajor
histone acetyltransferases involved in enhancer
specification (150), are also mutated in the same
tumors (137, 138, 143). The frequent rate of mu-
tations to these enhancers’ regulatory proteins
strongly suggests that tumor initiation and/or
maintenance needs to evade tissue-specific en-
hancer transcriptional networks, which leads to
the hypothesis thatmutations at enhancer regions
or at enhancers’ chromatin modifiers may be a
driving force during oncogenesis, and so enhancer
malfunction is identified as a new hallmark of
cancer (30, 31, 118, 151).

PRC2: Oncogene or tumor suppressor?

Ezh2 is the most studied component of PRC2 in
cancer (46, 84). EZH2 was initially identified as a
putative proto-oncogene since it was found up-
regulated in a variety of different tumors, and its
down-regulation or overexpressionwas correlated,
respectively, with a loss or gain of proliferation
and transformation potential (152–154). After these
first studies, and with the discovery of the PRC2
methyltransferase activity (51), the role of PRC2
methylation in cancer has garneredmuch interest
and has been widely investigated (84).
Recently, a frequent point mutation in the

EZH2 SET domain [Tyr641 (Y641)] was discovered
in NHL (155). Even though it was initially iden-
tified as an inactivating mutation, the frequent
EZH2 overexpression in lymphomas (156) and
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the heterozygous nature of the mutation (155)
strongly suggested an alternative explanation. In-
deed, it was subsequently demonstrated that Y641
mutations are catalytic gain-of-functionmutations
that lead to an increased conversion ofH3K27me2
to H3K27me3 (157, 158) (Fig. 2). Small molecules
that are specifically designed to inhibit EZH2
Y641 mutants selectively impair the oncogenic
potential of lymphoma cells both in vitro and in
vivo (159, 160). Amousemodel that expresses an
EZH2 Y641 mutant allele in germinal centers
was also generated. This mutant leads to germi-
nal center hyperplasia, with additional genetic
alterations, e.g., Bcl2 overexpression resulting in
lymphoma (161).
Although several studies strongly indicate that

PRC2 components have oncogenic functions, some
other studies indicate that PRC2 can serve as a
tumor suppressor in specific tumors. Ezh2 dele-
tion in the hematopoietic system results in the
pathogenesis of T-ALL in mice (162). This was
further supported by alterations in EZH2 and
SUZ12 in human T-ALL (163). It has also been
demonstrated that, even though Ezh2 deletion
can lead to T-ALL, the genetic deletion of its homo-
log Ezh1 in Ezh2 null T-ALL results in leukemia
regression in mice (164). This study suggests that,
although Ezh2mutations can lead to T-ALL, over-
all PRC2 function is still oncogenic in these tu-
mors. Nonetheless, highly frequent homozygous
PRC2 component mutations were found in ma-
lignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST)
(165, 166). Notably, reexpression of SUZ12 in
MPNST cells characterized by SUZ12 homozy-
gous deletion restores H3K27me3 and impairs cell
proliferation (165). Together, the published data in
the literature so far indicate that different compo-
nents of PCR2 can function as tumor suppressors
or oncogenes depending on the chromatin context
and tissues of origin of the cancer. Certainly, further
molecular characterization of the cancers de-
pending on the PRC2 complex and its com-
ponents should shed further light on this matter.
Another interesting example of the role of his-

tone H3K27 methylation in cancer concerns the
discovery of a recurrent single-nucleotide substi-
tution indiffused intrinsic pontine gliomas (DIPGs).
This mutation results in a lysine-to-methionine
conversion at position 27 in the histone variant
H3.3 (H3.3K27M) (167, 168). Although this mu-
tation only affects a single histone H3.3 allele, a
global loss of H3K27me3 and reduced PRC2 ca-
talytic activity was observed (169, 170). This in-
dicates that reduced global PRC2 activity can be
required for tumor formation. However, genome-
wide analyses also demonstrated that H3K27M
positive DIPG cells still have loci marked by
H3K27me3 and have PRC2 loaded on chromatin,
which raises the possibility that selective inhibi-
tion of PRC2 at specific loci can be tumorigenic
(170, 171). Themechanism throughwhichH3.3K27M
impairs PRC2 function is still debated. Although
it was initially shown that H3.3K27M can seques-
ter EZH2 by direct binding (169), a recent study
from our laboratory failed to show preferential
binding of PRC2 toward H3.3K27M compared
with wild-type H3.3 (172). We demonstrated that

cells expressing H3K27M contain higher levels
of H3K27 acetylated nucleosomes and also
identified BRD4 to preferentially copurify with
H3.3K27M-containing nucleosomes compared
with wild-type H3.3. BRD4 is a well-known ther-
apeutic target in cancer (173). Moreover, PRC2
mutations sensitize PMNSTs to BRD4 inhibition
(174), possibly because of an increase of H3K27ac
that occurs in cells deficient in PRC2 activity
(172, 175) (Fig. 2). Therefore, H3.3K27M-positive
DIPG tumors could be promising candidates for
BRD4 inhibition therapy.
Whether the H3.3K27M mutation is an onco-

genic driving force in DIPGs is still not complete-
ly understood. Histone H3.3K27M can synergize
with overexpression of the gene for platelet-
derived growth factor receptor a (PDGFRA) and
p53 loss to enhance proliferation and transform-
ation of human ESC–derived neural stem cells
(NSCs) (176). This suggests that H3K27M could
participate in tumor formation.WhetherH3K27M
is required for tumormaintenance and the detailed
molecular mechanism of its action remain open
for questions. Note that pharmacological inhibi-
tion of JMJD3, a known H3K27me3 demethy-
lase, can selectively impairH3.3K27MDIPG cells’
tumorigenic potential by restoring normal levels
of H3K27me3 (177), which supports restoration
of full PRC2 activity as a potential treatment for
H3.3K27M-positive DIPGs.

Future direction of studies on Polycomb
and COMPASS families in development
and during disease pathogenesis

PcG and COMPASS are fundamental, evolution-
arily conserved families of enzymes and are cen-
tral regulators of gene expression. Accordingly,
perturbation of their composition and activities
can substantially alter normal biological processes
in development, including cellular proliferation
and differentiation. Although, in Drosophila, the
interplay between the two groups is well estab-
lished (6), the interconnection between PcG and
TrxG inmammals is less clear, given the fact that
there are six COMPASS families in mammals as
opposed to three inDrosophila. Whether the dif-
ferent phenotypes presented in this review are
caused by an overactive role of PcG or TrxG be-
cause of the missing or mutated counterparts in
mammals is an interesting and largely unex-
plored area. The COMPASS family of proteins
and PRC1/PRC2 each use different enzymatic ac-
tivities to posttranslationally modify nucleosomes.
Although all of these nucleosome posttransla-
tional modifications are frequently associated
with differential transcriptional outcomes, the
formal proof that they are directly involved in
transcriptional regulation is still missing for all
marks (178). In Drosophila, changing lysine 27 to
arginine (K27R) in all of the genes coding for
histone H3 leads to derepression of canonical
PcG targets and homeotic transformation (179).
Furthermore, H3K27M-expressing flies display de-
repression of homeotic genes and developmental
defects similar to those of PRC2-deficient flies
(172). This strongly suggests that, at least in
Drosophila, the PRC2 catalytic activity toward

the H3K27 residue is required for some of its
biological functions. In contrast, dRing (Ring1a/
bhomolog inDrosophila) activity towardH2AK119
was shown to be largely dispensable for gene
repression and canonical Polycomb-associated
phenotypes (82). Similarly, mESCs expressing
catalytically dead RING1B still achieve chroma-
tin compaction and transcriptional repression at
the Hox clusters (180). These studies, along with
the in vitro evidence that PRC1 can compact nuc-
leosome arrays independently of the presence of
histone tails (181), support an important catalytic-
independent role for PRC1 in transcriptional reg-
ulation. Examples of PRC2 catalytic-independent
functions were also reported in a prostate cancer
model in which PRC2 acts as a coactivator for the
androgen receptor (182).
For the COMPASS family of proteins, to date,

there is not any convincing evidence for catalytic-
dependent versus independent functions in cancer.
All the while, the precise role(s) of H3K4 methyl-
ations, besides their ability to predict transcrip-
tion or chromatin states, are still elusive (150). It
is not knownat this timehowdifferentCOMPASS-
related complexes deposit specific states of meth-
ylation (H3K4me1/2/3) and how such intricate
small differences in the pattern in histone modi-
fications (H3K4me1/2/3) are deciphered by cells.
For examples, Trx proteins, such as SNF5, were
demonstrated to directly counteract PcG (e.g.,
complex eviction) at commonly regulated loci,
similar towhat happens inDrosophila (183). These
are exciting and still unexplored areas that can
help us understand the missing details of the reg-
ulation of gene expression exerted by the balance
between the PcG and COMPASS family proteins,
and the extent towhich the balance or imbalance
of their activities contributes to development and
disease.
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INTRODUCTION: Magnetic reconnection is
a physical process occurring in plasmas in
which magnetic energy is explosively con-
verted into heat and kinetic energy. The effects
of reconnection—such as solar flares, coronal
mass ejections,magnetospheric substorms and
auroras, and astrophysical plasma jets—have
been studied theoretically, modeled with
computer simulations, and observed in space.
However, the electron-scale kinetic physics,
which controls how magnetic field lines
break and reconnect, has up to now eluded
observation.

RATIONALE: To advance understanding of
magnetic reconnectionwith a definitive exper-

iment in space, NASAdeveloped and launched
theMagnetosphericMultiscale (MMS)mission
in March 2015. Flying in a tightly controlled
tetrahedral formation, the MMS spacecraft can
sample the magnetopause, where the inter-
planetary and geomagnetic fields reconnect,
and make detailed measurements of the plas-
ma environment and the electric andmagnetic
fields in the reconnection region. Because the
reconnection dissipation region at themagneto-
pause is thin (a few kilometers) and moves
rapidly back and forth across the spacecraft
(10 to 100 km/s), high-resolutionmeasurements
are needed to capture the microphysics of
reconnection. The most critical measure-
ments are of the three-dimensional electron

distributions, which must be made every
30 ms, or 100 times the fastest rate previously
available.

RESULTS: On 16 October 2015, the MMS tet-
rahedron encountered a reconnection site on
the dayside magnetopause and observed (i)
the conversion of magnetic energy to particle
kinetic energy; (ii) the intense current and
electric field that causes the dissipation of mag-

netic energy; (iii) crescent-
shaped electron velocity
distributions that carry the
current; and (iv) changes
inmagnetic topology. The
crescent-shaped features
in the velocity distributions

(left side of the figure) are the result of demag-
netization of solar wind electrons as they flow
into the reconnection site, and their accelera-
tion and deflection by an outward-pointing
electric field that is set up at the magnetopause
boundary by plasma density gradients. As they
are deflected in these fields, the solar wind elec-
tronsmix inwithmagnetospheric electrons and
are accelerated along a meandering path that
straddles the boundary, picking up the energy
released in annihilating the magnetic field. As
evidence of the predicted interconnection of
terrestrial and solar wind magnetic fields, the
crescent-shaped velocity distributions are diverted
along the newly connectedmagnetic field lines
in a narrow layer just at the boundary. This di-
version along the field is shown in the right
side of the figure.

CONCLUSION:MMShas yielded insights into
the microphysics underlying the reconnection

between interplanetary and terres-
trial magnetic fields. The persist-
ence of the characteristic crescent
shape in the electron distributions
suggests that the kinetic processes
causing magnetic field line recon-
nection are dominated by electron
dynamics, which produces the elec-
tric fields and currents that dissi-
patemagnetic energy. The primary
evidence for this magnetic dissipa-
tion is the appearance of an electric
field and a current that are parallel
to one another and out of the plane
of the figure. MMS has measured
this electric field and current, and
has identified the important role of
electrondynamics in triggeringmag-
netic reconnection.▪
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Electron dynamics controls the reconnection between the terrestrial and solar magnetic fields.The pro-
cess of magnetic reconnection has been a long-standing mystery. With fast particle measurements, NASA’s
Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission has measured how electron dynamics controls magnetic recon-
nection.Thedata in the circles showelectronswith velocities from0 to 104 km/s carrying current out of the page on
the left side of the X-line and then flowing upward and downward along the reconnectedmagnetic field on the right
side.Themost intense fluxes are red and the least intense are blue.The plot in the center showsmagnetic field lines
and out-of-plane currents derived from a numerical plasma simulation using the parameters observed by MMS.
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Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental physical process in plasmas whereby stored
magnetic energy is converted into heat and kinetic energy of charged particles.
Reconnection occurs in many astrophysical plasma environments and in laboratory
plasmas. Using measurements with very high time resolution, NASA’s Magnetospheric
Multiscale (MMS) mission has found direct evidence for electron demagnetization and
acceleration at sites along the sunward boundary of Earth’s magnetosphere where the
interplanetary magnetic field reconnects with the terrestrial magnetic field. We have (i)
observed the conversion of magnetic energy to particle energy; (ii) measured the electric
field and current, which together cause the dissipation of magnetic energy; and (iii)
identified the electron population that carries the current as a result of demagnetization
and acceleration within the reconnection diffusion/dissipation region.

M
agnetic reconnection is an energy con-
version process that operates in many
astrophysical environments, producing
energetic phenomena such as geomag-
netic storms and aurora, solar flares and

coronal mass ejections, x-ray flares inmagnetars,
andmagnetic interactions between neutron stars
and their accretion disks. Reconnection is also
crucially important in laboratory plasma phys-
ics, where it has proved to be an impediment to
the achievement of magnetic-confinement fusion

through the sawtooth crashes that it triggers. A
better understanding of reconnection is an im-
portant goal for plasma physics on Earth and in
space, but a complete experiment is impossible
to conduct in most environments, which are too
distant, too hot, or too small for comprehensive
in situ measurements (1).
Earth’s magnetosphere has been explored by

many spacecraft missions, some of which have
made multipoint measurements in and around
regions containing collisionless magnetic recon-
nection (2–7). Results from these missions have
verified many of the predictions about magnetic
reconnection phenomena on the magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) and ion scales. However, tomake
major progress in the study of collisionless re-
connection in space, it is necessary to extend the
measurements to the electron scale and make
accurate three-dimensionalmeasurements of elec-
tric and magnetic fields. Also required are accu-
rate ion composition measurements, which can
help to determine the role of ionospheric parti-
cles in reconnection, as well as energetic particle
measurements, which can help to determinewhere
magnetic fields interconnect and how particles
are accelerated to high energies.
NASA’sMagnetosphericMultiscale (MMS)mis-

sion (8) was designed to perform a definitive ex-
periment in space on magnetic reconnection at
the electron scale, at which dissipation of mag-
netic energy and the resulting interconnection of

magnetic fields occur. Electron-scale kinetic phys-
ics in the region around the reconnection site
(or the X-line) where field line breaking and
reconnection occur has not previously been in-
vestigated experimentally in space, owing to in-
sufficiently detailedmeasurements. Our knowledge
of this region at the electron scale has come
mainly from computer simulations (9–13) and
laboratory experiments (14, 15). The higher reso-
lution of MMS measurements in both time and
space relative to previous missions offers an op-
portunity to investigate the cause of reconnection
by resolving the structures and dynamics within
the X-line region.
The data set obtained by MMS incorporates

the following advances: (i) four spacecraft in a
closely controlled tetrahedron formationwith ad-
justable separations down to 10 km; (ii) three-
axis electric and magnetic field measurements
with accurate cross-calibrations allowing for the
measurement of spatial gradients and time varia-
tions; and (iii) all-sky plasma electron and ion
velocity-space distributions with time resolution
of 30 ms for electrons and 150 ms for ions.
The four MMS spacecraft were launched to-

gether on 13 March 2015 (UT) into a highly el-
liptical (inclination 28°) orbit with perigee at 1.2
Earth radii (RE) and apogee at 12 RE (both geo-
centric). The mission is being conducted in two
phases, the first phase targeting the dayside outer
boundary of Earth’s magnetosphere (the magne-
topause) and the second phase targeting the geo-
magnetic tail, for which the apogee is raised to
25RE. This article focuses onmagnetopausemea-
surements during the first science phase of the
mission, which began on 1 September 2015. For
this phase, a region of interest was identified as
geocentric radial distances of 9 to 12 RE, during
which all instruments are operated at their fast-
est cadence, producing burst-mode data. Within
the region of interest, the four spacecraft aremain-
tained in a tetrahedral formation with separa-
tions variable between 160 and 10 km. A quality
factor for the tetrahedra, defined by the ratio
of their surface area to their volume, is main-
tained to within 80% of the ratio for a regular
tetrahedron.
By 14December 2015, the spacecraft had crossed

themagnetopausemore than 2000 times. On the
basis of detection of plasma jetting and heating
within the magnetopause current sheets, we in-
fer that at least 50% of the crossings encountered
magnetic reconnection. Most crossings occur-
red in the reconnection exhaust downstream of
the X-line, but a few of them passed very close
to the X-line. The data for one of these events
(16 October 2015, 13:07 UT) are presented here
as an example of the electron-scalemeasurements
of the reconnection diffusion/dissipation region
around an X-line.

MMS measurements

The set ofmeasurementsmade on each of the four
MMS spacecraft are listed in Table 1. The improve-
ment in time resolution for three-dimensional
plasma distribution measurements was substan-
tial: 30 ms for electrons and 150 ms for ions, as
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compared to previous resolutions in the few-
second range. This improvement required the
use of multiple analyzers rather than one spin-
ning analyzer, resulting in stringent requirements
on their absolute calibration and intercalibration.

Two benefits of this approach are the ability to
make accurate measurements of currents and of
electron drift velocities. Another advance is the
accuratemeasurement of three-axis electric fields,
which are crucially important for the investiga-

tion of reconnection. Data taken at the highest
measurement resolution are referred to as burst-
mode data, and all instruments operate in burst
mode whenever the spacecraft are beyond a geo-
centric distance of 9 RE on the dayside of Earth.

A reconnection dissipation region
encountered by MMS

Figure 1 shows summary plasma and field data
for MMS1 at a time resolution of ~4 s on 16 Oc-
tober 2015. Because of data downlink limitations,
only 2 to 4% of the burst-mode data can be trans-
mitted to Earth. Data selection is made with two
mechanisms: (i) an onboard system, which eval-
uates 10-s intervals of burst-mode data and pri-
oritizes them according to expected reconnection
signatures; and (ii) a scientist-in-the-loop system
by which scientists view summary data (such as
shown in Fig. 1) to select boundary crossings, flow
jets, and other features that might have been

aaf2939-2 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Table 1. Measurements made on each MMS spacecraft.

Fields Three-dimensional electric and magnetic field measurements at time

resolution of <1 ms (direct current) and waves to 6 kHz (B) and 100 kHz (E).
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Fast plasma Full-sky viewing of plasma electrons and ions at 32 energies (10 eV to 30 keV):

electrons in 30 ms, ions in 150 ms.
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Energetic particles Full-sky viewing of ion and electron energetic particles (20 to 500 keV)

with composition.
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Plasma composition Composition-resolved 3D ion distributions (1 eV to 40 keV) for H+, He2+, He+,

and O+. Full sky at 10 s.
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Potential control Maintenance of spacecraft potential to ≤4 V using ion emitter.
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Fig. 1. Summary data in GSM (geocentric solar magnetospheric) coordinates fromMMS1 on 16 October 2015.The GSM coordinate system has X toward
the Sun, Z the projection of Earth’s magnetic dipole axis (positive = north) onto the plane perpendicular to X, and Y completing the right-hand system
(approximately toward dusk). (A) Magnetic field vector. (B) Magnetic field magnitude. (C) Ion energy-time spectrogram in energy flux (eVcm−2 sr−1 s−1).
(D) Electron energy-time spectrogram in energy flux (eVcm−2 sr−1 s−1). (E) Ion density. (F) Ion velocity vector. (G) Electric field vector.
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missed by the onboard system. Bothmechanisms
have been effective in identifying possible recon-
nection sites. Several magnetopause crossings
were observed on this day. The particular event
chosen for further analysis (near 13:07 UT) is
noted by the blue box in Fig. 1.
Figure 2A shows the orbit as projected onto

the ecliptic plane; Fig. 2B shows the tetrahedron
occupied by the four spacecraft at 13:07:00UT on
16 October 2015. During this time period, the sep-
aration among the spacecraft was controlled at
10 km. As shown in Fig. 2, MMS4 was located
~10 km south (toward –Z) of MMS2 and MMS3.
The detailed electron distribution functions from
the four spacecraft show evidence that the recon-
nection X-line was located to the north of MMS4
and to the south ofMMS2 andMMS3.MMS1was
displaced toward negative values of X (toward
Earth) so that as themagnetopausemoved inward
across the four spacecraft, MMS1 detected the
dissipation region slightly later than the other
three spacecraft (Fig. 2).
The 10-kmaverage separation of the four space-

craft amounted to ~6 electron skin depths (the
depth in a plasma towhich electromagnetic radia-
tion can penetrate) based on a magnetosheath
(shocked solarwind) density of ~12 cm−3. At such
small spacecraft separations, the plasma and
fields measured by the four spacecraft are nearly
identical throughout most of the regions, except
in thin electron-scale layers near the reconnec-
tion X-line.

Overview of two magnetopause crossings

Figure 3 shows MMS2 data during two en-
counters with themagnetopause over a period of
almost 2 min. The magnetopause crossings are
denoted by the two pairs of vertical blue dashed

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 aaf2939-3

Fig. 2. Locations of the four MMS spacecraft during the magnetopause crossing investigated in this study. (A) Ecliptic-plane projection of MMS orbit in
geocentric-solar-ecliptic (GSE) coordinates on 16 October 2015.The beige area is the MMS region of interest where burst-mode data are taken. Hours of the day
are noted along the orbit. (B) MMS tetrahedral formation in GSE coordinates (X toward Sun, Z perpendicular to ecliptic plane,Y toward dusk).

Movie 1. An electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulation
with parameters corresponding to the event is per-
formed with the P3D code (27). Particles are advanced
using a relativistic Boris stepper with electromagnetic
fields extrapolated to the particles’ positions (28).
Electromagnetic fields are evolved using the trap-
ezoidal leapfrog scheme on Maxwell’s equations with
second-order spatial derivatives.The simulation is two-
dimensional with periodic boundary conditions in both
directions. Magnetic fields in the simulation are nor-
malized to the magnitude of the L component of the
magnetosheath magnetic field, 23 nT. Densities are
normalized to the magnetosheath density, 11.3 cm−3.
Distances are normalized to 67.8 km (the magneto-
sheath ion inertial scale di,sh = c/wpi,sh), and current
densities to 0.270 mA/m2.The initial conditions for the
upstream values of the L and M components of the
magnetic field, the densities, and the electron and ion
temperatures on both sides of the current sheet are
taken tomatch the event to the extent possible:BL,ms =
39 nT, BL,sh = 23 nT, BM,ms = BM,sh = 2.278 nT, nms =
0.7 cm−3, and nsh = 11.3 cm−3, where “ms” denotes the
magnetospheric side and “sh” denotes the magneto-
sheath side. For the temperatures, magnetosheath val-
ues are Tp,sh = 320 eV and Te,sh = 28 eV to match the
MMS data. For the magnetosphere, the low density

makes measuring temperatures difficult, so for the purposes of the simulation we defined the mag-
netospheric temperature as that required to balance total pressure in the fluid sense with a proton
temperature 6 times the electron temperature: Tp,ms = 1800 eV, Te,ms = 300 eV. No bulk flow of the
upstream plasma is included in the initial conditions.The profiles for the initial conditions had double tanh
profiles for the magnetic field and temperature, and the density profile is chosen to enforce pressure
balance in the fluid sense.The domain size is 40.96 × 20.48 in normalized units and the grid scale is 0.01
in both directions.The time step is 0.001 in units of the magnetosheath inverse ion cyclotron frequency
Wci,sh

−1 and is run until t = 40.The time step on the electromagnetic fields is half that of the particles to
resolve lightwaves.The simulation is initializedwith 500 particles per grid.The ion-to-electronmass ratio is
100 and the ratio of the speed of light to the initial magnetosheath Alfvén speed is 15 (wpi,sh/Wci,sh = 15);
these differ from the realistic values of 1836and 2000, respectively, but it is common to use smaller values
for numerical expediency and is not expected to adversely affect the simulations. http://bcove.me/o51zgjqt.
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lines. The diagram on the right side of Fig. 3
shows the typical structure of a magnetopause in
which asymmetric reconnection is occurring, taken
from a numerical plasma simulation shown in
Movie 1 for the observed magnetosheath and
magnetospheric conditions of the completeMMS
magnetopause crossing at 13:05:30 UT. The dia-
gram shows the northward magnetic field on
the magnetosphere side of the boundary and the
southward magnetic field on the magnetosheath
side. The shear angle between themagnetosphere
and magnetosheath magnetic fields is very large
(~170°), implying a crossing with low guide field
(the magnetic field component normal to the
plane of the diagram). The converging plasma
flows carry the two nearly oppositely directed
magnetic field domains toward each other. An

X-line directed normal to the plane of the dia-
gram denotes the small region in the reconnec-
tion planewhere the field lines interconnect, and
this X-line is likely to extend by hundreds to
thousands of kilometers in the east-west direc-
tion (16), which is why a large number of exhaust
regions are typically crossed by spacecraft near
the magnetopause. Another reason why recon-
nection events are routinely observed is the pres-
ence of the exhaust jets (red arrows) flowing
northward and southward from the X-line and
the nearby dissipation region (or diffusion re-
gion). Although the results of reconnection are
readily observed with measurements at the fluid
and ion scales, it is the electron-scale phenomena
acting within the dissipation region that deter-
mine how reconnection occurs.

The color scale in the plasma simulation result
in Fig. 3 shows the plasma current normal to the
plane of the picture (JM), which is nearly all due to
fast-moving electrons generated by the reconnec-
tion process. The strong –JM values (shown in
green) are highly localized at the dissipation re-
gion andX-line. The approximate path of theMMS
tetrahedron, based on the plasma and field mea-
surements, is shownbyabluedashedcurve.Because
the velocity of themagnetopause is approximately
100 times the spacecraft velocities, theMMS path
shown is produced entirely by the motion of the
magnetopause along L and N (directions defined
in the Fig. 3 caption). For themagnetopause cross-
ing centered at 13:07 UT, the spacecraft traversed
both exhaust jet regions and passed through the
dissipation region between them.

aaf2939-4 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 3. Summary data for two magnetopause crossings of MMS2 on 16
October 2015. The crossings are shown by the vertical blue dashed lines.
Boundary-normal coordinates (L,M, N) are used with N normal to the bound-
ary and away from Earth, L perpendicular toN and in the plane of reconnection
(nearly along the magnetospheric magnetic field direction), and M normal to
the L, N plane (generally westward).These directions were determined from a
minimum variance analysis of the magnetic field data between 13:05:40 and
13:06:09 UT. The (x, y, z) GSE components of the L, M, and N axes are L =
(0.3665, –0.1201, 0.9226) GSE,M = (0.5694, –0.7553, –0.3245) GSE, andN =
(0.7358, 0.6443, –0.2084) GSE. Panel data include (A) magnetic field vectors,
(B) energy-time spectrogram of ion energy flux, (C) energy-time spectrogram

of electron energy flux, (D) total plasma density, (E) ion flow velocity vectors,
(F)magnitudes of electron and ion convection velocities, (G) current computed
from velocity moments of ions and electrons, (H) current computed from
∇ ×B, (I) parallel and perpendicular (toB) electron temperatures, and (J) electric
field vectors. In the very-low-density region to the left of the first vertical blue
dashed line, spacecraft charging effects on plasma moment calculations may
affect the data. The diagram to the right is the result of a numerical plasma
simulation (Movie 1) using parameters from the magnetopause crossing
centered on 13:05:52 UT. Spatial coordinates in the diagram are shown both
in kilometers and in ion diffusion lengths, L(di). Color scale indicates JM
current density.
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In comparison, the magnetopause crossing
centered at about 13:05:52 UT occurred com-
pletely southward of the X-line in the exhaust,
so that although it did include a traversal from
well within the magnetosphere to well out into
the magnetosheath, it did not encounter the dis-
sipation region. This difference is best seen in the
ion flow velocities in Fig. 3E, which when high in
magnitude denote the exhaust jets. For the first
magnetopause crossing, only southward jets
(ViL < 0) were observed, whereas for the second
event (13:07 UT) both southward and northward
jets were observed, with no gap between them.
During the flow reversal near 13:07 UT, the re-
connecting magnetic field (BL) component was
close to zero, suggesting that the spacecraft was
in close proximity to theX-line. The red highlight
bar at the top of Fig. 3E shows this reversal.
Another strong indicator of the dissipation re-

gion is the aforementioned –JM current, which
can be seen in Fig. 3, G and H. The green trace is
–JM (eastward current), which is predicted by the
simulation to peak at the dissipation region.With
MMS there are two ways to measure the cur-
rents: (i) ∇ ×B calculated from themagnetic field
data from the four spacecraft (as in Fig. 3A), or
(ii) qn(Vi – Ve) using the computed moments of
the ion and electron distribution functions, where
q is the electronic charge and n is the plasma
density. The correspondence between the two
methods shown in Fig. 3 required a high level of
calibration and cross-calibration of the various
plasma instruments. Differences between the two
methods at the smallest scales aremostly because
even with 10-km separation, the currents are not
completely uniformacross theMMS tetrahedron,
which is assumed in the ∇ × B calculation.
The third strong indicator for a dissipation re-

gion is the enhancement of –EM (the reconnec-
tion electric field), which is shown by the green
trace in Fig. 3J. The size of the EM bursts of more
than 10 mV/m is substantially larger than the
correction due to X-line motion, which is on the
order of 1 mV/m or less. There are also strong EN
components bracketing 13:07 UT, which are elec-
tric fields pointing outward and normal to the
magnetopause. This normal component is pre-
dicted by simulations (17), and in a simple sense
is caused by the deeper penetration into the mag-
netosphere of themagnetosheath ions because of
their larger gyroradius relative to electrons with
similar energies. The resulting charge separation
produces an ambipolar electric field, EN.
There are important differences between the

reconnection exhaust at 13:05:52 UT and the re-
gion surrounding the X-line near 13:07 UT. First,
as shown in Fig. 3I, the degree of electron heat-
ing (relative to the magnetosheath temperature)
near theX-line (DTe|| ~ 120 eV) is substantially high-
er than the heating in the exhaust (DTe|| ~20 eV).
Second, the electron flow speed perpendicular to
the magnetic field, which largely tracks the ion
perpendicular speed in the magnetosheath and
the exhaust, significantly exceeds the ion flow
speed near the X-line (Fig. 3F), resulting in a cur-
rent that is much larger near the X-line than in
the exhaust. These differences further support

the identification of the X-line regions near
13:07 UT.

Details of plasma and field observations
from MMS2

Figure 4 shows the 4 s marked with the red bar
in Fig. 3E of MMS2 data near the X-line. Figure
4A shows that a deep magnetic field minimum
occurred just after 13:07:02.4 UT; Fig. 4B shows a
strong plasma current (JM) starting at 13:07:02.1
UT (on the magnetosphere side of the X-line)
and extending through the minimum magnetic
field. Figure 4C shows vector electric fields. In-
side the –JM current layer, the EN component,
which points outward from the magnetopause
as described above, is the strongest. It is also
noteworthy that EM, the reconnection electric
field, is negative, as is the JM current. Figure 4D
shows a comparison betweenEM and –(Ve ×B)M.
There is excellent agreement except near the dis-
sipation region. Figure 4E shows the electric field
component parallel to B, which is strongest in
the region of the JM plasma current. Figure 4F
shows J · E′, where E′ = E + Ve × B, along with
its parallel and perpendicular components. J ·E′
has been referred to as the “dissipation quantity”
in simulation results (18). The plot in Fig. 4F
shows clearly that the reconnection dissipation
is caused by the strong –JM current and –EM
electric field, which are perpendicular toB in the
dissipation region as B is dominated by BL in
that region. Because reconnection is known to be
a dissipative process that converts magnetic en-
ergy to heat and particle kinetic energy, the ob-
servation that J · E ≈ JMEM > 0 provides a form
of “smoking gun” for a reconnection dissipation
region.
Shown in Fig. 4, G to I, are energy-time spec-

trograms of electrons moving parallel, perpen-
dicular, and antiparallel to the localmagnetic field
direction, respectively. In the region of dissipa-
tion (13:07:02.15 to 13:07:02.29 UT), the parallel
fluxes shift to lower energies, the perpendicular
fluxes rise in intensity and shift to lower ener-
gies, and the antiparallel fluxes remain at high
energies. All of the fluxes drop to lowermagneto-
sheath levels after exiting the dissipation region.
The electron velocity-space distribution functions
in Fig. 4, J to L, show three cuts through 3D
distributions at 30-ms intervals through the
dissipation region. Figure 4J shows cuts perpen-
dicular toB, whereVperp1 = (b× v) ×b andVperp2 =
–v × b (b and v are unit vectors of the magnetic
field and the electron velocity moment, respec-
tively). Shown in Fig. 4, K and L, are two or-
thogonal cuts containing the magnetic field
direction Vpara.
Before MMS, the best 3D plasma measure-

ment resolution was 3 s; that is, only a single plas-
ma distribution would have been measured in
such a brief interval. In comparison, MMS mea-
sured 26 ion distributions and 133 electron dis-
tributions in this interval. Movie 2 shows all of
the MMS2 electron velocity-space distributions
in video form for a 3-s interval centered in Fig. 4.
Themovie demonstrates that the 30-ms time res-
olution of MMS is necessary for performing this

type of definitive investigation of the reconnec-
tion dissipation region.
The first column of distribution functions (on

the magnetosphere side of the X-line) shows a
crescent-shaped distribution in the perpendicu-
lar plane centered along the +Vperp1 axis in Fig.
4J, parallel heating in Fig. 4, K and L, along with
a vertical cut through the crescent along +Vperp1

in Fig. 4K. This type of crescent-shaped distribu-
tion has been predicted from a simulation (9)
that showed reduced distribution functions (inte-
grated along Vpara). In that simulation, the elec-
trons in the crescent population were described
as “meanderingparticles” consisting of accelerated
magnetosheath electrons. Subsequent distribu-
tion functions in Fig. 4J show that as theX-line is
approached along the path sketched in Fig. 3, the
crescent-shaped distribution wraps around the
origin and becomes a ring, whichmoves to lower
energies. This energy shift is shown in the spec-
trogram in Fig. 4H.
Shown in Fig. 4, K and L, is a result that had

not been predicted: the formation of a crescent-
shaped distribution along Vpara, indicating the
transition of the perpendicular crescent elec-
trons to field-aligned flow. Such a transition is
strong evidence for the opening of magnetic field
lines. At the end of the dissipation-region interval,
the parallel crescent also begins to wrap around
the origin and move to lower energies, as shown
by the spectrogram in Fig. 4G. The crescent elec-
tronsaremovingalongB (+Vpara)while theelectrons
along –Vpara continue to show the electron-heating
feature (the elongation along –Vpara), which ex-
tends to higher energies than the crescent popu-
lation. The direction of the field-aligned flow
of the crescent electrons indicates that MMS2
has moved above the X-line while still within the
dissipation region (Fig. 3K). Because the electron
spectrograms in Fig. 4, G to I, plot energy flux,
they are much more sensitive to the high-energy
parts of the distribution, and this fact explains
why the antiparallel energy fluxes in Fig. 4I re-
main level throughout the dissipation region.
In summary, the data in Fig. 4 establish that

MMS2 passed through a reconnection dissipa-
tion region around anX-line. The flow directions
shown in the electron velocity-space distributions
(crescent shifting fromperpendicular to alongB)
suggest that MMS2 moved northward from ap-
proximately the same L location as the X-line.
Parallel electric fields (Fig. 4E) also occur in the
dissipation region. In addition, there is a strong
normal electric field, EN, whichmay be related to
the normal electric field predicted theoretically
to result from magnetopause pressure gradients
along the entire magnetopause (19). The crescent-
shaped distributions are due to finite Larmor
radius effects of magnetosheath electrons that
have been accelerated toward themagnetosphere
by EN (Fig. 4C) in the weak magnetic field region
near the X-line. This Larmor motion, together
with acceleration by the reconnection electric
field, results in a net out-of-plane electron bulk
motion or electron current –JM that is observed
(Fig. 4B). As the high-density magnetosheath
electrons penetrate more deeply into the region
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Fig. 4. MMS2 plasma and field data on 16 October 2015. (A) Magnetic field vector. (B) Currents from plasma measurements. (C) Electric field vector.
(D)ComparisonofMcomponent ofEand–Ve×B. (E)E||. (F)J ∙E. (G) Electron energy-timespectrogram(pitch angle=0° to 12°). (H) Electron energy-time spectrogram
(pitch angle = 84° to 96°). (I) Electron energy-time spectrogram (pitch angle = 168° to 180°). (J) Electron velocity-space distribution (Vperp1, Vperp2). (K) Electron
velocity-space distribution (Vpara, Vperp1). (L) Electron velocity-space distribution (Vpara, Vperp2). Vperp1 is in the (b × v) × b direction, which is a proxy for E × B.
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with BL > 0, they gain more energy from EN, and
this effect can be clearly seen by comparing the
first and fifth columns of Fig. 4J. Because theX-line
moved along theN direction across the spacecraft
tetrahedron, the energy of accelerated magneto-
sheath electrons increases from right to left in
Fig. 4. As can be seen in Movie 2, the electron
distributions at the magnetic field minimum
(~13:07:02.45 UT) are isotropic at very low energy,
indicating demagnetization, as would be expect-
ed. As the electrons move inward (Earthward)
toward the dissipation region, they gain succes-
sively more energy as they cross the open field
lines at the outer part of the dissipation region
(parallel crescent) and then develop the highest-
energy perpendicular crescent as the parallel
crescent disappears at the inner part (the mag-
netosphere side) of the dissipation region.

Multi-spacecraft observations of the
dissipation region

Figure 5 showsmulti-spacecraft plasma and field
data for the same 4-s time period as in Fig. 4. The
vector magnetic field data in Fig. 5A show that
MMS 2, 3, and 4 all passed through the mag-
netopause together, with MMS1 following them
by ~0.2 s. The spatial scale (along the magneto-
pause normal direction) of the various electron
layers can be estimated as follows: The consecu-
tive detections by the four spacecraft of the BL

gradient at 13:07:02.2 to 13:07:02.4 reveal that
this structuremoved at a speed of ~45 km/s along
the normal direction. Thus, the width of the re-
gionwhere seven crescent distributions (each sam-
pled over 30 ms) were observed is ~9 km, or 6
electron skin depths. The region of strong dissi-
pation is even narrower, as shown by the electric
field measurements in Fig. 5.
All four spacecraft measured somewhat sim-

ilar electric field and currents with important

differences in their amplitudes and duration, par-
ticularly with the trailing MMS1. Shown in Fig. 5,
B to D, are EM, EN, and E||, respectively. Near the
dissipation region, MMS2, MMS3, and MMS4
measured the perpendicular and parallel electric
fields at various levels and strong JM current.
The strongest J ·E′ peakwas detected byMMS2,
indicating its deepest penetration into the dis-
sipation region.
The same types of electron velocity-space dis-

tributions presented in Fig. 4 for MMS2 were ob-
served by MMS3 and MMS4. In Fig. 5, H to J,
MMS4 distributions are shown in the first col-
umn, and MMS3 distributions are displayed in
the other three columns. The first column of Fig.
5H shows that as MMS4 was entering the dissi-
pation region, it saw the perpendicular crescent
nearly wrapped around the origin as a ring. At
the same time, Fig. 5J shows the formation of a
parallel crescent as in Fig. 3, but in this case, it is
centered on the –Vpara axis. This shift indicates
thatMMS4was located below (or southward of)
the X-line, which, as noted before, is consistent
with its location shown in Fig. 2B. Also consist-
ent with Fig. 2B are the parallel crescents that
form in the third and fourth columns of Fig. 5, I
and J, which are centered along the +Vpara axis,
as was the case with MMS2. This direction indi-
cates that MMS3, like MMS2, was located above
(or northward of) the X-line. Exactly as forMMS2,
the MMS3 perpendicular crescent in the second
column of Fig. 5H appears first without a corre-
sponding parallel crescent, but then evolves to-
ward a ring in columns 3 and 4 as the parallel
crescents develop.

Energetic electron evidence for the
opening of magnetic field lines

For the analysis of magnetopause reconnection,
very-high-energy electron features can be a val-

uable adjunct to analyses of lower-energy par-
ticles, because such electrons still have relatively
small gyroradii (relative to the large-scale cur-
rent sheet thickness) and are not expected to be
perturbed by the strong electric fields in the vi-
cinity of the electron diffusion region. The com-
plex magnetic geometries of a reconnection site
are expected to redirect energetic electrons in a
fashion that reflects the magnetic geometry and
topology of the small region. Interesting energetic
electron signatures were indeed observed in the
vicinity of the X-line by the Fly’s Eye Energetic
Particle Spectrometer (FEEPS), a part of the En-
ergetic Particle Detector (EPD) investigation
(20, 21). The bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows the
magnetic field data and identifies the location
of the electron dissipation region (EDR). The top
panel shows a pitch-angle distribution of >50-keV
electrons, in which particles that travel parallel
and antiparallel to the magnetic field are respec-
tively located near the bottom and the top of the
plot, and particles that gyrate nearly perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field are near the vertical
center of the plot. Our expectation has been that
near an EDR, electrons might stream outward
from the energetic particle populations residing
on the Earthward side toward themagnetosheath
side along field lines that are reconnected close
to the EDR. Electrons are indeed streaming along
field lines, and in the context of the spacecraft
trajectory relative to the EDRdeveloped elsewhere
in this paper (Fig. 3K), the electrons appear to be
traveling away from Earth. Specifically, starting
around 13:06:55 UT, enhanced fluxes of >50-keV
electrons were streaming primarily in the parallel
direction with respect to the magnetic field and
away from the Earthward side, based on the in-
ferred location of the EDR. After MMS passed
through the EDR around 13:07:02 UT, these elec-
trons exhibited streaming in the magnetically
opposite direction, predominantly antiparallel to
the magnetic field, but the inferred trajectory of
the spacecraft through the EDR (Fig. 3K) indicates
that the electrons are again traveling away from
Earth. These observations lend support to the
idea that field lines connecting the magneto-
sphere and magnetosheath sides are generated
through the reconnection process over small spatial
scales dictated by electron processes.
Note that the time resolution of FEEPS (2.5 s)

does not allow measurements within the EDR,
but rather shows the reversal of the magnetic
field–alignedmotionof the>50-keV electrons from
southward of the EDR to northward of it asMMS2
made this traversal. In this sense, the FEEPS data
provide independent confirmation of the opening
ofmagnetic field lines across the EDR, as deduced
from the appearance of the parallel crescent in
the low-energy electron data.

Data interpretation

The existence of the crescent-shaped electron dis-
tributions in the plane perpendicular to B, as
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, can be explained concep-
tually as follows. There is typically a large ion
pressure gradient across the magnetopause. Dur-
ingmagnetic reconnection, this pressure gradient

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 aaf2939-7

Movie 2. Three-second segment of burst-mode electron distributions keyed to a plot of plasma and field
data covering the same time period as Fig. 4.One hundred electron velocity-space distributions are shown
over this period. Previous missions that used the spacecraft spin to cover the full sky could only acquire
one or fewer distributions over a time period of this length. This factor of 100 increase in electron time
resolution is an important reason why MMS is able to investigate the electron-scale physics of
reconnection. http://bcove.me/9fkcpfn1.
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Fig. 5. Line plots ofMMS field data from all four spacecraft on 16 October 2015.At the bottom are electron velocity-space distributions for MMS4 andMMS3.
Panels are as in Fig.4, except that the electron energy-time spectrograms are not shown.The parallel crescent in (J) forMMS4 is oriented in the opposite direction
to that ofMMS3,which is consistentwithMMS4being southward of theX-line andMMS3being northward of it so that the electron flows are in opposite directions.
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produces a large normal electric EN in an LMN
coordinate system that points toward the Sun.
This electric field balances the ion pressure gra-
dient and keeps ions flowing from the magneto-
sheath from penetrating the magnetosphere. In
the vicinity of the X-line, EN modestly overlaps
the null field region (BL = BN = 0). The strong
out-of-plane current JM during magnetopause
reconnection actually peaks not at the X-line but
displaced to themagnetosphere side of the X-line
where EN peaks. The high JM is carried by high-
velocity electrons with a crescent-shaped distri-
bution in the VM-VN (perpendicular to B) plane
that is symmetric across the VM axis. This cres-
cent distribution results from cusp-like orbits of
electrons associated with the motion in theM-N
plane controlled byEN(N ) andBL(N ) (22, 23). The
motion is similar to that of pickup ions in the
solar wind (24). Electrons around BL = 0 are ac-
celerated toward the magnetosphere by EN. As
they gain energy,BL causes them to turn in theM
direction. Eventually they turn around, reaching
a peak velocity along M that is around twice the
E ×B velocityVEB = cEN/BL. The electrons return
to BL = 0 with zero velocity (ignoring their ther-
mal spread) and repeat their cusp-like motion.
The electrondistribution function canbe calculated
analytically. With increasing distance from the
null region to the turning point in N, it transi-
tions fromahot thermal distribution to a horseshoe-
like distribution (with more particles at higher
VM and a depletion of particles around VM, VN =
0) and then to a crescent centered at a velocity
VM that increaseswith distance into the region of
high EN and narrows in the VM direction.

As the magnetopause moves inward in this
event, the crescent-shaped electron population
enters a region of very weak magnetic field con-
taining open field lines in the inner part of the
electron exhaust. In the exhaust region, newly
reconnected field lines move rapidly away from
the X-line northward and southward—a phenom-
enon that has been described as a double sling-
shot (1) or simply a magnetic slingshot (2). It is
likely that these exhaust region dynamics are re-
sponsible for redirection of the perpendicular
crescents into the observed parallel crescents.
Although the perpendicular crescents (averaged
over Vparallel) were predicted in simulations (9),
the parallel crescents have not been. Their direct
observation by MMS therefore represents a new
target for simulations.

Summary and implications

The MMS mission, which was designed to per-
form a definitive experiment on magnetic recon-
nection in space, has investigated electron-scale
physics in an encounter with the dissipation re-
gion near a reconnection X-line at Earth’s mag-
netopause. The high temporal resolution and
accuracy of the MMS plasma and field measure-
ments were both necessary and sufficient for the
investigation of the electron physics controlling
reconnection.
Using measurements of plasma currents and

reconnection electric fields, we have shown that
J ·E′> 0 in the vicinity of the X-line, as predicted
for the dissipative nature of reconnection. Elec-
tron distribution functions were found to contain
characteristic crescent-shaped features in velocity

space as evidence for the demagnetization and
acceleration of electrons by an intense electric
field near the reconnection X-line. MMS has di-
rectly determined the current density based on
measured ion and electron velocities, which al-
lowed the resolution of currents and associated
dissipation on electron scales. These scales are
smaller than the spacecraft separation distances
and hence smaller than currents that can be de-
termined by ∇ × B. The X-line region exhibits
electron demagnetization and acceleration (by
both EN and EM), which results in intense JM
current that is carried by the crescent-shaped
electron distributions. Kinetic simulations had
predicted some elements of the crescent distribu-
tions near theX-line, which raises the prospect of
active interplay between theory and experiment,
because the two techniques are now on a similar
footing. TheMMSmeasurements have led to dis-
coveries about the evolution of electron accelera-
tion in the dissipation region, aswell as the escape
of energized electrons away from the X-line into
the downstream exhaust region. The latter was
detected by at least two MMS spacecraft located
on opposite sides of the X-line. The observed
structures of the normal electric field and elec-
trondynamicsnear theX-line by the four spacecraft
are highly variable spatially and/or temporally,
even on electron scales.
Among the implications of this initial MMS

experiment is the discovery that the X-line re-
gion is important not only for the initiation of
reconnection (breaking of the electron frozen-in
condition), but also for electron acceleration and
energization, leading to much stronger electron
heating and acceleration than seen in the down-
stream exhaust. The details of the electron distri-
bution functions, which show the rapid transition
(within 30 ms) of the perpendicular crescent dis-
tributions to parallel crescents, provide experi-
mental evidence for the opening up of magnetic
field lines while also demonstrating that it is the
electron dynamics that drives reconnection. Be-
cause of the importance of reconnection inmany
astrophysical and laboratory environments and
the improvement achieved by its measurement
resolution (25, 26), MMS has opened up a new
window on the universal plasma process of mag-
netic reconnection.

Materials and methods

The science phase ofMMS began on 1 September
2015, when the orbit apogee precessed beyond
the duskmeridian toward the dayside, after which
it skimmed the magnetopause for 6 months. The
scientific strategy was to position the four space-
craft in a tetrahedral formation at radial distances
from 9 to 12 RE, first at the ion scale (160 km) and
progressing to the smaller electron scale (10 km),
so that magnetic reconnection could be investi-
gated as themagnetopause crossed back and forth
across the tetrahedron in response to variations
in the solarwind dynamic pressure. This strategy
bore fruit as severalmagnetopause crossings were
observed onmost days, with many of these cross-
ings showing evidence for magnetic reconnec-
tion based on the appearance of plasma jetting. A

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 aaf2939-9

Fig. 6. Energetic electron data measured by FEEPS. Top: Pitch angle versus time spectrogram of
energy fluxcarried by ~50-keVelectrons.Bottom:Magnetic vectors inGSMcoordinates andmagnetic field
magnitude.
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small subset of these reconnection events was
sampleddirectlywhen theMMSspacecraft crossed
near or through the electron dissipation region
within which magnetic energy is converted to
particle kinetic energy. Effective sampling at the
electron scale requires measurements at the high-
est instrument data rate, termed a “burst mode.”
Whenever the spacecraft are between 9 and 12RE

(the region of interest), all instruments are run at
their maximum data rates.
Because of data downlink volume limitations

coupled with the unprecedentedly high internal
data rate of the MMS instruments, careful se-
lection of data to be downlinked is necessary.
Two methods are used for the downlink data
selection, both of which involve the use of a 96-GB
onboard memory, which contains all the burst-
mode data for two or more orbits of MMS. The
first method of data selection involves the re-
porting of data evaluations by each instrument
on a 10-s time scale, resulting in figures of merit
for each interval, which are combined to gener-
ate a spacecraft figure of merit. These figures of
merit are transmitted to the ground along with
summary data for entire orbits. The summary
data are similar to those shown in Fig. 1. Aggre-
gate figures of merit for the four spacecraft are
combined with ground software to generate a
mission-level figure of merit. These automati-
cally generated figures of merit then determine
the priorities by which burst data are transmitted
during the next ground contact.
The second data downlink selection method

builds on the first one by using a scientist-in-the-
loop to examine the figures of merit and the
summary data for each day, with the goal of op-
timizing the data downlink selection by either
adjusting the figures of merit or identifying new
high-priority intervals that were not selected by
the onboard system. Both systems are effective
and both are being used throughout the mission.
The data from all the independent sensors on
each satellite, and between the four satellites, are
intensively intercalibrated (25, 26).
Beginning on 1 March 2016, the entire MMS

data set has been available online at https://lasp.
colorado.edu/mms/sdc/public/links/. Fully cal-
ibrated data are placed online at this site within
30 days of their transmission to the MMS Sci-
ence Operations Center. The data are archived in
theNASACommonData Format (CDF) and so can
be plotted using a number of different data display
software packages that can use CDF files. A very
comprehensive system called the Space Physics En-
vironment Data Analysis System (SPEDAS) is avail-
able by downloadinghttp://themis.ssl.berkeley.edu/
socware/bleeding_edge/andselectingspdsw_latest.

zip. Training sessions on the use of SPEDAS are
held on a regular basis at space physics–related
scientific meetings. All of the data plots in this
paper were generated with SPEDAS software ap-
plied to the publicly available MMS database, so
they could readily be duplicated.
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Metalenses at visible wavelengths:
Diffraction-limited focusing and
subwavelength resolution imaging
Mohammadreza Khorasaninejad,1* Wei Ting Chen,1* Robert C. Devlin,1* Jaewon Oh,1,2

Alexander Y. Zhu,1 Federico Capasso1†

Subwavelength resolution imaging requires high numerical aperture (NA) lenses, which
are bulky and expensive. Metasurfaces allow the miniaturization of conventional
refractive optics into planar structures. We show that high-aspect-ratio titanium
dioxide metasurfaces can be fabricated and designed as metalenses with NA = 0.8.
Diffraction-limited focusing is demonstrated at wavelengths of 405, 532, and 660 nm
with corresponding efficiencies of 86, 73, and 66%. The metalenses can resolve nanoscale
features separated by subwavelength distances and provide magnification as high as
170×, with image qualities comparable to a state-of-the-art commercial objective.
Our results firmly establish that metalenses can have widespread applications in
laser-based microscopy, imaging, and spectroscopy.

M
etasurfaces are composed of subwave-
length-spaced phase shifters at an in-
terface, which allows for unprecedented
control over the properties of light (1, 2),
and have advanced optical technology

by enabling versatile functionalities in a planar
structure (1–30). Various optical components,
ranging from lenses, holograms and gratings to
polarization-selective devices, have been demon-
strated using silicon-based (7–19) and plasmonic
metasurfaces (3, 4, 21–27). However, the high in-
trinsic losses of silicon and plasmonic materials
in the visible range (400 to 700 nm) have pre-
vented the realization of highly efficient meta-
surfaces in this region. Although this challenge
can be partially overcome by using dielectric ma-
terials with a transparency window in the visible
spectrum (e.g., GaP, SiN, and TiO2), achieving
full control over the phase of light requires pre-
cise, high-aspect-ratio nanostructures, which are
in turn restricted by available nanofabrication
methods. Recently, we have developed an approach
based on titanium dioxide (TiO2) (31) prepared
by atomic layer deposition (ALD) (32), which en-
ables fabrication of high-aspect-ratio metasurfaces
that are lossless in the visible spectrum. Here, we
demonstrate highly efficient metalenses at visible
wavelengths (l = 405, 532, and 660 nm) with
efficiencies as high as 86%. They have high nu-
merical apertures (NA) of 0.8 and are capable of
focusing light into diffraction-limited spots. At
their respective design wavelengths, these focal

spots are smaller by a factor of ~1.5 than those
from a commercially available, high-NA objective
(100× Nikon CFI 60; NA = 0.8). Imaging using
these metalenses shows that they can yield
subwavelength resolution, with image qualities
comparable to that obtained by the commercial
objective.

Planar lens design and fabrication

Typical high-NA objectives consist of precision-
engineered compound lenses which make them
bulky and expensive, limiting their applications
and hindering their integration into compact
and cost-effective systems. Singlet planar lenses
with high NA in the visible range are in partic-
ularly high demand due to their potential wide-
spread applications in imaging, microscopy, and
spectroscopy. Although visible planar lenses can
be realized by diffractive components, high NA
and efficiency are not attainable because their
constituent structures are of wavelength scale,
which precludes an accurate phase profile.
Figure 1A shows a schematic of a transmissive

dielectric metalens. The building blocks of the
metalens are high-aspect-ratio TiO2 nanofins (Fig.
1, B to E). To function like a spherical lens, the
phase profile ϕnf ðx; yÞ of the metalens needs to
follow (25)

ϕnf ðx; yÞ ¼
2p
ld

f −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2 þ f 2

p� �
ð1Þ

where ld is the design wavelength, x and y are
the coordinates of each nanofin, and f is the focal
length. This phase profile is imparted via rotation
of each nanofin at a given coordinate (x, y) by an
angle qnf ðx; yÞ (Fig. 1E). In the case of right-
handed circularly polarized incident light, these ro-
tations yield a phase shift,ϕnf ðx; yÞ ¼ 2qnf ðx; yÞ,

accompanied by polarization conversion to left-
handed circularly polarized light (33, 34). Thus,
each nanofin at (x, y) is rotated by an angle

qnf ðx; yÞ ¼ p
ld

f −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2 þ f 2

p� �
ð2Þ

To maximize the polarization conversion effi-
ciency, the nanofins should operate as half-
waveplates (11–13, 21). This is achieved due to
the birefringence arising from the asymmetric
cross section of nanofins with appropriately de-
signed height, width, and length (Fig. 1, C andD).
Simulations using a commercial finite differ-
ence time domain (FDTD) solver (Lumerical Inc.,
Vancouver) in Fig. 1F show that conversion effi-
ciencies as high as 95% are achieved and that
the metalens can be designed for a desired wave-
length via tuning of nanofin parameters. The
conversion efficiency is calculated as the ratio of
transmitted optical power with opposite helicity
to the total incident power.
Three distinct metalenses were fabricated with

respective design wavelengths (ld) of 660, 532,
and 405 nm. All of these metalenses have the
same diameter of 240 mm and a focal length of
90 mm, yielding a NA = 0.8. The fabrication
process uses electron-beam lithography to create
the lens pattern in the resist (ZEP 520A). The
thickness of the resist is the same as the designed
nanofin height,H, and ALD is subsequently used
to deposit amorphous TiO2 onto the developed
resist. Amorphous TiO2 is chosen because it has
low surface roughness, no absorption at visible
wavelengths, and a sufficiently high refractive
index (~2.4). Due to the ALD process being con-
formal, a deposition thickness of at least W/2
(where W is the nanofin width) is required to
produce void-free nanofins (31). However, the de-
position also leaves a TiO2 film of equal thickness
on top of the resist, which is then removed by
controlled blanket reactive ion etching. Finally,
the remaining electronbeamresist is stripped, and
only high-aspect-ratio nanofins remain. Figure 1, G
and H, shows optical and scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM) images of a fabricated metalens,
respectively. Additional SEM micrographs of the
metalens are shown in fig. S1 (35). Because the
geometrical parameters of the nanofins are de-
fined by the resist rather than top-down etching,
high-aspect-ratio nanofinswith ~90° vertical side-
walls are obtained. It is important to note that
achieving these atomically smooth sidewalls is
very challenging with a conventional top-down
approach (e.g., lithography followed by dry etching),
because inevitable lateral etching results in surface
roughness and tapered/conical nanostructures.

Characterizing metalens performance

The metalenses’ focal spot profiles and efficien-
ciesweremeasuredusing the experimental setup
shown in fig. S2. Figure 2A shows a highly sym-
metric focal spot that is obtained for the metal-
ens at its design wavelength ld = 660 nm. The
vertical cut of the focal spot is also shown in Fig.
2G with a diffraction-limited l

2�NA

� �
full-width at

half-maximum (FWHM) of 450 nm. Figure 2, B
and H, show the focal spot of the metalens
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designed at the wavelength of 532 nm and its cor-
responding vertical cut. Moreover, this metalens
design can be extended to the shorter wavelength
region of the visible range, which is of great in-
terest inmany areas of optics, such as lithography
and photoluminescence spectroscopy. Figure 2C
depicts the intensity profile of the focal spot from
the metalens designed at the wavelength ld =
405 nm with a FWHM of 280 nm (Fig. 2I). Al-
though this wavelength is very close to the band
gap of TiO2 lg = 360 nm, the absorption loss is
still negligible (31).
To compare the performance of ourmetalenses

with a commercially available lens, we selected
a state-of-the-art Nikon objective. This objective
has the same NA as our metalenses (0.8) and is
designed for visible light. Focal spot intensity
profiles of the objective at wavelengths of 660,
532, and 405 nmweremeasured using the same
setup as in fig. S2 (see Fig. 2, D to F). A compar-
ison of the corresponding focal spot cross sec-
tions in Fig. 2, G to I, and Fig. 2, J to L, reveals

that the metalenses provide smaller (~1.5 times)
and more symmetric focal spots. This can be un-
derstood because conventional high-NA objec-
tives are designed to image under broadband
illumination. That is, wavefront aberrations need
to be corrected for multiple wavelengths over a
range of angles of incidence to meet industry
standards for the required field of view. This is
typically implemented by cascading a series of
precisely aligned compound lenses. Fabrication
imperfections in each individual optical lens and
residual aberration errors, particularly spherical
aberration, result in a focal spot size larger
than theoretical predictions (36). In contrast,
our metalens is designed to have a phase profile
free of spherical aberration for normally incident
light, which results in a diffraction-limited spot
at a specific designwavelength (37). For example,
the theoretical root mean squares of the wave
aberration function (WAFRMS) for themetalenses
designed for 405, 532, and 660 nm are 0.049l,
0.060l and 0.064l, respectively. These values are

very close to the condition for a perfect spherical
wavefront (37). We also calculated the Strehl ra-
tio from the measured beam profiles for the
three metalenses at their design wavelengths
and found that they are close to 0.8 (see mate-
rials and methods and fig. S3), consistent with
the observed diffraction-limited focusing. In addi-
tion, due to the use of the geometric phase, the
phase profile of the metalens is only dependent
on the rotation of the nanofins. This is controlled
with very high precision, as is characteristic of
electron-beam lithography. Alternatively, other
high-throughput lithography methods such as
deep-ultraviolet (UV) can provide similar fabri-
cation accuracy.
It is important to note that although the

metalenseswere designed at specificwavelengths,
we still observe wavelength-scale focal spots at
wavelengths away from the design. For example,
for the metalens designed at ld = 532 nm, we
measured focal spot sizes of 720 and 590 nm at
wavelengths of l = 660 and 405 nm, respectively
(fig. S4). The broadening of the focal spots with
respect to the theoretical diffraction-limited val-
ues comes from chromatic aberration because
metasurfaces are inherently dispersive. Chromatic
aberrations in ourmetalens aremore pronounced
than the lenses based on refractive optics, result-
ing in a wavelength-dependent focal length (fig.
S5A). This is generally not an issue for laser-
related imaging, microscopy, and spectroscopy
because monochromatic sources with narrow
linewidths are used. For example, in Raman
microscopes/spectrometers, a 532-nm laser with
a linewidth of a few picometers is common. In
this case, the linewidth-induced broadening of
the focal spot size and change in focal length is
negligible.
We also measured the focusing efficiency of

themetalenses. As shown in Fig. 3A, themetalens
designed at ld = 660 nmhas a focusing efficiency
of 66%, which remains above 50% in most of the
visible range. Figure 3A also shows themeasured
focusing efficiency of the metalens designed at
ld = 532 nm. This metalens has a focusing effi-
ciency of 73% at its design wavelength. In addi-
tion, we measured the beam intensity profile of
this metalens in the x-z cross section within a
40-mm span around the focal point (Fig. 3B). De-
tails of this measurement are discussed in the
supplementary materials (35) (see fig. S2 and
materials and methods). The negligible back-
ground signal not only demonstrates excellent
phase realization, where the beam converges to
a diffraction-limited spot, but also shows the
high conversion efficiency of each nanofin. For
the metalens designed at the wavelength of
405 nm, a measured focusing efficiency of 86%
is achieved. The latter measurement was done
using a diode laser (Ondax Inc., Monrovia, CA)
because the shortestwavelength that our tunable
laser (SuperK Varia) can provide was ~470 nm.
All of the efficiencymeasurementswere performed
using right circularly polarized incident light.
However, the polarization sensitivity of the de-
sign can be overcome by implementing the phase
profile using circular cross section nanopillars in
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Fig. 1. Design and fabrication of metalenses. (A) Schematic of the metalens and its building block, the
TiO2 nanofin. (B) The metalens consists of TiO2 nanofins on a glass substrate. (C and D) Side and top
views of the unit cell showing heightH,widthW, and length Lof the nanofin,with unit cell dimensionsS ×S.
(E) The required phase is imparted by rotation of the nanofin by an angle qnf, according to the geometric
Pancharatnam-Berry phase. (F) Simulated polarization conversion efficiency as a function of wavelength.
This efficiency is defined as the fraction of the incident circularly polarized optical power that is converted
to transmitted optical powerwith opposite helicity. For these simulations, periodic boundaryconditions are
applied at the x and y boundaries and perfectly matched layers at the z boundaries. For the metalens
designed at ld=660 nm(red curve), nanofins haveW=85, L=410, andH=600 nm,with center-to-center
spacing S = 430 nm. For the metalens designed at ld = 532 nm (green curve), nanofins haveW = 95, L =
250, andH=600nm,with center-to-center spacingS=325nm. For themetalens designed at ld=405nm
(blue curve), nanofins haveW = 40, L = 150, and H = 600 nm, with center-to-center spacing S = 200 nm.
(G) Optical image of the metalens designed at the wavelength of 660 nm. Scale bar, 40 mm. (H) SEM
micrograph of the fabricated metalens. Scale bar, 300 nm.
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which the phase is controlled via changing their
diameters.

Imaging demonstration

To demonstrate the use of our metalens for prac-
tical imaging, we fabricated a metalens with di-

ameter D = 2 mm and focal length f = 0.725 mm
giving NA = 0.8. First, we characterized the im-
aging resolution using the 1951 United States Air
Force (USAF) resolution test chart (Thorlabs Inc.,
Jessup, MD) as the target object. The measure-
ment configuration is shown in fig. S6. Figure 4A

shows the image formed by the metalens. The
light source was a tunable laser (SuperK Varia)
set at 530 nmwith a bandwidth of 5 nm. Because
the resulting image was larger than our charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera, we projected the
image onto a translucent screen and took its

1192 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 2. Diffraction-limited focal spots of three metalenses (NA = 0.8)
and comparison with a commercial state-of-the-art objective. (A to C)
Measured focal spot intensity profile of themetalens designed at (A) ld = 660,
(B) ld = 532, and (C) ld = 405 nm. (D to F) Measured focal spot intensity
profiles of the objective (100× Nikon CFI 60, NA = 0.8) at wavelengths of
(D) 660, (E) 532, and (F) 405 nm. (G to I) Corresponding vertical cuts of
the metalenses’ focal spots. Metalenses designed at wavelengths of 660,

532, and 405 nm have FWHMs = 450, 375, and 280 nm, respectively. The
symmetric beam profiles and diffraction-limited focal spot sizes are related
to the quality of the fabricated metalenses and accuracy of the phase
realization. (J to L) Corresponding vertical cuts of the focal spots of the
objective, at wavelengths of (J) 660, (K) 532, and (L) 405 nm. FWHMs of the
focal spots are labeled on the plots. These values are ~1.5 times as large as
those measured for the metalenses.
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photo with a Canon digital single-lens reflex
(DSLR) camera. The smallest features in this ob-
ject are lineswithwidths of 2.2 mmand center-to-
center distances of 4.4 mm (the bottom element
in the highlighted region). A similar image qual-
ity is achieved at wavelengths covering the visi-
ble spectrum (fig. S7). Images of the smallest
features were taken with a CCD camera shown
in Fig. 4, B to E, at wavelengths of 480, 530,
590, and 620 nm, respectively. It is clear that the
metalens can resolve thesemicrometer-sized lines.
We repeated a similar experiment using a Siemens
star target and showed that all features can be
resolved over the whole visible range (figs. S8
and S9). Asmentioned previously, the focal length
of the metalens varies as the wavelength changes,
resulting in different levels of magnification (fig.
S5B). In our experimental setup, we used the
metalens together with a tube lens ( f = 100mm),
giving a magnification of 138× (100/0.725) at
530 nm. For wavelengths of 480, 590, and 620 nm,
magnifications of 124×, 152×, and 167× are ob-
tained, respectively, by comparing the ratio of
the image sizes formed on the camera to the
known physical size of the USAF test object.
To characterize the effects of chromatic aber-

ration, we imaged the same object at 530 nmwith-
out changing the distance between the metalens
and the object, while varying the bandwidth of
the source from 10 to 100 nm (the limit of our
tunable laser). These results are shown in Fig. 4,
F to I. Although the quality of the image slightly
degrades from increasing the bandwidth, the
smallest features are still resolvable even at the
maximumbandwidth of 100 nm. Finally, for com-
parison of the imaging quality to that of a con-
ventional objective, we fabricated an H-shaped
object composed of arrays of holes with gaps of
~800 nm using a focused ion beam (FIB). An
SEM micrograph of the object is shown in Fig.
4J. The image formed by the metalens (Fig. 4K)
has comparable quality to the one formed by the
100×Nikon objective (Fig. 4L)with the sameNA=
0.8. The change in the image sizes comes from
the difference in the magnification of the imag-
ing systems. We also tested the resolution limit
of our metalens: Four holes with subwavelength
gap sizes of ~450 nm can be well resolved (Fig.
4M). This value agrees with the measuredmodu-
lation transfer function of our metalens (supple-
mentary materials and fig. S10).

Concluding remarks

Thedemonstrated visible-rangemetalenses, using
TiO2 with NA = 0.8 and efficiencies as high as
86%, show that they are able to provide diffraction-
limited focal spots at arbitrary designwavelengths,
which make them ideal devices for use in optical
lithography, laser-based microscopy, and spec-
troscopy. Providing a magnification as high as
170× and capable of resolving structures with
subwavelength spacing, the compact configura-
tionofourmetalenses canenableportable/handheld
instruments formany applications. Although our
metalenses are subject to chromatic aberrations,
the latter can be corrected with approaches such
as dispersive phase compensation demonstrated
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Fig. 3. Characterization of the metalenses. (A) Measured focusing efficiency of the metalenses
designed at wavelengths of 660 nm and 532 nm. (B) Intensity distribution in dB of the x-z plane, showing
the evolution of the beam from20 mmbefore and 20 mmafter the focus.Thismeasurementwas performed
on the metalens designed at ld = 532 nm.The wavelength of incident light was 532 nm.

Fig. 4. Imaging with a metalens designed at ld = 532 nm with diameter D = 2 mm and focal
length f = 0.725 mm. (A) Image of 1951 USAF resolution test chart formed by the metalens taken
with a DSLR camera. Laser wavelength is set at 530 nm. Scale bar, 40 mm. (B to E) Images of the
highlighted region in Fig. 4A at wavelengths of (B) 480, (C) 530, (D) 590, and (E) 620 nm. Scale bar, 5 mm.
(F to I) Images of the highlighted region in Fig. 4A at a center wavelength of 530 nm and with different
bandwidths: (F) 10, (G) 30, (H) 50, and (I) 100 nm. Scale bar, 5 mm. (J) Nanoscale target prepared by FIB.
The smallest gap between neighboring holes is ~800nm. (K) Image of target object (Fig.4J) formedby the
metalens. (L) Image of target object formed by the commercial state-of-the-art objective. Scale bar, 10 mm
in Fig. 4, J to L. (M) Image formed by themetalens shows that holes with subwavelength gaps of ~450 nm
can be resolved. Scale bar, 500 nm.
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in (9, 10). The single-layer lithographic fabrica-
tion of the metalenses can make use of existing
foundry technology (deep-UV steppers) used in
the manufacturing of integrated circuits, which
is crucial for high throughput.
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WATER CHEMISTRY

Structure and torsional dynamics of
the water octamer from THz laser
spectroscopy near 215 mm
William T. S. Cole,1* James D. Farrell,2* David J. Wales,2† Richard J. Saykally1†

Clusters of eight water molecules play an important role in theoretical analysis of aqueous
structure and dynamics but have proven to be challenging experimental targets. Here
we report the high-resolution spectroscopic characterization of the water octamer.
Terahertz (THz) vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) spectroscopy resolved 99 transitions
with 1 part per million precision in a narrow range near 46.5 wave numbers, which were
assigned to the h16 octamer via detailed isotope dilution experiments. Fitting to a semi-
rigid symmetric top model supports predictions of two coexisting cuboidal structures and
provides precise values for the changes in their rotational constants. Comparison with
theory and previous spectroscopic data provides a characterization of the two structures
and the observed torsional vibration and supports the prediction that the D2d symmetry
structure is lower in energy than the S4 isomer.

S
pectroscopic study of water clusters provides
accurate benchmarks for detailed character-
ization of the complex pairwise and many-
body forces that operate in bulk water
phases, which have proven difficult to ade-

quately capture through bulk experiments or
theory (1–4). The need to accomplish this goal
is underscored by recurring controversies sur-
rounding the fundamental intermolecular struc-
ture and dynamics of water (2, 5, 6). Clusters
ranging from dimer through heptamer, as well
as nonamer and decamer (7), have been studied
in detail by high-precision microwave and terahertz
spectroscopy, but the octamer has proven elusive
(1, 2, 8–10).Whereas the most stable structures of
smaller clusters evolve with size from quasiplanar
rings to three-dimensional (3D) cages, the octamer
represents the transition to cuboidal (8) structures
formed by stacking quasiplanar four- and five-
membered rings, a dominant motif in larger
systems.
Accordingly, the water octamer has become a

benchmark for theory, starting with the early work
of Stillinger and David (11), Brink and Glasser (12),
and Tsai and Jordan (13). Many groups have since
investigated the structures, melting transitions,
and hydrogen bond (HB) rearrangement dynamics
of the octamer cluster (14–30). However, experi-
mental characterization has been very challenging,
with only a few successful mid-infrared (IR) spec-
troscopy (31–34) and crystallographic studies
(35–37). The mid-IR results are particularly inter-
esting, revealing two nonpolar low-energy struc-

tures (Fig. 1) formed by stacking of homodromic
tetramer rings with the in-plane HBs directed in
either the same (S4 symmetry) or opposite (D2d

symmetry) senses. Both structures possess two
distinct monomer environments: single HB donor
and double HB donor, with the latter responsible
for the association between the two tetramer
rings. These structures have subsequently been
refined by theory, with several groups calculating
the ground state energy difference between the S4
and theD2d structures to be <0.1 kJ/mol (14–17, 37).
Given such a small energy difference, both struc-
tures should be present even in very low temper-
ature environments, e.g., supersonic beams.
Here we present the results of a study of the

water h16-octamer by terahertz vibration-rotation-
tunneling (VRT) spectroscopy, involving the mea-
surement of a very low frequency torsional vibration
in both low-lying isomers. Nearly 100 individual
vibration-rotation transitions have been measured
to parts per million (ppm) accuracy and fitted to a
standard semi-rigid symmetric rotor model, pro-
ducing rotational constants, which, when combined
with theoretical values, characterize the structures
and vibrational distortions of the cluster. The re-
sults are in good agreement with recent theoretical
predictions of the HB rearrangement tunneling
rates (8) and cluster structures.
In an earlier study, Richardson et al. presented

VRT spectra comprising 99 weak transitions mea-
sured near 1.4 THz and assigned to the h16-water
octamer cluster on the basis of detailed isotopic
dilution studies (8). Spectral assignment was not
possible at that time. In the same study, applica-
tion of the ring polymer perturbative instanton
method predicted the HB rearrangement tunneling
rates for the h16-octamer. Those results indicated
that even for the most energetically accessible
rearrangement, the magnitude of the tunneling
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splitting was <42 Hz, well below our experimental
resolution (~1 MHz). Subsequently, we have em-
ployed a statistical spectral assignment algorithm,
which has enabled the detailed assignment of the
spectra. A least-squares fit of the transitions yielded
precise values for the vibrationally induced changes
in the rotational constants of both isomers, which,

in combination with the earlier results of Gruenloh
et al. (32, 33), provide a good estimate of the ex-
cited state rotational constants. Harmonic normal
mode analysis predicts a diamond-type vibrational
mode, shown in Fig. 1, for both isomer structures.
The measurement of VRT spectra and assign-

ment to the h16-water octamer with the Berkeley

Terahertz spectrometer is described in detail in
(1–3) and in the supplementary materials. Because
the 99 measured octamer transitions are confined
to a very compact region (~350 MHz), it was as-
sumed that the transitions belong to a Q branch.
This is consistent with our previous THz VRT re-
sults for the similar h12-hexamer, in which the Q
branches were observed to have higher intensity
than P- or R-branch transitions. To approach as-
signment of the very dense observed spectrum, we
created a pattern recognition program to search
the spectrum for transitions that displayed the
energy-level pattern characteristic of the D2d and
S4 structures. These patterns are distinct in that
the D2d equilibrium structure is an oblate sym-
metric rotor, whereas the S4 structure is a prolate
symmetric rotor, exhibiting opposite-intensity varia-
tions with the same J-quantum numbers. Using
the output of this program as a starting point
facilitated the assignment of 91 transitions to
the D2d (60 transitions) and S4 (31 transitions)
structures. The assignment, along with the eight
weak unassigned lines, is shown in Fig. 2A. Figure
2, B and C, shows a comparison between the cal-
culated and observed experimental spectrum for
a representative Q-branch progression of each sym-
metry. As predicted (8), no evidence for tunneling
splittings was observed. Figure 3 shows ameasured
vibration-rotation absorption feature, compared with
the predicted tunneling splitting. We ultimately
determined that the assigned transitions belong
to two distinct parallel (DK = 0) bands. The com-
plete collection of assigned transitions is given in
tables S1 and S2.
After assignment, the transitions were fitted to

a standard, semi-rigid rotor energy-level expression
(Eq. 1):

EðJ ;KÞ ¼ nþ DB� JðJ þ 1Þþ

DM � K2 − DDJ � J2ðJ þ 1Þ2−

DDJK � JðJ þ 1ÞK2 − DDK � K4 ð1Þ

Here n is the band origin, B is the perpendicular
rotational constant, and the D terms are the
standard centrifugal distortion constants. The
band origins are defined with respect to the ab-
solute ground state of the respective cluster struc-
tures. All differences are defined as excited state
minus ground state. The term DM is

DM ¼ ðA′−B′Þ−ðA″−B″Þ for the S4 octamer

DM ¼ ðB″−C″Þ−ðB′−C ′Þ for the D2d octamer

Here n is the band origin, B is the perpendicular
rotational constant, and the D terms are the stan-
dard centrifugal distortion constants. The band
origins are defined with respect to the absolute
ground state of the respective cluster structures.
All differences are defined as excited state minus
ground state. The term DM is

DM ¼ ðA′−B′Þ−ðA″−B″Þ for the S4 octamer

DM ¼ ðB″−C″Þ−ðB′−C ′Þ for the D2d octamer

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1195

Fig. 1. The two lowest-energy structures predicted for the water octamer, viewed along the principal
axes.Tentatively assigned low-frequency vibrational motions are also depicted. (A) The S4 structure, viewed
along the long axis (middle), pictured with displacements along the normal mode on either side. (B) The
corresponding D2d structure and displacements, viewed along the short axis.The D2d structure is predicted
to be slightly lower in energy, whereas entropy favors the S4 structure (16).

Table 1. Fitted constants (in MHz) for the D2d structure based on 60 assigned transitions.
Band origin is 46.13503 (cm−1). Root mean square deviation of fit: 2.7 MHz.

Constant Value Error

DB 4.455 3.0 × 10–2
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

DM 0.881 8.3 × 10–3
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

DDJ 1.03 × 10–2 9.0 × 10–5
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

DDJK 1.74 × 10–2 7.9 × 10–4
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

DDK –4.13 × 10–4 4.5 × 10–5
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Band origin 1383093.60 1.6
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Table 2. Fitted constants (in MHz) for the S4 structure based on 31 assigned transitions. Band
origin is 46.13951 (cm−1). Root mean square deviation of fit: 2.5 MHz.

Constant Value Error

DB 2.705 1.3 × 10–1
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

DM 1.960 9.6 × 10–2
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

DDJ –1.58 × 10–3 3.3 × 10–4
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

DDJK –1.40 × 10–2 3.3 × 10–3
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

DDK 4.16 × 10–3 8.6 × 10–4
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Band origin 1383227.90 5.5 × 10–1
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .
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A and C represent the two remaining rotational
constants, and primed values refer to excited state
terms, whereas the double-primed values are those
of the ground state. The difference in the DM terms
reflects the two octamer structures being different
types of symmetric rotors, as previously noted.
A least-squares fit of the 91 assigned transitions

to Eq. 1 yielded root mean square deviations of
2.7 MHz (D2d) and 2.5 MHz (S4), respectively.
Tables 1 and 2 present the fitted constants of both
octamer structures for the ground and excited states,
along with the 1s errors. Correlationmatrices for the
fits are given in figs. S1 and S2. Although a simple
symmetric top rigid rotor energy expression pro-
duced a good fit of the assigned data, it is well
known that water clusters are actually highly non-
rigid complexes and as such may violate simple
selection rules because the projection of rota-
tional angular momentum along the symmetry
axis (quantum number, K) is not rigorously
conserved (2, 38).
Although spectroscopic determination of struc-

tural parameters is not possible without R- or P-
branch assignments, the detailed isotope dilution
results previously presented in (8) and the ab-
sence of any asymmetry splittings unambiguously
identified the spectral carrier as the h16-water
octamer.

1196 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 2. Experimental spectra. (A) The full assigned spectrum is shown
along with the 8 (out of 99) transitions that could not be assigned. (B) Typical
example of an assignedK-progression of transitions calculated from the fitted
constants for the S4 isomer. (C) Typical example of an assigned K-progression
of transitions calculated from the fitted constants for the D2d isomer. Note the
opposite-intensity variation with K in (B) and (C) above, which supports
assignment of the two bands to prolate and oblate tops, respectively. The
intensities of the assigned and calculated branches shown in (B) and (C) are
normalized so that the most intense transition has a value of 1.The associated
data are presented in tables S1 and S2.

Fig. 3. A measured absorption transition showing the characteristic second derivative line shape
observed.The full width at half-maximum linewidths are ~1 MHz. Tunneling splittings predicted in (8) are
well below the experimental resolution, which is determined by the residual Doppler width in the planar
supersonic expansion.
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The observation of two distinct bands (at 46.13503
and 46.13951 cm−1) can be rationalized in two ways.
Either the bands could originate from two different
vibrational modes of a single octamer structure, or
each could belong to a similar vibration from sep-
arate octamer isomers. We argue that the second
option is more likely. Two experimental observa-
tions support this conclusion. First, the two bands
have opposite-intensity patterns, one displaying
higher K components with lower intensity and
the other higher K components with higher in-
tensity, as evident in Fig. 2, B and C. These ob-
servations are consistent with the ground state
energy-level diagrams of prolate and oblate sym-
metric tops, respectively. We have neglected
vibrationally induced dipole changes here, as the
transitions within a Q branch can reasonably be
assumed not to differ appreciably in that regard.
Second, the vibrational changes in rotational con-
stants of the two bands are markedly similar,
indicating that the corresponding motions are
nearly identical. Moreover, even in molecules of
this size, it is unlikely that two modes would exist
in such extreme proximity (less than 0.005 cm−1)
as observed herein. On the basis of these con-
siderations, we are confident in assigning the
two bands to different water octamer isomers, one
an oblate symmetric top and the other a prolate top.
Because the supersonic expansion cools the

clusters to about 4 K, we are confident that the
two structures are the D2d and S4 isomers, because
they are consistently predicted to be particularly
close in energy (14, 17, 27, 30, 32) and to have pro-
late (S4) and oblate (D2d) symmetric rotor eigen-
states. On this basis, we assign the two observed
bands to the S4 or D2d water octamer isomers.
The group comprising the energetically acces-

sible permutation-inversion operations for the
water octamer (i.e., operations that do not break
a covalent bond) contains on the order of 8! × 28 ×
2 = ~108 elements. As for previous water clusters
(1–3, 25), the water octamer is expected to display
a high degree of nonrigidity. Assuming a rigid
system enables us to exploit the corresponding
point groups; however, this simplification may fail
if the system is substantially nonrigid. A sym-
metric rotor energy-level expression is thus an
approximation of the true energy-level structure
of the complex. As with other water clusters, non-
rigidity could lead to tunneling splittings of the
simple symmetric top rigid rotor energy levels.
Although we did not observe any tunneling in
the spectra reported herein (in agreement with
predictions) (8), the system still displays substan-
tial nonrigidity in the form of low-frequency tor-
sional vibrations and relaxed selection rules. A
direct consequence of this nonrigidity is encoun-
tered in the description of the vibrational mode
observed herein.
The observed transitions belong to parallel bands,

implying a change in the dipole moment along
the principal rotation axis. This result requires the
observed vibration to have B symmetry in the
case of the S4 structure and B2 symmetry for
the D2d competitor. A normal-mode analysis with
the MB-pol potential (4, 39, 40) reveals that the
lowest-frequency B2 vibration corresponds to the

pattern in Fig. 1B, where the tetramers in the per-
pendicular plane distort to diamond geometries
(see supplementary materials for methodological
details and harmonic frequencies). The harmonic
frequency of this mode is 74.8 cm–1. The next
lowest B2 mode occurs at 204.1 cm–1, involving
the antisymmetric compression and expansion
of the perpendicular faces. It is unlikely that these
modes would reorder upon inclusion of anhar-
monic effects.
Given that both octamer structures display

similar changes in rotational constants and noting
the close proximity of the two bands, it is rea-
sonable to expect that this vibrational motion is
similar in the D2d and S4 isomers. The two
lowest B modes of the S4 structure occur at 69.9
and 76.9 cm–1, the second of which is most similar
in frequency to the mode assigned to the D2d

vibration and describes an almost identical dis-
placement (Fig. 1A).
We stress that this description of the vibra-

tional motion is but a starting point for future
work. Previous studies of water clusters (1–3, 38, 41)
have shown that nonrigidity results in vibrational
motions that deviate appreciably from simple
harmonic or rigid rotor approximations. Detailed
quantitative analysis of the intermolecular vibra-
tions in the octamer will clearly require further
experiments and calculations.
Given the complexity of the nonrigid octamer

structures, spectroscopically accurate calculations
for the vibrational modes present a major chal-
lenge. Furthermore, a simple analysis of the energy
landscape using TIPXP water potentials (X = 3
to 5) suggests that the number of minima may
increase rapidly in the presence of an electric field
(23). Shields and co-workers (17, 27) report the
lowest anharmonically corrected ab initio inter-
molecular vibrational frequencies for the octamer
as 57.2 (D2d) and 54.7 (S4) wave numbers, con-
siderably higher than the experimental values
near 46.1 cm−1. Clearly, further theoretical ad-
vances are necessary to compute such cluster
properties reliably, noting that much progress
in this regard has recently been achieved for
the water hexamer (41).
Finally, we report evidence in support of

calculations showing that the D2d structure is
the lowest in energy (14, 23, 27, 29). If we assume
that the transition dipole moment is similar for
the competing cuboids, we can use the number
and intensities of the observed transitions to infer
the relative energetics. For the D2d structure, we
observe J values from 2 to 17, with some of the
higher J subbands lacking some K value compo-
nents. For the S4 structure, we observe J values of
only 5 to 10, and again, the higher J subbands are
missing some K-value transitions. From this evi-
dence, we infer that the D2d structure is the lowest
in energy.
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GAS GIANT PLANETS

Peering through Jupiter’s clouds with
radio spectral imaging
Imke de Pater,1,2,3* R. J. Sault,4 Bryan Butler,5 David DeBoer,1 Michael H. Wong1

Radio wavelengths can probe altitudes in Jupiter’s atmosphere below its visible
cloud layers. We used the Very Large Array to map this unexplored region down to
~8 bar, ~100 kilometers below the visible clouds. Our maps reveal a dynamically
active planet at pressures less than 2 to 3 bar. A radio-hot belt exists, consisting of
relatively transparent regions (a low ammonia concentration, NH3 being the dominant
source of opacity) probing depths to over ~8 bar; these regions probably coincide
with 5-micrometer hot spots. Just to the south we distinguish an equatorial wave, bringing
up ammonia gas from Jupiter’s deep atmosphere. This wave has been theorized to
produce the 5-micrometer hot spots; we observed the predicted radio counterpart of such
hot spots.

D
espite the fact that Jupiter has been ob-
served for decades from the ground and
in situ by spacecraft, questions remain
about its bulk composition and global
atmospheric dynamics. Much information

on Jupiter’s deep atmospheric composition was
obtained, however, by the probe on the Galileo
spacecraft, even though it descended in a 5-mm
hot spot; i.e., a region that is “dry”: devoid of
clouds and condensable gases. The deep (>8 bar)
mole fractions of NH3 and H2S were found to be
enriched by a factor of 3 to 5 over the solar com-
position (1). This was several times higher than
NH3 mole fractions derived from radio spectra
globally at higher altitudes [pressure (P) < 4 bar]
and locally over the North Equatorial Belt (NEB)
and Equatorial Zone (EZ) (2). With NH3 being
the dominant source of opacity at radio wave-
lengths, this difference could not be reconciled. A
longitude-resolved global radio map of Jupiter
(3), constructed from data at a single frequency
of 15 GHz, showed regions similar to 5-mm hot
spots with depleted NH3 down to P > 5 bar but
no regionswith NH3mole fractions equal to the
Galileo-derived deep abundance. A two-layer
model of Jupiter's cloud-layer circulation was
developed (4), explaining that NH3 could be
globally depleted (at 0.5 to 4 bar) if upward tran-
sport occurred primarily in precipitating thunder-
storms. Our observations show that a two-layer
circulation pattern is not needed to explain the
NH3 concentrations, at least in the equatorial
region.
We used the upgraded Karl G. Jansky Very

Large Array (VLA) (Table 1) to observe Jupiter
over the full frequency range from 4 to 18 GHz

(1.7 to 7 cm) (5). Our new maps have a sensitivity
up to an order of magnitude higher than the
previously obtained longitude-resolved 15-GHz
map, and achieve a 2 to 5 times higher spatial
resolution (~1300 km at disk center in the new
15-GHz map versus ~5000 km in the previous
map). These maps probe depths in Jupiter’s at-
mosphere between ~0.5 and ~10 bar, a vertical
range of over 100 km (2, 6), covering the altitude
range where Jupiter's main cloud layers are
formed (Fig. 1) (7).
Figure 2, A to D, shows radio maps averaged

over 12 to 18 GHz, 8 to 12 GHz, and 4 to 8 GHz,
after subtraction of a best-fit uniform limb-
darkened disk (5). Panels E to H show Jupiter’s
almost-simultaneous appearance at visible wave-
lengths for comparison (8). A wealth of structure
is visible in each radio map, which is easily dis-
tinguished from some “ripples” and large-scale
dark and light areas that are instrumental arte-
facts. In panelD, some of these large-scale patterns
are caused by Jupiter’s synchrotron radiation
(2, 5). Brightness temperatures (Tbs) in excess of
the best-fit subtracted disk show up as bright
(light-colored) regions, and lower temperatures
are dark. A higher Tb indicates probing deeper
levels in the atmosphere and hence suggests a
low atmospheric opacity (i.e., low NH3 concen-
tration), and dark regions correspond to a high
opacity. Our observations thus provide the three-
dimensional distribution of NH3 gas, which we
use to trace dynamics, assuming the following:
In parcels of rising air, NH3 is enriched above
solar levels, or within and above the NH3 ice
layer, NH3 is saturated. Descending flows that
originate at or above the NH3 cloud base carry
depleted ammonia with respect to the deep
abundance.
Historically, the zone-belt structures at visible,

5-mm, and radio wavelengths were thought to be
well correlated. Brownish belts were thought to
correspond to bands that are bright at 5 mm and
in the radio, andwhiter zones to bands that were
dark at 5 mm and in the radio (9). A detailed
comparison of the images in Fig. 2, however,

reveals important refinements to this view. A
radio-hot belt is visible right at the interface
between the NEB and EZ, on the north side of
the 7.8°N eastward jet. The northern and south-
ern edges of the South Equatorial Belt (SEB) are
radio-bright, whereas the darkest reddish inte-
rior is radio-dark. Several radio-bright bands
are seen between 40° and 60°S, which do not
necessarily seem to be connected to optical
counterparts. The radio-hot belt at ~8°N con-
tains structure at the limits of our resolution,
as well as bright regions elongated in longi-
tude. Elongated radio-bright regions coincide
with the dark-gray-bluish regions in Fig. 2, E to
H, at the same latitude (yellow arrows in Fig. 2,
B and F) and are usually interpreted as “holes”
in the cloud deck. These radio-bright, dark-gray-
bluish regions are most likely related 5-mm hot
spots (3, 10, 11).
All of these radio-bright bands are also visible

at 4 to 8 GHz, although those at 40° to 60°S just
barely. The radio-hot belt at ~8°N shows less
detailed structure overall than at 8 to 12 GHz,
despite the higher spatial resolution in this
band. To determine how deep the low NH3 con-
centration in this radio-hot belt extends, we
made longitude-smeared and longitude-resolved
maps integrated over 1-GHz-wide frequency
bands (Table 1), and we modeled these maps
with radiative transfer (RT) calculations (5, 6, 12).
In our calculations, we assume that the NH3

concentration (mole fraction) is equal to 5.7 ×
10−4 at P > 8 bar, the average value detected by
the Galileo probe at these depths (1), which is
enhanced by a factor of ~4.5 over the solar N/H
ratio (13). We assume that all constituents (C, S,
N, and O) are enhanced by this same factor.
Ammonia vertical profiles in Fig. 3A include an
equilibrium case (profile a), where ammonia gas
is decreased at higher altitudes due to solution in
the water cloud (~7.3 bar), the formation of the
NH4SH cloud (~2.5 bar), and the NH3 ice cloud
(~0.8 bar). NH3 follows the saturated vapor
pressure curve within and above the NH3 ice
cloud. Several other NH3 profiles used in our
calculations (Fig. 3, B to F) are indicated. For
simplicity, we adopt step functions at different
altitudes, as shown. For some profiles we adopted
a relative humidity (RH) of ~1 to 10% above the
NH3 ice cloud. All model atmospheres have a
temperature of 165 K at 1 bar to match the
Voyager radio occultation profile (14). By chang-
ing theNH3 profile, the contribution functions in
an atmosphere may change substantially (Fig. 1),
which helps to understand differences in the
model spectra.
Figure 3B shows spectra of the NEB, at the

location of the longitude-smeared radio-hot
belt (peak NEB values from fig. S3), and the EZ
(minimum values) (5), with several models based
on the profiles in Fig. 3A superimposed. Clearly,
the radio-hot belt is well matched by profile e:
NH3 is depleted with respect to the deeper at-
mosphere by a factor of 5 to 6 down to P ~ 8 bar,
or likely deeper as shown by profile e′. In con-
trast, the EZ is consistent with profile a, contra-
dicting prior analyses that the EZ is depleted in
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NH3 above the ~4-bar level (2). The advance in
our understanding is due to the upgrade in
VLA sensitivity (15), higher spatial resolution
in longitude-averaged images than obtained pre-
viously (2, 6), and full coverage over the entire
4- to 18-GHz frequency range.
The radio-hot belt contains numerous hot

spots that contribute to the average NEB value.
Spectra of these (at ~10°N; Fig. 3C) were ex-
tracted from 1-GHz-wide longitude-resolvedmaps,
where maxima in Tb were recorded. We deter-
mined values for four different hot spots on each
day and averaged these. The true Tb may be
slightly higher, because our maps do not resolve
structure within the hot spots. A comparison
with models shows that hot spots are charac-
terized by a low NH3 concentration, less than
~10−4 over the 1- to 8-bar pressure level (profile
e). A reasonable match to the data is given by
profile f, with a concentration ~10−5 at the highest
altitudes (P < 1 bar), gradually increasing at
deeper levels.
Just south of the radio-hot belt, striking oval-

shaped dark regions are visible at 4 to 8 GHz
(Fig. 2D); these are also quite prominent at 8 to
12 GHz (Fig. 2C) and only barely visible at high-
er frequencies (Fig. 2, A and B). Spectra of these
regions (~4°N), referred to as plumes, are shown
in Fig. 3D. A comparison with models shows
that the plumes bring NH3 gas from deep (P >
8 bar) atmospheric levels where the ammonia
concentration is 5.7 × 10−4, up to high altitudes
(P ~ 1.5 bar), contrary to previous findings that
there are no locations where the full deep NH3

concentration is brought up to the 2-bar level (4).
A two-layer circulation patternwith thunderstorm-
dominated upwelling (4) is therefore incon-
sistent with NH3 concentrations in equatorial
regions.
These plumes (Fig. 2, C and D) display a regu-

lar wave pattern with wavelength 30° and are
most pronounced over a 180° range in longitude.

A comparison of the location of five plumes on the
8- to 12-GHzmap on 23December 2013 (indicated
by red arrows in Fig. 2C) with that on 9 January
2014 (5) reveals an eastward phase velocity of
102.2 ± 1.4 m/s relative to the System III coordi-
nate system, which is ~20 to 25% slower than the
7.8°N eastward jet at 130 m/s (16). These charac-
teristics are very similar to those displayed by
5-mm hot spots (17). These plumes could be the
deep signature of the equatorially trappedRossby
wave thought to be responsible for forming the

5-mm hot spots. Numerical simulations of such
Rossby waves showed regions with a high NH3

concentration in between (and slightly south of)
the simulated hot spots (10, 11). At higher altitudes,
the ammonia gas in these plumes will condense
out, and as such could be responsible for the
spectroscopically identified fresh ammonia ice
clouds detected by the Galileo spacecraft at these
latitudes (18).
Other prominent features in the radiomaps are

anticyclones, inparticular theGreatRedSpot (GRS)

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1199

Fig. 1. Contribution
functions. (A and B)
Normalized contribution
functions are shown
for two different NH3

profiles, as marked.
The dotted line is the
temperature-pressure
curve in Jupiter’s atmo-
sphere. Cloud layers
that are expected to
form under chemical
equilibrium are
indicated as shaded
regions in (A) (7).

Table 1. VLA data and products. Column 1: Observations were conducted: A configuration: 2014/

05/04; B configuration: 2013/12/23 and 2014/01/09; C configuration: 2014/12/27; D configuration:

2014/08/16. Column 2: VLA frequency band. Column 3: Center frequency of each 1-GHz-wide map.
Column 4: Jupiter's effective equatorial radius (Reff) for the data from the combined arrays. The C-band

longitude-resolved map was constructed from only A-configuration data, with Reff = 17.487′′. Column

5: Disk-averaged Tb (final value) (5). Columns 6 and 7: Resolution or beam size (HPBW, full width at

half power) in the final longitude-smeared images. Column 8: HPBWnear the center of the disk in the
final longitude-resolved images. 1° in latitude or longitude at Jupiter's disk center corresponds to

~1200 km.

VLA array

configuration
Band

Frequency

(GHz)

Reff

(′′)

Tb

(K)

HPBW

(′′)

HPBW

(km)

HPBW

(km)

B+D Ku 13.18 15.80 159.5 ± 4.8 0.25 1130 ~1550
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

B+D Ku 14.21 15.80 154.5 ± 4.6 0.25 1130 ~1450
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

B+D Ku 15.18 15.80 150.6 ± 4.5 0.25 1130 ~1300
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

B+D Ku 16.21 15.80 146.4 ± 4.4 0.25 1130 ~1250
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

B+D Ku 17.38 15.80 143.5 ± 4.3 0.25 1130 ~1180
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

B+C X 8.50 21.46 187.7 ± 5.7 0.35 1166 ~2300
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

B+C X 9.52 21.46 177.5 ± 5.4 0.35 1166 ~2100
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

B+C X 10.46 21.46 172.4 ± 5.2 0.35 1166 ~2000
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

B+C X 11.46 21.46 165.8 ± 5.0 0.35 1166 ~1750
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

A+C C 4.52 21.46 247.5 ± 7.4 0.25 833 ~1275
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

A+C C 5.49 21.46 223.3 ± 6.7 0.25 833 ~1100
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

A+C C 6.50 21.46 207.6 ± 6.2 0.25 833 ~980
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

A+C C 7.50 21.46 192.9 ± 5.8 0.25 833 ~900
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .
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and Oval BA but also the series of white ovals at
40°S (orange arrows) and numerous other small
ovals. Anticyclones look relatively dark, often
surrounded by a radio-bright ring, in contrast to
cyclonic features, which are radio-bright (white
arrows). These features are most apparent in the
8- to 12- and 12- to 18-GHz maps (i.e., at pressure
levels <2 to 3 bar) (Fig. 1). The GRS is partially
embedded in the SEB, which is relatively qui-
escent east of the GRS and extremely turbulent
to the northwest. This turbulence produces the
same fine-scale inhomogeneity in the radiomaps

as well as the visible clouds. Oval BA is also
characterized by a turbulent, relatively radio-
bright, region to the west (resembling a cy-
clonic feature) and a quiescent region to the east.
Figure 3, E to F, shows spectra of the GRS and
Oval BA. The NH3 concentration over the GRS
itself looks similar to that of the EZ, except that
it is depleted by a factor of ~2 down to ~1.5 bar
(profile b) as compared to the EZ. The NH3 con-
centration in the bright ring is depleted twice as
much, down to ~2 to 2.5 bar (profile d). Although
one would expect Oval BA and the GRS to have

similar NH3 profiles, given their similar secondary
circulation and sensitivity to environmental strat-
ification (19), the VLA spectra reveal differences
that might be related to entrainment from sur-
rounding belts and zones with different NH3

concentrations.
Our VLA maps at 8 to 18 GHz reveal structure

at every resolvable length scale, tracing dynam-
ical flows primarily at pressures≲2 to 3 bar, where
ammonia is strongly modulated by cloud con-
densation. At all observed frequencies, we find a
radio-hot belt near the 7.8°N eastward jet, which

1200 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 2. Longitude-resolved VLA maps of Jupiter. (A to D) Longitude-
resolved radio maps of Jupiter, after subtraction of a uniform limb-darkened
disk (5). Each map has been integrated over the full ~4- to 6-GHz bandwidth.
(E to H) Visible-light maps taken close in time with the VLA maps, as
compiled by the amateur community (8). The axes indicate west longitude
(in System III, prime meridian rotation angle of the magnetic field) and
planetographic latitude. In addition to the GRS and Oval BA, several fea-

tures discussed in the text are highlighted by arrows on both a 12- to 18-GHz
and visible wavelength map.The red arrows in Fig. 2C indicate the plumes
used to derive their phase velocity through comparison with the 8- to
12-GHz map from 9 January 2014 (5). Tb min and Tb max give the dif-
ferences in temperature for the minimum and maximum observed deviations
from zero (i.e., with respect to the uniform limb-darkened disk that was
subtracted).
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contains the radio counterpart of the 5-mm hot
spots, characterized by a low NH3 concentra-
tion down to ~8 bar. The ascending branch of
the equatorially trapped Rossby wave that pro-
duces the 5-mm hot spots carries the deep at-
mospheric NH3 concentration up to the visible
cloud layers, producing dark plumes in the VLA
maps.
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Fig. 3. Frequency dependence of specific features. (A) Altitude profiles of
the NH3 concentration used in the various models. The black-dotted line
shows the temperature-pressure profile. Profile a follows the saturated
vapor pressure curve for NH3 within and above the NH3 ice cloud (RH =
100%), whereas for the horizontal lines at a pressure of 0.6 bar, RH = 1%.
(B) Longitude-averaged brightness temperature as a function of frequency
for the NEB and EZ, with RTmodels superimposed; Tb maxima (NEB) and

minima (EZ) from fig. S3 are plotted (5). Error bars are the standard deviation
along the constant-latitude line. (C toF) Tb versus frequency for theGRS,Oval
BA, hot spots, and plumes. Models are superimposed. The Tb for the GRS,
Oval BA, and four plumes are averaged over the central regions; the values for
the four plumes were averaged. The error bars give the standard deviation.
The Tb for hot spots are localmaxima; the error bars indicate the spread in the
measured Tb.
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APPLIED OPTICS

Photonic spin-controlled
multifunctional shared-aperture
antenna array
Elhanan Maguid,1* Igor Yulevich,1* Dekel Veksler,1* Vladimir Kleiner,1

Mark L. Brongersma,2 Erez Hasman1†

The shared-aperture phased antenna array developed in the field of radar applications is a
promising approach for increased functionality in photonics.The alliance between the
shared-aperture concepts and the geometric phase phenomenon arising from spin-orbit
interaction provides a route to implement photonic spin-control multifunctional
metasurfaces.We adopted a thinning technique within the shared-aperture synthesis
and investigated interleaved sparse nanoantenna matrices and the spin-enabled
asymmetric harmonic response to achieve helicity-controlled multiple structured
wavefronts such as vortex beams carrying orbital angular momentum.We used multiplexed
geometric phase profiles to simultaneously measure spectrum characteristics and the
polarization state of light, enabling integrated on-chip spectropolarimetric analysis.
The shared-aperture metasurface platform opens a pathway to novel types of nanophotonic
functionality.

M
ultifunctional planar systems that can
perform a number of concurrent tasks
in a shared aperture were recently intro-
duced in the field of phased-array an-
tennas for radar applications. In particular,

modern radio frequency sensing, communication,
and imaging systems based on sparse phased-
array antennas are able to operate at different

frequency bands, polarizations, scanning directions,
etc. These capabilities are ascribed to subarrays
of elementary radiators, sharing a common phys-
ical area that constitutes the complete aperture
of the phased array (1–4). The shared-aperture
concept can be adopted to realize multifunctional
photonic antenna arrays. The recent implementa-
tion of metasurfaces, or metamaterials of reduced

dimensionality, is of particular relevance, as it
opens up new opportunities to acquire virtually
flat optics. Metasurfaces consist of a dense ar-
rangement of resonant optical antennas on a
scale smaller than the wavelength of external
stimuli (5–10). The resonant nature of the light-
matter interaction of an individual nanoantenna
affords substantial control over the local light scat-
tering properties. Specifically, the local phase pick-
up can be manipulated by tailoring the antenna
material, size, and shape, as well as environment–
antenna resonance shaping (11–15), or through
the geometric phase concept (10, 16–20). The latter
concept is an efficient approach for achieving
spin-controlled phase modulation, whereas the
photon spin is associated with the intrinsic angular
momentum of light (21). Such a geometric phase
metasurface (GPM) transforms an incident circularly
polarized light into a beam of opposite helicity,
imprinted with a geometric phase fgðx; yÞ ¼
2sTqðx; yÞ, where sT ¼ T1 denotes the polarization
helicity [photon spin in ħ units (ħ is Planck’s
constant h divided by 2p)] of the incident light,
and q(x, y) is the nanoantenna orientation (22).
Here we incorporate the shared-aperture phased
antenna array concept and spin-controlled two-
dimensional (2D) optics based on nanoantennas.
By use of the geometric phase mechanism, the

1202 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE
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Fig. 1. Schematic of shared-aperture concepts. (A to C) Segmented (A), interleaved (B), and HR (C) 1D phased arrays. (D to F) Schematic far-field
intensity distribution of wavefronts with positive (red) and negative (blue) helicities emerging from segmented (D), interleaved (E), and HR (F) GPMs
composed of gap-plasmon nanoantennas (inset). Here, l denotes the topological charge of the spin-dependent OAM wavefronts [for more details,
see (22)].
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spin-orbit interaction phenomenon, a multifunc-
tional GPM, is implemented (Fig. 1).
Photonic GPMs with spatially interleaved phase

profiles are designed by the random mixing of
optical nanoantenna subarrays, where each sub-
array provides a different phase function in a
spin-dependent manner. This approach makes
use of the peculiar ability of random patterns to
yield extraordinary information capacity and
polarization helicity control via the geometric
phase concept. We realized a high-efficiency
multifunctional GPM in which the phase and
polarization distributions of each wavefront are

independently controlled. These GPMs are based
on gap-plasmon resonator (GPR) nanoantennas
that consist of metal-insulator-metal layers that
enable high reflectivity by increasing the coupling
between the free wave and the fundamental res-
onator mode. Moreover, adjustment of the GPR
nanoantenna’s dimensions enables the design of
a high-efficiency half-wave plate (22, 23). For the
reflection mode of a single wavefront, we found a
diffraction efficiency of ~79%, which is in good
agreement with the theory (10, 18, 19) and the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation
(fig. S1, D to F) (22). Then, to design a metasurface

generating multiple spin-dependent wavefronts
carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM), the
GPR nanoantennas were randomly distributed into
equal interleaved subarrays. The nanoantennas
of each jth subarray were oriented according
to the relation 2qjðx; yÞ ¼ kjx þ ljϕ, to obtain
momentum redirection sTkj and topological charge
(winding number) sTlj; ϕ is the azimuthal angle
(Fig. 2A). We measured the far-field intensity dis-
tribution by illuminating the metasurface with
circularly polarized light at a wavelength of 760 nm,
and we observed three-by-two spin-dependent
OAM wavefronts with the desired topological

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1203

Fig. 2. Multiple wavefront shaping via interleaved GPMs. (A) Scanning elec-
tronmicroscope image of a gap-plasmon GPM of apertureD = 50 mm. (B andC)
Measured spin-flip momentum deviation of three wavefronts with different
OAMs. sT denotes the incident spin. k0 is the wave number of the incident beam.
(D and E) Interference pattern of the spin-flipped components with a plane wave,
observed fromdifferent GPMsgeneratingOAMwavefronts of l=±1 (D) and l=±2
(E), for s− and sþ illumination. (F) Observed angular width of plane waves emer-

ging from shared-aperture GPMs of different types and numbers of generated
channels, corresponding to different colors. a.u., arbitrary units; rad, radians. (G)
Measured momentum deviations for the interleaved and segmented GPMs,
wherein the intensity distributions of nine channels in (F) are presented along the
dashed colored lines. (H and I) Efficiency per channel (H) and number of bits per
channel (I). Red dots and black triangles denote the calculation and experiment
results, respectively.The blue lines correspond to ~1/N2.
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charges of 0, ±1, and ±2 (Fig. 2, B and C), in
agreement with FDTD simulation (fig. S2). The
corresponding OAMs were verified by measuring
the dislocation strength by the interference of
the vortex beams with a plane wave (Fig. 2, D
and E). An additional peculiar twist in the field
of metasurfaces relies on space-variant polar-
ization manipulation, which may encompass a
broader class of wavefront shaping. An inter-
leavedGPMenables us to obtainmultiple vectorial
vortices by coherent superposition of wavefronts
with opposite helicities (fig. S6 and movies S1
and S2) (22).
We used far-field measurements to experimen-

tally examine the angular resolution character-
istics of the interleaved and segmented GPMs.
In the segmentation approach, increasing the
number of wavefronts (N) results in an angular
width ofDQ ∼

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
⋅l=D, whereas for the inter-

leaved GPM it is approximately l/D for an arbi-
trary N, matching the diffraction-limited angular
resolution of the shared aperture of size D at a
wavelength l (Fig. 2, F and G, and figs. S4 and
S5). However, the above analysis does not hold
the promise to obtain high information capacity
for the interleaved approach, as it is also strongly
influenced by the noise originated from channels
mixing. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) determines
the available number of bits per channel as

log2(1 + SNR) and sets the limit Nc for the chan-
nel capacity when SNR = 1. To estimate the effect
of an incrementally growing number of wave-
fronts on SNR, the far-field intensity distributions
were calculated via Fourier transform (22). The
calculation shows that the SNR scales as 1/N2,
leading to a channel capacity limit of Nc ≈ 130
for the interleaved GPM of D = 50 mm (Fig. 2I).
Moreover, both the calculations and experiments
show that the intensity per channel decreases
according to 1/N2 (Fig. 2H).
Unlike the interleaved GPM, the harmonic

response (HR) metasurface is not limited by the
intensity scaling of 1/N2. The HR concept relies
on different optimization methods, iterative and
analytic, and has been implemented in a variety
of realms such as holography, communication,
and radar (24–26). To obtain spin-dependent
asymmetric harmonic diffraction orders, we in-
corporated theHR and geometric phase concepts.
The geometric phase function can be expand-
ed to spin-dependent OAM harmonic orders
Amexp½imsTðkx þϕÞ� (where Am is the ampli-
tude ofmth order and i is the square root of −1),
where sTmk is themomentum redirection ofmth
order. The phase function can be optimized to
achieve identical intensities jAmj2 ≈ 1=ðb−aþ 1Þ
for selected asymmetric orders a < m < b with
maximal optical efficiency. We adopted an op-

timized analytic solution [the “triplicator” (25)]
to realize a GPM (Fig. 3, A to C) providing three
spin-dependent asymmetric OAM harmonic or-
ders (22). The GPM was illuminated with right
and left circularly polarized light, and the spin-
dependent diffraction pattern consisting of mul-
tiple OAM harmonic orders of lT ¼ sT; 2sT; 3sT
corresponding tom = 1, 2, 3 was observed (Fig. 3,
D and E). The diffraction patterns were verified
by the spin-dependent FDTD simulation (Fig. 3,
F and G) and by calculating Fourier amplitudes
(Fig. 3, H and I). The efficiencies of each order
were measured to be jAmj2≅0:21 with uniformity
of ±0.01, leading to a total efficiency of ~63%, in
accordance with the intensity scaling of 1/N
(Fig. 3J) (22). Furthermore, we experimentally
confirmed that the HR approach is manifested
by diffraction-limited angular resolution of the
shared aperture (Fig. 2F, and fig. S7, B and F). In
light of the above, the HR concept constitutes a
suitable platform to realize awell–angular resolved
multibeam possessing negligible noise and thus
able to provide high information capacity,whereas
the interleaving approach suffers from the speckle
noise and is hindered by capacity reduction. On
the other hand, the latter approach offers high
flexibility in multifunctional wavefront gener-
ation, whereas with the HR concept, harmonic
sequence restricts this flexibility. Moreover, the

1204 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 3. Spin-dependentasymmetricHR. (A) Scan-
ning electron microscope image of the fabricated
gap-plasmon HR GPM. (B) Geometric phase dis-
tribution of the entire HR GPM for sþ. (C) Cal-
culated phase distributions along the 20-mmdashed
line in (B) for s− (blue) and sþ (red). (D to I) Mea-
sured [(D) and (E)], FDTD-simulated [(F) and (G)],
and calculated Fourier amplitude [(H) and (I)] spin-
dependent HR diffractions of OAM orders, for right
ðsþÞ and left ðs−Þ circular polarization illuminations
at a wavelength of l = 760 nm.The dim zero-order
spot arises from an additional harmonic of the
“triplicator” phase function and is of negligible ef-
ficiency (2%). (J) Efficiency per channel. Red dots
and black triangles denote the calculation and exper-
iment results, respectively.The blue line corresponds
to 1/N.
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reported spin-controlled multifunctional meta-
surfaces based on shared-aperture approaches
are studied in terms of information capacity by
means of Wigner phase-space distribution to
establish a link between the Shannon entropy
and the capacity of photonic system (fig. S8) (22).
Spectropolarimetry is an application for the

simultaneous measurement of the spectrum and
polarization state of light and is widely used to
characterize chemical compounds. Implementing
spectropolarimetric devices with metasurfaces
opens new avenues for on-chip detection. Re-
cently, on-chip chiroptical spectroscopy (27) was
presented, measuring the differential absorp-
tion between left- and right-circular polariza-
tions. The device used in this experiment is
unable to provide full polarization analysis. Fur-
thermore, it has been shown that a metasurface
allows for the simultaneous determination of
the Stokes parameters (i.e., the polarization state
of light) (28, 29) without consideration of the
spectral analysis. Here we propose a simple, fast,
and compact technique, based on an interleaved
GPM, that can simultaneously characterize the
polarization state and spectrum of a wave trans-
mitted through a semitransparent object. The
spectropolarimeter metasurface (SPM) is com-
posed of three interleaved linear phase profiles
ðfð1Þg ¼ sTkxx; f

ð2Þ
g ¼ sTkyy; f

ð3Þ
g ¼ sTkyyÞ asso-

ciated with different nanoantenna subarrays.
When a probe beam with an arbitrary polari-

zation state impinges on the SPM, two beams
of intensities IsT , consisting of opposite helicity
states, and two additional beams emerge. The
latter have identical polarizations, conjugate
with respect to the incident beam, and being
projected onto linear polarizers at 0° and 45°
determines the linearly polarized components
IL0 and IL45, respectively (Fig. 4A). The Stokes
parameters of the probed beam are then cal-
culated by the expressions (28) S0 ¼ 2ðIsþþ
Is− Þ=h, S1 ¼ 2IL0=h − S0, S2 ¼ 2IL45=h − S0,and
S3 ¼ 2ðIsþ− Is− Þ=h, where the coefficient (h) is
determined by a calibration experiment (fig. S9).
The SPM of 50-mm diameter was normally il-
luminated by a supercontinuum light source,
passing through the acousto-optic modulator,
which enables the tenability of various wave-
lengths. Figure 4B shows the measured and
calculated Stokes parameters on a Poincaré
sphere for an analyzed beam impinging the
SPM at a wavelength of 760 nm with different
polarizations, obtained by a polarization-state
generator (linear polarizer followed by a rotated
quarter-wave plate). The spectral resolving power
is defined according to the Rayleigh criterion
as l=Dl ¼ q=Mx;y

2, where Mx;y
2 is the beam

quality parameter in each direction (x, y) and q
is the number of phase-modulation periods (30).
The resolving power of the SPM was measured
and found to be l=Dl≅13 (Fig. 4C). The obtained
value is in good agreement with the calculated

resolving power for SPM with q ≅ 17 periods
and a laser beam quality ofMx;y

2 ¼ 1:3. Wemea-
sured the optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) for
the specific rotations of D-glucose (chiral mole-
cule) and its enantiomer L-glucose that were
dissolved in water with predetermined concen-
trations (Fig. 4D) (22). The ORD of D-glucose
shows a good agreement with the values found
in the literature (31), whereas the L-glucoseORD
is manifested by the opposite behavior as ex-
pected. We achieved real-time on-chip spectro-
polarimetry by exploiting the interleaved GPM.
The reported alliance of the spin-enabled geo-
metric phase and shared-aperture concepts sheds
light on the multifunctional wavefront manip-
ulation in a spin-dependent manner. The intro-
duced asymmetric HR and interleaved GPMs
constitute suitable candidates to realize on-
demand multifunctional on-chip photonics.
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MAGNETISM

Orbital-exchange and fractional
quantum number excitations in
an f-electron metal, Yb2Pt2Pb
L. S. Wu,1,2,3 W. J. Gannon,1,2,4 I. A. Zaliznyak,2* A. M. Tsvelik,2 M. Brockmann,5,6

J.-S. Caux,6 M. S. Kim,2 Y. Qiu,7 J. R. D. Copley,7 G. Ehlers,3

A. Podlesnyak,3 M. C. Aronson1,2,4

Exotic quantum states and fractionalized magnetic excitations, such as spinons in
one-dimensional chains, are generally expected to occur in 3d transition metal systems
with spin 1/2. Our neutron-scattering experiments on the 4f-electron metal Yb2Pt2Pb
overturn this conventional wisdom.We observe broad magnetic continuum dispersing in
only one direction, which indicates that the underlying elementary excitations are
spinons carrying fractional spin-1/2. These spinons are the emergent quantum
dynamics of the anisotropic, orbital-dominated Yb moments. Owing to their unusual
origin, only longitudinal spin fluctuations are measurable, whereas the transverse
excitations such as spin waves are virtually invisible to magnetic neutron scattering.
The proliferation of these orbital spinons strips the electrons of their orbital identity,
resulting in charge-orbital separation.

I
t is generally believed that fractional quantum
excitations such as spinons in one-dimensional
(1D) spin chains proliferate and govern mag-
netism only in systems with small and iso-
tropic atomic magnetic moments, such as

spin-1/2 Cu2þ. In contrast, large and anisotropic
orbital-dominated moments, such as those pro-
duced by strong spin-orbit coupling in the rare

earths, are considered to be classical, becoming
static as temperature T → 0 because the conven-
tional Heisenberg-Dirac exchange interaction (1, 2)
cannot reverse their directions. Here we present
the results of neutron-scattering measurements
on the 3D compound Yb2Pt2Pb that profoundly
challenge this conventional wisdom.
The unusual properties of Yb2Pt2Pb derive in

part from its crystal structure (Fig. 1, A and B),
where the Yb3þ ions form ladders along the c axis,
separated by Pt and Pb; the rungs of the ladders
(dashed lines in Fig. 1A) lie on the orthogonal
bonds of the Shastry-Sutherland lattice (SSL) (3)
in the ab planes. Equally important is the strong
spin-orbit coupling, which combines spin and
orbital degrees of freedom into a large, J ¼ 7=2
Yb moment. The absence of a Kondo effect in-
dicatesminimal coupling of Yb to the conduction
electrons of this excellent metal (4, 5). A point-
charge model (6) indicates that the crystal elec-
tric field (CEF) lifts the eightfold degeneracy of

the Yb3þ moments, producing a Kramers dou-
blet ground state that is a nearly pure state of the
total angularmomentum, J , jJ ;mJ i ¼ j7=2; T7=2i.
The estimated anisotropy of the Landé g factor is
in good agreementwith that of themeasuredmag-
netization, gjj=g⊥ ¼ 7:5ð4Þ (4–7), implying strong
Ising anisotropy in Yb2Pt2Pb, which confines the
individual Yb moments to two orthogonal sub-
lattices in the ab plane.
The quantum states of the jT7=2i Ising doublet

are the superpositions of its “up” and “down”
components, a↑j7=2i þ a↓j−7=2i, and therefore
the doublet can be viewed as an effective quan-
tum spin-1/2. However, familiar interactions like
the Zeeman, Heisenberg-Dirac exchange, and di-
pole interactions that are bilinear in J can only
change the total angular momentum quantum
number by DmJ ¼ T1; they have nomatrix elem-
ents that would allow transitions between the
moment-reversed states of the ground statewave
function. Only multiple virtual processes involv-
ing excited states could reverse individual Yb
moments, but these processes are expected to be
very weak because the ground and first excited
states are separated by as much as 25 meV, ac-
cording to specific heat (4) and inelastic neutron-
scattering measurements (6). This would suggest
that Yb2Pt2Pb would display only static, classical
Ising behavior, but our data are not consistent
with this picture.
Here we report neutron-scattering experiments

onYb2Pt2Pb that reveal a continuumof low-energy
quantum excitations that display the distinctive
spinon dispersion along the c axis (Fig. 2A), typ-
ical of the S ¼ 1=2 Heisenberg-Ising XXZ spin
Hamiltonian (8),

H ¼ J
X
n

ðSxn Sxnþ1 þ Syn S
y
nþ1 þ DSzn S

z
nþ1Þ ð1Þ

where J is theHeisenberg spin-exchange coupling
and D is its anisotropy. This observation pro-
vides definitive evidence that the Ybmoments in
Yb2Pt2Pb behave as quantum-mechanical spins-
1/2 (9). The spinon spectrum MðQ;EÞ is fully
gapped, but the gap is much smaller than the
excitation bandwidth, indicating only moderate
Ising anisotropy, D ≳ 1. The lack of any wave
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vector QHH dispersion for this gap (Fig. 2B), or
for the scattering intensity in the ab plane (Fig.
2C), indicates that the dispersing excitations are
confined to the ladder rails, which form an array
of weakly coupled spin-1/2 chains.

The overall wave vector dependence of the
energy-integrated intensity MðQÞ (Fig. 2, C and
D) reveals that the excitations in each of the two
orthogonal sublattices of Ybmoments inYb2Pt2Pb
are longitudinally polarized. This is clearly dem-

onstrated in Fig. 2D,where theMðQÞ dependence
on H in the ðH;H;LÞ scattering plane is very
accurately described by the projections of Yb mo-
ments on the wave vector, consistent with the
polarization factor in the neutron-scattering
cross-section, which is only sensitive to magnetic
fluctuations perpendicular to Q. The longitudi-
nal character ofmagnetic excitations in Yb2Pt2Pb
is a direct consequence of the strong orbital an-
isotropy imposed by the crystal field and the re-
sulting strongly anisotropic Landé g-factor. Even
if the effective spin Hamiltonian that describes
the low-energy dynamics in Yb2Pt2Pb has modes
involving transverse spin fluctuations, such as
spin waves, they virtually do not couple to phy-
sical fields at our disposal and are de facto invi-
sible in experiments. In particular, the measured
longitudinal spectrum, which is typical of a spin-
1/2 XXZ chain (Fig. 2), indicates the presence of
transverse spinon excitations (8, 10–12), but these
are not seen in experiments. That the XY-part
of the effective spin Hamiltonian Eq. 1 is un-
observable results from the well-understood
effect of quantum selection rules. The direct con-
sequence for ourmeasurements is thatwe do not
observe a (transverse) magnon, which is expected
(13) when a magnetic field B = 4 T applied along
(1-10) crystal direction saturates Yb moments
that are parallel to the field (4–7), bringing this
sublattice to the ferromagnetic (FM) state (Fig.
1B). Instead, FM chains do not contribute to
magnetic scattering, and this allows us to use the
4 T data as a background that can isolate their
contribution at B = 0 (Fig. 2D).
To establish the hierarchy of energy scales in

the effective S ¼ 1=2 XXZHamiltonian, we fit the
energy cuts at different values ofQL to a phenom-
enological half-Lorentzian line shape (14), which
accounts both for the sharp continuum onset and
its broad, asymmetric extent to higher energies
(Fig. 3, A and B). We can thus very accurately de-
termine the lower boundary, ELðQLÞ, of the
spinon continuum (points in Fig. 2A), which we
fit to the exact Bethe-Ansatz expression for the
XXZ Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) (8, 10, 11),

ELðQLÞ ¼ minfDs þ esðQLÞ; 2esðQL=2Þg;

esðQLÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2sin2ðpQLÞ þ D2

s cos
2ðpQLÞ

q
ð2Þ

Here Ds is the gap and I the bandwidth of the
spinon dispersion, esðQLÞ, both of which are func-
tions of the J andD parameters of theHamiltonian
Eq. 1 (6). The fit yields values I ¼ 0:322ð20ÞmeV
and Ds ¼ 0:095ð10Þ meV for the spinon disper-
sion parameters, which correspond to D ≈ 3:46,
and J ¼ 0:116ð10Þ meV in the effective spin-1/2
XXZHamiltonian, and the excitationgapatQL ¼ 1,
Eg ¼ 2Ds ¼ 0:19ð2Þ meV. Despite the strong an-
isotropy of the individual Yb moments, their in-
ferred coupling in the spin chain is surprisingly
close to the isotropic Heisenberg limit D ¼ 1, as
evidenced by the smallness of the excitation gap
Eg compared to their observedbandwidth ≳ 1 meV
(Fig. 2A).
Computations carried out on the XXZ Ham-

iltonian Eq. 1 closely reproduce key aspects of

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1207

Fig. 1. Quantum orbital-spin chains in Yb2Pt2Pb. (A) Crystal structure of Yb2Pt2Pb; red arrows show
the lattice axes. (B) The double chainmagnetic structure for T < TN ¼ 2:07 Kwithoutmagnetic field (top)
and in a 4 T field applied along the (1-10) direction (bottom).The Yb orbitals are depicted as the isosurfaces,
at 1 part per million electronic density, of the 4f jmLj ¼ 3 hydrogenic wave functions for an effective Slater

nuclear charge of 70Yb (29). Blue arrows indicate the ordered magnetic moment directions, which are
parallel to the local Ising easy axes, horizontal for the (110) and vertical for the (1-10) sublattice. Crystal
axes are shown by black arrows. Thick red arrow shows magnetic-field direction. (C) Orbital overlaps for
antiferromagnetic (B = 0) and fully saturated (B = 4 T) state. (D) Illustration of the two-spinon excitation
process via spin flip (magnon) creation inS ¼ 1=2 antiferromagnetic chain. Such processes correspond to
the change of angular momentum, DmS ≡ DSz ¼ T1, and are allowed by selection rules that govern
interaction with a physical field, such as magnetic field of a neutron, or a photon. (E) FormJ ≡ Jz ¼ T7=2,
angular momenta in Yb2Pt2Pb, flipping magnetic moment requires DmJ ¼ T7 and therefore cannot be
induced via single-particle processes.The only processes allowed by the selection rules are those with
DmJ ¼ 0, such as when two electrons hop, exchanging their orbitals, i.e., pairwise permutations of
electrons. Permutation of two nearest-neighbor electrons creates two spinons, while further-neighbor
hopping, such as the permutation of the next-nearest-neighbor electrons in opposite-polarity orbitals
illustrated in the figure, results in a four-spinon state.
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our experimental results. ThemixedHeisenberg-
Ising character of Yb2Pt2Pb is evident in the
broad peak atQL ¼ 1 in the structure factorMðQÞ
found by integrating the experimental and com-
puted spectra in energy (Fig. 3C). MðQÞ is inter-

mediate between the near divergence expected for
isotropic interactions (D ¼ 1) and the leading-order
Ising expression (15) MðQÞ ¼ 2M2

0
1
D2 sin

2ðpQL
2 Þ,

whereM0 ¼ 1
2 g

eff
jj mB is Ybmagneticmoment, geffjj

being the effective spin-1/2 g-factor for the local

Ising direction. Crystal electric field calculations
for the Yb ground state doublet in Yb2Pt2Pb indi-
cate geffjj ¼ 7:9 and geff⊥ ≲ 0:8 (6), so thatmagnetic
neutron-scattering intensity, which is propor-
tional to ðgeffjj;⊥Þ2, is at least a factor of 100 weaker

1208 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 3. Spinon line shapes and the onset of the
continuum in Yb2Pt2Pb. The spectrum of the dy-
namical structure factor of magnetization fluctua-
tions, MðQ;EÞ, in Yb2Pt2Pb for (A) QL ¼ 0:50ð5Þ
(qchain ¼ p/2) and (B) QL ¼ 1:00ð5Þ (qchain ¼ p),
both integrated within 1 Brillouin zone in QHH . The
red lines show fits to the “half-Lorentzian” line shape
(blue) convoluted with the Gaussian of 0.1 meV full
width at half-maximum representing the resolution
of the DCS spectrometer (light gray), (14). (C) The
energy-integrated scattering function MðQÞ ob-
tained by summing the normalized data over the
first Brillouin zone in QHH compares favorably with
that calculated for the effectiveS ¼ 1=2 Heisenberg-
Ising Hamiltonian with D ¼ 2:6 and J ¼ 0:205 meV

and with the effective g-factor geff ≈ 10 (blue line),

and with D ¼ 3:46, J ¼ 0:116 meV, and geff ≈ 13
(green line). A fit to the leading Ising-limit (D ≫ 1)

expression,MðQÞ ¼ ðgeffmBÞ2
2D2 sin2ðπQL

2 Þ, (red line) is less

satisfactory, emphasizing that effective spin-1/2
Hamiltonian in Yb2Pt2Pb is not extremely Ising-like.
This is consistent with the observation that the gap
in the spinon spectrum, Eg ≈ 0:19 meV (B), is
markedly smaller than the bandwidth, ≳ 1 meV, Fig.
2A. (D) The energy dependence of the Q-integrated
intensity,which represents the local dynamical structure factor,MðEÞ, ofmagnetization fluctuations in Yb2Pt2Pb.The energy-integral of theMðEÞ inelastic intensity
(black dashed line, right scale) gives the square of the total fluctuating magnetic moment of ≈ 7:6m2B per Yb. Computational results for MðEÞ and its energy
integral are compared for D ¼ 2:6 (red solid and dashed lines) and D ¼ 3:46 (blue solid and dashed lines).

Fig. 2. Fractional spinon excitations in Yb2Pt2Pb.
(A) The dispersion of the spectrum of magnetic
excitations along the QL direction in reciprocal space
of Yb2Pt2Pb at T = 0.1 K, obtained by averaging the
scattered neutron intensity over the first Brillouin
zone inQHH, along the perpendicular, ðH;H;0Þdirec-
tion. Circles: onset of the excitation continuum deter-
mined by fitting the constant-QL data. Solid white
lines: lower and upper boundaries of the two-spinon
continua. Dashed lines: upper boundaries of the four-
spinon continua (6). (B) The dispersion of the scat-
tered neutron intensity along the QHH direction for
QL ¼ 0:5 T 0:1. (C) The partial static structure factor,
MðQÞ, obtained by integrating the scattered intensity
from 0.15 to 1.5 meV. MðQÞ depends on the relative
orientation of the scattering vector Q ¼ ðH;H;LÞ and
the direction of magnetic moment fluctuations (30).
(D) At 4 T,MðQÞ (red squares) follows the projection of
the (110) sublattice moments on the scattering wave

vector (polarization factor Pð4 TÞ ¼ ðLc�Þ2
2ðHa�Þ2þðLc�Þ2,

red line), indicating that only magnetic fluctuations
along the (110) moments contribute to magnetic scat-
tering. Both polarizations are present when B ¼ 0 T,
consistent with equal longitudinal spinon spectral
weight in both (110) and (1-10) sublattices. By subtracting the 4 Tdata from the 0 Tdata (blackdots),we can isolate the scattering from fluctuations along the field
direction, (1-10), which are always perpendicular to the scattering vector Q and whose polarization factor is constant (black line). The agreement between the
polarization factors and our data confirms that only fluctuations of the Ybmoments that lie along the respective (110) or (1-10) direction are seen in our experiment
and that there is no measurable transverse component of magnetic moment or excitations. Error bars in all figures represent 1 SD.
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for the transverse, XY-polarized fluctuations, in
agreement with what we observe.
The Q-integrated scattering in Fig. 3C yields a

fluctuating moment M2
fluct ≈ 7:1m2B/Yb at 0.1 K,

about half as large as the orderedmomentM2
order

determined in previous work (16). The energy
integral of the local autocorrelation functionMðEÞ,
which is obtained by integrating the measured
intensity inQ, yields a similar result, ≈ 7:6m2B/Yb
(Fig. 3D), with the difference indicating a system-
atic error resulting from different data binning.
The sum rule for the effective spin-1/2 dictates
that the integral intensity in each polarization
channel is ðSaÞ2 ¼ 1=4 (a ¼ x; y; z). Therefore,
the sumM2

fluct þM2
order gives a total Yb moment,

M2
total ¼ 1

2 g
effmB

� �2
. Combining the inelastic spec-

trum and the elastic order parameter measure-
ments in Yb2Pt2Pb (6), we find Mtotal that is
between 3.8 and 4.4 mB=Yb [geff ¼ 8:2ð5Þ] for
temperatures from 0.1 to 100 K (Fig. 4A), fully
consistentwith the predictions of the point charge
model. The spinons provide virtually all of the
magnetic dynamics in Yb2Pt2Pb, and they are
completely captured by our experiments. This re-
sult immediately rules out a naïve explanation
that the observed longitudinal magnetic response

could originate from the two-magnon continuum,
as in conventional magnets, because in that case
the continuum would comprise only a small part
of the dynamical spectral weight (17, 18). More-
over, stable magnons do not exist in an antiferro-
magnetic spin-1/2 chain, where the elementary
excitations are spinons, and the system’s one-
dimensionality is clearly established by the mea-
sured dispersion (Fig. 2, A to C). Finally, the static
spin susceptibility cs(T) computed for spin-1/2
XXZ chain with geff ≈ 7 closely reproduces direct
measurements of cðTÞ (Fig. 4B).
Further comparison with the exact result (19)

for the XXZmodel (Eq. 1), however, indicates that
the fluctuations measured in Yb2Pt2Pb at 0.1 K
are stronger than the predicted spinon contri-
bution to the dynamical spin structure factor,
which for D ¼ 3:46 is only ≈ 20% of the ordered
spin contribution S2order. Figure 3Dmakes it clear
that the calculatedMðEÞ underestimates the con-
tribution of the high-energy states in Yb2Pt2Pb.
Direct comparison of the detailed energy depen-
dencies of the measured (Fig. 2A) and computed
(broadened by the instrumental resolution of
0.1meV) (Fig. 4C) spectra of longitudinal excitations
reveals that there is considerable spectral weight

present in the experimental data above the upper
boundary of the two-spinon continuum, EUðQLÞ ¼
maxfDs þ esðQLÞ; 2esðQL=2Þg, that is absent in
the computed spectrum (10, 11). A somewhat
better agreement can be obtained by fitting the
measured intensity to the calculated longitu-
dinal structure factor MðQ;EÞ and adjusting D
and J as fit parameters instead of adopting the
values determined from the lower boundary
of the continuum. This results in D ¼ 2:6 and
J = 0.205 meV (Fig. 4D), shifting the two-spinon
spectral weight to higher energy and also pro-
viding better agreement with the measured sus-
ceptibility (Fig. 4B) andMðQÞ (Fig. 3C). However,
this improvement is achieved at the cost of the
excellent experimental and theoretical agree-
ment for the lower spinon boundary, which, in
fact, is determined very precisely from the line
fits (Fig. 3, A and B). This dilemma is resolved
by noting that the observed high-energy mag-
netic spectral weight in Yb2Pt2Pb is consistent
with a substantial contribution of four-spinon
states, whose upper boundaries (12) are shown
by the broken lines in Fig. 2A. This result is quite
unexpected, given that two-spinon excitations
account for all but a few percent of the total
spectral weight (12, 13, 20) in the nearest-neighbor
Heisenberg-Ising chain.
We now show that these seemingly perplexing

experimental results can be understood in terms
of the interplay of 4f-electron exchange, strong
spin-orbit coupling, and a crystal field that lifts
the large orbital degeneracy of the J ¼ 7=2 mul-
tiplet. The intersite electron hopping in the f-
electron Hamiltonian for Yb2Pt2Pb, which we
adopt in the form of a 1D Hubbard model (6),
leads to an electronic interaction (21) whose phy-
sical nature is not a Heisenberg-Dirac spin ex-
change (1, 2), but rather an orbital exchange (Fig.
1), a realization that has been appreciated in the
physics of Kondo effect (22, 23) andmore recent-
ly in certain cold-atom systems (24).
The orbital-exchange interaction in Yb2Pt2Pb

is a natural generalization of the Heisenberg-
Dirac spin exchange between the two electrons,
and has the same physical origin in the electronic
Coulomb repulsion (1, 2). The magnetism in
Yb2Pt2Pb is tied to the wave function of a single
4f hole with orbital momentum L ¼ 3; jmLj ¼ 3,
having sixfold symmetry around the J quantiza-
tion axis, given by the magnetic structure as per-
pendicular to the rails of Yb ladders in Yb2Pt2Pb
crystal. The energy cost for hopping between sites,
which in Yb2Pt2Pb is synonymous with orbital
exchange, is reduced when neighboring Yb ions
are in alternating states of mL ¼ T3, because in
that case, the exchange of electrons between the
two sites required for hopping involves the over-
lap of two identical orbital lobes along the ladder
rails (Fig. 1, B and C). The sixfold symmetry of the
f-orbital breaks the rail-rung equivalence and
ensures that this energy advantage is not accrued
for hopping in a transverse direction, decoupling
the ladder rails. Combined with the weak inter-
actions between orthogonal ladders mandated
by the SSLgeometry (4), this leads to the spin-chain
nature of the emergent effective Hamiltonian.

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1209

Fig. 4. Spinons in Yb2Pt2Pb: theory and experiment. (A) Temperature dependencies of the ordered Yb
moment from neutron-diffraction measurements (black circles), the fluctuating moment from the energy
and wave-vector integrated normalized MðQ;EÞ (red points), and the total (blue points). (B) The tem-
perature dependence of the static, uniform magnetic susceptibility cðTÞ for Yb2Pt2Pb (black circles),
measured with a magnetic properties measurement system (T ≥ 1:8 K) and a Hall sensor magnetometer
(0.2 K ≤ T ≤ 4 K), shows good agreement with cðTÞ calculated for the XXZ chain, for D ¼ 2:6 and

J ¼ 0:205 meV (red line, geff ≈ 7:4). Agreement is less good for D ¼ 3:46 and J ¼ 0:116 meV (blue line,

geff ≈ 6:5). (C andD) The longitudinal structure factor,MðQ;EÞ, of the XXZ spin-1/2 chain Eq. 1 calculated
using the algebraic Bethe ansatz (11, 12, 20) (C) for D ¼ 3:46 and J ¼ 0:116meVand (D) for D ¼ 2:6 and
J ¼ 0:205 meV. The experimentally determined lower boundary ELðQLÞ is shown (circles) along with the
calculated lower and upper two-spinon (solid lines) and the upper four-spinon (broken lines) boundaries, as
described in the text.The calculation is normalized to the total experimental intensity by using the sum rule

for a single component of the dynamical structure factor, which holds for spin-1/2,∬ SzzðQ;EÞ dQ2π dE ¼ 1
4.
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The leading-order Coulomb contribution for
the low-energy manifold of electronic states (6, 25)
is given by the two-electron permutation operator,
P12, which in the cases where only electronic spins
are at play, reduces to the usual Heisenberg spin
exchange, ∼ S1S2. For the case of a J -manifold,
which in the absence of crystal fields is highly
degenerate, it has the form of a permutation op-
erator acting on a ð2J þ 1Þ � ð2J þ 1Þ-dimensional
space of two neighboring Yb ions. The permuta-
tion operator interchanges states jmJ1;mJ2i and
jmJ2;mJ1i with equal weights, thus including the
process j7=2;−7=2i to j−7=2; 7=2i where both
moments simultaneously reverse, which cannot
be achieved through conventional Heisenberg-
Dirac spin exchange (Fig. 1, D and E). The crys-
tal field lifts the degeneracy of the Yb moments,
and although the effective interaction that emerges
after the projection on the manifold of the lowest
Kramers doublets mJ ¼ T7=2 has the form of the
antiferromagnetic S ¼ 1=2 XXZ Hamiltonian, it
retains the birthmark of its unusual origin in ex-
change processes that are distinct from those
having the conventional Heisenberg J 1 J2 form.
The effective spin-1/2 physics emerges in

Yb2Pt2Pb from the combination of high-energy
(Coulomb, spin-orbit, hopping) interactions. The
spin-orbit coupling virtually quenches the elec-
tronic spin degree of freedom, forcing its align-
mentwith the large orbital moment, and in this
way the effective spin-1/2 XXZ model effectively
describes the quantum dynamics of the elec-
tronic orbital degree of freedom. This is directly
evidenced in our experiments by the large, ≈ 4mB
magnetic moment carried by spinons. The or-
bital exchange sets the scale for these emergent
quantum dynamics, which we find by comparing
the measured spinon dispersion with computed
spectra (Fig. 4).
Because the orbital angular momentum dom-

inates the total Yb moment, magnetic order in
Yb2Pt2Pb is synonymous with orbital order, and
the configuration depicted in Fig. 1, D and E, is a
natural way to understand how permutation of
two neighboring electrons generates two spinons
in the antiferromagnetic background. This is a
process that entails charge-orbital separation,
because the electron count per site is unchanged
by correlated hopping, but the phases of the
orbital wave function on both sites are reversed.
Further-neighbor orbital exchange leads to states
with four spinons (Fig. 1E). Hence, long-range
hopping, either by virtue of the in-chain itinerancy
of the 4f electrons or via coupling to the con-
duction electrons in metallic Yb2Pt2Pb, provides
a natural mechanism for the spectral weight of
the excitations that we observe above the two-
spinon but within the four-spinon continuum
boundaries.
Our results provide a specific mechanism for

charge-orbital separation in Yb2Pt2Pb, where the
proliferation of spinons implies that electrons
lose their orbital-phase identity. When united with
the previous demonstrations of spin-charge and
spin-orbital separation, this finding completes
the triad of electron fractionalization phenomena
in one dimension (26–28).
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Water splitting–biosynthetic system
with CO2 reduction efficiencies
exceeding photosynthesis
Chong Liu,1,2* Brendan C. Colón,3* Marika Ziesack,3

Pamela A. Silver,3† Daniel G. Nocera1†

Artificial photosynthetic systems can store solar energyand chemically reduceCO2.We developed
a hybrid water splitting–biosynthetic system based on a biocompatible Earth-abundant
inorganic catalyst system to split water into molecular hydrogen and oxygen (H2 and O2) at low
driving voltages.When grown in contact with these catalysts, Ralstonia eutropha consumed the
produced H2 to synthesize biomass and fuels or chemical products from low CO2 concentration in
the presence of O2.This scalable system has a CO2 reduction energy efficiency of ~50% when
producing bacterial biomass and liquid fusel alcohols, scrubbing 180 grams of CO2 per kilowatt-
hour of electricity. Coupling this hybrid device to existing photovoltaic systems would yield a
CO2 reduction energy efficiency of ~10%, exceeding that of natural photosynthetic systems.

S
unlight and its renewable counterparts are
abundant energy sources for a sustainable
society (1, 2). Photosynthetic organisms
harness solar radiation to build energy-rich
organic molecules from water and CO2.

Numerous energy conversion bottlenecks in nat-
ural systems limit the overall efficiency of photo-
synthesis (3). Most plants do not exceed 1%, and
microalgae grown in bioreactors do not exceed
3%; however, efficiencies of 4% for plants and 5
to 7% for microalgae in bubble bioreactors may
be achieved in the rapid (short-term) growth
phase (3). Artificial photosynthetic solar-to-fuels
cycles may occur at higher intrinsic efficiencies
(4–7), but they typically terminate at hydrogen
(8), with no process installed to complete the
cycle via carbon fixation. This limitation may be
overcome by interfacing H2-oxidizing autotrophic
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microorganisms to electrodes that generate hy-
drogen or reducing equivalents directly (9–14).
We recently developed a hybrid inorganic-

biological system that uses the catalysts of the
artificial leaf (15, 16) in combination with the
bacterium Ralstonia eutropha (17) to drive an
artificial photosynthetic process for carbon fixation
into biomass and liquid fuels (18). In this system,
water is split to oxygen by a cobalt phosphate
(CoPi) catalyst and hydrogen is produced by a
NiMoZn alloy at applied voltages of Eappl = 3.0 V.
Because the maximum energy efficiency is limited
by the value of Eappl relative to the thermody-
namic potential for water splitting (= Eappl/1.23 V),
a reduction in Eappl leads to biomass and liquid
fuel efficiencies that surpass those of previous
integrated bioelectrochemical systems and are
commensurate with natural photosynthetic yields
(18). However, reactive oxygen species (ROS) pro-
duced at the cathode were detrimental to cell
growth. Because hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), as
well as short-lived superoxide (O2

•–) and hydroxyl
radical (HO•) species, are thermodynamically
favored against H2 production at pH = 7, ROS
production dominated at or below the potential
to generate H2. When Eappl reached a sufficient
overpotential to drive water splitting, H2 produc-
tion to support cell growth outweighed the toxic
effects of ROS (18). In addition, leaching of Ni
from the NiMoZn alloy into solution inhibited
microbial growth.
To develop a biocompatible catalyst system

that is not toxic to the bacterium and lowers the
overpotential for water splitting, we used a ROS-
resistant cobalt-phosphorus (Co-P) alloy cathode
(Fig. 1A, pathway 1). This alloy drives the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) while the self-healing
CoPi anode (19, 20) drives the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER). The electrode pair works in con-
cert to maintain extraneous cobalt ions at low
concentration and to deliver low Eappl that splits
water to generate H2 for R. eutropha, which

supports CO2 reduction into complex organic
molecules at high efficiency. The Co-P alloy,
which is known to promote HER under alkaline
solutions (21), exhibits high HER activity in water
at neutral pH with minimal ROS production. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy of Co-P thin films
supports the elemental nature of the alloy (fig. S1),
and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (fig. S2)
establishes a phosphorus composition of 6 weight
percent, which we have found to exhibit optimal
HER activity in water at neutral pH with a fara-

daic efficiency of 99 ± 2% (fig. S3). Moreover,
the activity of this Co-P alloy surpasses the activity
of the Earth-abundant NiMoZn and stainless steel
(SS) cathodes used previously (18) (Fig. 1B). At con-
stant voltage, a stable HER current is maintained
for at least 16 days (Fig. 1C). Negligible H2O2 is
produced during HER (Fig. 1D), in contrast to
that of simple metallic cathodes of Pt and SS.
The Co-P HER and CoPi OER catalysts work in

synergy to form a biocompatible water-splitting
system that salvages Co2+ cations leached from the

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1211

Fig. 1. Active water-splitting catalyst pair with minimal biological toxicity. (A) Reaction diagram and
scanning electron microscopy images for Co-P alloy cathode and CoPi anode. The main water-splitting
reaction is shown in black; the side reactions that yield toxicants are in red. Scale bars, 10 mm. (B) Current-
voltage (I-V) characteristics of different HER catalysts (10 mV/s). (C) Stability of Co-P cathode, as
demonstrated by 16-day chronoamperometry. (D) Assay of H2O2 accumulation for various cathodes
combining with CoPi anode: yellow, Pt; blue, stainless steel (SS); red, Co-P alloy. Eappl = 2.2 V. Error bars
denote SEM; n = 3. (E) Cyclic voltammetry of Co2+ and Ni2+ in the presence of phosphate (Pi). Metal
concentrations are both 0.5 mM; 50 mV/s.The current for Ni2+ is magnified by a factor of 50.

Fig. 2. Energy efficiencies helec and kinetics of the hybrid CO2 reduction
device. (A) helec values for the production of biomass and chemicals at different
values of Eappl and various configurations (table S1). Solid bars are 5- to 6-day
averages; hatched bars are 24-hour maxima. Error bars denote SEM; n ≥ 3. (B and C) Optical density at 600 nm (OD600; indicator of biomass accumulation) and
amounts of electric charges that were passed, plotted versus the duration of experiments with 100% CO2 (B) and air (C) in the headspace at 1 atm pressure.
Eappl = 2.0 V. Error bars denote SEM; n = 4 for (B) and n = 3 for (C). (D) A microbial growth model predicts linear correlation between electric charges and
biomass accumulation, when the H2 generation rate by water splitting (I/2FV) is smaller than the maximum rate of H2 consumption by active biomass (rmaxXa)
(23) (fig. S12). Dashed line indicates Michaelis constant of hydrogenase for H2. (E) Real-time monitor of biomass accumulation under “day”/“night” cycle test.
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electrodes (Fig. 1A, pathway 2). In the cyclic voltam-
mogram of Co2+ in the phosphate buffer (pH = 7)
(Fig. 1E), a pre-wave to the catalytic water-splitting
current corresponds to the oxidation of Co2+ to
Co3+, which drives deposition of the catalyst. The
CoPi catalyst is also known to exhibit a deposi-
tion rate that is linearly proportional to Co2+ con-
centration (22). The self-healing property of CoPi
is derived from this interplay of the potential at
which OER occurs versus the potential at which
the catalyst deposits (20). In concert, the Co-P and
CoPi catalysts preserve extremely low concentra-
tions of Co2+ in solution through activity derived
from the self-healing process. Inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis of a
Co-P|CoPi catalyst system (Eappl = 2.2 V) (23) re-
veals submicromolar levels of Co2+ in solution
after 24 hours. This concentration of Co2+ (0.32 ±
0.06 mM) is well below the concentration of Co2+

(half-maximal inhibitory concentration IC50 ≈
25 mM) that is toxic to R. eutropha (fig. S4).
When diffusion between the two electrodes is
impeded by a porous glass frit, Co2+ concentrations
rise to ~50 mM. We note that for the NiMoZn
cathode, Ni2+ concentrations are not regulated
by self-healing, as NiPi cannot form from Pi (24),
and the deposition to NiOx occurs at >1.5 V versus
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) (Fig. 1E; see
fig. S5 for comparison with potentials of relevant
redox processes).
Interfacing the biocompatible Co-P|CoPi water-

splitting catalysts with R. eutropha results in a
system capable of CO2 fixation. The CoPi catalyst
was deposited on a high–surface area carbon cloth
as the electrode support (Fig. 1A and fig. S6),
resulting in high currents (fig. S7) and a faradaic
efficiency of 96 ± 4% (fig. S8). CO2 reduction pro-

ceeded under a constant voltage within a batch
reactor (fig. S9), which was half-filled with a solu-
tion containing only inorganic salts (mostly phos-
phate) and trace metal supplements (23).
The CoPi|Co-P|R. eutropha hybrid system can

store more than half its input energy as products
of CO2 fixation at low Eappl (Fig. 2A and table S1).
Entries 1, 2, 3, and 5 show that helec increases
with decreasing Eappl under 100% CO2 until Eappl <
2.0 V. Below Eappl = 2.0 V (entry 8), a higher salt
concentration (108 mM phosphate buffer) is re-
quired to facilitate mass transport and attendant
current (fig. S10). However, high salt concentra-
tions are undesirable for R. eutropha metabolism.
Thus, a concentration of 36 mM phosphate and
Eappl = 2.0 V resulted in optimal helec; the highest
helec achieved for biomass production was 54 ± 4%
(entry 5, n = 4) over a duration of 6 days. Our CO2

reduction efficiency from H2 is comparable to the
highest demonstrated by R. eutropha during H2

fermentation (25). This biomass yield is equivalent
to assimilating ~4.1 mol (180 g) of CO2 captured at
the cost of 1 kWh of electricity. The amount of
captured CO2 is 10% of the amount caught by
amine-based carbon capture and storage (~2000 g
at the cost of 1 kWh) (26), whose processed prod-
uct cannot be used as fuel. Enlarging the batch
reactor volume by a factor of 10 did not perturb
the efficiency (entries 4 and 6), indicating that
the system is scalable and the reactor volume
does not pose immediate limits. Note that helec
under air (400 ppm CO2) is 20 ± 3% (entry 7, n =
3), which is lower than for pure CO2 by a factor
of only 2.7, although the partial pressure of CO2

is reduced by a factor of 2500. This indicates that
CO2 is not a limiting reagent (see below). The
~20% of helec for biomass is equivalent to as-

similating ~1.5 mol of CO2 captured from about
85,200 liters of air at ambient condition with
the cost of 1 kWh of electricity.
We also isolated a ROS-resistant variant of

R. eutropha from one SS|CoPi water-splitting
reactor after 11 consecutive days of operation
(Eappl = 2.3 V) with a H2O2 generation rate of
~0.6 mM/min. Genome sequencing found several
mutations between the strain (BC4) and the wild
type (H16) (table S2). In the presence of paraquat
as a ROS inducer (27), the IC50 of paraquat for
BC4 is almost one order of magnitude higher than
that of the wild type (fig. S11). There is no ob-
vious benefit of the BC4 strain with regard to
helec (table S1), further confirming the absence of
ROS in our system (see above). Nonetheless, BC4
should find great utility for achieving high helec in
systems where ROS is problematic.
We found that biomass accumulation scales

linearly with the amount of charge passed under
pure CO2 (Fig. 2B) or ambient CO2 levels (Fig. 2C).
The linear growth is accounted for by a model
that combines governing equations for H2 genera-
tion from water splitting and biomass accumula-
tion from carbon fixation (23). The model predicts
a linear correlation between biomass and charge
passed after an induction period of low population
density of bacteria and high H2 concentration
(Fig. 2D and fig. S12), which is consistent with the
data shown in Fig. 2, B and C, where the induc-
tion period is too short to be observed. Gas chroma-
tographymeasurements revealed a H2 concentration
in the reactor headspace of 0.19 ± 0.04% (n = 3)
in 100% CO2 and 0.10 ± 0.05% (n = 3) in air, cor-
responding to 1.5 ± 0.3 mM and 0.8 ± 0.4 mM,
respectively, in water. These concentrations of
H2 are well below the Michaelis constant of ~6 mM
for membrane-bound hydrogenases in R. eutropha
(28), which suggests that H2 is facilely consumed
by R. eutropha. Moreover, similar linear growth
conditions for both pure and ambient CO2 atmo-
spheres provide evidence that H2 oxidation rather
than CO2 reduction is rate-limiting for biosynthesis.
Lastly, R. eutropha halted growth during “night”
cycles and continued CO2 reduction 12 hours later
upon resumption of the water-splitting reaction
(Fig. 2E), confirming the intrinsic dependence
of R. eutropha on H2 generation. These data also
reveal that the CoPi|Co-P|R. eutropha hybrid sys-
tem is compatible with the intermittent nature
of a solar energy source. Direct CO2 reduction
from air highlights the relatively high affinity of
R. eutropha for CO2 at low pressures and at high
O2 concentrations, in contrast to results reported
for synthetic catalysts (29), individual enzymes
(30, 31), and strictly anaerobic organisms such as
acetogens and methanogens (11–14) (table S3).
Metabolic engineering of R. eutropha enables

the renewable production of an array of fuels and
chemical products (17). When R. eutropha confronts
nutrient constraints coupled with carbon excess,
the biosynthesis of poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB)
is triggered in the wild-type H16 strain as an
internal carbon storage pathway (17). As such,
digestion is necessary for PHB collection (23).
Under a constant rate of water splitting, PHB
synthesis was not manifest until nitrogen became

1212 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 3. Efficient synthesis
of selectively produced
chemicals from CO2 and
water. (A to F) PHB [(A) and
(B)], isopropanol (C3) [(C) and
(D)], and C4 and C5 alcohols
[(E) and (F)] were selectively
produced from the hybrid
device. In (A), (C), and (E), the
OD600 values, concentrations
of selective chemicals, and
charges passed through the
electrodes are plotted versus
the duration of experiments.
Shown in (B), (D), and (F) are
averaged helec values for dif-
ferent products, measured at
24-hour intervals. Also shown
are overall helec values
combining biomass and
chemical formation. The helec
values for biomass, defined as
intracellular organics excluding
PHB, have been corrected to
exclude the PHB interference
in (B) (23) (see fig. S13 for
values before correction).
Error bars denote SEM; n = 3.
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limiting (~2 days), as indicated by the cessation
of biomass accumulation (Fig. 3A) as well as the
helec measured every 24 hours (Fig. 3B and fig. S13).
With a titer of ~700 mg/liter, the 6-day average for
PHB synthesis was helec = 36 ± 3% (Fig. 2A, entry 9)
with a 24-hour maximum of helec = 42 ± 2% (n = 3)
(Fig. 3B). In engineered strains (32, 33), this PHB
pathway could be modified to excrete the fusel
alcohols isopropanol (C3), isobutanol (C4), and
3-methyl-1-butanol (C5), which possess energy den-
sities of 24, 28, and 31 MJ/liter, respectively. The
culture supernatant was then analyzed to quantify
the secreted alcohols (23). The accumulation
of these liquid fuels followed trends similar to
those observed for PHB synthesis. As shown in Fig.
3, C and E, biomass production reached a plateau
while isopropanol titers grew to ~600 mg/liter
and C4 + C5 alcohol titers grew to ~220 mg/liter.
An engineered R. eutropha strain produced iso-
propanol with a 6-day average helec = 31 ± 4%
(Fig. 2A, entry 10) and a 24-hour maximum of
helec = 39 ± 2% (n = 4) (Fig. 3D); a strain engi-
neered to produce C4 + C5 alcohols averaged a
6-day helec = 16 ± 2% (Fig. 2A, entry 11) with a
24-hour maximum of helec = 27 ± 4% (n = 3)
(Fig. 3F). The achieved titers are higher than
previous reported values, and helec values have
increased by a factor of at least 20 to 50 (10, 18).
R. eutropha has demonstrated tolerance toward
isopropanol (fig. S14), allowing for enriched prod-
uct concentrations under extended operation.
Our combined catalyst design mitigates bio-

toxicity at a systems level, allowing water-
splitting catalysis to be interfaced with engineered
organisms to realize high CO2 reduction efficien-
cies that exceed natural photosynthetic systems.
Because Eappl required for water splitting is low
(1.8 to 2.0 V), high helec values are achieved that
translate directly to high solar-to-chemical efficien-
cies (hSCE) when coupled to a typical solar-to-
electricity device (hSCE = hsolar × helec). For a
photovoltaic device of hsolar = 18%, the Co-P|CoPi|
R. eutropha hybrid system can achieve hSCE =
9.7% for biomass, 7.6% for bioplastic, and 7.1%
for fusel alcohols. This approach allows for the
development of artificial photosynthesis with
efficiencies well beyond that of natural photo-
synthesis, thus providing a platform for the dis-
tributed solar production of chemicals.
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ECOTOXICOLOGY

Environmentally relevant
concentrations of microplastic
particles influence larval fish ecology
Oona M. Lönnstedt* and Peter Eklöv

The widespread occurrence and accumulation of plastic waste in the environment have
become a growing global concern over the past decade. Although some marine organisms
have been shown to ingest plastic, few studies have investigated the ecological effects
of plastic waste on animals. Here we show that exposure to environmentally relevant
concentrations of microplastic polystyrene particles (90 micrometers) inhibits hatching,
decreases growth rates, and alters feeding preferences and innate behaviors of European
perch (Perca fluviatilis) larvae. Furthermore, individuals exposed to microplastics do not
respond to olfactory threat cues, which greatly increases predator-induced mortality rates.
Our results demonstrate that microplastic particles operate both chemically and physically
on larval fish performance and development.

G
lobal plastic production is estimated to be
about 300 million metric tons (MMT) an-
nually and is increasing by 20 MMT per
year (1). As a direct consequence of the
massive use of plastics in modern society,

plastic waste is accumulating, especially in and
around urbanized areas, where it often ends up
in waterways and is ultimately transported into
the ocean (2, 3). Because plastic polymers show
minimal biological degradation, they remain in
the environment for hundreds to thousands of

years, where they break down into smaller pieces
owing to ultraviolet radiation, physical forces, and
hydrolysis (4). Hence, plastic particles continue to
accumulate as small fragments (hereafter termed
microplastics, and defined as <5 mm in size)
throughout the world’s oceans (4, 5). Plastic de-
bris can affect marine biota both physically (e.g.,
by blocking the alimentary tract when ingested)
(6) and chemically (e.g., by leaching toxic pollu-
tants that are part of the plastics or that have
been absorbed by the plastic) (7).
To date, passive ingestion of plasticmicrodebris

by filter feeders is known to occur, but the eco-
logical significance of ingestion is poorly under-
stood (3, 4, 8). There is increasing concern that
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the accumulation of microplastic waste could
affect the functioning ofmarine ecosystems; how-
ever, the mechanisms by which effects will man-
ifest have not been identified. This is especially
true for eggs, embryos, and larvae
of aquatic organisms, which are par-
ticularly vulnerable to water-borne
pollutants owing to their limited
ability to regulate their internal en-
vironment (9). In particular, early
life stages of fishes are under strong
selection, driven by high rates of
predator-induced mortality (10, 11).
Hence, selection is often mediated
by antipredator behaviors and prox-
imate factors (e.g., feeding history
and growth) (12). To better under-
stand potential effects of microplas-
tic waste on the vulnerable younger
life stages of fish, we examined how
natural levels of microplastic par-
ticles affected the development, be-
havior, and survival of Eurasian perch
(Perca fluviatilis).
The abundance of microplas-

tic particles on the Swedish coast
is in the range of 150 to 2400
particles/m3 to 68,000 to 102,000
particles/m3, with average values
being 7000 to 10,000 plastic particles/
m3, based on zooplankton sam-
pling (net mesh size 10 to 300 mm)
(13, 14). Many juvenile fish are likely
to encounter high concentrations of
microplastic debris in their nursery
habitats, as microplastic pollutants
often accumulate in shallow coastal
habitats (13–15). Polystyrene is one
of the five major types of micro-
plastic debris found in the marine
environment (3, 16), and ingestion
of polystyrene particles has been
found to alter behaviors (17) and
disturb the fat metabolism in fresh-
water fishes (18). Hence, in the cur-
rent study, we used three different
concentrations of polystyrene micro-

plastic particles (90 mm): (i) no microplastics
(0 particles/m3), (ii) average microplastic con-
centration (10,000 particles/m3), and (ii) high
microplastic concentration (80,000 particles/

m3). Fish across all treatments were fed the
same concentrations of newly hatched Arte-
mia sp. nauplii twice daily (ad libitum, 75,000
nauplii/m3).

To assess direct chemical effects of
polystyrene microplastics on fish, we
collected fertilized egg strands of P.
fluviatilis from natural populations in
the Baltic Sea and placed them in
1000-ml glass aquaria that contained
one of the three microplastic concen-
trations and filtered estuarine water
(19). We then monitored the number
of successful hatching events over a
3-week period (N= 5with 58 to 60 eggs
per replicate aquaria). Overall, suc-
cessful hatching rates of fish were
significantly related to microplastic
concentration [analysis of variance
(ANOVA): F2,12 = 19.4, P = 0.0002].
Fish that were not exposed to micro-
plastics during egg development had
high hatching rates typical of most
teleosts [e.g., (20)], with 96% success-
fully hatching compared to eggs that
were exposed to polystyrene parti-
cles. Fish in the high-concentration
treatment had the lowest hatching
rates, at 81%, whereas fish exposed
to average microplastic concentra-
tions displayed hatching rates of 89%.
This suggests that polystyrene par-
ticles may be chemically affecting
larvae in both average and high con-
centrations, as exposure potentially
reduces hatching rates of fertilized
P. fluviatilis eggs.
Behavior is a crucial determinant

for essential fitness correlates (e.g.,
overall health), such as growth, re-
production, and survival (21). To in-
vestigate if exposure to microplastic
particles during the first weeks of
development altered fish behavior,
we measured activity rates [defined
as the number of lines crossed on a
grid (5 mm by 5 mm) present on the
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bottom of the aquarium], total distance moved
(total distance fish swam over the 3-min obser-
vation period), and the amount of time fish were
immobile (s) using standardized protocols (N =
36) (12, 22). We found clear effects of exposure
to polystyrene microplastics (average and high
concentrations) on behavior of 10-day-old fish
larvae [2-factor multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA): F6,180 = 8.47, P < 0.00001; Fig. 1, A to
C]. There was a nonsignificant effect of exposure
tank on behaviors of individual fish (2-factor
MANOVA; F39,267 = 0.99, P = 0.49). Hatched
larvae that were reared under control conditions
had higher activity rates (2-factor ANOVA: F2,92 =
7.24, P = 0.0012; Fig. 1A), swam greater distances
(2-factor ANOVA: F2,92 = 5.14, P = 0.0076; Fig. 1B),
and spent less time motionless (2-factor ANOVA:
F2,92 = 28.98, P < 0.00001; Fig. 1C) compared to
fish that were reared under microplastic treatment
conditions.
Early life-history stages of many aquatic or-

ganisms are inherently vulnerable to predators,
and an innate ability to detect predators is crit-
ical for survival (10–12). One way naïve prey
avoid predators is through an innate response to
damage-released chemical alarm cues, and al-
though the olfactory sense in larval fish is sen-
sitive to changes in habitat composition (22) and
ocean chemistry (23), it is unknown if olfac-
tory threat responses are affected by exposure to

microplastic pollutants. By recording behaviors of
fish from the three different microplastic treat-
ments before and after the injection of an alarm
cue, we could determine innate fear responses
of naïve 10-day-old P. fluviatilis (N = 12). We
found a strong influence of microplastic expo-
sure and concentration on the response of fish to
olfactory threat cues (2-factor MANOVA: F12,291 =
6.59,P<0.00001; Fig. 2, A to C). Fish reared under
control conditions displayed lowered activity rates
(2-factor ANOVA:F4,97 = 29.72,P< 0.0001; Fig. 2A),
decreases in distance moved (2-factor ANOVA:
F4,97 = 23.44, P < 0.0001; Fig. 2B), and a greater
incidence of freezing behavior (e.g., time immo-
bile: 2-factor ANOVA: F4,97 = 12.94, P < 0.0001;
Fig. 2C) in response to conspecific alarm cues.
Although there was a tendency of fish reared in
the average microplastic concentrations to dis-
play weaker threat responses compared to con-
trol fish, they still displayed significantly stronger
threat responses to chemical alarm cues com-
pared to the two control cue treatments (hetero-
specific skin extract and water controls; Tukey’s
HSD (honest significant difference) test P < 0.02;
Fig. 2, A toC). In contrast,P. fluviatilis larvae reared
in highmicroplastic concentrations did not exhib-
it an antipredator response when exposed to
threat cues compared to controls (Fig. 2, A to C).
To assess more direct ecological effects of mi-

croplastic exposure on fish, we measured indi-

vidual survival rates of 2-week-old larvae from
the different treatments when exposed to a nat-
ural and common predator on larval perch, ju-
venile pike (Esox lucius, 31 ± 1.5 mm total length).
Survival of fish was monitored every 2 to 6 hours
over a 24-hour period in mesocosms simulating
natural conditions (N = 45 to 47) (19). We found
that microplastic exposure during development
influenced survival rates of P. fluviatilis (c22,0,05 =
34.02, P < 0.0001). Survival of fish larvae was
highest andmost similar to natural survival rates
at this life stage [e.g., (20)] when reared under
control conditions,with 46%still alive after 24hours
(Fig. 3A). Fish reared in average microplastic con-
centrations had a lower survival rate, with 66%
consumed after 24 hours. Larvae reared in high
microplastic concentrations had the lowest sur-
vival rates, with 100% consumed by pike within
24 hours. Observed survival patterns in the cur-
rent study emphasize the importance of behav-
ioral responses to threat cues, as larval fish failing
to respond to conspecific alarmcues had threefold
(highmicroplastics = 37 out of 45) highermortality
rates compared to control larvae (nomicroplastics =
12 out of 47) in the first 10 hours after exposure to
a predator (Fig. 3A) (P < 0.001).
Two weeks after hatching, total length (mm)

differed significantly between fish exposed to the
different microplastic concentrations (2-factor
ANOVA: F2,45 = 17.16, P < 0.0001; Fig. 3B; N = 20).
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Fish reared in the highest microplastic concentra-
tions were significantly smaller (8.35 ± 0.07 mm)
than fish reared in average concentrations (8.89 ±
0.12 mm) or than those without exposure to mi-
croplastics (9.17 ± 0.1 mm). There was also a sig-
nificant difference in the number of ingested
microplastic particles between the three treat-
ments (2-factor ANOVA: F2,45 = 79.24, P < 0.0001;
Fig. 3C; N = 20). Larvae from the high micro-
plastics treatment had consumed an average of
7.15 ± 1.2 polystyrene particles, with stomachs
containing solely plastic particles. In contrast,
fish from the average microplastics treatment
consumed 1.4 ± 0.35 plastic particles but also
consumed the food source (Artemia sp. nauplii)
that was available at similar concentrations across
all three treatments. Fish that were reared inwater
that containednomicroplastics only hadArtemia
sp. nauplii in their stomachs (Fig. 3, E to J).
These results suggest that newly hatched larvae
favor microplastic particles over the more na-
tural food source of free-swimming zooplankton.
Other aquatic organisms have been found to
both passively and actively ingest plastic waste
(8, 24). Here it appears that larvae preferentially
feed on plastic particles.
Our results suggest that environmentally

relevant concentrations of microplastic particles
operate both chemically and physically on the
early life stages of perch. Not only are crucial
behaviors such as activity and feeding affected,
but innate responses to olfactory threat cues are
impaired. Such loss of predator-avoidance behav-
iors greatly increased predator-induced mortal-
ity rates of larvae.
Increases in microplastic pollution in the Bal-

tic Sea and marked recruitment declines of the
coastal keystone species (e.g., perch and pike)
have recently been observed (25). It has been sug-
gested that population decline is related to feed-
ing in the juvenile stage, where resource deficits
may have led to increased mortality (26). Our
study suggests a potential driver for the observed
decreased recruitment rate and increased mor-
tality. If early life-history stages of other species
are similarly affected by microplastics, and this
translates to increasedmortality rates, the effects
on aquatic ecosystems could be profound. Our
findings highlight ecologically important and pre-
viously underappreciated effects of microplastic
particles that enter marine ecosystems and em-
phasize the need for new management strat-
egies to control the release of microplastic waste
products.
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CELL REPROGRAMMING

Conversion of human fibroblasts
into functional cardiomyocytes by
small molecules
Nan Cao,1,2 Yu Huang,1 Jiashun Zheng,4,5 C. Ian Spencer,1 Yu Zhang,1,2 Ji-Dong Fu,6

Baoming Nie,1,2 Min Xie,1,2 Mingliang Zhang,1,2 Haixia Wang,1,2 Tianhua Ma,1,2

Tao Xu,1,2 Guilai Shi,1,2 Deepak Srivastava,1,3,4* Sheng Ding1,2*†

Reprogramming somatic fibroblasts into alternative lineages would provide a promising
source of cells for regenerative therapy. However, transdifferentiating human cells into specific
homogeneous, functional cell types is challenging. Here we show that cardiomyocyte-like
cells can be generated by treating human fibroblasts with a combination of nine compounds
that we term 9C. The chemically induced cardiomyocyte-like cells uniformly contracted and
resembled human cardiomyocytes in their transcriptome, epigenetic, and electrophysiological
properties. 9C treatment of human fibroblasts resulted in a more open-chromatin
conformation at key heart developmental genes, enabling their promoters and enhancers to
bind effectors of major cardiogenic signals. When transplanted into infarcted mouse hearts,
9C-treated fibroblasts were efficiently converted to chemically induced cardiomyocyte-like
cells. This pharmacological approach to lineage-specific reprogramming may have many
important therapeutic implications after further optimization to generate mature cardiac cells.

A
dvances in reprogramming enable the fate
of a cell to be changed, with potential appli-
cations for regenerative therapy. Cardio-
myocyte (CM)–like cells can be reprogrammed
from somatic fibroblasts by overexpression

of cardiac genes in vitro (1–6) and in vivo (5, 7–10).
However, efficiently transdifferentiating human
noncardiac cells into highly functional CMs has
remained a major challenge (1, 4, 6). In contrast to
conventional reprogramming by genetic methods,
a chemical reprogramming approach introduces
small molecules that interact with and modulate
endogenous factors in the starting cell type (e.g.,
fibroblast) in the absence of target cell type–specific
proteins. Small molecules have certain advantages

over genetic methods: They are convenient to use,
can be efficiently delivered into cells, provide
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greater temporal control, and are nonimmuno-
genic and more cost-effective. Moreover, their
effects can be fine-tuned by varying their con-
centrations and combinations. Here we report
the identification of a combination of small
molecules that enables reprogramming of human
fibroblasts into chemically induced functional
CMs (ciCMs) that uniformly display contractile
properties.
To induce cardiac reprogramming of human

fibroblasts, we used an established human fore-
skin fibroblast (HFF) line that contains no cardiac
cells, as assayed by quantitative reverse transcrip-
tase polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR), flow
cytometry, and immunofluorescence analyses (fig.
S1). HFFs were virally transduced with an alpha
myosin heavy chain (aMHC)–green fluorescent
protein (GFP) reporter (11) to specifically label
CMs. Based on the cell activation and signaling-
directed (CASD) reprogramming paradigm (12, 13),
we treated cells with compounds that induce or
enhance cellular reprogramming to alternative
fates (cell activation) in conjunction with cardio-
genic molecules (signaling-directed) to induce
cardiogenesis. We initially screened a collection
of 89 small molecules that are known to facil-
itate reprogramming (table S1). Each compound
was added to a baseline cocktail containing
SB431542, CHIR99021, parnate, and forskolin,
which enabled cardiac reprogramming in an
earlier study when combined with a single gene,
Oct4 (13). Cells were treated with the various
small-molecule cocktails for 6 days and then
cultured for 5 days in an optimized cardiac in-
duction medium (CIM) containing the cardio-
genic molecules activin A, bone morphogenetic
protein 4 (BMP4), vascular endothelial growth
factor, and CHIR99021 (fig. S2A). Positive hits

that enhanced cardiogenic gene expression (as
assayed by qRT-PCR) after CIM treatment were
identified and further tested in different combi-
nations. Cells were then re-plated in human CM–
conditioned medium, which may provide cardiac
paracrine signals that mimic the in vivo environ-
ment for further maturation (14). After iterative
rounds of testing, we found that a combination
of 15 compounds (termed 15C) generated about
five aMHC-GFP–positive clusters that beat spon-
taneously from 3 × 105 re-plated cells at day 30
(Fig. 1A), indicating reprogramming toward the
cardiac fate.
To identify indispensable factors in 15C, we

removed compounds one by one and treated
cells with the remaining compounds. The number
of beating clusters was significantly reduced by
removal of CHIR99021, A83-01, BIX01294, AS8351,
SC1, Y27632, or OAC2 (Fig. 1B). Together, these
seven compounds (7C) were sufficient and neces-
sary to efficiently induce cardiac reprogramming
(Fig. 1C). We then screened a larger in-house–
generated library containing ~300 modulators of
signaling pathways, including known inhibitors
of kinases, phosphatases, and other signaling re-
ceptors, with 7C as the baseline. Two inhibitors
of the platelet-derived growth factor pathway,
SU16F and JNJ10198409 (JNJ), accelerated the
down-regulation of fibroblast genes (fig. S3) and
increased the yield of beating clusters (Fig. 1D).
These two inhibitors were added to 7C (9C) for
subsequent assays after optimization of dosage
and treatment duration (table S2 and fig. S4). At
day 30, 6.6 ± 0.4% of the 9C-treated cells ex-
pressed the CMmarker cardiac troponin T (cTNT),
with a yield of up to 1.2 cTNT+ CMs per input
HFF. Removal of any of the nine compounds
markedly reduced the induction efficiency (Fig.

1E and fig. S2B). 9C reprogrammed human fetal
lung fibroblasts (HLFs) into ciCMs with compa-
rable efficiency (fig. S5).
Cardiogenesis involves sequential induction of

mesoderm, cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs), and
CMs (15). This developmental sequence, which is
apparent in the differentiation of human pluri-
potent stem cells (hPSCs) (16–18), was observed
during 9C-induced conversion of HFFs into ciCMs.
After exposure to CIM, up to 27.9 ± 4.0% of the
9C-treated cells started to express a key meso-
derm marker, KDR (fig. S6). These cells initiated
a cardiogenic program by sequentially expressing
mesoderm, CPC, and CM genes (figs. S7 and S8)
and ultimately became beating ciCMs (fig. S6).
Expression of CPC genes, particularly markers of
second but not first heart field progenitors, was
further confirmed by qRT-PCR and immuno-
fluorescence analysis in 9C-treated cells (figs. S8A
and S9). Small contracting clusters of ciCMs began
to appear around day 20, continued to beat in
culture (movies S1 and S2), and expressed specific
CM markers (figs. S5 and S8B). Thus, they closely
resembled CMs derived from hPSCs (hPSC-CMs)
(fig. S1G).
Although new reprogramming protocols are

improving cell yield, cardiac cells generated by
genetic methods are heterogeneous, with only
about 0.1% of genetically reprogrammed human
iCMs achieving a high degree of reprogramming,
as characterized by beating spontaneously,
displaying cardiac action potentials, and expres-
sing multiple cardiac genes uniformly in vitro
(10). In contrast, we found that more than 97%
of the ciCMs spontaneously beat and uniformly
expressed multiple cardiac structural proteins,
similar to hPSC-CMs (fig. S10). The homogeneity
of ciCMs was further confirmed by single-cell
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Fig. 1. ciCMs from HFFs. (A) A representative contracting cluster induced by 15C at reprogramming day 30 (D30). Scale bars, 100 mm. (B to E) Number of
contracting clusters (B to D) and flow cytometry analyses of cTNT (E) under the indicated conditions (n = 3). Aminus (plus) sign indicates removal from (addition
to) the small-molecule combination.The red dashed line indicates values of 15C (B), 7C [(C) and (D)], and 9C (E). Plotted are means with standard errors. *P <
0.05 versus 15C (B), 7C (C and D), or 9C (E). #P < 0.05 versus +SU16F/JNJ.
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Fig. 3. ciCMs acquire transcriptional signatures of nor-
mal CMs. (A) Hierarchical clustering analysis of genes that
were differently expressed in fibroblasts and fetal CMs, across
all tested cell types.GO, gene ontology. On the horizontal axis,
1 and 2 indicate duplicate samples. (B) Cell and tissue clas-
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Fig. 2. Structural and functional characterization of ciCMs. (A) Immunofluorescence analyses of CMmarkers. Insets show boxed areas at higher magnifica-
tion. Scale bars, 25 mm. (B) Representative traces of ventricular-like action potentials andCa2+ transients. Em,membrane potential. Dashed lines indicate 0mV. F/F0,
fluorescence relative to the baseline.
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qRT-PCR analyses, which revealed little, if any,
difference in the expression levels of cardiac genes
among individual ciCMs (fig. S11). Collectively,
these results confirm that ciCMs are highly re-
programmed and largely homogeneous.

Next, we further characterized ciCMs that were
reprogrammed fromHFFs (HFF-CMs) andHLFs
(HLF-CMs). Immunofluorescence and transmis-
sionelectronmicroscopy revealed that ciCMsexhib-
itedwell-organized sarcomeres, closely resembling

those of hPSC-CMs (Fig. 2A and fig. S12). ciCMs
also highly expressed genes involved in CM func-
tion, including those that encode atrial natri-
uretic factor, connexin 43, Cav3.2, HCN4, and
Kir2.1 (Fig. 2A and fig. S13). Intracellular electrical
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Fig. 4. 9C-treated fibroblasts convert into CMs in vivo. Immunofluorescence analyses of heart sections after transplantation of control (left) or 9C-treated
(right) HFFs. Insets show boxed areas at higher magnification. Scale bars, 100 mm.
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recordings from ciCMs at reprogramming days
45 to 50 revealed robust action potentials that
were synchronized (1:1) with rhythmic Ca2+ tran-
sients (Fig. 2B and fig. S14, A and B), similar to
hPSC-CMs (19); this suggests that ciCMs, in
addition to being highly reprogrammed, are com-
parable in maturity to hPSC-CMs. Most ciCMs
exhibited ventricular-like action potentials and
expressed ventricular but not atrial CM markers
(Fig. 2B and fig. S14). Moreover, ciCMs responded
to caffeine (a ryanodine receptor agonist), iso-
proterenol (a b-adrenergic agonist), and carba-
chol (a muscarinic agonist) (fig. S15). Thus, ciCMs
are functional in vitro and possess electrophys-
iological features that are similar to those of
hPSC-CMs.
We next compared the transcriptomes of ciCMs,

their parental fibroblasts, hPSC-CMs, purified hu-
man fetal CMs (1), and primary human heart tis-
sue (20) by microarray analyses. ciCMs, hPSC-CMs,
human fetal CMs, and primary heart tissue dis-
played transcriptional profiles that differed from
those of the fibroblasts (Fig. 3 and fig. S16, A
and B). The genes that were most significantly
up-regulated in ciCMs were related to CM func-
tion and heart development; genes for fibroblast
function, such as cell proliferation and motility,
were down-regulated in ciCMs (fig. S16, C and
D, and fig. S17).
We examined the expression of several

maturation-related genes that are distinctly ex-
pressed during cardiogenesis (20). ciCMs closely
resembled hPSC-CMs in a hierarchical clustering
analysis (fig. S18A), and both CM types had a
similar expression pattern of a-smooth muscle
actin and ventricular myosin light chain 2v, two
maturation-related markers (21) (fig. S14, C and
D, and fig. S18B), indicating that ciCMs acquire
maturity similar to that of hPSC-CMs. To deter-
mine whether the ciCMs had an established CM-
like chromatin state, we analyzed histone and
DNA methylation status in the promoter regions
of several fibroblast and cardiac genes and found
that ciCMs gained key epigenetic features similar
to those of hPSC-CMs (fig. S19). Furthermore,
ciCMs were directly reprogrammed without going
through a PSC-like state (fig. S20) and maintained
genomic stability relative to their parental fibro-
blasts (fig. S21).
Next, we investigated whether the diseased-

heart niche would support the generation of
ciCMs. HFFs harboring the aMHC-GFP reporter
were treated with 9C for 6 days and then with
CIM for 5 days and transplanted into the infarcted
hearts of immunodeficient mice. HFFs not treated
with 9C served as the negative control. Two weeks
after transplantation, 9C-treated HFFs (identified
by human-specific lamin A/C staining) robustly
expressed CM markers, exhibited well-organized
sarcomeres, and partially remuscularized the
infarcted area (Fig. 4). These results suggest that
9C-treated cells are compatible with the diseased-
heart environment and can further mature into
CMs in vivo under these conditions.
We hypothesized that 9C promotes an epige-

netic state characterized by open chromatin, which
renders cells responsive to extrinsic cardiogenic

signals. We observed a decrease in the number
of heterochromatin foci (densely stained for
H3K9me3 and HP1g) in 9C-treated HFFs (Fig.
5A and fig. S22). Thus, 9C treatment appears to
decondense closed chromatin regions in HFFs,
possibly creating a more euchromatic structure
at loci that are important for cardiogenesis. To
assess this mechanism further, we analyzed the
genome-wide epigenetic changes by chromatin
immunoprecipitation–sequencing (ChIP-seq) anal-
ysis of H3K4me3 and H3K27ac (active chromatin
marks) and H3K27me3 (inactive chromatin mark)
at reprogramming days 6 and 11. We observed a
dynamic loss of most of the H3K27me3 and
specific gain of H3K4me3 among a subset of
genomic loci during reprogramming (Fig. 5B).
These genes were frequently related to develop-
mental processes and cell differentiation (fig. S23).
More specifically, we observed a significantly in-
creased enrichment of H3K4me3 and H3K27ac
on a cohort of heart developmental genes during
reprogramming, whereas the deposition of
H3K27me3 was down-regulated (Fig. 5C and
fig. S24). Consistently, 9C enabled the binding
of b-catenin and Smad1 (effectors of the major
cardiogenic signals Wnt and BMP, respectively)
to core promoters and enhancers of key heart
development genes (Fig. 5, D and E). Thus, 9C
appeared to convert the passive chromatin state
of fibroblasts into a more euchromatic state,
increasing chromatin accessibility on core cardio-
genesis gene loci and thereby facilitating cardiac
reprogramming (Fig. 5F).
We next investigated the role of the repro-

gramming compound AS8351. AS8351 and its
functional analogs affect epigenetic modifica-
tions (22, 23) by competing with a-ketoglutarate
(a-KG) for chelating iron [Fe(II)] in certain
epigenetic enzymes, such as the JmjC domain–
containing histone demethylases (JmjC-KDMs)
that require a-KG and iron as co-factors (24).
We hypothesized that AS8351’s effects on cardiac
reprogramming might in part be mediated through
modulation of a specific JmjC-KDM. To test this
hypothesis, we abrogated each of the 22 genes in
the JmjC-KDM family by small hairpin RNAs and
found that only knocking down KDM5B or using a
KDM5B inhibitor (PBIT) could phenocopy AS8351
in generating ciCMs (fig. S25), suggesting that
KDM5B might be a target of AS8351. KDM5B
catalyzes the demethylation of tri-, di-, and mono-
methylation states of H3K4 and facilitates het-
erochromatin formation (24). Consistent with the
overall effect of 9C on reopening the closed
chromatin structure, inhibition of KDM5B may
facilitate this process and sustain the active
chromatin marks (i.e., H3K4 methylation) at
specific genomic loci.
Our study shows that reprogrammed and func-

tional lineage-specific cells can be generated from
human fibroblasts by defined small molecules and
growth factors. This study not only achieved con-
siderably higher-quality human iCMs than those
previously reported but also provides a chemical
approach, free of foreign genetic material, that
may be adapted to generate multiple cell types.
ciCMs are functionally comparable to PSC-CMs,

although generating fully mature CMs remains a
critical challenge for cardiac regenerative thera-
pies. An important feature of ciCM induction is
that, in response to signals mimicking the para-
crine environment in the in vivo heart, 9C-treated
cells are induced to become CMs. This finding
may ultimately provide a foundation for in situ
repair of the heart by targeting endogenous
cardiac fibroblasts with small molecules. However,
many challenges (e.g., reprogramming efficiency
and tissue-specific delivery of multiple drugs in an
efficient and controllable manner) need to be
resolved before this strategy can be considered
for in vivo therapeutic applications. Additional
studies are needed to determine whether un-
intended genomic changes occur in ciCM sub-
populations and to investigate how to increase
the maturity of ciCMs. Furthermore, a better
understanding is needed of the underlying mech-
anisms for this reprogramming.
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ADP-ribose–derived nuclear ATP
synthesis by NUDIX5 is required for
chromatin remodeling
Roni H. G. Wright,1,2 Antonios Lioutas,1,2 Francois Le Dily,1,2 Daniel Soronellas,1,2

Andy Pohl,1,2 Jaume Bonet,2,3 A. S. Nacht,1,2 Sara Samino,4,5 Jofre Font-Mateu,1,2

Guillermo P. Vicent,1,2 Michael Wierer,1,2* Miriam A. Trabado,6 Constanze Schelhorn,7

Carlo Carolis,6 Maria J. Macias,7,8 Oscar Yanes,4,5 Baldo Oliva,2,3 Miguel Beato1,2†

Key nuclear processes in eukaryotes, including DNA replication, repair, and gene
regulation, require extensive chromatin remodeling catalyzed by energy-consuming
enzymes. It remains unclear how the ATP demands of such processes are met in response
to rapid stimuli. We analyzed this question in the context of the massive gene regulation
changes induced by progestins in breast cancer cells and found that ATP is generated in
the cell nucleus via the hydrolysis of poly(ADP-ribose) to ADP-ribose. In the presence of
pyrophosphate, ADP-ribose is used by the pyrophosphatase NUDIX5 to generate nuclear
ATP. The nuclear source of ATP is essential for hormone-induced chromatin remodeling,
transcriptional regulation, and cell proliferation.

T
he nucleus of human cells requires a sub-
stantial amount of energy to replicate or to
repair the genome and to reprogram gene
expression in response to external cues, en-
suring genome accessibility to mediate the

extensive changes in chromatin and nucleosome
organization (1). The assumption is that nuclear
energetic demands are met by adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) from themitochondria. Although this
may be the case in steady-state situations, it may
not be sufficient for sudden extensive changes in
cromatin, and nearly 60 years ago it was proposed
thatATPcouldbegenerated in isolatednuclei (2,3).
To address this issue, we measured ATP levels

in living breast cancer cells by means of ATP/
ADP ratio detectors targeted to the cell nucleus,
mitochondria, or cytosol (4) (fig. S1, A to D). Pro-
gestin (R5020) exposure induced an increase of
this ratio in some cell nuclei (Fig. 1A and fig. S1, E
and F), a behavior that was not observed in cells
exposed to solvent (EtOH) (Fig. 1B, right panel,
and fig. S1G). Cells showing increased nuclear
ATP also exhibited activated progesterone recep-
tor (phospho-PR), whereas those with unchanged
nuclear ATP levels were not hormone-responsive
(Fig. 1C).

Increased nuclear ATP was confirmed in
the cell population by means of luciferase con-
structs (5) (fig. S1, H to J) and was compromised
by inhibiting mitochondrial ATP production
(Fig. 1D and fig. S1K), but not by inhibiting
glycolysis with 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2DG) or 3-(3-
pyridinyl)-1-(4-pyridinyl)-2-propen-1-one (3PO)
(fig. S1, L to O). In response to glucose, dif-
fusion of mitochondrial ATP led to an increase
in nuclear ATP (fig. S1P). This increase could
be inhibited by oligomycin (fig. S1Q), leading
to rapid depletion of nuclear ATP; such a re-
sult indicates that the nucleus contains a finite
pool of ATP. However, in cells exposed to hor-
mone, nuclear ATP continued to increase even
when mitochondrial ATP production was in-
hibited by oligomycin 10 min after hormone
addition (fig. S1R). Thus, mitochondrial ATP
is required only during the initial minutes of hor-
mone response.
Progestin leads to global changes in gene ex-

pressionand chromatin remodeling inT47Dbreast
cancer cells, a process that is dependent on a
transient increase of PARP1-mediated poly (ADP-
ribose) (PAR) (6–10) (Fig. 2A). PARP1 inhibition
prevented the accumulation of PAR, whereas in-
hibition of PAR glycohydrolase (PARG) resulted in
its persistence (Fig. 2, A andB, and fig. S2, A andB).
The concomitant transient decrease in cellular
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) could
be blocked by PARP inhibition (Fig. 2C). Both
PAR and NAD+ levels eventually returned to the
basal state in a PARG-dependent process (Fig. 2,
B and C). Hormone-induced nuclear ATP increase
was dependent on PARP1 and PARG (Fig. 2, D
and E, and fig. S2, C to F); no significant changes
in mitochondrial or cytoplasmic ATP levels were
observed (fig. S2, C to E). Specific siRNA (small
interfering RNA) knockdown showed that this
nuclear ATP is dependent on PARP1 and not on
other PARP family members (fig. S2G). Thus,

both the formation of PAR and its degradation to
ADP-ribose (ADPR) are required for the increase
in nuclear ATP levels.
PARP1 activity depends on the nuclear NAD

synthase NMNAT1, which uses ATP frommito-
chondria (11). NMNAT1 depletion blocked the
increase in nuclear ATP (Fig. 2, E and F, and fig.
S2, H and I), explaining the inhibitory effect of
oligomycin before but not after hormone expo-
sure (Fig. 1D and fig. S1N). We hypothesize that
after ~10 min of hormone exposure, sufficient
NAD+ has been accumulated (Fig. 2B) to sustain
the generation of ADPR and nuclear ATP.
Proteomic analysis ofmaterial immunoprecip-

itated with a PAR antibody in control cells and
cells exposed to hormone (Fig. 3A and fig. S3A)
revealed 1091poly-ADP-ribosylatedorPAR-binding
proteins (table S2). We focused on hormone-
induced proteins involved in ADP and ADPR
metabolism and identified the ADP-sugar pyro-
phosphatase NUDIX5 (also known as NUDT5)
(12). Because NUDIX5 interacts with both PAR
and PARG (fig. S3B), is overexpressed in breast
cancer (fig. S3, C to F), and is the most abundant
NUDIX family member in T47D cells (fig. S3G),
we explored its involvement in nuclear ATP
generation. NUDIX5 depletion (Fig. 3B) did not
affect the mRNA levels of other NUDIX family
members (fig. S3H) but markedly reduced the
hormonal increase in nuclear ATP without af-
fecting mitochondrial or cytoplasmic ATP (Fig.
3B and fig. S3I).
After incubation of recombinant NUDIX5 (fig.

S4A) with ADPR and pyrophosphate (PPi), we
detected the production of AMP and ATP both
directly by mass spectrometry (Fig. 3C) and in-
directly (fig. S4, B and C). In the absence of PPi,
ATP generation with wild-type NUDIX5 and the
catalytically inactive NUDIX5 mutant (EQ112)
was comparable (fig. S4C). PPi partially decreased
the efficiency of the canonical hydrolytic reaction
generating AMP (fig. S4D). We observed ATP
generation by NUDIX5 starting from labeled
PAR in vitro, a reaction dependent on PARG and
PPi (Fig. 3D and fig. S4, E and F). ATP synthesis
is endergonic under standard conditions (DGm =
12.3 ± 7.3 kJ/mol) (fig. S4G), and synthesis of AMP
(DGm = –22.2 ± 7.3 kJ/mol) is prevailing. There-
fore, we hypothesize that ATP synthesis may re-
sult from increased concentrations of ADPR and
PPi and possibly from posttranslational modifi-
cations of NUDIX5.
NUDIX5 is a homodimer (13). Phosphoproteo-

mic analysis showed thatNUDIX5 is phosphoryl-
ated at Thr45 (T45) before hormone treatment
(fig. S5A). A NUDIX5 phospho-T45–specific an-
tibody showed a decrease in phosphoNUDIX5
after hormone treatment (Fig. 3E). T45 phos-
phorylation is important for homodimer sta-
bility, and dephosphorylation resulted in its
destabilization (Fig. 3, E and G, and movies S1
and S2), eventually facilitating ATP synthesis.
Overexpressed NUDIX5 T45 phosphomimetic
mutant (T45D) behaved as dominant negative
for hormone-induced cell proliferation and gene
regulation (Fig. 3H and fig. S5B). Relative to both
wild-type NUDIX5 and the phospho-null mutant
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Fig. 1. ATP levels increase in the nuclei of live T47D cells after hormone treatment.
(A) Representative YFP/CFP ratio images of Nuc-ATeam treated with hormone.
(B) Hierarchical clustering of YFP/CFP average ratio from nuclei treated with

hormone (left) or solvent (EtOH) (right). (C) Quantification of data presented in (B). Cluster I “responders” show increases in both nuclear ATP and phospho-PR
S294; cluster II “nonresponders” show no increase in nuclear ATPor phospho-PR S294. Scale bar, 10 mm; arrows indicate the cells imaged. (D) Bioluminescence
image of T47D cells treated with progestin, with (+) or without (–) prior oligomycin treatment.
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Fig. 2. Effect of PAR synthesis and degradation on the hormonal increase in nuclear ATP levels. (A and B) PAR levels after
hormone treatment for 30 min, measured by immunofluorescence (A) or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (B) in the absence
(control) or presence of PARP inhibitors (PARPi) or PARG inhibitors (PARGi). DAPI, 4´,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. (C) NAD+ levels
in cells exposed to hormone alone (control) or in the presence of PARPi or PARGi (mean ± SEM). (D) Representative bio-
luminescence image of nuclear ATP levels in the absence (control) or presence of PARPi (3AB) or PARGi (TA) or knockdown of
PARP1 (siPARP1) or PARG (siPARG). (E) Quantification (mean ± SEM) of ATP measurements after PARP1 (olaparib, 3AB,
siPARP1), PARG (TA, siPARG), and NMNAT1 inhibition. (F) Knockdown of NMNAT1 quantified by Western blot.
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T45A-NUDIX5, phospho-mimetic T45D-NUDIX5
strongly resisted conformational changes (fig.
S5, C and D). Moreover, both wild-type and T45A-
NUDIX5 (fig. S4A) generated ATP in the presence
of PPi, whereas T45D-NUDIX5 did not (fig. S5E).
In contrast, AMP generation by T45 mutants was
only slightly affected by PPi (fig. S5, F to J; Kd

values: wild type, 3.90 ± 0.41 mM; T45A, 4.44 ±
0.53 mM; T45D, 1.84 ± 1.07 mM).

We next explored the requirement of nuclear
ATP for gene regulation. PARG inhibition or
NUDIX5 depletion compromised regulation of
50% of hormone-responsive genes, with a clear
overlap (Fig. 4A). Themajority (70%) ofNUDIX5-
and PARG-dependent genes required both ac-
tivities, and most of these genes also depended
on poly-ADP-ribosylation (Fig. 4B). Progestin-
induced cell proliferation is abrogated by in-

hibition of PAR formation (9) and by depletion
of PARG or NUDIX5 (Fig. 4C). Estrogen-induced
MCF7 breast cancer cells showed increases in
PAR and nuclear ATP that were dependent on
the activities of PARP, PARG, and NUDIX5
(fig. S5, A to D). Gene expression changes and
cell proliferation in response to estrogen were
also dependent on these enzymes (Fig. 4, C
and D).
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Fig. 3. Role of NUDIX5 in ATP synthesis in cell nuclei and in vitro. (A)
Proteins captured by an antibody to PAR and identified by mass spectrometry.
(B) Left: Quantification (mean ± SEM) of nuclear ATP by bioluminescence in
cells depleted of NUDIX5 (NUDIX5i). Right: Protein levels measured by Western
blot. (C) Relative ATP levels measured by high-resolution mass spectrometry
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(E) Phospho-T45 NUDIX5 in T47Dwt cells measured by Western blot (top) or
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(2.2 × 10–4), and t distributions (4.14 × 10–4). (H) T45D-NUDIX5 mutant behaves as dominant negative upon progesterone-induced gene expression; values are
means ± SEM.
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In response to progestin, initial displacement
of histone H1 or H2A is dependent on PARP1
activity (10) but independent of PARG or NUDIX5,
whereas later displacement depends on all three
activities (fig. S6, E and F). Thus, initial nucleo-
some remodeling uses an already existing pool of
nuclear ATP (Fig. 1), whereas the subsequent re-
modeling steps depend on PAR-derived nuclear
ATP. The extent of global chromatin remodeling
(H1, H2A) and recruitment of PARP1 and the
ATPase bromodomain PHD finger transcrip-
tion factor (BPTF) correlates well with the
need for nuclear ATP (Fig. 4, E to G), which is
required for extensiveATP-dependent chromatin
remodeling.
In breast cancer cells, PR interacts with PARP1

(10) andwith the DNA-dependent protein kinase
Ku (14), which suggests that PAR and ATP could

be involved in DNA repair (15–17). Indeed, sur-
vival of MCF7 cells after DNA damage is depen-
dent on PARP1, PARG, and NUDIX5 (fig. S7, A
and B). There is evidence that hormone-induced
gene expression changes, and the torsional stress
endured by the chromatin is relieved by local DNA
cleavage (18). After damage, PAR could serve as
a local source of ATP for the extensive chroma-
tin remodeling associated with the repair process.
Recently it was shown that PAR acts as a

“seed” during nuclear compartmentalization by
liquid demixing (19); such transient molecular
sieves mediated by intrinsically disordered pro-
teins may also provide a local favorable envi-
ronment for ATP generation by NUDIX5. These
so-called “membraneless” organelles may serve
to concentrate not only the enzymes but also the
substrates required for ATP generation, leading

to a local increase and specific environment for
chromatin remodeling and/or repair.
Our work describes a mechanism for energy

generation in the nuclei of breast cancer cells
exposed to hormone. The high energetic cost of
global chromatin modification is covered via the
conversion of ADPR to ATP and ribose-5-phosphate
catalyzedby thedephosphorylated formofNUDIX5.
The pathway is ignited by mitochondrial ATP re-
quired for NMNAT1-mediated synthesis of NAD+,
which is converted to PAR by activated PARP1
and hydrolyzed to ADPR by PARG (fig. S7, C and
D). Nuclear ATP levels increase after hormone
exposure independently of ongoingmitochondrial
and cytoplasmic ATP sources but dependent on
nuclear ADPR and PPi. This nuclear ATP is re-
quired for chromatin remodeling, transcriptional
regulation, and ultimately cell proliferation.
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WISP1, ABCC5, GPR81) expression in the absence (control) or presence of
PARPi or PARGi or after NUDIX5 depletion; values are means ± SEM. (E and F)
Global analysis of H2A (E) and H1 (F) displacement as assessed by chromatin
immunoprecipitation sequencing; *P = 0.018. (G) Recruitment of RNA poly-
merase II (Pol II), PR, PARP1, or BPTF to promoters of progesterone target
genes, dependent (dep) or independent (inde) of NUDIX5 activity.
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NUDIX5 overexpression in cancer patients cor-
relates with a poor outcome in several cancer
types, including breast cancer (fig. S8, A and B).
The correlation with high expression of PARP1
(fig. S8C) may suggest that cancer cells depend
on nuclear ATP generation. Hence, NUDIX5 is
a promising target for PARP1 combinatorial
drug therapy (20).
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RNA TRANSCRIPTION

TT-seq maps the human
transient transcriptome
Björn Schwalb,1* Margaux Michel,1* Benedikt Zacher,2* Katja Frühauf,3 Carina Demel,1

Achim Tresch,4,5 Julien Gagneur,2†‡ Patrick Cramer1,3‡

Pervasive transcription of the genome produces both stable and transient RNAs.We developed
transient transcriptome sequencing (TT-seq), a protocol that uniformly maps the entire range
of RNA-producing units and estimates rates of RNA synthesis and degradation. Application
of TT-seq to human K562 cells recovers stable messenger RNAs and long intergenic noncoding
RNAs and additionally maps transient enhancer, antisense, and promoter-associated RNAs.
TT-seq analysis shows that enhancer RNAs are short-lived and lack U1 motifs and secondary
structure.TT-seq also maps transient RNA downstream of polyadenylation sites and uncovers
sites of transcription termination; we found, on average, four transcription termination sites,
distributed in awindowwith amedianwidthof ~3300basepairs.Termination sites coincidewith
a DNA motif associated with pausing of RNA polymerase before its release from the genome.

T
ranscription of eukaryotic genomes produces
protein-coding mRNAs and diverse non-
coding RNAs (ncRNAs), including enhancer
RNAs (eRNAs) (1, 2). Most ncRNAs are rap-
idly degraded, difficult to detect, and thus

far have not been mappable in their full range.
Mapping of transient RNAs is required, however,
for analysis of RNA sequence, function, and fate.

We developed transient transcriptome sequenc-
ing (TT-seq), a protocol that maps transcription-
ally active regions and enables estimation of RNA
synthesis and degradation rates. TT-seq is based
on 4sU-seq, which involves a brief exposure of
cells to the nucleoside analog 4-thiouridine (4sU)
(Fig. 1A) (3). 4sU is incorporated into RNA during
transcription, and the resulting 4sU-labeled RNAs
are isolated and sequenced. 4sU-seq is more sen-
sitive than RNA-seq in detecting transient RNAs.
However, 4sU-seq fails to map human transcripts
uniformly, because only a short 3′ region of nas-
cent transcripts is labeled during a 5-min expo-
sure to 4sU, and the long preexisting 5′ regions
dominate the sequencing data. To remove this
5′ bias, TT-seq uses RNA fragmentation before
isolation of labeled RNA fragments (Fig. 1A).
Thus, TT-seq measures only newly transcribed
RNA fragments and provides the number of
polymerases transcribing a genomic position
within 5 min.
When applied to human K562 cells, TT-seq

samples newly transcribed regions uniformly,

whereas 4sU-seq produces a 5′ bias (fig. S1A).
The coverage of short-lived introns with respect
to exons is estimated (4) to be 60% for TT-seq,
whereas it is 23 and 8% for 4sU-seq and RNA-seq,
respectively (figs. S1A and S2). TT-seq is highly
reproducible (fig. S3) and enables complete map-
ping of transcribed regions, complementing the
GRO-cap (5) and CAGE (6) protocols, which det-
ect RNA 5′ ends (Fig. 1B). TT-seq monitors RNA
synthesis, whereas protocols such as PRO-seq
(7), NET-seq (8), and mNET-seq (9) detect RNAs
attached to polymerase. Therefore, the latter
protocols yield peak signals near the promoter
where polymerase pauses (Fig. 1B), whereas TT-seq
does not. For paused and active genes (10), TT-seq
reveals higher rates of RNA synthesis near the
promoter relative to other regions (fig. S1B).
Using TT-seq data and the segmentation algo-

rithm GenoSTAN (4, 11), we identified 21,874
genomic intervals of apparently uninterrupted
transcription (transcriptional units, TUs) (Fig. 2
and fig. S4A). TT-seq is highly sensitive, recovering
65% of transcription start sites (TSSs) obtained
by GRO-cap (overlapping annotations within
± 400 bp) (5). A total of 8543 TUs overlapped
GENCODE annotations (12) in the sense direc-
tion of transcription (50% reciprocal overlap of
annotated regions; fig. S4B). This analysis de-
tected 7810 mRNAs, 302 long intergenic non-
coding RNAs (lincRNAs), and 431 antisense RNAs
(asRNA). The 2916 TUs that shared less than 50%
of their length with GENCODE annotations were
not classified. The remaining 10,415 TUs (48%)
represented newly detected ncRNAs that we
characterized further.
Transcripts arise from promoters but also from

enhancers, which are regulatory elements with
characteristic chromatin modifications (13, 14).
To detect chromatin regions comprising putative
enhancers and promoters (chromatin states),
we applied GenoSTAN (11) to ENCODE ChIP-seq
(chromatin immunoprecipitation–sequencing) data
(15) for the coactivator p300 and a series of
histone modifications (H3K27me3, H3K36me3,
H4K20me1, H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, and
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H3K27ac) and to deoxyribonuclease I hyper-
sensitivity data (fig. S5A). Of the resulting strong
enhancer state regions, 81% overlapped at least
one TSS from GRO-cap (5) and 68% overlapped
a polymerase II (Pol II) peak (15), compared with
52 and 37%, respectively, for ENCODE enhancer
states (fig. S5, B to D).
The 10,415 nonannotated TUs were classified

based on GenoSTAN-derived chromatin states
and their positions relative to known GENCODE
annotations (fig. S6A). TUs within 1 kilo–base
pair (kbp) of a GENCODE mRNA TSS included
685 upstream antisense RNAs (uaRNAs) (16) and
778 convergent RNAs (conRNAs) (8). The 3115
TUs on the strand opposite an mRNA were clas-
sified as asRNAs when they were more than
1 kbp away from the GENCODE TSS. Remaining
TUs were grouped according to their GenoSTAN
chromatin state at their TSS. The 2580 TUs that
originated from promoter state regions (4) were

classified as short intergenic ncRNAs (sincRNAs)
(fig. S6B). Most sincRNAs (67%) were located
within 10 kbp of a GENCODE mRNA TSS. The
remaining 3257 TUs originated from enhancer
state regions (4) and were classified as eRNAs
(13, 14). The newly mapped ncRNAs are short
(fig. S6C). On average, lincRNAs are five times
as long as sincRNAs, and eRNAs have a median
length of ~1000 nucleotides.
Kinetic modeling of TT-seq and RNA-seq data

enabled us to estimate rates of RNA synthesis
and degradation (Fig. 3 and fig. S7A) (4). We
estimated rates of phosphodiester bond forma-
tion or breakage at each transcribed position and
averaged these within TUs, thus obtaining es-
timates of relative transcription rates and RNA
stabilities (4). We found that mRNAs and lincRNAs
had the highest synthesis rates and longest half-
lives. We determined a median mRNA half-life
of ~50 min, compared with a previous estimate

of ~139 min (17). Other transcript classes had
low synthesis rates and short half-lives, ex-
plaining why short ncRNAs are difficult to detect.
eRNAs had half-lives of a few minutes, consistent
with prior data (17). Short RNA half-lives cor-
related with a lack of secondary structure (fig.
S7B). The folding energy of eRNAs was com-
parable to the genomic background level (fig.
S7C), and only 10% of their sequence was pre-
dicted to be structured, compared with 52% in
mRNAs (fig. S7D).
We further found differences in transcription

from promoters versus from enhancers (2). En-
hancers showed lower occupancy of initiation
factors TBP and TAF1 than mRNA promoters
did (12- and 3.5-fold less, respectively; P < 10−16,
Fisher’s exact test), whereas TFIIB and TFIIF
had similar occupancies in enhancers and pro-
moters. Occupancies were also similar for fac-
tors involved in polymerase pausing, such as
NELF-E and the P-TEFb subunit cyclin T2 (fig.
S8A). Synthesis of eRNAs terminated early (fig.
S6C), probably because eRNAs are not enriched in
U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein–binding sites
(U1 signals; GGUAAG, GUGAGU, or GGUGAG)
that can counteract early termination and lead
to RNA stabilization (18–20). eRNAs contained
U1 signals at the genomic background level
(47%), whereas mRNAs were enriched (69%; P <
10−16) (fig. S8B). In all transcript classes, longer
RNAs were enriched with U1 signals in the first
1000 nucleotides (fig. S8C), suggesting that evo-
lution of stable RNAs generally involves acquisi-
tion of U1 signals.
TT-seq also enabled us to uncover transcrip-

tion termination sites (TTSs). TT-seq detected
transient RNA downstream of the polyadenyla-
tion (pA) site (Figs. 1B and 4 and fig. S9). Such
RNA is difficult to detect because RNA cleavage
at the pA site leads to an unprotected 5′ end
and RNA degradation by the XRN2 exonuclease
(21, 22). For a total of 6977 mRNA genes, we
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strong promoter

strong enhancer

weak enhancer
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forward
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Annotation

Annotation
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Fig. 2. Annotation of RNAsmapped by TT-seq. Example genome browser view showing RNAs from 5
of 7 transcript classes and 3 of 18 chromatin states [chromosome (chr.) 18, 9.00 to 9.54 million base
pairs (Mbp)] (4). Arrows indicate the direction of transcription. Units on the y axes are read counts per
200-bp bin.

Fig. 1. TT-seq enables uniform mapping of the human transient transcriptome. (A) Workflow of 4sU-seq and TT-seq protocols. (B) Metagene coverage,
comparing TT-seq with other transcriptomic methods. Shown is the average coverage for 2323 TUs lacking paused and active genes (10) around the first TSS
(left), the 5′ splice site of intronic sequences > 10 kbp (first intron excluded), and the last pAsite. Signals are relative to themaximumsignal in the first kilobase pair
from the first TSS.
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derived, on average, four TTSs (figs. S10 and S11)
(4). TTSs were located within a termination
window that extended from the last pA site to
an “ultimate TTS,” where RNA coverage dropped
to background levels (Fig. 4, A to C). The termina-
tion window had a median width of ~3300 bp
and could be up to 10 kbp wide (fig. S10D), con-
sistent with Pol II occupancy data (Fig. 4D)
(23). For the 5113 TTSs with the strongest drop
in TT-seq signal (4), Pol II peaks were obtained
by PRO-seq (7), NET-seq (8), and mNET-seq (9)
(fig. S12), indicating that Pol II pauses at the
TTS.
The derived TTSs are strongly enriched for the

sequence (C/G)(2–6)A (window ± 5 bp; P <10−16,
Fisher’s exact test; odds ratios, 2.98 and 1.63
for C3A and G3A, respectively; subscript num-
bers denote the number of nucleotide repeats)
(Fig. 4E and figs. S13 and S14) (4). This sequence
can contain up to six cytosines or guanines (Fig.
4F and fig. S10E). A G3A element has also been
found in a known termination signal (24). The
C(2–6)A and G(2–6)A sequences are generally fol-
lowed by a T-rich [T(3–6)] or an A-rich [A(3–6)]
stretch, respectively (P < 10−16; odds ratios, 2.39
and 1.24 for T4 and A4, respectively), that is lo-
cated, on average, 15 bp downstream of the TTS
(Fig. 4E). Such sequences were found at TTSs of
all TUs (fig. S15) and can even be derived from
published data (fig. S12B). In summary, the de-
tected TTSs were highly enriched with the con-
sensus motif (C/G)(2–6)ANx(T/A)(3–6), where Nx is
a short stretch of nucleotides.
To test for the in vivo functionality of the de-

rived TTS motif, we transfected expression plas-
mids into K562 cells that either lacked or contained
four C3AN8T4 or C7AN8T4 motifs within 600 bp
downstream of the pA site (fig. S16A and tables
S1 to S4) (4). When the TTS motifs were present,
significantly less RNA was detected downstream
of themotifs, indicating termination of a fraction
of polymerases (Wilcoxon test; fig. S16B). This ex-
periment supports the functionality of the derived
TTS motif in vivo. Termination depended on an
upstream pA signal (fig. S16B), consistent with an
occurrence of themotif in gene bodies, where they
do not lead to transcription termination.

Transcription over the (C/G)(2–6)ANx(T/A)(3–6)
sequence is predicted to destabilize the poly-
merase complex (24, 25) because the melting
temperature (4) of the DNA-RNA hybrid is low
in the T/A-rich region (fig. S17). This may trigger
backtracking and trap polymerase at the TTS
(Fig. 4G). At the TTS, the hybrid is C/G-rich
and stable, and RNA may be cleaved from its 3′
end to yield a terminal A residue. Polymerase can
then be released from DNA by XRN2 (21, 22).
TT-seq has afforded insights into the determinants
of human genome transcription and provides a
complementary tool for transcriptome analysis.
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NONHUMAN GENETICS

Genomic and archaeological evidence
suggests a dual origin of domestic dogs
Laurent A. F. Frantz,1*† Victoria E. Mullin,2† Maud Pionnier-Capitan,3,4

Ophélie Lebrasseur,1 Morgane Ollivier,3 Angela Perri,5 Anna Linderholm,1,6
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The geographic and temporal origins of dogs remain controversial. We generated genetic
sequences from 59 ancient dogs and a complete (28x) genome of a late Neolithic dog
(dated to ~4800 calendar years before the present) from Ireland. Our analyses revealed
a deep split separating modern East Asian and Western Eurasian dogs. Surprisingly, the
date of this divergence (~14,000 to 6400 years ago) occurs commensurate with, or several
millennia after, the first appearance of dogs in Europe and East Asia. Additional analyses
of ancient and modern mitochondrial DNA revealed a sharp discontinuity in haplotype
frequencies in Europe. Combined, these results suggest that dogs may have been domesticated
independently in Eastern and Western Eurasia from distinct wolf populations. East Eurasian
dogs were then possibly transported to Europe with people, where they partially replaced
European Paleolithic dogs.

D
ogs were the first domestic animal and the
only animal domesticatedbefore the advent
of settled agriculture (1). Despite their im-
portance in human history, no consensus
has emerged regarding their geographic

and temporal origins, or whether dogs were
domesticated just once or independently onmore
than one occasion. Although several claims have
beenmade for an initial appearance of dogs in the
early upper Paleolithic [~30,000 years ago; e.g.
(2)], the first remains confidently assigned to dogs
appear in Europe ~15,000 years ago and in Far
East Asia over 12,500 years ago (1, 3). Although
archaeologists remain open to the idea that there
wasmore than one geographic origin for dogs [e.g.
(4, 5)], most genetic studies have concluded that
dogs were probably domesticated just once (6),
disagreeing on whether this occurred in Europe
(7), Central Asia (8), or East Asia (9).
Recent paleogenetic studies have transformed

our understanding of early human evolution
[e.g. (10, 11)]. We applied a similar approach to
reconstruct the evolutionary history of dogs.
We generated 59 ancient mitochondrial DNA

(mtDNA) sequences from European dogs (from
14,000 to 3000 years ago) as well as a high-coverage
nuclear genome (28x) of an ancient dog dated
to ~4800 calendar years before the present (12)
from the Neolithic passage grave complex of
Newgrange (Sí an Bhrú) in Ireland. We com-
bined our ancient sample with 80 modern pub-
lically available full genome sequences and
605 modern dogs (including village dogs and
48 breeds) genotyped on the CanineHD 170,000
(170 K) single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
array (12).
We first assessed characteristics of the New-

grange dog by typing SNPs associated with spe-
cific phenotypic traits and by inferring its level of
inbreeding, compared to other breed and village
dogs (12). Our results suggest that the degree of
artificial selection and controlled breeding dur-
ing the Neolithic was similar to that observed in
modern free-living dogs. In addition, the New-
grange dog did not possess variants associated
with modern breed-defining traits, including
hair length or coat color. And although this dog
was likely able to digest starch less efficiently

than modern dogs, it was able to do so more
efficiently than wolves (12).
A phylogenetic analysis based on 170 K SNPs

revealed a deep split separating themodern Sarloos
breed fromother dogs (Fig. 1A). This breed, created
in the 1930s in the Netherlands, involved breed-
ing German Shepherds with captive wolves (13),
thus explaining the breed’s topological place-
ment. The second deepest split [evident on the
basis of both the 170 K SNP panel (Fig. 1A) and
genome-wide SNPs (fig. S4)] separates modern
East Asian and Western Eurasian (Europe and
theMiddle East) dogs. Moreover, the Newgrange
dog clusters tightly with Western Eurasian dogs.
We used principal components analysis (PCA), D
statistics, and the program TreeMix (12) to fur-
ther test this pattern. Each of these analyses un-
equivocally placed the Newgrange dog with
modern European dogs (figs. S5 to S7). These
findings demonstrate that the node separating
the East Asian and Western Eurasian clades is
older than theNewgrange individual, which was
directly radiocarbon dated to ~4800 years ago.
Other nodes leading to multiple dog popula-

tions and breeds [including the basal breeds (1)
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such as Greenland sledge dogs or the Siberian
husky (Fig. 1A)] are poorly supported, suggesting
that these breeds probably possess mixed ances-
try from both Western Eurasian and East Asian
dog lineages. To further assess the robustness of
the deep split and those nodes associated with
the potentially admixed lineages, we defined
Western Eurasian and East Asian “core” groups
(Fig. 1A), supported by the strength of the node
leading to each cluster (12).We thenusedD statistics
to assess the affinity of each population to either
Western Eurasian or East Asian core groups (12).
The results of this analysis again revealed a clear
East-West geographic pattern across Eurasia as-

sociated with the deep phylogenetic split (Fig. 1B).
Breeds such as the Eurasier, Greenland sledge
dogs, and Siberian huskies [all basal breeds from
northern regions (1)], however, possess strong
signatures of admixture with the East Asian core
samples (fig. S11), as do populations sampled in
EastAsia that clustered alongsideWesternEurasian
dogs (such as a Papua New Guinean village dog;
Fig. 1A).
We used the multiple sequentially Markovian

coalescent (MSMC) (12, 14) to reconstruct the
population history of East Asian and Western
Eurasian dogs. An analysis of individual high-
coverage genomes demonstrated a long shared

population history between the Newgrange dog
and modern dogs from both Western Eurasia
and East Asia (fig. S15). A reconstruction using
two genomes per group improved the resolution
for recent time periods (Fig. 2A) and revealed a
bottleneck in the Western Eurasian popula-
tion, after its divergence from the East Asian
core. A similar bottleneck observed in non-African
human populations has been interpreted as a
signature of a migration out of Africa (15). We
therefore speculate that the analogous bottle-
neck observed in our data set could be the result
of a divergence and subsequent transportation
of dogs from east to west, supporting suggestions

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1229

Fig. 1. Deep split between East Asian and Western Eurasian dogs. (A) A neighbor-joining tree (with bootstrap values) based on identity by state (12) of 605
dogs. Red and yellow clades represent the East Asian andWestern Eurasian core groups, respectively (12). (B) Amap showing the location and relative proportion
of ancestry [meanD values (12)] of dogs (fig. S10). Negative values (red) indicate that the population sharesmore derived alleles with the EastAsian core,whereas
positive values (yellow) indicate a closer association with the Western Eurasian core.
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drawn from recent analyses of modern dog ge-
nomes (8, 9, 16).
We then used MSMC to compute divergence

times as a means to assess the time frame of the
shared population history among dogs, and be-
tween dogs and wolves. To obtain reliable time
estimates, we used the radiocarbon age of the
Newgrange dog to calibrate themutation rate for
dogs (12) (fig. S16). This resulted in a mutation
rate estimate of between 0.3 × 10−8 and 0.45 × 10−8

per generation, which is similar to that obtained
with an ancient greywolf genome (17). Using this
mutation rate, we calculated the divergence time
between the twomodernRussianwolves (18) used
in this study and themodern dogs to be 60,000 to
20,000 years ago (fig. S17 and Fig. 2B). This date
should not be interpreted as a time frame for
domestication, because the wolves we examined
may not have been closely related to the pop-
ulation(s) that gave rise to dogs (6).
These analyses also suggested that the diver-

gence between the East Asian and Western Eur-
asian core groups (~14,000 to 6400 years ago)
occurred commensurate with, or several millen-
nia after, the earliest known appearance of do-
mestic dogs in both Europe (>15,000 years) and
East Asia (>12,500 years) (1) (Fig. 2B and fig. S17).
In addition, admixture signatures from wolves
into Western Eurasian dogs most likely pushed
this estimated time of divergence deeper into the
past (12), meaning that the expected time of di-
vergence between the Eastern andWestern cores
is probably later than our estimate. These results

imply that indigenous populations of dogs were
already present in Europe and East Asia during
the Paleolithic (before this genomic divergence).
Under this hypothesis, this early indigenous dog
population in Europe was replaced (at least
partially) by the arrival of East Eurasian dogs.
To investigate this potential replacement, we

sequenced and analyzed 59 hypervariablemtDNA
fragments from ancient dogs spread across
Europe, and we combined those with 167 modern
sequences (12). Each sequence was then assigned
to one of four major well-supported haplogroups
(groups A to D) (19). Although the majority of
ancient European dogs belonged to either hap-
logroup C or D (63 and 20%, respectively), most
modern European dogs possess sequences with-
in haplogroups A and B (64 and 22%, respective-
ly) (Fig. 2, C to E). Using simulations, we showed
that this finding cannot be explained by drift
alone (12). Instead, this pattern arose from clear
turnover in the mitochondrial ancestry of Euro-
pean dogs, most likely as a result of the arrival of
East Asian dogs. This migration led to a partial
replacement of ancient dog lineages in Europe
that were present by at least 15,000 years ago (1).
Although the mtDNA turnover is obvious, the

nuclear signature reveals an apparent long-term
continuity. Assessments of ancestry in humans
have demonstrated that major (nuclear) turnovers
can be difficult to detect without samples from the
admixing population (11). A genome-wide PCA
analysis revealed that PC2 clearly discriminates
theNewgrange dog from othermodern dogs (fig.

S8), suggesting that this individual could pos-
sess ancestry from an unsampled population.
Our MSMC analysis revealed that the popula-

tion split between the Newgrange dog and the
East Asian core [asmeasured by cross coalescence
rate (CCR)] is older (on average) than the split
betweenmodernWesternEurasian andEastAsian
lineages (Fig. 2B). Simulations suggest that this
pattern could be explained by a partial replace-
ment model in which the Newgrange dog re-
tained a degree of ancestry from an outgroup
population (fig. S20, A and B) that was different
from modern wolves (12). Alternatively, this pat-
tern could also be explained by secondary gene
flow fromAsian dogs intomodern European dogs
(fig. S20C). Nevertheless, our simulations show
that secondary gene flow has a smaller effect on
CCR than the partial replacement model (fig.
S20, B and D). Moreover, secondary gene flow
cannot explain the placement of the Newgrange
dog on our genome-wide PCA (fig. S8). Overall,
these observations are consistent with a scenario
inwhich theNewgrange dog retained a degree of
ancestry from an ancient canid population that
falls outside of the variation of modern dogs, but
that is also different from modern wolves. This
pattern also suggests that the replacement of
European indigenous Paleolithic dogs may not
have been complete.
To assess the consilience betweenour results and

the archaeological record, we compiled evidence
for the earliest dog remains across Eurasia (Fig.
3A). We found that although dogs are present at

1230 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 2. Effective population size, diver-
gence times, and mtDNA. (A) Effective
population size through time of East Asian
and Western Eurasian dogs and wolves
with MSMC. (B) CCR per year for each
population pair in Fig. 2A. The CCR rep-
resents the ratio of within- and between-
population CRs. The ratio measures the
age and pace of divergence between two
populations.Values close to 1 indicate that
both within and between CR are equal,
meaning that the two populations have not
yet diverged.Values close to 0 indicate that
the populations have completely diverged.
mu, mutation rate; g, generation time.
(C) Bar plot representing the proportion of mtDNA haplogroups at different time periods. (D) Locations of archaeological sites, with haplogroup proportions.
(E) Locations of modern samples, with haplogroup proportions.
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sites as old as 12,500 years in Eastern Eurasia
(China, Kamchatka, and East Siberia) and 15,000
years in Western Eurasia (Europe and the Near
East), dog remains older than 8000 years have
yet to be recovered in Central Eurasia (Fig. 3A
and table S7). Combined with our DNA analyses,
this observation suggests that two distinct pop-
ulations of dogs were present in Eastern and
Western Eurasia during the Paleolithic.
The establishment of these populations is con-

sistent with two scenarios: a single origin of
Eurasian dogs, followed by early transportation,
founder effects, isolation, and drift; or two inde-
pendent domestication processes on either side
of Eurasia. In the first scenario, the archaeolog-
ical record should reveal a temporal cline of the
first appearance of dogs across Eurasia stem-
ming from a single source. Given the current lack
of dog remains prior to 8000 years ago in Central
Eurasia, a scenario involving a single origin fol-
lowed by an early dispersal seems less likely.
Given our combined results, we suggest the

following hypothesis: Two genetically differenti-

ated and potentially extinct wolf populations in
Eastern (8, 9) and Western (7) Eurasia may have
been independently domesticated before the ad-
vent of settled agriculture (Fig. 3A). The eastern
dog population then dispersed westward along-
side humans at some point between 6400 and
14,000 years ago, into Western Europe (10, 11, 20),
where they partially replaced an indigenous
Paleolithic dog population. Our hypothesis re-
conciles previous studies that have suggested that
domestic dogs originated either in East Asia (9, 19)
or in Europe (7). For numerous reasons, the null
hypothesis should be that individual animal
species were domesticated just once (21). The
combined genetic and archaeological results
presented here, however, suggest that dogs, like
pigs (22), may have been independently domes-
ticated twice. Nevertheless, given the complexity
of the evolutionary history of dogs and uncertain-
ties related to mutation rates, generation times,
and the incomplete nature of the archaeological
record, our scenario remainshypothetical. Genome
sequences derived fromancient Eurasian dogs and

wolves, combined with detailed morphological
and contextual studies of the archaeological
remains, will provide the necessary means to
assess whether dog domestication occurred more
than once.
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Fig. 3. Archaeological evidence for the first appearance of dogs ac-
ross Eurasia and a model of dog domestication. (A) Map representing
the geographic origin and age of the oldest archaeological dog remains in Eurasia (12). (B) A suggested
model of dog domestication under the dual-origin hypothesis. An initial wolf population splits into
East and West Eurasian wolves that were then domesticated independently before becoming extinct
(as indicated by the † symbol). The Western Eurasian dog population (European) was then partially
replaced by a human-mediated translocation of Asian dogs at least 6400 years ago, a process that
took place gradually after the arrival of the eastern dog population.
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INNATE IMMUNITY

An endogenous caspase-11 ligand
elicits interleukin-1 release from
living dendritic cells
Ivan Zanoni,1,2,3 Yunhao Tan,1 Marco Di Gioia,1 Achille Broggi,1 Jianbin Ruan,6

Jianjin Shi,5 Carlos A. Donado,1 Feng Shao,5 Hao Wu,6,7

James R. Springstead,4 Jonathan C. Kagan1*

Dendritic cells (DCs) use pattern recognition receptors to detect microorganisms and
activate protective immunity. These cells and receptors are thought to operate in an
all-or-nothing manner, existing in an immunologically active or inactive state. Here,
we report that encounters with microbial products and self-encoded oxidized
phospholipids (oxPAPC) induce an enhanced DC activation state, which we call
“hyperactive.” Hyperactive DCs induce potent adaptive immune responses and are
elicited by caspase-11, an enzyme that binds oxPAPC and bacterial lipopolysaccharide
(LPS). oxPAPC and LPS bind caspase-11 via distinct domains and elicit different
inflammasome-dependent activities. Both lipids induce caspase-11–dependent
interleukin-1 release, but only LPS induces pyroptosis. The cells and receptors of the
innate immune system can therefore achieve different activation states, which may
permit context-dependent responses to infection.

P
attern recognition receptors (PRRs) pro-
mote immune defenses upon encounter-
ing lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and other
microbial products, which are collectively
known as pathogen-associated molecular

patterns (PAMPs). PRRs also recognize self-encoded
molecules called damage-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs) (1, 2). The existence of self-
derived PRR ligands complicates our current
understanding of PRRs as determinants of self/
nonself discrimination.

Oxidizedphospholipids derived from1-palmitoyl-
2-arachidonoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphorylcholine
(PAPC), known as oxPAPC, represent one class of
DAMPs. oxPAPC is found in dying cells (3) and can
reach concentrations of 10 to 100 mM in damaged
tissues (4, 5). oxPAPC is an LPSmimic that, depend-
ing on context, promotes or inhibits Toll-like re-
ceptor 4 (TLR4)–dependent inflammation (6–8).
The existence of LPS and a self-derived LPS
mimic provides a model to dissect the activities
of PAMPs and DAMPs in innate immunity.

If oxPAPC is truly an LPS mimic, then LPS
and oxPAPC should exhibit similar activities. We
therefore determined whether oxPAPC activates
TLR4 in murine bone marrow–derived macro-
phages (MF) and dendritic cells (DCs). LPS, but
not oxPAPC, induced TLR4dimerization and endo-
cytosis, MyD88-IRAK4 interactions (i.e., myddo-
some formation), and expression of the cytokines
interleukin (IL)–6, tumornecrosis factor–a (TNFa),
IL-1b, and interferon-b (IFN-b) (Fig. 1, A to C, and
fig. S1, A to C). Furthermore, oxPAPC-treated
cells contained undetectable viperin or phospho-
rylated STAT1, both of which were abundant
upon LPS treatment (Fig. 1D and fig. S1D). These
data indicate that oxPAPC cannot activate TLR4.
Some DAMPs only induce cytokine release

fromcells previously exposed tomicrobial products.
For example, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) acti-
vates IL-1b release from cells primed with TLR
ligands (9). We therefore examined IL-1b release
from LPS-primed DCs. Interestingly, oxPAPC,
similar to ATP, induced the release of cleaved
IL-1b from LPS-primedDCs (Fig. 2, A and B, and
fig. S2, A and B). oxPAPC also elicited IL-1b release
from primed DCs isolated from the spleens of
mice (fig. S2D).
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Fig. 1. oxPAPC does not induce TLR4 signaling. (A) MFs or DCs were
treated with LPS or oxPAPC for the indicated time points. TLR4 dimerization
and endocytosis were measured by flow cytometry.The line graphs represent
means and standard deviations (SDs) of four replicates. (B) MFs or DCs were
treated with LPS or oxPAPC. Cytokine production was analyzed 18 hours later.
Means and SDs of four replicates are shown. (C) Myddosome formation in

iMFs was assessed at the indicated time points after treatment with LPS or
oxPAPC by coimmunoprecipitation (IP) of IRAK4 with MyD88 followed by
Western analysis of the proteins indicated. (D) Whole-cell lysates (WCL) were
collected and DCs were monitored for STAT-1 phosphorylation and viperin
expression after treatment with LPS oxPAPC. [(C) and (D)] One experiment
representative of three is shown.
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Oxidation of PAPC to oxPAPC generates a het-
erogeneous mixture of lipids (fig. S4, A and B).
To determine whether alternative sources of
oxPAPC have similar activities, we generated
oxPAPC enriched in PEIPC [1-palmitoyl-2-(5,6
epoxyisoprostanoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine]
(fig. S4C), an active component of oxPAPC (10).
Like oxPAPC, PEIPC induced IL-1b release from
LPS-primed DCs (Fig. 2B).
In contrast to the effects on IL-1b release,

neither ATP nor oxPAPC influenced the abun-
dance of cell-associated IL-1b (Fig. 2B and fig.
S2C) or the secretion of TNFa (fig. S2, D and E).
Additionally, when DCs were treated simulta-
neously with LPS/ATP or LPS/oxPAPC (i.e., no
priming), IL-1b release was only induced by LPS/
oxPAPC (fig. S3B), suggesting differences in
how these DAMPs promote IL-1b release. When
the phosphocholine variant 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) was used, it
could not elicit IL-1b release (fig. S3C). In contrast,
purified components of oxPAPC (KOdiA-PC,
POVPC, or PGPC) elicited IL-1b release (fig. S3C).
In all cases, LPS-induced TNFa secretion was
unaffected (fig. S3C). Individual lipids within
oxPAPC therefore promote IL-1b release.
Inflammasomes are cytoplasmic protein com-

plexes that trigger IL-1b release (9). To determine

whether IL-1b release is inflammasome-dependent,
we examined DCs from apoptosis-associated
speck-like protein containing a CARD (ASC)
knockout (KO), caspase-1 KO, caspase-1/caspase-
11 double (d)KO, or NOD-like receptor family,
pyrin domain–containing 3 (NLRP3) KOmice,
each of which are defective for inflammasome
functions (11, 12). All of these factors were re-
quired for oxPAPC-induced IL-1b release (Fig. 2C),
whereas no inflammasome regulator was re-
quired for LPS-induced TNFa secretion (fig. S2F).
Interestingly, oxPAPC could not elicit IL-1b

release fromMFs (fig. S3A). To explain this find-
ing, we considered that DCs are better “primed”
than MFs because they produce more TNFa
thanMFs in response to LPS (fig. S2E). However,
IFN-g–treated MFs were primed as well as DCs,
yet they could not respond to oxPAPC (fig. S3D).
Transfection of oxPAPC elicited IL-1b release
fromDCs primedwith the TLR2 ligand Pam3CSK,
but not MFs, whereas LPS transfection of MFs
elicited IL-1b release (Fig. 2D). ATP treatments
also revealed differences between MFs and DCs.
DCs and MFs die upon LPS/ATP with similar
kinetics but release different amounts of IL-1b
(Fig. 2E and fig. S2A) and express different levels
of ASC (fig. S3, E and F) but not other inflamma-
some components (fig. S3F). oxPAPC therefore

revealed differences in inflammasome-related
activities in bonemarrow–derivedMFs andDCs
(fig. S5). We do note, however, that populations
of DCs and MFs may exist that exhibit different
responses to oxPAPC than those described above.
Further analysis of the mechanisms of in-

flammasome activation revealed that potassium
efflux promoted ATP-induced, but not oxPAPC-
induced, IL-1b release (fig. S6, A to C). Addition-
ally, oxPAPC did not altermitochondrial functions
(fig. S6D).
Caspase-11 is an LPS receptor that promotes

IL-1b release by noncanonical inflammasomes
(13). Interestingly, oxPAPC-mediated IL-1b release
was largely abolished in caspase-11 KO DCs
(Fig. 3A), whereas ATP-mediated IL-1b release
remained intact. TNFa secretion was unaffected
by caspase-11 deficiency (fig. S6E). Microscopic
analysis revealed that oxPAPC and ATP induced
the formation of ASC and caspase-1 containing
“specks” in LPS-pretreated DCs (Fig. 3B), albeit
with different kinetics (fig. S6F). These structures
are recognized as individual inflammasomes (14),
and in the specific case of oxPAPC stimulations,
speck formation was caspase-11 dependent (Fig.
3B and fig. S6G). Caspase-11 is therefore likely re-
quired for oxPAPC-induced IL-1b release because
it promotes inflammasome assembly in DCs.

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1233

Fig. 2. oxPAPC induces the activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome in
DCs. (A) DCs primed with LPS, followed by ATP or oxPAPC treatment. Cell
culture supernatant from DCs subjected to indicated treatments was col-
lected, and processed IL-1b (p17) production was assessed. One experiment
representative of three is shown. (B) DCs were treated with LPS alone; were
treated with 10, 50, or 120 mM of oxPAPC; or were primed with LPS for 3 hours
and then treated with oxPAPC. For this experiment, commercially available
oxPAPC and an oxPAPC enriched in PEIPC were used. Eighteen hours after
LPS administration, secreted (left panel) and cell-associated (right panel)
IL-1b was measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Means
and SDs of four replicates are shown. (C) DCs of the genotypes indicated were
treated with LPS alone, were treated with oxPAPC alone, or were primed with

LPS for 3 hours and then treated with oxPAPC. Eighteen hours after LPS
administration, IL-1b secretion wasmeasured by ELISA.Means and SDs of four
replicates are shown. (D) MFs and DCs were treated with Pam3CSK (P3C)
alone, were treated with oxPAPC alone, or were primed with Pam3CSK for 3
hours and then treated with oxPAPC, DOTAP alone, and LPS or oxPAPC
encapsulated inDOTAP(N-[1-(2,3-Dioleoyloxy)propyl]-N,N,N-trimethylammonium
methyl-sulfate). Eighteen hours after P3C administration, IL-1b was measured
by ELISA. Means and SDs of four replicates are shown. (E) DCs (left panel)
or MFs (right panel) were primed with LPS for 3 hours and treated with ATP.
At indicated time points, IL-1b was measured by ELISA, and cell death was
measured by propidium iodide permeabilization assay. Means and SDs of four
replicates are shown.
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Interestingly, multiple TLR ligands primed
DCs for oxPAPC responsiveness, as Pam3CSK-
primed DCs induced IL-1b release in response
to oxPAPC (fig. S6H) by an NLRP3-, ASC-, and
caspase-11–dependent process (fig. S6H). The
TLR9 ligand CpG-DNA also primed DCs for
oxPAPC responsiveness (fig. S6I). Similarly,
oxPAPC, but not DMPC, elicited IL-1b release
from an LPS- or CpG-DNA–primed splenic DC
line called D1 (15) (fig. S6J). oxPAPC therefore
activates multiple DCs upon encounters with di-
verse TLR ligands. The finding thatmultiple TLR

ligands prime DCs for oxPAPC responsiveness
eliminates the possibility that oxPAPC acts as an
LPS carrier to caspase-11.
We considered that oxPAPC interacts with

caspase-11, like LPS (13). Endogenous caspase-11
(but not caspase-3) was captured from DC or im-
mortal bone marrow–derived MF (iMF) lysates
through interactions with biotin-LPS or biotin-
oxPAPC (figs. S4D and S7A and Fig. 3C). Caspase-11
was not captured by the biotinylated NOD2 ligand
muramyl dipeptide (MDP) (Fig. 3C). oxPAPC dis-
played a dose-dependent signal with immobilized

catalytically inactive caspase-11(C254A) using sur-
face plasmon resonance (SPR), as did LPS (Fig.
3D). In contrast, DMPC did not bind caspase-11,
and oxPAPC did not bind immunoglobulin G (fig.
S7B). The dissociation constant (Kd) between
caspase-11 and oxPAPC was calculated as 1.3 ×
10−6 M, whereas the Kd for interactions with LPS
is 3.78 × 10−8M (13). Gel filtration chromatography
revealed that oxPAPC also promoted caspase-11
oligomerization (Fig. 3E), withmonomers eluting
at 15.03 ml, dimers at 13.82 ml, and higher-order
oligomers earlier.

1234 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 3. oxPAPC promotes noncanonical inflammasome activation.
(A) WT DC and caspase-11 KO DC were treated with LPS alone, were treated
with oxPAPC alone, or were primed with LPS for 3 hours and then treated
with oxPAPC. Eighteen hours after LPS administration, IL-1b secretion was
measured by ELISA. Means and SDs of four replicates are shown. (B) DCs

were left untreated or primedwith LPS and then stimulatedwithATPoroxPAPC.Specks containingASC (green) and caspase-1 (Casp1, red)were analyzed 18 hours
after LPS stimulation. Nuclei are shown in blue. Panels are representative of four independent experiments. Scale bar, 10 mm. (C) S100 fractions of nontreated (nt)
or P3C-primed (P3C) MFs were incubated with biotin-LPS (Bio-LPS), biotin-oxPAPC (Bio-oxPAPC), or biotin-MDP (Bio-MDP). Endogenous proteins associated
with biotinylated ligands were captured by streptavidin beads and revealed by Western analysis. Shown is a representative blot out of three independent
experiments. (D) SPRanalysis of the interactions between the proteins and lipids indicated. (E)Gel filtration analysis of the size of caspase-11 complexes before and
after exposure to oxPAPC. Complex size was monitored by A280 or Western analysis, as indicated. Shown is a representative blot out of three independent
experiments. (F) Bone marrow cells were infected with the pMSCV2.2-IRES-GFP (internal ribosomal entry site–green fluorescent protein) vector (empty), the
pMSCV2.2-IRES-GFP vector encoding WTcaspase-11 (WTcaspase-11), or the same vector containing a catalytic mutant caspase-11 (C254A). DCs were primed or
not with LPS and then stimulated with oxPAPC, or transfected with LPS-containing FuGENE (Trans.LPS). Eighteen hours after LPS priming, supernatants were
collected and IL-1b was measured by ELISA. Cell viability was assessed by measuring LDH release. Means and SDs of four replicates are shown.
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Mutation of lysine residues within the caspase-
11 CARD (caspase activation and recruitment do-
main) prevents interactions with LPS (13), as
assessed by the ability of biotin-LPS to capture
caspase-11 produced in 293T cells (fig. S7C). In-
terestingly, these mutations did not prevent in-
teractions with biotin-oxPAPC (fig. S7C). Moreover,
the isolated caspase-11 catalytic domain (but not
the CARD) retained the ability to bind biotin-
oxPAPC (fig. S7D). SPR analysis verified these re-
sults, because nearly identical affinities of oxPAPC
for caspase-11 or the catalytic domain (noted as
DN59) were calculated (Fig. 3D). LPS could not
bind the caspase-11 catalytic domain (Fig. 3D), as
expected (13). These data establish that distinct
domainswithin caspase-11 bind LPS and oxPAPC.
The interaction of oxPAPC with the catalytic

domain prompted us to examine caspase-11 en-
zymatic activity. Whereas LPS strongly increased
activity of caspase-11monomers, oxPAPC displayed
minimal activity (fig. S7E). We also examined
preexisting caspase-11 oligomers, where intrinsic
activity is high (fig. S7E). Interestingly, whereas
LPS stimulated this activity further, oxPAPC sup-
pressed intrinsic activity (fig. S7E). Moreover,

oxPAPC blocked LPS-induced caspase-11 activity
in a dose-dependentmanner (fig. S7F). These data
indicate that LPS promotes, but oxPAPC pre-
vents, caspase-11 activity.
To determine whether caspase-11 activity is

required for oxPAPC-induced IL-1b release, we
reconstituted caspase-11 KO DCs with wild-type
(WT) or catalytic mutant (C254A) caspase-11 or
empty vector. LPS elicited IL-1b release from cells
expressing WT caspase-11 but not empty vector
or mutant caspase-11 (Fig. 3F). These data con-
firm that caspase-11 activity promotes LPS-induced
IL-1b release (16, 17). Interestingly,WTandmutant-
reconstituted DCs released IL-1b in response to
oxPAPC (Fig. 3F). TNFa release was unaffected
under all conditions (fig. S7G). Two modes of
caspase-11–mediated IL-1b release therefore exist,
with catalytic activity only being necessary for
LPS responses.
In addition to caspase-11, oxPAPC-induced

IL-1b release requires caspase-1 (Figs. 2C and 3A).
Interestingly, independent of caspase-11, biotin-
oxPAPC captured endogenous caspase-1 from cell
lysates, whereas biotin-LPS could not (fig. S7, H
and I). These data support a model whereby

oxPAPC and LPS promote inflammasome forma-
tion via distinct mechanisms, with oxPAPC spe-
cifically forming a caspase-1/11 heterocomplex
thatmay promote IL-1b release. The precisemech-
anisms that govern oxPAPC-caspase interactions,
and how these interactions promote inflamma-
some activities, await further investigation.
Pyroptosis, another inflammasome-dependent

activity (18), is characterized by the loss of plasma
membrane integrity and the release of cytoplasmic
proteins and organelles. Caspase-11 activity was
necessary for transfected LPS to induce pyrop-
tosis, as assessed by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
release from the cytosol (Fig. 3F). Surprisingly,
oxPAPC did not elicit pyroptosis (Fig. 3F). We ex-
plored this observation further inWTDCs, where
LPS/ATP or transfected LPS induced pyroptosis
with differing kinetics (Fig. 4A). Interestingly,
although LPS transfection or oxPAPC treatment
induced similar amounts of IL-1b release (Fig.
4B), only LPS transfection caused pyroptosis
(Fig. 4A and fig. S8A).
To corroborate these observations, we exam-

ined plasma membrane integrity of individual
cells containing ASC specks. Cells treated with

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 3 JUNE 2016 • VOL 352 ISSUE 6290 1235

Fig. 4. oxPAPC prevents DC death
and potentiates adaptive immune
responses. (A and B) DCs were treated
with LPS alone, ATP alone, oxPAPC alone
or FuGENE-complexed LPS [Fugene
(LPS)], or were primed for 3 hours with
LPS and then treated with the indicated stimuli. Cell death was measured
by LDH release (A), or IL-1b secretionwasmeasured by ELISA (B). Means and
SDs of four replicates are shown. (C andD) DCs were pretreated with LPS for
3 hours and then activated with ATP or oxPAPC. Eighteen hours later, cells
were stained for ASC (green), nuclei (blue), (C) Zombie dye (red), or (D)
active mitochondria (red). Scale bars, 10 mm. Panels are representative of
three independent experiments. (E) CD4+ T cells were isolated from the

draining lymph nodes 40 days after immunization with OVA + LPS in IFA
(LPS), OVA + LPS + oxPAPC in IFA (LPS + oxPAPC), or OVA + oxPAPC in IFA
(oxPAPC) of WT, caspase-1/-11 dKO, or caspase-11 KO mice. CD4+ T cells
were restimulated or not with OVA in the presence of DCs. IFN-g (left panel)
and IL-17 (right panel) secretion was measured 5 days later by ELISA. Bar
graphs represent means and standard errors of two experiments with five
mice per group. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.005.
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LPS/ATP contained specks, and these cells lost
mitochondria and stained positive for Zombie
dye, a cytoplasmic stain (Fig. 4, C andD). In contrast,
cells treatedwith LPS/oxPAPC contained specks but
retained functional mitochondria and displayed
minimal Zombie staining (Fig. 4, C and D). These
data indicate that oxPAPC-induced inflammasomes
donot promotepyroptosis and suggest that oxPAPC
promotes IL-1b release from living cells. Moreover,
not only does oxPAPC not induce pyroptosis, this
lipid counteracted the slow-acting death pathways
activated by LPS (19) (fig. S8B).
Because oxPAPC promotes DC viability and

IL-1b promotes T cell activation (20, 21), we exam-
ined whether oxPAPC displayed adjuvant activity.
WT, caspase-11, and caspase-1/-11 dKOmice were
injected subcutaneously with LPS, ovalbumin
(OVA), and/or oxPAPC that was emulsified in in-
complete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA). After 40 days,
CD4+ T cells were isolated from draining lymph
nodes and exposed to DCs that were pulsed (or
not) with OVA. T cell activation was examined by
measuring IL-2, IL-17, and IFN-g secretion. Inter-
estingly, LPS/oxPAPC immunizations yielded sub-
stantially higher levels of all cytokines examined,
as compared with immunizations with LPS alone
(Fig. 4E and fig. S8C). The ability of oxPAPC to
enhance T cell activation was lost in caspase-11 or
caspase-1/-11 dKO mice (Fig. 4E and fig. S8C).
Similar results were obtained measuring T cell
responses 7 days after immunization (fig. S8D).
oxPAPC therefore potentiates LPS-mediated T cell
activation in a caspase-11–dependent manner.
In this study, we report two states of DC ac-

tivation. The first state results from encounters
with PAMPs, which induce TLRs to up-regulate
several factors that promote T cell activation
(22). The second state of DCs is “hyperactive” and

results from coincident encounters with PAMPs
and oxPAPC, an abundant lipid at sites of tissue
damage. The codetection of PAMPs and oxPAPC
promotes activities elicited by the classical DC
activation state but also promotes DC survival
and IL-1b release. As such, hyperactive DCs are
superb inducers of T cell–mediated immunity.
We speculate that promoting DC hyperactivation
may benefit vaccination regimens andmay natu-
rally be important during highly infectious en-
counters, where tissue damage and microbial
products are abundant.
Our analysis also revealed caspase-11 to be an

unusual PRR, which binds PAMPs and DAMPs
via distinct domains and has distinct modes of
activation. We consider CARD engagement by
LPS to be an antimicrobial mode of caspase-11
activation, designed to expose intracellular bacte-
ria to infiltrating neutrophils after pyroptosis
(23). In contrast, catalytic domain engagement
by oxPAPCmay be an immunoregulatorymode
of caspase-11 activation, designed to promote
T cell activation, specifically in DCs (fig. S5).
This study therefore provides a mandate to ex-
amine whether other PRRs have multiple states
of activation.
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The kits require no organic-based extraction. 

They are highly pure DNA or RNA, ready to 

use for routine molecular biology applications 

such as PCR and reverse transcription PCR.

Vivantis

For info: +603-8025-1603

www.vivantechnologies.com

Gel Analysis Software 

The new version of UltraQuant is a further 

step forward for this very user-friendly gel 

analysis software. Version 8.31.15 has a 

number of new and improved functions, 

making it one of the most convenient 

gel analysis packages available. UltraQuant is included with all 

Omega Lum systems, where it works seamlessly alongside the 

SmartCapture Technology imaging platform. Once an image is 

captured, UltraQuant can quickly and easily provide a full analysis of 

the gel or blot using a minimum of steps. Naturally, UltraQuant has a 

fully automatic mode for the detection of lanes and bands across the 

gel or blot. Detection sensitivity can be set to an optimum position 

�� "������������!����!���������������"����� �	�� !�����!���	���

function gives the user complete control over any lane or band that 

needs to be added or subtracted. 

Gel Company

For info: +44-(0)-1223-515440

www.gelcompany.com

Next-Generation Sequencing

Control

The Archer SureShot Triple (ALK, RET, 

ROS1) Fusion-Positive Control has 

recently been launched to benchmark 

�������!������!��
�������� 
���

detection using Archer FusionPlex Panels. 

The reference control is comprised of 

������
�������	����������������������

curls of homogenously mixed, precisely 

�������!�����
�� ������!����
������������

CCDC6-RET, and SLC34A2-ROS1 fusions. 

When used alongside FusionPlex Panels 

that contain ALK, RET, or ROS1 fusions, 

the SureShot controls are a powerful 

measure of extraction, library preparation, 

sequencing, and panel performance. 

SureShot Negative Controls are also 

available, containing 100% wild-type cells 

that carry no target-gene fusion. 

ArcherDX

For info: 877-771-1093

www.archerdx.com

Genotyping Solution

The Eureka Genotyping Solution is a new, 

targeted genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) 

solution that delivers high-throughput 

sample processing with low cost per sam-

ple. This result is enabled by an innovative, 

multiplexed combination of allele- and 

&%�
���&
�'��'��%�'	�&���%��&�

���

high sample plexing on a sequencer while 

delivering high-quality single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) analysis. The Eureka 

genotyping assay overcomes the chal-

lenges associated with current GBS tech-

nologies, which are susceptible to vari-

ability in genomic reads and missing SNP 

information, high cost, and complex infor-

matics analysis. Customers can access 

the Eureka genotyping assay as a service 


�$�	�	����������������&�%�'�����$�'�&�

Laboratory or as a kit-based product to 

run in their own facility. Complementing 

���������%������
����������&����������

���&%�
���'�����%���������������	��&���������� �
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interrogate upward of 800,000 markers, while the new 96-sample 

'�����%���������������!"��#��
�%�����'%��%&&%��%����

50,000 genetic variants. 

��������	�

For info: 888-362-2447
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Vascular Contrast Agent

��������������������������������������� ����� �����������������

use with advanced imaging such as micro-computed tomography 

��� ��������������������������� ������������	��������� �
�������

level, creating a detailed and highly visible cast. Important features 

Electronically submit your new product description or product literature information! Go to www.sciencemag.org/about/new-products-section for more information.

Newly offered instrumentation, apparatus, and laboratory materials of interest to researchers in all disciplines in academic, industrial, and governmental organizations 

are featured in this space. Emphasis is given to purpose, chief characteristics, and availability of products and materials. Endorsement by Science or AAAS of any 

products or materials mentioned is not implied. Additional information may be obtained from the manufacturer or supplier.

Black Deep Well Plate 

Porvairís new 96-well black deep well 


��������������������������������

per well, which in conjunction with 

���������������������������������������

sensitive assays and samples are not 

degraded by exposure to light, even 

��������������������
���	�������-

factured from polypropylene, Por-

vairís black deep well microplate has 

excellent heat- and solvent-resistant 

qualities. Using only ultrapure grade 

polymers means that the black deep 

well plate has near-zero leachates, en-

suring long-term sample integrity. The 

black plate is fully validated to be 

ribonuclease and deoxyribonuclease 

free, allowing it to be used with even 

the most sensitive biological samples. 

���������������������	�����������	�-

sign with round bottoms, the plate al-

lows optimal mixing and easy sample 

recovery. Precisely manufactured to 

ANSI/SLAS dimensions, it is fully com-

patible with all commercially available 

microplate readers and automated 

liquid-handling equipment. 

Porvair Sciences  

For info: +44-(0)-1978-666222 

www.porvair-sciences.com
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ThereÕs only one

EMBL ofers a highly collaborative, uniquely international culture. It fosters top

quality, interdisciplinary research by promoting a vibrant environment consisting of

young, independent researchers with access to outstanding graduate students and

postdoctoral fellows. EMBL is an inclusive, equal opportunity employer ofering

attractive conditions and benefts appropriate to an international research organisation.

Group Leader
Mechanisms in Infection
Biology
at EMBL/CSSB Hamburg, Germany

www.embl.org

State-of-the-art infrastructures for applications in life sciences on DESY

Campus, Hamburg, Germany, provide a world-class environment for

most challenging experiments in structural biology with high scientific

significance. The Hamburg Unit of EMBL has built an integrated facility

in structural biology with three synchrotron radiation beamlines for

applications in macromolecular X-ray crystallography and small angle

X-ray scattering of biological samples at the new PETRA III ring. Access

to state-of-the-art cryo-electron microscopy will be established within the

Center for Structural Systems Biology (CSSB) on DESY Campus. EMBL is

a partner of CSSB, which fosters highly interdisciplinary research across

its members in infection biology with a main emphasis on structural and

systems biology approaches. Laboratory and office space of the EMBL

group leader position will be in the new CSSB building.

The successful candidate is expected to have his/her research focus in

the following:

• Research interests in viral, bacterial or parasitic infection biology

• Possible topics are: translocation, secretion, host/pathogen interactions,

pathogen metabolism

• Links to potential clinical applications are desirable

The candidate should have a record and future interest in the following

techniques:

• Experience and research projects using integrative structural biology

approaches

• Innovative use of X-ray radiation in structural biology, including Free

Electron Laser applications (optional)

• Experience on complementary techniques, e.g. mass spectrometry,

proteomics, metabolomics, and computational modeling approaches

are advantageous

• Plans for complementary functional experiments

The candidate will take a leading role both at CSSB and the EMBL

Hamburg Unit, and is expected to be interested in a high level of

collaborations with other EMBL and CSSB faculty. She/he should have a

PhD or similar degree in a relevant research area, at least three years of

postdoctoral experience and an excellent research record.

Please apply online through www.embl.org/jobs and include a cover letter,

CV and a concise description of research interests and future research plans.

Please also arrange for 3 letters of recommendation to be emailed directly

by your referees to references@embl.de at the latest by 28 June 2016.

Interviews are planned for the last week of August 2016.

Further details on Group Leader appointments can be found

under www.embl.org/gl_faq.

For further information about research at EMBL please visit …
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Diversity in Aging Research Pipeline Program

Post-doctoral Positions:

The National Institute on Aging (NIA), a research component of the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) is the lead
federal agency for aging, age-related disease, and Alzheimer’s disease research. The
NIA Intramural Research Program through its Diversity in Aging Research Pipeline
Program (DARPP) is advertising a postdoctoral fellowship position. The goal of
DARPP is to enhance diversity within the workforce of aging researchers and to provide
training opportunities in aging research for underrepresented minorities and students
from socioeconomically disadvantaged backgrounds. Successful candidates will be
exceptionally qualified scientists-in-training who are interested in joining the NIA
research community.

Candidates must have a Ph.D. (or M.D.) degree in molecular biology, biochemistry, bio-
informatics, genomics, epidemiology, neuroscience or a related biomedical science
field. Prior experience in aging research is not required. All applicants must be from a
population underrepresented in the biomedical sciences, and have less than 5 years of
postdoctoral experience. Candidates may be U.S. citizens or permanent-residents.
Salary will be commensurate with research experience, according to the NIH intramural
pay scale.

Interested applicants should e-mail curriculum vitae, a brief description of their research
interests, and 3 letters of reference to: The DARPP Selection Committee c/o Mrs. Taya
Dunn Johnson, E-mail: dunnt@grc.nia.nih.gov. The application deadline is July 17,
2016. Interviews will be conducted in August 2016. For more information about the
NIA intramural program please visit: http://www.grc.nia.nih.gov/.

HHS and NIH are Equal Opportunity Employers.

The NIH is dedicated to building a diverse community in its training
and employment programs.

Postdoc Positions
The Center for Systems Biology Dresden calls for applications for several open postdoc positions in within the prestigious

ELBE Postdoctoral Fellowship Program
in the following areas

• Computer Science, Computational Science, and Applied
Mathematics

• Bioinformatics and Computational Biology
• Biological Physics, Biophysics and Theoretical Biology
We seek outstanding candidates with a degree in the listed areas and a strong interest in working in a multi-disciplinary
environment towards developing and using computational and physical methods to address key questions in biology and
to transform data into knowledge.

The Center for Systems Biology Dresden is a joint activity by the Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics
(MPI-CBG) and the Max Planck Institute of the Physics of Complex Systems (MPI-PKS). The center is a highly interactive and
collaborative workplace with an international atmosphere where English is the working language, and has a strong commit-
ment to interdisciplinary training and career development. The center provides access to cutting-edge computer infrastructure,
genome sequencing technology and wet lab facilities. The MPI-CBG has been awarded one of the “Best Places To Work for
Postdocs” in 2011.

ELBE Fellowships are awarded on a competitive basis to outstanding young researchers with a doctoral degree. To foster
collaboration, fellows are usually affiliated with two hosting groups working in different disciplines.

Dresden was awarded “City of Science” in 2006 and is one of the leading scientific centers in Europe with 3 Max Planck and 13
other research institutes, and the Dresden University of Technology as one of eleven Universities of Excellence in Germany. Dresden
has half a million inhabitants and is considered one of the most beautiful cities of Germany, located 2 hours from Berlin and Prague.

The Max Planck Society is an equal opportunity employer: handicapped individuals are strongly encouraged to apply. The
Center for Systems Biology, the MPI-CBG and the MPI-PKS aim to increase the number of women in
scientific positions. Female candidates are therefore particularly welcome.

Deadline for applications is September 14, 2016. For details about the application procedure, please

visit our website http://mpg-sysbio.de/index.php?id=jobs

Advance your career

with expert advice from

Science Careers.

Featured Topics:

§ Networking

§ Industry or Academia

§ Job Searching

§ Non-Bench Careers

§ AndMore

Download Free Career

Advice Booklets!

ScienceCareers.org/booklets



The aim of VILLUM Investigator Programme is to support researchers who have

the potential to make significant contributions to technical and natural sciences.

It is expected that the VILLUM Investigators identify and pursue significant

research questions and that they push their chosen research fields and / or

methods into new areas of investigations.

Applicants to the VILLUM Investigator Programme are expected to be active

researchers who have a track record of significant and excellent research

achievements in the last 10 years.

Conditions

A VILLUM Investigator is appointed for a six-year renewable period, at a Danish

university or another Danish research institution. Applicants may apply for up to

DKK 40m (USD 6m), including start-up costs.

APPLICATION DEADLINE 28 SEPTEMBER 2016.

We expect to be able to award grants to approximately 10 VILLUM Investigators.

Research projects are expected to commence in spring 2017.

Read more on www.veluxfoundations.dk

VILLUM INVESTIGATOR
– a new opportunity in Denmark for the

curiosity-driven scientist.

THE VELUX FOUNDATIONS are non-profit, private charitable foundations supporting technical and natural
sciences, environmental, social and cultural projects. In 2015, they granted a total of over DKK 800m.

Karolinska Institutet

seeks a new

Vice-Chancellor

Karolinska Institutet (KI) is a medical university with the
mission to conduct research and education of the highest
quality. KI’s vision is to make a significant contribution to
the improvement of human health. Achieving this vision will
require groundbreaking research, the translation of medical
advances into societal applications, and the successful
provision of highly-skilled professionals to the workforce.

Last day of application is 15th of August 2016.

For more information and expressions of interest, please visit

ki.se/newvicechancellor

Three Faculty Positions in Ecology

The Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) at
the University of Michigan seeks applicants for three assistant
professor (tenure-track) positions in ecology. These are university-
year appointmentswith an expected start date of September 1, 2017.

(1) Ecosystem Ecologist. We welcome applicants who study
ecosystem processes in any of the planet’s major ecosystems,
including aquatic, terrestrial, wild-land, managed, and urban
ecosystems.We are especially interested in individualswho include
feld and experimental approaches in their research.Areas of interest
include, amongst others, biogeochemistry, carbon sequestration, and
the effects of environmental change on ecosystem pools and fuxes.

(2)Population/CommunityEcologist.Wewelcome applicantswho
study processes in any ecosystemor habitat type, includingmanaged
and urban systems. We also encourage individuals interested in
interdisciplinary research.Areas of interest include, amongst others,
mechanisms of population regulation; causes of species extinctions;
andmaintenance of biodiversity, community structure and ecosystem
function under environmental change. Ideally, candidates will have
an empirical research program that bridges to ecological theory.

(3) Theoretical Ecologist. We seek applicants who bring cutting-
edge theoretical,mathematical, and computational tools to the study
of ecological systems of any kind, including traditional felds such as
population dynamics and community assembly aswell as emerging
subdisciplines such as urban ecology, macroecology, microbial
ecology, disease ecology, and eco-immunology. Applicants with
inter- and trans-disciplinary interests and who integrate theoretical
developmentwith empirical tests,whether alone or in collaboration,
are especially encouraged to apply. This position will be a joint
appointment with the University of Michigan Center for the Study
of Complex Systems.

For all three positions,we are especially interested in individualswho
will leverage the facilities available at the University ofMichigan,
including world class biodiversity collections, a local feld research
facility (the Edwin S. George Reserve), and a large educational and
research facility in northernMichigan (the University ofMichigan
Biological Station).

Applications should include a cover letter, CV, a concise statement
describing their current and future plans for research, a statement of
their teaching philosophy and experience and evidence of teaching
excellence (if any), and a statement of activities contributing to
diversity, equity and inclusion inAcademia. Applicants should also
include the names and email addresses of three references.

EEB is committed to fostering ethnic and gender diversity throughout
the department, and is especially interested in candidates contributing
to the diversity and excellence of our academic community through
their teaching, research, and/or service. To apply, please see http://
www.resources-eeb.lsa.umich.edu/search16/index.php. Review
of applications will begin on September 1, 2016 (Ecosystem
Ecologist), September 15, 2016 (Population/CommunityEcologist),
andOctober 1, 2016 (Theoretical Ecologist) andwill continue until
the positions are flled.

Women and minorities are encouraged to apply and the University
is supportive of the needs of dual career couples. The University
of Michigan is an Equal Opportunity/Affrmative Action Employer.
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Register for a free online account on
ScienceCareers.org.

Search thousands of job postings and find
your perfect job.
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today— all resources are free
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The brand new “Oncopole” campus, based in Toulouse

(South West of France), gathers academic, scientifc,

medical, clinical, technological and pharmaceutical

research on cancer. Its missions are to improve

fundamental knowledge on all aspects of cancer biology

and to provide patients with rapid access to innovative and

individualized treatments.

Fondation Toulouse Cancer Santé, jointly with Pierre-

Fabre Research Institute, is recruiting an outstanding

young immuno-oncologist for a team leader position within

the Cancer Research Center of Toulouse (CRCT).

Candidates will be required to detail information about

their previous work and submit a competitive project

proposal.

Applications: CV, research project (4 pages), publications

& patents list, grants, references in English - 10 pages

max

Applications must be sent to: join.crct@inserm.fr with

reference: “TCS IRPF Immuno-Onco”

Only applications received before July 31st 2016 will be

considered.

For more information, please visit:

www.toulousecancer.fr

Principal Investigator Positions
at the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration

The mission of the Offce of Biotechnology Products (OBP, Center for
Drug Evaluation and Research, U.S. Food and DrugAdministration) is to
protect public health by assuring the quality, safety, effcacy, availability,
and security of therapeutic protein and monoclonal antibody products.
OBP’s laboratory research programs investigate the structure, manufacture,
and molecular actions of protein-based drugs to inform science-based
regulatory standards and review activities.

OBP is seeking to recruit three qualifed and motivated individuals, with
Ph.D. and/or M.D. degrees, for career-conditional principal investigator
positions in the areas of metabolism (including cancer) (1 position),
bioprocessing (1 position), and glycobiology (1 position). The successful
candidates will actively develop independent, OBP mission-relevant
research programs, review product applications, and participate in
formulating FDA policy. Several years of post-doctoral experience and
a record of scientifc accomplishment in the relevant area of scientifc
specialty are required. Positions are located on the FDA main campus
in White Oak, MD, and are supported with intramural funding. Salary is
commensurate with experience.

To apply, send curriculum vitae, 1-2 page statement of your proposed
research program within the above stated research and review mission of
the Offce of Biotechnology Products, and names of three references to
Dr. David Frucht (Chair), OBP PI Search Committee (c/o Dr. Daniel

Harris), 10903NewHampshireAve.,WO71-2205, Silver Spring,MD

20993-0002, or email Daniel Harris (daniel.harris@fda.hhs.gov).
Please indicate to which of the positions you are applying and clearly
describe how youwill develop your proposed research program to address
the overall regulatory mission of OBP. Applications must be received
by July 10th, 2016. E-mail applications are preferred. U.S. citizens or
permanent residents only.

The Food and Drug Administration is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Director for Operations, Vanderbilt Vaccine Center

Vanderbilt UniversityMedical Center (VUMC) is a premier teaching and research hospital located in Nashville, Tennessee, consistently ranked in the top
20 for NIH funding that supports a broad array of biomedical research endeavor. Vanderbilt UniversityMedical Center is world renowned because of the
innovation, work ethic and collegiality of its employees. From our health care advances to our compassionate care, Vanderbilt owes its accomplishments
and reputation to staff and faculty who bring skill and drive and innovation to the medical center day after day.World-leading academic departments and
comprehensive centers of excellence pursue scientifc discoveries and transformational educational and clinical advances across the entire spectrum of
health and disease. The Vanderbilt Vaccine Center at VUMC manages a portfolio of about $60M of research funded by the NIH, DoD, and other sources,
publishes regularly in top-tier academic journals, generates frequent intellectual property disclosures and patent applications, and licenses antibodies for
clinical development in partnership with clinical research and pharmaceutical partners. The Center conducts basic and translational research in human
immunology,with a focus on humanmonoclonal antibodies.The facility uses diverse sophisticated technicalmethods including high throughput screening/
expression, next generation deep sequencing, EM and crystallography techniques. The work involves human subjects, animals, biohazards, intellectual
property, export-import, and other complex logistical areas.

We are seeking a Director for Operations who will provide leadership in coordinating the dynamic, extramurally-funded and productive research program
within the Vanderbilt Vaccine Center. The Director for Operations will work closely with the Center Director to oversee a growing team committed to
discovery of novel antibody therapeutics for infectious diseases and development of novel methods for antibody discovery. The Director for Operations
will have experience in the conduct of all aspects of translational science research, including: implementing large-scale multi-site investigations and
programs;managing large scale research operations and business; and regulatory and compliance procedures. Experience in immunology, entrepreneurship
and familiarity with Lean principles are desirable. Preferred candidates will have an advanced degree (PhD and/or MD, and MBA) in a related feld, and
a record of scientifc productivity.

As the largest employer in middleTennessee,VanderbiltUniversityMedicalCenterwelcomes thosewho are interested in ongoing development as part of a
caring, culturally sensitive and professional atmosphere.VanderbiltUniversityMedicalCenter is located a littlemore than amile from downtownNashville
“Music City, U.S.A.”, and our students, trainees, faculty and staff beneft from increased opportunity for professional growth and access tomany other benefts
enabled byVanderbilt, including public events and discussions, athletic opportunities, a beautiful setting and, above all, sense of community and purpose.

Interested individuals should submit an application for theDirector/Operations,VanderbiltVaccineCenter -VUMC-1602710 position via theVanderbilt
UniversityMedical Center Careers portal: https://vanderbilt.taleo.net/careersection/.vu_cs/jobdetail.ftl?job=1602710

For other inquiries, contact SusanMeyn in the Vanderbilt University Medical Center Offce of Research: s.meyn@vanderbilt.edu
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I took this unconventional path 

because of the poor employment 

prospects for biologists in Spain in 

the 1980s, which deterred me from 

studying science. But I had become 

fascinated by bearded vultures as a 

teenager, and my emotional attach-

ment to these birds of prey and to 

conservation never faded. So, after 

fi nishing my bachelor’s degree, I 

signed a 6-month contract with the 

regional government to monitor 

bearded vulture breeding sites, and 

my scientifi c career began. 

Not long after, the Catalan govern-

ment was seeking a naturalist to do 

similar work. Someone told the gov-

ernment of  cials about a passionate 

young naturalist who spent all his 

time watching vultures, and they 

contacted me. I worked on regional 

projects as a self-employed natural-

ist, gradually getting involved in international conservation 

research ef orts, and fi nally found myself as a freelance wild-

life technician for the Spanish government. 

As my research progressed, I published because I wanted 

to share my fi ndings, not because I was hoping for an ad-

vanced degree or items for my CV. I didn’t have to worry 

about racking up papers, the reputation of the journals I 

published in, or where I stood on the author list. This free-

dom allowed me to pursue the questions I was most inter-

ested in and to develop risky projects that might take ages 

to yield rewards, if any. And even though the salary of my 

early years did not even cover the cost of gasoline to get to 

the remote fi eld sites, I felt I was the luckiest man in the 

world to work with the species that fascinated me most.

But at that conference in 2009, an infl uential conserva-

tion biologist approached me after my talk. He was inter-

ested in my fi eld studies and publications, and we continued 

our discussion over dinner. He was surprised that I did not 

have a doctorate and suggested 

that I prepare a Ph.D. thesis under 

his supervision. I was astonished: 

He did not know me personally, 

although he had read the majority 

of my papers. I was also excited, 

because a doctorate would open ca-

reer doors that had previously been 

closed to me. It would give me ac-

cess to competitive research funds, 

which would enable me to tackle 

more ambitious scientifi c questions 

and conservation challenges. 

So, 1 year later, I enrolled as a 

Ph.D. student. I worked with my 

adviser to select 31 of my papers, 

submitted them as a Ph.D. thesis, 

and was awarded my degree. I am 

now a postdoctoral researcher, with 

hopes of establishing my own re-

search group.

I miss my earlier freedom to 

some extent, but the fi nancial security of a full-time posi-

tion is a real asset, especially now that I have a family, and 

the tools and collaborations that academia of ers are ex-

tremely rewarding. At the same time, I’m glad I took an 

unconventional path. I believe that if I had gone straight 

into academia, where bibliometrics rule the lives of today’s 

young researchers, I would have been less adventurous in 

my choice of projects. Blazing my own trail before return-

ing to academia helped me on my road to becoming a suc-

cessful, fulfi lled scientist. ■

Antoni Margalida is a postdoctoral researcher in the De-

partment of Animal Science at the University of Lleida in 

Spain and an associated senior scientist in the Division of 

Conservation Biology at the University of Bern. He thanks 

Tim Birkhead, Karl Schulze-Hagen, and Rhys E. Green for 

advice and Raphaël Arlettaz for his continuous support. 
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“My emotional attachment 
to these birds of prey and to 
conservation never faded.”

Flying free before building my nest

I 
spent the fi rst 17 years of my scientifi c life as a freelance naturalist, with no more academic cre-

dentials than a bachelor’s degree in library and information science. It was challenging, but I 

found it intellectually rewarding, and I enjoyed exploring my scientifi c passion without facing 

the pressure and uncertainty typically endured by trainees pursuing academic careers. I was able 

to simply let my creativity develop. Then, 7 years ago, my career took a turn when I attended 

a conference about bearded vultures, which led me to earn my Ph.D. at the age of 38. Now, as a 

postdoc pursuing an academic research career, I am taking advantage of all that I learned during 

my years as an independent scientist. 

By Antoni Margalida
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